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Chapter 6. . .

.

PROPERTIES AND TECHNIQUES OF-ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION II'

PURPOSE OF THE.UNIT

1. To help children understand the techniqued of adding and -

subtractingnumberswhose numerals have many digits and their

dapendente on the properties Of our system,of numeration, the

commutative property, and the associative property of

addition

2.. To Irelp children-understand that, if they know the addition

facts and the properties of addition and-subtraction,, they

.rna. add and subtract 'numbers whose numerals have many

digit - ,

1

3. To help children .dqvelop'skill in addition and subtraction .

and in cheCking,these operations

'4. To help children further their problem solving ability

through the ti8e of mathematal.d.entencei- in situationii. ,.

requiring addition d SubtractiOn of numbers whose numeralsan

have many digiti w

)

th particular emphasis on:learning when

subtraction
N.

is applicable. ..:.;..-.

Children.,who have, learned previously. the technique of

addition and suptraction thoi.oughly may move. through the first

half ollthid unit very quickly. Others should move More

However, the development of the meaning basic to the techniques

is ,,important and should not be slighted with any group. Indeed,

it. should be given emphasis. It and the developMent of ark

ability to salve problems are the major purposes of t is unit.

1%.
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MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

The answer to the,question, "What is the sum of 5 and 2?",is 5 2. Ordinarily the question is interpreted to mean,
"What is the decimal numeral for the sum of 5 and 2?" For
this question the answer is 7. Similarly, the answer to, "What
is added to 4' so the sum will'be -7?", is 7 - 4. As a decimal
numeral,

9

7 - 4 is 3.

The answer, 892 367 Irn regponsd to "What- is the sum of892 and 367?" is correct but is ordinarily not the 'most
. convenient 'one. The decinial numeral 1,259 is the expected
response. In learning the process of addition then, a piimary
objettive is to write a suit such as 892 + 367 in the form of
a decimal numeral.

If 42 and 37 are the numbers added, the 'result is '7tens and 9. This sum can be written directly as 79. However,-if 67 and 58 are the numbers and the operation is additionthe result is 11 tens and 15. This sum cannot be written..
directly as a decimal numeral but must be thought of as 1.
hundred', 2 tens, and 5. Then it is written 125.

Similarly, when the operation of subtractionis used with
numbers whose numerals have more than one digit, the naming of
the number,which is the sum, as a decimal numeraloften

requires. careful thinking. If 49. and 23 are the numbers operated on,
theunknown addend is 2' tens and 6. This result may be
written directly as 26. If, however, 32 and 17 are the
,numbers operated on, the 32 must be thought of as 2 tensand 12. Thig makes it convenient to subtract 1 ten and'.7.
Th1e result, 1 ten and 5, is now written as,. 15.

Thinking of:432 as -3 tens and 2 Ones or is 2 tensand 12 ones has often been referred tows "renaming 32".
"Renaming a number" has been used widely in some of the previousunits. It is: clear on a moment's reflection that a number can
berenamed'in an, infinite number of ways. Fpr example, the'number 8, pan ,be renamed as m - n wheite n may represent any

9494 .



niamber.we.please and m = n + 8.' in this'particular unit' we

aze almost entirely concerned Kith-a. type of-renaming which is

particularly useful in addition and subtractioninvolv,ing'larger:>,

numbers:

This type.of renaming'is:not identified by any word or

phrase in this unit.and the word rename will natlbe used here.

Instead, terminoldgy such as the follo*ing is used

"523, may be'thoughtib as 500 + 20 3",'or

"AmotAer name for 523 is 500. 20+'3"; or

. ,
"523 may be expressedas .500 + 20 + 3n. At the same time,

the idea of different naMes fOr the same numbe 'is basic for

learning the proceSses of:addition and subtractionIt must be

.;omprehended if pupils are to compute sums and unknown addends
-

with understanding.

Consider the following'axatple wheich should make @ear the

need to learn Low to express numbers in different forms and'

should indicate-its useful application in addition and subtrac-

tion.

,Example., Find the number that must'be added to 376 so

that 523 will be. the sum. If written as a-mathematical sen-

tence it may take the form 376 + n = 523. If the pupil immedi-

ately recognize's that 147 is the addend that with the given'

addend, 376, yie],ds the sum; 523, there is little need of ,

proceeding further. A esp'onse.to such. a Simple request as,

"Find' the number that Must be added to 6-- so that 10 will be

the sum," would doubtless be immediate from the simple recall of

the proper addition fact. But in the example under COn'sideration

the 'nu'mbei.s are so largelthat recognition will not be immediate..'

Hence the process will:gooppmehing like this:

First, write-the'exercise. 523

-376
Now the need to express 523 and 376 in forms other'than as

ecimal numerals is apparent. The objective Is'tO Put a greater

ntrnber of ones in the ones' place in the stun than in -the onaal.

J
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place in the addend, to put more tens in the tens' place in the
sum than in the tens'-place in the addend, etc: A

)41,

So we may y-wrie 523 = 500 '+ 20 + 3

376 = 300 + 70.+ 6

as an initial step in accomplishing our.purpose.
. Next 523 = 500.+ 10. + 13,

. 376 = 300 +.70 + 6

and 523.. 400 + 110-+.13

376 = 300 + 70 + 6.

so that: 523 , 376 ="100 + 40 + 77----- '147
,

L..,.-There is no need for a special term to describe this
Procedure to ourselves or the pupils. We avoid the need:lora
term by saying, "We write 523 -as' 500 + 20 + '3" and write asindicated: The primary issue is'recognizing the'need for more
ones in ones' place of the sum than in the ones' place-of the\
addend,' more.tens1kin the tent' place' of the sum than in the \

'

\

tens' place of the- addend, etc.: a

In addition there is less difficulty. We simply name the
addends to exhibit the nUmber.of ones, the number of tens andso on. Then the on04, tens, hundrels and so on .are added.

..'.-

r
For: example: 2 = 200 40 + 9

.

6 6 1,--600 +7o +6 '

Sum = 8.0&+ 110 + 15

(800 + 100) + ( 10 + 10) + 5

= 900 + 20 + 5

925.

Here 'the numeral; 800 + 110 + 15 is expressed as, the
decimal numeral by applying properties of,our system of nUfnera-
tion.and both the commutative and associative properties foraddition.

496



' It is recognized, of course, that this elplanation is -long*

and wordy- in written exposition. I can, however, he made .

fairly brief in presente.tiOn to the pupil, and.- in his subse-

quent execution of it be made briefer. Details are supplied. in

an attempt to explain the basis. for "borrowing" and- "c

, and an ultimate discard of these terms which are frequently

executed, properly but .almost universally, misunderstOod.

An important property of subtraction : 'in the symbolism of

the 'mathematician is:

For a pair of whole. numbers named In the form .(a + ID, and

(c d.)

. .

b) - '(c d) = (a - + (b -

In this unit it is assumed that . a + b is greater than c +.d.

Here is an illUstration of this. property for X68 - 42: It

shows that' in writing a .subtraotion, in. the 'vertical form the..

prOperty is applied au,tomaticp.11y'

68 - 42= (60 8) - (4Q + )

= (F9' ho) + (8 - 2)

= 20 + ,

68

- 42

26 -e.

. 26.;.
-The relation betvieen the inustration and. the statement/of.

the property is seen if you think of a replaced by 60; b

replaced by c replaced by 40 and - d -replaced by 2.

( The property is applicable to other subtractions such as

- 49 or 352 - -187. More steps are required however.

I r.
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' TEACHING THE UNIT

DIFURENT NAMES FOR THE 'SAME NUMBER
c.

Objective: (a) To help pupils review .the idea.of.m4ny 'different
names for the same number

(0 To help pupils illustrate different names fora
number on an abacus

f

Matterials Needed: An abacus with 20 beads on each of four rods
The figure at the right shows. one form
of-an abacus. It has rods.inserted

in. the base with beads that may be

removedWhen not in use. Other,forms
of the abacus are equally useful..

The rods-of the abacus correspond to
places in a numeral. Moving from
right to left, the.firsiro6e.

corresponds to ones' place, the
second:to tens' place, etc. The.number of beads,on the first
rod is the :number of ones, the number of beads on the second
rod is the number of tens, etc. The n eral represented on
the abacus h is 6 thouSands, 4 h dreds, 4- tens,
7 ones or 47.

Expioratio :

Parts of the following
materialare7writtenas if the teacher were talking to his class: Theanswers he wishes:to eliCit from pupils in

.,responte to'questions are included in parentheses:
Other parts of the exploratory material for thisunit are in the,form of suggestions to the teacher:These are also descriptions of procedures that areto be used as 4 basis for discovery and explora-tion of concepts and properties. These remarks

.are written Between double vertical lines.

I
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Some of the,eiploratory material is contain4d
1p the Pupils' Book. This is the case with-the
rfret section,-Different Names for the Same Number.
-Children shoUld.soon recognize that the phrases
:"Different Names for the Same NUmber" and "Renaming
a.Number"

The tekher nay have .pupils open their books
to page 303 and answer and discuss the questions.
After this development, Exercise Set 1 maybe
completed by each pupil individually.

A

Lf
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P303.

ChapteA,

.PROPERTIES AND TECHNIQUES OF ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION II

DIFFERENT NAMES FOR THE SAME NUMBER

There are mahy ways of naming a number. The -decimal

numeral for 40 + 2 is 42. It may also be named in other ways.

1. Nan says that all-the names bldw are for the same number."

Do you agree? .27 -

-2 tens and 4; 1

2. What is thedekmal

other names for 40

3. (a) Is

I's

3; 24 + 0; 10 + 14; 25 - 1;

ten and 14. (?4,-)

(55)

numeral for 40 + 15? State five

+ 15./a-..644,e,14 44-4:44 '^'"7

234 = 200 + 30 +. 4(c) Is 234 = 2001

234'= 200 + 10 -+ 24111d) Is'

20
Cr9
+ 14?/

234 = 106 + 130 + 4?

ones or as 5 tens

67?

4. You may think of 67 6 tens and

andlt17- ones. What are other names for'
4
May we think of 726

O

as

as

as

700 + 20 + 6?

700 + 10 + 16? (Y4')'

600 +,120 + 6? .

Different names for a number

are often shown on an abacus.

.How is 34 named on each

abacus at the right?

Tell two different names for

each Of these numbers. Show

4414U44.4.;
each on the abacus.6wiegyati

(a) 46. (b) 97 (c) 263

500

4.
NIII

aim

34 'as 3 tens
and- 4 ,ones

(
34 agi 2
and 14'

tens
ones
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Exercise Set 1

Copy the numerals 1 - 10 on your paper.. Next to each

write the correct answers to complete.this.ckart.

Decimal Numeral t#r Name for the Number

4

Or)

1/ 3 7e)

523

(70

96

(567)

238

49

(/7,(1)__

10 1,526

120 + 17

1200 + I6o +.18

(*op -f- I 10 7` 13)

6 tens +.18

(ro + /40

4 hundreds 4'15 tens + 8

[2ov -4-.2o iir)

15 hundreds. + 23 tens +

For each of eiercises 11 - 13 write > or < so each

mathematical Sentence will be true. Iri exercise 11, is 1000.+

300 + 60 + 16 another name for 1376? ( )

.1,378 (>) loo0 + 300 + 6o + 16

12. 2,874 (;>) 1 thousand 17- hundreds. + 16 tens ones

13.. 4,926 (79 3 thousandi + 18 hundreds:+. 11 tens + 6 ones

16
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REVIEW "OFt-- ADDITION

Objective: To help pupils review the techniques of addition

where riming the sum as a decimal numeral:is a .

simple procedure

Exploration:

.Here are four addition exercises on the chalkboard.

(a)

(b)

3 + 4

30 + 40

(c) 300 + 400 . '

(d) 3000 + 4000

What is one numeral for the sum in each of these?- (In (a)

it is. 7. In (b) it is 70, which means 7 tens. In (c) it

is 700, which means 7 hundreds. In (d) it is 7000, which'

means 7 thousands.)

Exercises like (b), (c), and (4) are often wr3.4en in

column forM because it is an easy way to group theones, tens,

/\hundreds, etc;

(b) 30 (c) 300 (d) 3000

40 400 + 4000
. ,

How do you add 23 and 45? (The sum of 20 and 40 is

'6o. The sum of 3 and 5 is 8. The sum pr '60 -and 8 is
68.) This is an easy exercise but we need to study it because

you have used some important properties. Let us,find them. .

You thought of .23 and 45 in anOther way. What was it?

.(We found other names for:them: 23 = 20 + 3. 45 = 40 5.)

You thought of 23 + 45 as + 3) + (40 + 5)? ,CYes,

but we used the commutative property and associative property

to get (20 + 40) + (3 + 5). Why did you want this order? (So

we may get '60 + 8 -or '68.).

May we write our work like this?

23 45 . (20 + 3) + (40 + 5) = (20 + 4o) + (3 + 5) = 60 + 8 = 68

1 ?.
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We'may write our work for the pupils as
in the, preceding statement. BO.t. the best
pupils, possibly all <the pupils, should be
aware that; the following steps, c1.4:similar
Ones, are used.

/1

(20+3) + (4o+ 5) = (2o+ 3 ) + (5+ 4o),
Commutative Property

= 20+ [3 +'(5 +40)1
AssciCiative Property

= 2o+ [ (3 + 5 ) + 4o]
Associative Property

20+ [8+40]
Adding 3 and 5

20+ [4.0 +8]
Commutative Property

=120+ 4o] 71- 8
. Associative Property.

= 60 + 8
Adding 20 and 4o

= 68
Adding 6o and 8.

. ,

The column.'form. of writing the addends is helpful ih any

exercise like this. We can write all we have said in another

form.
1

23 = 20 + 3

45= 40 + 5

60 + 8 = 68

Let us do another exercise with more addends and showthe
,:addition on an abacus and study the properties we use.

Show the three addends fOr this addition:.

523

212

364

18 503



What is a convenient form

for writing the addends? (The

form shown on the right should

be written on the board:),

523

212

364

=,500

=.200

300

+ 3 ,

+ 10 + 2,

+ 6o +
To show addition on the abacus, we_may combine the beads -

column by column, Where shall we begin? (Arst.we combine the
counters on-the ones' rod:-_3 and 2 are 5, and 5 and 4

are 9.)

xt combine the.counters on the tens' rod
411 n. the counters on the hundreds' rod. Ask
su ble questions go pupils understand the
technique. The written record should be com-
pleted:

-

523 =.500 +;20 + 3

212 =200 + 10 +

364 = 300 + 60 + 4.

woo + 90 +..9 = 1099.

`` The teacher and children shouldL discuss as
.many exercises as-are needed to help children
understand that the column form of writing an
exercise helps theth think about the ones to-
gether, the tens together, etc.

The children. shbuld be encouraged to line
up the digits neatly as they write them in.
colUthns: Care in writing,contribUtes to-in-
.creased skill iNT accuracy.

*.The conlienience.bf.the vertical.arrange,-
ment.should7be emphasized as means of obtaining
answers efficiently. At the same time, the most
important objective of this unit is to help

understand what they are doing,'
> .

.

.
.

Studding the operation-of addition carefully and showing it

on an. abacus helps us .understand the method of- addition.
. . ,

We needtq find a method of adding qukly. We need also
. .

to be sure,the sums we get are correct.
4-1

The teacher should provide exercises for the
children to add tin which the sum in any column is
not more than 9. The pupil will add each column
.in order frOm right to' left and record the sum of
each column as it is added.



Addition with addends whose nufferals.have many digits. is
. .

often zleeded.i.n.problem solving. Find Exercise Set 2 in your

book.on pag, 305.0

(1). A salesman traveled. 455 miles in January andl. 5231-

.miles in February. k What.distance did he traVel:in

the' two months 0

In.this example we will follow the method wriich.we have

used before to find the answer to the questions asked in a.'

-problem.

Read example (1) carefully. What question is asked? What

bits .of information are- given? Write the mathematical sentence

which describes 'the problem.. (453 + 523 = n) 'What - operation

should you use? (addition). Answer the question asked in the

problem.' (The salesMan.drove 976 miles in the two months.)
.

Children should be encouraged to arrange
their work like this:.

453 + 523 = n

453

_ +_523;

976

The 'salesman traveled 976 miles in January,
and February.

-EXercise Set 2 may be completed now b
each pupil individually.

D.
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tiv

=REVIEW -0P. ADDITION

Exercise Set 2

.!

A salesman traveled-: 453 miles dn JanUary.and 523

in Februa.7. Whatdistance did he travel in the. two'

months? (45 5-2'3::71-. 976

.2.

miles

2. The salesman traveled ,230 miles in March, miles-.in

April, end 345 miles in May. How many,miles did: he travel,
/23o -1- 3/0 4-345' := ris sVa.- )in the three months? ltwead, 6d6-*/) its- 3

3. From JanUary th"rough June the salesman traveled 2,010 miles.

From July through December he7traveled 1,854 milei. How

far did, he travel during the year? (20/0-1-10"#-=71...;14_

4. You found how far the salesmah traveled in one year in

exercise 3. During another year he traveled 4,013 .mdlis.

What was his mileage during the two years!?

(3,94114 -fr O / 3 = 711. 4141404/./ ttaatada er 74141.4.c, IV" ara44i)

5. *al an automobile trip, Fred and Carol played a game by

counting station wagons and trucks they saw on bhe highway.

Fred counted 234 station wagon) and Carol counted 205

trucks. How. many station"wagzu

in all? (3 4-aos = '71 .`

did they count

6. Jack and Tim.have been gathering

father is making. Jack has gathered 172 rocks and Tim hat

gathered How many ro have the' two boys gathered

rocks for the new walk their

altogether? 0721-243,7--71,..

A.oc.44.

too



MORE abITION

Objective: To hell?) children understand the technique for

.adding numbers whose numerals have many_ digits and

their dependence on the properties of.our numeration.

/system; and the commutative proper*, and the asso-

ciative property foraddition -

Materials Needed: Abicus (.Place value charts may also be used.)

Exploration:

Let-us find n if n = 51T+ 238. + 124.

RepresentIthe addends of this

exercise on the abacus.,

Write on the chalkboard:

517 = 500 J.- 10 + 7

-238 =200 + 30 + 8

124 100 + 20 + 4

. Tell how each numeral we Wrote.on the chalkboard is

-represented.on the abacus.

NoW`show the.addition of ones, tens, and hundreds on the"

abacus and on the chalkboard..

22
567

500_4- 10 + 7.;

200 + 30-+ 8

100 + 20 + 4

800 + 60 + 19



,
Is each -sum. 800'47'60 + 19? How can you write this s a

decimal numeral?
, ,

Here i$ a written reond'Or otir. thinking.

8o +6o + 19
8o + 6o+ (lo +9)

Sc ,b (60 + + 9

800(+ 70 + 9

See A
below

See B
below.

On the abacus show how to find the,suM as a decimal

numeral,
to.

A

place .into
.

andDiearrAnge the 19 beads'in the ones'

69 as in A. Then replace the 1.0 beads in the ones!ir..iilace

by 1, bead in the tens' place, as shown in B.) .,4,
.

4
It'is now easy to name the sum as-Adeclmal numeral, 879.

The teacher should use other similar exer,..
cises as needed to develop the:Meaning basic to
the technique of addition. Arflysis by showing.

'the process in-writing, on an abacus, and in
discussion is helpful to the children.

Sometimes naming a sum as a decimal numeral
require more steps. One such example is
375 + a. The teacher may wish to use the
abac to show this addition. .Whether or not '

-
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the-,abacus is used, the procedure snouid
examined carefully:

500 4- 14.0 13 . f

500 "i" 111\0 4 (10 + 3),
500 + (1:11.p lo)

500 + (100 4- 50) + 3

.(500 100), -i- 50 = 653.

de-do not always add using this. long method, Some of us.

can "think the/ answer" without `any writing. Let us study this-

example tog

375 What is-the sum* the ones? (13) Notice.

+ 278 that we write it under the 78 IA 278. .1.n:wciat

13 place is the 3 in 13? (Ones' place). In what

140 place Is the 1? (Tens' place). Does 13 mean

500 and :2 ones? (Yes.).

: 63 What is the sum of\the tens? (14) Where

-shall I write it? (We write 0 in the ones' placet-4 in the

.tens' place, and 1 in the hundreds, place.)

How canyWe:find.thi-sult? (Add the. numbers 13, 140,

and 500.) :What-ds the sum? (653)
/ ... ..

.

..The "above exploration is summarized-on pages
306 and :307 of the Pupilst Book. It should be
studiedly pupils and teacher. Then, pupils may
do Exercise het 3 individually.

I

2

(-1

509



MORE ADETTIOk

1; What number is n if 423 + 345 + 214. =

First, place beads on theabacuS to show:

the addends.so tbat-each addend is

separated from the others.

Next, show the result of adding the ones.

Show the result of addibg the tens.

Show the result of adding the

hundreds.

400 + 20 + 3'

.300 + 4o + 5

10 +4

400 + 20 + 3

300 + 40 + 5

200 +.10 + 4

9 00 + , 7 0 + 1 2

-

Now 423 + 345 + 214 - 9oo.+ 70 + 12.

900 70 + 12, is.thought of as. 900 + 70 ( 1 b + 2).

900 + 70 + (10 + 2) - 9oo + (7o + 10 + 2.

What is the decimal numeral for 900 + 80 + 2? (TF2)

2. Now try to add 342, 124

and -418- without the abacus.

See -Box A.

a. Whati-humbers were added
*

first? (*ciao')

b. What decirdal numeral is

800 + 70 + 14? (g154)

2)=7

510

342 = 300 + 40 + 2 ,

124 = 100 + 20 + 4

418 = 400 + 10 + 8

8o0 + 70 + 14: = 884

A

.
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.

3. Find n if 375 + 273 = n. You

page506. In Bot5B, the decimal

numeral 653 was obtained

from adding 500 440, and ;13.

might try the mthod on

.

Yr5 = 300

271 = 200

+ 7.0 +

+ 70

5.

3

= 653500 +140+ 13

1

Ar.:7 r? Limes 375 ana 278.
f.

:4Altred as-in box C. '

:;/hat nutbers were added
(50...18)

to get.' 13? How do you

are

B

375

273

40

500
(a.d.ct

get the 140? How do you
X900 ...1.)

get .500 . , How is the l , ,

Cam.
Soo, 130, 'c

C

653 obtained? The method of Box C !Tay be ::Lore cb!Nendent
I v

,....for4r7ou.

1. U :e thE: method of

Exercise Set 3

Box B to find each sum.

43 167 346 558 1287

'29 254. 186 645 3643

(72) (42!) (4-32) (/203) ; 6/935)

a. Use the .thethod of, Box C to find each sum.

# 429. 697 1278 3296 6278

335 . 134 4193 1376 - 1032

CePi-) (d3'1) (9472) (7 310)

26

511



ANOTHER METHOD.FOR ADDING

Most people use a shorter method for adding. Many of you
.are.using it already. Let us add' these numbers:

, 366 /47 What..is the sum of theones? (23) What is

298 the sum of the tens? (24) What is the sum of

.52
the hundreds? (15)

647 We have been writing these '23

numbers like. this: 240;

t 1506

1763.

Then we add them to find the sum of the addends.

You can use this same method and write only part of the
sum at a time and remember part of it?

This procedure is summarIzed'on page 308. It
should be,studied by the teacher and class. The
children should have exercises as'needed to'
develop the skill required in%this type'of addi-
tion exerclir--nrees the importance of knowing
the meaning basic to the technique of addition.
Exercise Sets 4, 5 and 6 may be assigned fon
independent work at this time. Solutions. to
problems in Exercise Set 5 should be recorded
In the.forMdescribed on page 505. of this
Teachers', Commentary. ,

2)7
512.
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ANOTHER METHOD FOR ADDING

Addition is an operation on two numbers. When we operate on

15-. and 3 and get 18, we have added. (15 + 3"= 18) Eighteen

is called the sum. Fifteen and 3 are called addends.
/

An addition exercise

is written in columns to

make it easy to. add.

Columns help to keep the

ones together,,the tens

.together, the hundreds

together, and so on.

In column addition

the ones are added first,

the tens next, the hundreds

next,.and so on.

"Part of the sum of

tG ones' column is

sometimes remembered. jt

is then added in with the

tent.

Part of the sum of

the tens' column is

,,sometimes remembered. It
4.

'`is then added in wititthe

hundrtds.

329

146
948

To add I think: 9 and 6

are 15- and 15 and 8 are

23. Think of 23 as 2 tens

and 3' ones. Record ..3 and

remember 2 tens.

Two tent and 2 tens are

4 tens; 4 tens and 4 tens

are 8 tens; and 8 tens and

tens are 12 tens. Think

of 12 tens as 1 hundred and

2 tens. Record. 2 tens and

remember 1 hundred.

One hundred and 3 hundreds

are 4 hundreds; 4 hundreds

and .1 hundred are

hundreds; and 5 hundreds and

9 hundreds are 14 hundreds.

Rhoord, 14 hundreds.
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Exercise Set 4

Find the suing for exercises 1 through 5.

1. (a)

,43
.

.29

. (72)*
2. 126

246

(372)

3. 563 635

128 406

(00 61454?-0

4. 174 88

(b)' (c) (d) (e). .(f)

-57 19 76 68 53

38 46 15 28 '17

(95) (65) (V) (4) (70)

348 167 239 468 282

629 726 43' 504. '509

(977) .($93) (aez) (772) (79 0

138 V43
(3/2.) 63/)

347 256

897 1297

304 . 540

Mgr) '698

447

I2g

563

129.

-38

257

." 647

39
.(5-76) (412) (29 5) PO
489 179 266. 593

272 658 698 248

(70-: (837) , 4500 Win
1591 1876 8976 1762

8643 7235 1235 't 4391

9275 :8544 7142 3065

5873 6718 -6473 8572
61T,FD 2$53$2).. 429/373) C23,$26) (?/790)

6. Find n for each of exercises (a) through (d).

(a) n =.; 697 + 3846/7:An6) (c) n - 559 = 2476 67.-.;3oss)

(b) n = 672 + 1278,12d4s0) (d) 362 = n - 875 C41:1237)

514
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Exercise Set 5

1. List the number days in each of the first six. Months

of this year. How many days are there in the first six

months of this year? (314?.4)4 114-3°4 31430 270tiz'a4R
)1/ ceAr "010e4

2. 'List the number of days in each of the last six months

of this year. How many_days are there in the last six

months of this year? ( 3 /+ 3143o +3i+3o4 3/=-/su. .P444 evla

7/9 doliz.t.:, .66-41-671-04 Aortoot2X 0/-14:s "y41,0

3. John Went to a book store, He found 5 magazines which

he wanted: Their prices were 75w, 24; 25w, .55¢, and

95t. Se, bought the three which were cheapest. How much

did they cost? (20126.. fLr."-;311'
it204. /00

4/.0o agice.it

There were 135 books borrowed from the library on

Monday, 140 books on Tuesday, 168 books on Wednesday,

174 books on, Thursday, and 147 books on Friday. During

these fivedays,. how many books were borrowed?
( ffs4 /go 04,4- 179 * /97 T._ ...24yez A4.-eke 74Y .84040-4:

cbaueng ../r/Lego AL., der-. )

The Jackson family took a" trip by car from New York City

to Boston: The trip took five hours, This is how far

they -tralieled each, 36 miles, '44 miles, 47 miles, ,

41 ,miles, and 3pc miles. How many mileS did they travel

in the five' hours? (3 4 * 911 * 4.7 # y I 4 3,9 :=-4v, -24
A.44Ae:441 .2 4 -dee-s.A4).

515
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6. John's mother bought him a new coats cap, shoes, and boots.

The cost of the coat was $18, the cap $3, the shoes-

$8, and the boots. $6 How much did she pay for them all?
+ 3 t k 4. I, 7- All cle4sZa. /Wi.410-au2A, 4443 5" )

7. There are 65,761 Indians in. Arizona, 53,769 Indians in

Oklahoma, and 41,901 Indians in New Mexico. H.ow, many

Indians live in these three states? (65,74/4 6.3'74 41169°11-
:avua an-sr 14414 SI j,,,ott;La. .2/ILLR. .1.49.latarYto.. )-

8. There are 629 boys and 587 girls in .Longfellow School.

How many children 'attendLongfellow School? (42q4-5-8

2Vato GLAs /2/6 cfuleAs.A. of_dr,eZer,-,4cezp)

9. In 19.40 there were 172,172 people in Miami, Florida.

In 1950 there were 87,063 more people living there'than

in 1940. How many-people 113ved in Miami in 1950?
072, r-72 */7,'063 =./''v. 19 SO 6-9, 23

10. .During a candy sale Mary sold 232 boxes of mints. Sue

sold 472 boxes, and Jane Sold 143 boxes. Find the

total number of boxes sold by the three girls.
C 23 24- q, + 11 3 :::.14", a Aeuer .42-04/ 2V7.,r1Ga :

:he' pupils of Oak School collected gifts foi poor children

'at Ohriatmari: They collected '433_ books, 316 toys,

252 games, and 164 puzzles. How many gifts were

1-/ 3 3 43/4 4 AC A4- 1651collected in all?
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Exercise Set 6

Copy the numerals 1 t

each numeral Write the,wds and numerals to

ugh 8 on your paper. Next to

complete this

chart.

Numbers

Operated On'

Result Operation

Used

1. 15, 289 (Boll)

2. 139, 76 215

3. (67q., r79) n

4. 71, 56 127

5. 641, .079 + 81) (vol)

6. 162, 69 (23))

7. 345, 187 532

8. 647, 387 0)30

addition

addition

addition

(add (f- )

Mathematical

Sentence

(/542.8f=Av)

(139 424=ftv)

-674-.+ 87%7 n

7l

addition (64/14 C3 79410 )

addition 6 2 4- 6F.=,Ivi

(adclitioh) (3115" # 187 =At.)

addition .{(,97 +3 87 -=",)

Writes' or II( so each of exercises 9 through .15 will

be true mathematical sentences.

372 + 499 (#) 773

312 + 184 696) 128

346 + n ,(#) 179,

n + 156 (4-0:3194,

13. n -.341 (=-.) 159

if n = 177

if n = S28

if n = 500

n = 379, then n + ) 308 + 233

15. If n = 473, then' 89.+:n (;4:-.) 674 +.595
o

5173,2



REVIEW OF SUBTRACTION

Objective: To help pupils review the technique of subtraction

in oases where obtaining the_unknown addend is a

simple procedure

Exploration:

Subtraction is an operation on numbers. When we studied

Its ^oo ties, we operated. on numbers like' 8 and 5. We

shall now leirn a yrart.o subtractnumbers whose numerals have:

many'digits.

Here four mathematical sentencelu

(.0. 6 - 2 . n '600 - 200 n

CO 60 - 20 n (d) - 2000 -

- What is the sum in e..1.-.:n? '(In (A) it is (b) it \-

is bC. In (c) it is 60e. In (d) it is 6000.) What is the

known Addend in each? What is tne unknown addend in each?

(In (a) It is 4. In (b) it Is 4C.' (c)it is 400. In

(d) It is 4000.)

Subtraction exercises like (b), (d) are often

written in column form just like addition exercises.0 We know

thisls'a good way to keep t e ones, tens, huhdreds,

inthe same column.

(b) 60. (b) tf)oo , (d) 6000
- 20 - 200 -.2000

Howdo you subtract 32 from 74?

(2 subtracted from 4 is 2)74

- 32 (30 subtracted from 70 11, 40)

42 (32 is one addend; the other is 42)

518



How can we sh w. this on an-

abacus? (We will tart with 71.,

because it is the sum. (See I),)

The known addend is. 32. We

separate "3 tens" and "2 ones

from the "7 tens" and "4 ones".

How many tens ind'ones are there'in

the unknown addend? (See II) (1.

tens and 2 ones) What is the

umknowni addend? (42)

I

II

We can show this subtraction oethe.chalkboard. We write 1
the subtractioneximise in.column form like this:

74 70 + 4-

34

30+2

40 + 2 42

53.9



,-

Column subtraction,

of the ones together,

exercises:

(a) 734

213
---, .

like column

the tens together,
F. S1.\ ,

10.. i1--
.

/Ab)- 9400

3300

addition,

etc.

helps us to think

Here are some

(c) 26
,

40.

- 1420

Tell how you would sUbtract7imeach of these exercises by

thinking about ohes, tens, handreds; etc.

EXercise Set 7, may be assigned now. .Pupils
should soliie as many exercises of this type as
are needed in. which no regrouping of the sum is
necessary.

3
520 -
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REVIEW OF- SUBTRACTION

Exercise.Set 7

)

1. George had 524 for the answer to an exercise. It should.

AV
have been 639. How .much too small was hi8 answer?

CL ag-s2,/ =Aid on, s3qt.ow usAeA)..4C

2. The zoo keeper told Jim that the big gorilla weighed 572

pounds, and' the small one weighed 361. pounds. ,'How much

more does-the latge gorilla weigh? (S70- s4/7-'44,:01-. 36/440=s72.

,241.44re.ata ,4.4,44:4JA 211 .ArteetR.

. In 1950, the population of a city was -6,473. By 1960,

it had increased to 9,699. Whatwas the ir-crease,in

copulation, during the ten-year periOd?.(9.699.-44/7,=.441)

7G 9% Zteda*/..h.:,-Z,..c>124%.044 3,2-2/0&444,-4p .60*

4. The Boy. Scouts had a paper drive. Troop\ 51 collected

8,200 pounds of -paper. They wanted to Collect. 9,600.

pounds. How many more pounds of paper do they need to

collect? Cf400.-n"=A*1-1) Ce- P-2.001 m, 5"t144

to yew rryedu cric

Sti.otract

665 841- . 937 269

152 721 125 253
..

CS/ 3) (120) (g /2) ' 0;0

Find n so each mathematical sentence will be true:

(a) m + 395 = 697("=3o2) (c) 863 -I-- n = 1175 (s/7-1/2)

(b) n =,1158 - 737 )1.r.W27) (d) 2378 - 2163 = 67:2/s-)



MOTISUBTRACTION

Objective: To hell) children understand the technique for
. subtracting numbers whose numerals have many digits
and its dependence onthe-properties of our numera-
tion system

Materials Needed: AbacUs

Exploration:

have this probleth which we shoilld study together:
.-r-;!'Janet read 536 pages from library books in one month and4
Emily read 218 pages. How many more pages must Emily read
to have readasmany pages asJanet?

Study the problem Carefully. What is the question to be
. answered? -What Eire the bits of information in the problem?.
Write a mathematical sentence for

the problem situation.- (218f+ p=: 536
or p = 536 - 218) What operation
is needed to answer the question?

(Subtraction) Write ,the sub7

traction in column form. Show

this subtractiOn on an abacus:

IN

lb
IN
so

OM
all

..mis

Ur
NI
Mt
an

(See I) 536

Show how to 218
express the Sum and

known addend on the Chalkboard.
r

536 7 500 30 6

23 ..k= 200 -i- 10 8 -

.-,

3.7

522



Can we separate the known' addend from the sum on the

abacus? (No, liecause the'sum has too

place.) Show on the abadus how we

can regroup the sum to get;more

ones: (Change it to 5 hundreds,

2' tens, and -16 ones.)

,

few markers in the

- Show thiS on the:chalkboard.
II

.536 = 500 + 30 + 6 ..500 + 20 +"16

218 = 200 + 10+ 8'. 200 + 10 4- 8

. -

abacus? ) Shot -this.

(

.What is the other addend?

-(318)

.

Can the known addend now be separated from the sum oft the

is 4-o
, .

.., Can we show on-the chalkboard.how, thn,
1V.
e subtraction,

(.1e4-1.).e-icribe the Subtraction:. (16 - 8 i,-.8 20 -.10..16-,.-

:500- 1;:%200i=.-300.: The ,8. is the 'ones place, 1 is
.. .

-,. t:. .. ,

v



written in the tens place, and 3 is written'in the hundreds

place.. The other, addend is 318.)

536 = 500 +. 30 ;I'6-=: 500 + 20 + 16

218 = 200 + 10 + 8 = 200 + 10 + 8

300 +.10. 8 = 318

, '.The 'teacher should pr Vide is many exercises
.

.as are needed to develop the meaning basic to the
technique of subtraction. Th" steps should-be
shown in writing and onan abacus as needed.

A summary of the.aboVe exploration is found-
in exercises 1 and 2 of Pupils; Baok, pages

314 and 315. It should be studied byf theteacher
and class together.

Sometimes naming the It4known adde.das a
decimal numeral is more difficult.- -kn'example
and a method for completirig the subtraction are
described in exercise 3,'page 315: It should be
care;uIIy studied and discussed by the teacher
andA48s. No further' description isincluded .

here.i.-Speed in completing such a procedure is
not importantand!6xtensive drill, is not recom-
mended. the (SATO time, the use of this method'
for selected exercises noand at later times.
during the yea?t1 recommended..

.4

,
524,

0

3 '
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. ilORE suBTRAcirtoti

.subtractioh .±6-an Operation for finding -the. unknown

addend if V?d.s#6.and.' .one addend are

-To find . 536. ,-'218, you have
,

learned, to write..'as iihoWnin box A.

. .

Could you subtract using: the

;form of 'box B? why? . ,

.

Now,' let us use the ibsciis.
. .

to help us think about

this process. First we .,

show the sum. 536 on

the' abacus

'Then we think of the

536 as

+ '20,+ 16

A 536 (sum

218 ,addend

unknown addend

B 536 = 500 -I:. 30 + 6

218 = 200 4-,10 + 8

ME
MD
UM
NM MM-

. NM

Now, we separate the

markers to show the

it:lumen addend, 218,

and the other. addend.

What ls the other addend? ..;

5254i

INN I=

459::-I. 89 ,6.
+

500 + 20 + 16

200 + 3.o + 8

.1

-500 +..`20 + 16
200 + 10
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t

2.. The written recorabfe4bbire
1.

: . .

536 500 + 30 :540.+1204 16
213 = 200 + 10 +:57, .=',.26.0 41 10 +- 8.

'300 +-10 + 8 - 318

3. Sometime's, fidding the;lipkho!Ain,_;addehd is mare diffieult.

For example, what i$ 263 + n = 932?

We may write:

932 = 900-+ 30.+ 2 = 900 4:-:202!= 800i+ 120 + 12
268 ---200 + 6o + 8 = 200 + .8 =.2Od.'+ 6o +

600 + 60 + 4 = 664

Explain how we may think when subtracting in this way.

What is the other addend?

Now let us look. for a shorter waY'S.:Of writing the steps in a

subtraction problem. Notice how this form corresponds to the one,

above. We begin with 932 9 'hundreds, 3 tens; 2 ones
- 268 2 hundreds, 6 tens, Vones.

.We cantle ilubpract in the ones!7eOlumn sO We regroup
>=

. (i) (g

9 '51 '2 9

2 6 8 2

cannot subtract in the

- 2 6 E8', 2'

6 6 4

hundreds, 2 tens, 12 ones

hundreds, 6 tens, 8 ones.

tens' column

hdhdredw tens, '12

hundreds,

so we:..tegroup ag4in

,' (

12 -.8 . 4, 4

12 - 6 . 6, 6

8 -"2 . 6, 6

41

526
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6 tens, 8

ones

tens

hundreds

ones

ones



MOTHER METHOD FOR SUBTRACTING

There is a shorter method of subtractionwhich most people

use., YoU can.use it too. It is very much like the short

method of addition. It requires you to think of the convenient
)

name-for the sum instead' of writing it. Think of these :exer-

cises.

(a) 75 (b) 41 (c)

- 23 - 23

Can 23 in exercise (a.) be subtracted directly as "the sum is

named? (Yes) In (b)? (No) In-Cc)? (Yes)

Let us study exercise (b). Without doing any writing,:can

you think of 4 tens and 1 one so that 2 tens. and 3 ones

may besubtracted? (Yes, I think 3 tens +
.

Remember this and subtract. Describe6i4at you think, .

, 3 = 8. 3 tens -12 tens is 1 ten, (:)*:46. The result is 18.

Tty the-se just by thinking about-the convenient name-for .

the sum.

(d) 43

28

(e) 75 (f) 424 (g) 424

- 36 - 162 - 248

10,nswer;'tlia8 40stion for each -How can we think of the

sum to subact.,002.known addenp,'

(d) 43 = 30 + 13.

(e) 75 = 60 + 15.

(f) 424

(g) 424

= 300 + 120 + 4.

= 300 + 110 + 14.

Pupils are not expected to be able to supply
an immediate correct answer to exercisWsuch as
1(g) above.. To help pupils understand, *fit they
are doing ikthe oblective of this d6Velopment.

527
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If.they.eam write andHtel reasons for the
hinkinghelp*, .theYteacher should believe that
they understand the'teahnique..

, ,

424 = 400 +20+ +.10 = 300 4110 + 14

248 = 200 +'4Q + 8 = 200 + 40 + 8 = 200.+ 40 + 8
.

.

The teacher and class should read and stidy
page 316. Exercise Sets 8 and 9 may be assigned
for pupils to complett. independently. The pupils'
work for solving the problems in Exercise Set 9
should. be arranged as described on page 505 of
this commentary.

Special attention is given I Exercise Set 10
to subtractions such as 800 4-342 in which one
or more O's- are in the name of the sum.

Using only tens,.hundreds, thousands, etc. tell me different
names for:. '"

400 (/r hundred,, or AO tens)

1900 (1 ihovsand, or 10 hundreds or 100 tens)

Here are some subtractions. How should we think of the
sum'so we can find the unknown addend easily?

(a) (b) (c) (d)

6000 6000 6000 6000
- 2000 - 2300 - 2340 - 2345

(a)- 6boo = 6 thousands

.(b) 6000 = 5 thousands + 10 hundreds

(c) 6000 = 59 hundreds + 10 tens

(d), 6000 = 599 tens + 10 ones

43
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Plate a

6000

.2300'1;

written record of subtractions (b), (c) and

(b) (c).

5000 + 1000 6000 5900-+ 100

2000 + 300 2340 = 2300 + 40

3000 + ,700 = 3,700 3600 + 60 =

(d)

6000 = 5990 + 10

2345 = 2340 + 5

365o + 5 = 3655

(d):'

3,660

In Order to obtain correct answers toAa),
(c), andjdrabove, pupils may need to ex-

periment with differentnames for the sum. , There
are-other mays of renaming. 6000 in (Id); for
example 5 thousands + 9 hundreds + 9 .tens +
10 ones.- The name 599 tens + 10 ones is
simpler form. .

This'explOration is summarized on pupils'
page 319; It should be studied and discussed by
the teacher and class. Exercise Sets. 10 and 11
may be assigned as independent work.

An algorism for subtraction is given on
page 319. In the regrouping the pupils will soon

. learn to do all regroupihg at one step. For
example,

® @
2 -6 8

6 6 4-

44
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ANOTHER METHOD FOR SUBTRACTING

Subtraction is an operation on numbers. When we operate on

15 and 3 and get 12, we have subtracted. 15 - 3 = 12. 'And,

12 is called the unknown addend.

A subtraction exercise

is written in columns to.make

subtractiOn easY. Columns

help 'to keep the ones

together, the tens together,

etc.

In column subtraction the

ones are subtracted first, the

tens next, etc.

Renaming the sum in a

subtraction exercise may help

us -to subtract.

5576'

- 1328

To subtract I think:

There are not.enough ones in

the onest place in 5,576.

I willthink of 5,576 as

5 thousands, 5 hundreds,

6' tens, and 16 ones.

16 - 8 6 - 2 = 4.

5 - 3 ... 2. 5- 1 = 4. Th'e

unknown addend is 4,248.

Exercise Set°8

Find the unknown addend in e4ch of 1 and 2.

1. (a) .0)) (c) S4) ' (e)

93 187 817 852 596

38 99 748 575 378
ass) 09 IR (277) file)

2. 5634 2876 _8421 3124 .572
1256 259 5167 ?674 1489'

(V70 . (2617) (32s4) &so)
Q1193)

530
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Exercise Set 9

week a ,factory assembled 2,640 trucks and 1,582 _

automobiles. How many more trucks than automobiles were

assembled? (2frio ati 41w °' 690. X"te441 4:4;44-k

/05k4n4A.1

2. In 1950 there were 3,500 people} in Woodside. In 1960

there were 9,400 people in Woodside: How many more people

were there in 1960 than in 1950? (qq°° 3 "C = . (YNI

3 Soc,,,A1.1:. 9voo. AA-tAic 6-9oo "..frurtg 1.31-10 /fat), )

3. We planned a 455 mile trip. The first dety.iwe traveled

266 miles. How many miles were left' to travel?(945--266z4v,
crt, .teourAtite Abt,4 Aevel.)

The Misisis ppi River. ie. '.2,3* and the Ohio

River ta:- 'Hcw.maziY mile01onger is the

C23-171:7-9,ft:=
schtf/Y;%ill.=- '2 314. Z(t,

912A;ii;j1;'2":14/6Z ARCAAv
/36 7 .14.144.

5. What is the total length of the Mississippi arid the Ohio

Rivers? (2 3 la q.ff
.,Dirted.-&p-e4.A. 3 32 fA4444.)

6. In New York City, the Empire State Building is 1,472 feet

high. Tie Chrysler Building is 1,046 feet high. How

MLA higher is the Empire State Building?(i4/72-)096=-.micrl-

J01.141n-v:: .746 e"rheAP .41etZt -t 42 4 -/--(4e

1111.1' titit.t. eflAi144.. 14;"4
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There were 435 children at Whittier School and 379

children at Edison School. How many children attend both

schools? 043 g +37 ? = .4ev. 716.4.4 crud jz,e40,4841
-/

8. A sign on a foot bridge; reads, "Not safe'for over 200

pounds." Jerry weighs 62 pounds, Dick weighs 57 pounds,
-

Tom weighs 68 pounds. Can ,the three boys safely walk

ss the bridge together? 66 2 f S7 4-6 i ="4-1-,. 26 .elt.e.P

200 fror c.a.447,244 0.c/um.

9. Another bridge holds two tons safely. A cement truck that
1

weighs 2,165 pounds is on the bridge. How many more

pounds could safely be onl the bridge at the same time?
(-2/63-#4.. eop , at- y, o o- /G.S=.,sv I 134- ,,svurts

Q7`-L4

10. Susan's grandmother was born in 1908. How old will she

be on her birthday this year? -{J'94 27/90P:-%ki'

1 90i -44-4-ez+142-

I/ Oh %A- /9 )

47
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SUBTRACTION. WITH ZEROS

1, "Ach of these are other names for 8,0001CailMeigi

/((a) 8;000 ones (d) 7,000 + 1,000 .(g) 8 thousands-

'(b) 8021 - 21 (e) 800 hundreds (h) 8;000 - 0.

(c) 800 tens (f) 10,000 - 2,000

2. Suppose you are to find .n when .

1,732 n. You Can write the

example as.in Box A. Finding the

unkiloi4n addend is easy if you rename

;1,,P(:0:as 799' tens and 10 ones

'4:jt9..90.:1- 10.

3. (a) LodkYat the example given in

Box B.

(b) Tell how to get the unknown.

addend, 6260 +8.

(c) What decimal numeral names

the unknown addend?

8000 = 7990 + 10

1732 = 1730 + 2
-6260 + 8

Find the unknown addend for each:of theiie.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

sok 602 102 .30.151'

55336 { 85
7)

1467
170. 05310

3007 4803 2067

1562 - 1297 1982

A74,2: (3506). , ce.)

533451
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1.

EXereise Set 11

John is 52 inches tall; his father 70 ,inches,tall.

How many inches must John grow -to be as tall as his father?

2. At Glenn School there are

many more boys are there t
3751-A.t..= 560. fikte a.ij /25

3. Don has 1,500 stamps.

pat.- A .4:4 a4L.

1 500 boys and 375 girls.

han gir. s?(.5 00-375=.4.-a, fru
How

;He pasted 323 in his album. -

How many are left to puts in the album? C/Sek)-3
2. I not.o I SO O. 291t,%, / ,o.r.1.ulaa- -(-411741 "2-%-i(-2

4. Sue has 425. She iS saving to b bicycle Which costs

$42 How much more money must she save? cr"'
/p1A.44.42.11...a...41.4"-q. 4r/ ..te

A high school stadium has 5,200 seats." 3,482 tickets

have been sold for a game. How many tickets are left?
Cg26to -31912 cru 3 VPA*.$4, a/Lt /7/b.2.e.,

6. An elephant in a zoo weighs 5,000 pounds. *A bear weighs

746 -pounds: How much less does the bear weigh than the

elephant?. ( OM -7 ii6=s41.!., cr, 7,46 1-,$4.-= a"; opO...2.6

q, ...e.igfreetvve.

7. West Virginia became a state_ in 1863. Hawaii- became a

state in. 1960. How many more years has West Virginia

been a state than HaWaii? 011S t/kt.,= /9G0 1940.-/X-3=,0,

b27 J.4.2 -greet 97 V.4/14
) -
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RELATION OF THE TECHNIQUES OF-ADDITIONIAND SUBTRACTION

Objective: To help children extend their understanding that

addition of a number and subtraction of that same,

number undo_ ach other.

Material Needed: Abacus

Exploration: ,

Ike learned that addition. of a number and s .traction of

that same number undo each other. Let Us s =e if we-can show

this on an abacus with this exaMple.

Add:.

37

45

82

(Addend

Subtract:'

82 .( )

(A dend)

-(Addend)

(Addend)',

(Sum) 1,

k5

37

The children will find it 'helpful to use an
abacus to sense clearly that the-thinking asso-
ciated with "combining" and "separating" markers
illustrates the idea ofdoing and undoing. On
page 536- Column I-pictures 37 + 45.= 82 on the
abacus. .Column II pictures. 82 - 45.= 37 on
the abacus. Similarly we could picture on the
abacus: 45 + 37 = 82 and 82 - 37 = 45.

Now let us think about the addition and the.subtraction

without an abacte.

:Add.

,--37

82

I,

535

Subtract

82

45

37 .



Columnl

I (

tens and 12 ones

8 tens and 2 ones

51.
536

.7 , tens and 12 ones.

8 -tens, and 2 ones

.".

4



A

gow hive-children explain how subtraction
of a number,Undoes addition of that same num-
ber. They find the; sum of two addends. 'Sub-

:!traction of either4ddend.from the silift ::giires
, 1

the other.aadend.
Exercise Set 12 may now baablgned.
Exercise Set 13 is a set of mixed practice.

.These shbuld be assigned to pupils..who need such
practice.
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RELATION4OPTHE TECHNIQUES OF ADDITION: AND SUBTRACTION

Copy the chart-elow. Add or subtract 'each exercise and

then undo each.

Do.
.

.

Undo

1.

.

3:.'

4..

5.

1

Add .-725

'.`,.342!,..

,

.

' , ...-

.

.

l(Sc461-nid."4,./ti;
..)7024(7

.

.

..:94A" -1:2

.

i
2

d /

. 4

p
a i

,

34 761jiyii_o
S25.2

.

4 d 19,4
f7_

s_ 19,475 .&
93t re c)20,

.

S.ubtra ct 1629
..

..
817

)
Subtract 5232

768.

.

PC7470

Add;- 5287

9gE
0 4.75TO

,i..

Add 265p =.
...;1*6:

...-:. .k3ts2e)

: ._ %SAP

5* scanict 3q,s20 37, s,20
mci& cit, .24,,sal.

,20.;.Rii 12, 9,e4

. Show.that each of- these mathematical sentences about doing
- .

and undOing4s,true. The' first one
-
is .dOne you as an-

example. APISIterS

13 1201
÷s4S-

$11209
(a) (573 + 128) - 128 = 573.

Answer: 573 701

128 128

.701 5T3

(b) (841 + 368) - 368 ='841

(c) (632 - 257) + 257 = 632

( d ) , (905 - 496) + 496 = 905

(e) (384 + 769) - 769 = 384

53
538

C. Gs 2' '
37S

37 43' 2.r
ci. qas 4of

4,94, .4. 5,94

I/0 . 90s-
e; 3Py . 1153

4749 - 7'q
11.53
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Column,addltion'may be checked Sy:USingthe commutative

and aTssociative properties of"aciditicin. In,,tniaexample;',:,
firSt "add frOm the.top down." Then , "add fxiom the' bottom

(P-) .. .t c
up." Aie the.sUmstlie same? Add:

x`43

32:

LT.
(1$)

Acid and chick the sums in each of the following

88

11.

-

q4cerbi'seap:0

..

.17208

4263 0

964%

322

14.
687, 15618.

941 29832

600 75490

817 61078

932 76201'
(3i5 C2 -T27T)

16. BRAIIITWISTER: Try to find.the sum for exercise 8 by

1492
3876

.3841.
2056..

3286

9246

3078

5000

Co_):

.61429.

.78503

68107

. adding down thecolumn once:
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3
Copy he numerals 1 through 7 `.on .your paper.

. .
c9. Tact words or numerals. to' complete this chart.

Exercise Set 13

0
-

1:

2:

3.

4.

6.'

7.

NuMbers

Operated On

Operatilpn

Write the

Mathematical

Sentence.

394, 869

662 JP)

498, 022)

(297 + 356 495

2000, (1 '7-1- 354)

(392 + 867), PJ.

(0: 97?)

C__3_s+r addition

Cs7.5-) CsabinrciiA2

:1277

00)

69q7L PC F-r-, e)v)

762 (. /P) = 575

addition E/9, + /YU 1277)

subtraction .6.2q743.0)-1/9s---440

.6260) subtraction (2060 04L19S-10 =At)

(39.20'4?) 24/ =,:v)

38r+ 979 =

&Se.) ,2sgbtraction

(ctcliech)

InAxeicises 8 to .16, what is

sentence will be true?

. 8.

n so each mathematical

n = + 48 9:- n = 204 - 157 10.
/eS9 (ii,=1.1-7)

n + 42 89 1 . 102 -n =3 13.
(r.,:=4,7) qq)

n+ 592 = 691 601 - n ='.399 16.

k000 -1963
2a3.7) .

n - 128 = 568
Ep.ts,-2. 94.)

893 - n = 256.
&%,L. 202) = 437)

.540
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17. RRAINTWISTEE. In each ,exercise -below, the 'getters A,. B,

D and E ari. to be repAced bt. one of the, digits
-

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 7, 8 or 9. They may be replaced,, by
_

, I
different digits in different ,exercises. kaymbol suck

6 - .
as AB represents a

. -

2 -pl%ce numeral.. .
-

47 63 47 Via. b -7)

+. 4 - A C:5) + il($) -i- E (5)

Al BS CC, .80
(-51) (5-49 Crs-)

66

ABC aqS"). Eli. (9) BB @4) 4) CD W
- , 42 + 3C (AO - B2 .(42). - AB 2.) + D3 CO

153 87 : 4. % 14 79

541

s.



THE LANGUAGE OF SUBTRACTION PROBLEMS

Objective: To help children 'identify the language of problems ,

whose mathematical solution.may be obtained by..

'subtraction

Exploration:

Children should be aware of the different
problem situations 14 which subtraction may be
used to find the soll41,on. The operation of.
subtraction is use4rto find the' missing addend
in situations such as-those in which we are to:.
(1) compare two amounts; (2) find how much
more Is needed; 0) find how much is left,, etc

.

How can yoil tell when you"thould subtract to solve a
problem? Before you anawer we should study some problems on
page 325 of.y.our book.

Family A 'traveled 323

traveled 289 miles on a

.more miles did. family A

Family A travele 123

traveled 2 miles on a

did they travel together?

miles and family B

week-end trip,. How many

travel,than family B?

miles and family B

week-end trip. How tar

13) Family. A traveled 323 miles and family B
traveled 289 miles on a week'-end trip. Hoist much

,

farthet-wOuld family B have to travel in order to
.travel as far as family A?

0

(4) Families' A and B are together on a trlp:of- 323

miles. They have traveled, 289 miles. How.many

miles do thefhave leftbto travel?

Look for theinestion asked in each problem. Then find the
inf9rmatpn that ia.given in the 'roblem and write a mathematical
sentence using the InfOrmation.

57
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.Let us solve each of'these,.folloWing the method We have

been using.

n = 323 289 or 289 -1- n = 323 (2) m = 323 289
ice.

323 ;323
- 289 -1- 289

34 612

Family A traveled 34

faAher.than family

(3) 0897+ p = 323

-or

n = 323 - 289

323

- 289

miles

(4)

The

612

s = 323

+or.

289.+ s

323

- 289.

two families traVelae

miles.

- 289

= 623

.

34

Family''B would have Famil -ies A and P. ilave 34

to travel :34 miles miles left to travel.

to have traveled as

far as Family A.

How are the problems similar? (The numbers in the

problems are the same). Are the problems the same? (No, they

are very different.) How do they differ? (Different questions

are asked.)

Let us examine the work you dId.to answer the questions.

Was there a difference in the operation used? (Yes. In-(2)

we added; in the others we subtracted.) How did you know which

operatiOn to use? (We.could tell framthe relationship in the

problem.)

We can describe an addition probleth as one which gives two

or more addends and asks us to find their sum. Did problem (2)

ci6 these things?' (Yes, it gave the addendS, 323 and 289. It

asked how far the two f4pilies traveled altogether.)

How did you know to subtract in the other problems? (We,

could tell from the relationship in the problem.) How.may we

'E
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descrille a subtraction problem? (We know two numbers, one is

the sum and .the other is an addend. We are to find the uninva4

addend.) In problems (1), (3) and .(4), which number is the

sum.and which is the known addend? .(In loroblems,(1), (3), and

(h) the surf is 323 and 289 is a known addend.)

We have described a subtraction problem as giving a sum
and known addend. We- ave,said that problems (1), (3), and
(h) nave the same sum and addend given. In this way the problemS

are all alike even though they ask different questions.

The children should 'make up a few problems.
requiring subtraction. Some problems should ask
that amounts be compared. Other problems should
be based on Situations where one set is to be
separated into-two subsets.

Exerdise Set lhsmay be, assigned now.
Pupils should use the form shown on page 505'of
this commentary to record their solutions.

544
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THE IANGUAGE OF SUBTRACTION PROBLEMS

4. Family A traveled 323 miles and family B traveled

289 mileson a weekend trip. How many more miles did

family A::travel than family B?

2. Familyl.Actraveled 323 miles and family 1B traveled 289

miles on sApiekend.trtp. How far did'the two families travel?

3. Family A. traveled 323 miles and family B traveled

289 miles on a weekend trip. How much farther would

-family )3' have to ravel in order to travel as far as

family A?

4. Families A and .B are together on a trip of 323 miles.

They have traveled 289 miles. How many miles do they have

left to travel? .

Exercise Set 14

1. A notebook costs 156a pencil 27Ji,:and an eraser

How much will it cost to b4y a set of one of each?
(/$4 2? .f.5- =Air. Cola' di 7 4,t....447. a -quiet( em-e o/-eick.

2. Four children putrtheirsavings together to help buya

riding horse. Mary had $35, Jerry had $1t8, Diane had

$123, and Frank had 497. How muckmoney did the four

5..

children have? C3-5-4`1# 1.3 *17

E
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A football playing field is 300 feet long and 160 feet.

wide. How far will you have walked if you walk along the

four edges of the field? (36147-li6° +3`344146---"41d 91r&-I
..241epa42,.124

4. John hat 268 postage stamps. He received somefor

Christmas. Then he had,,323. How many stamps did he

receive for Christmas? C26,1".frt
au' 3 23- 24f:...4.Z.,

.4.usr-44:-ect 5:5.2.tetA140. yisrA- 0.04,4;2&1-s-utze-. )

At Fairview, the temperature was 58° at noon and 23°

..7?"...; at midnight. How much has the temperature changed?
51 -2 3 -7-./pv, crt, .2 3 A ,Zze 'as-1/0,1.444e

6.'-floni'=wanOatb buy a radio which was priced at $72. He
. .

. had $56 saved. HOw much did he still have to saves

7. On a page in a. catalog the following prices were

soft. ball, $1; bat, $3; fielder's mitt, $3; .catcher's

__mitt, $12; first baseman's mitt, $9; catcher's mask,

$4; and baseball uniform, $6. What will it cost,

Mr. Thompson to buy a ball, a bat, and three uniforms

for his Sons? C 1+ 3 + 61. GIL cz,..97

27t44irien., sf22 .)

In one year the Acme Motor Company made 969,732

automobiles; 95,060' truckt, and 17,747 motor scooters.

Find the number of'vehicles made by the Acme Motor Company

in that year. 969) 732 ÷ 95/04° + 17, r".7

(1"/)" 1)77o-to*I e**712e'b11 .171.4C406 11 'rafF.2) .67.49

"?>604-VArdto L4' (-/

61 546



To introduce to pupils one of the procedures fcir

drawing valid conclusions--"If-then".think-Ing.

9.9C4*441: If-then thinking

:BIploratiOn:

The exploration for this topic is in the
:Pupils' Book, page 327. The teacher should
emphasize for pupils the importance of "if-

-thee thinking... The mathematician assumes
certain relationships; he states these in the
"if part" of.the statement. He then draws
valid conclutions which,he includes in:. the
"then,partP'Of the statement More examples
of correct -and incorrect "if-theW reasoning

;should be provided by .the teacherapdfollowing
that,'Rwils.mayoffer!-their own.SOttl'-social
and-mathematicaiiitatements should be used.

:

:If a plItpilys n + 9 = 15, tt*,
"If 11:4- 9-- 15, then-

n:=.7%"..the.teacher.should ask,
_a lOn or-your statement." ,,-

erdiseSet a5 for independOtit
work.,. Aft. A4ketct'15::ls completedi:
Set 16 -lni.be,assigned-:':,. Magid squares =of the
latter set provide -zOl*ana.Cf interesting
practice.

1.
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. IF -THEN THINKING

1. We often use "if-then" reasoning. Fc4 example, you may

think:

"If I run home, then I 1.0.-,t thergutuker." or

"If it rains, then we cannotIlay baseball."

Tell some "if-then" statements about, yours activities.

.

-.2iz- 4-gh our if-then statements-we want:the second part to be
.!.:.:, -.-

-
true because_ of the first part.

We use "if-then" thinking when

.."If 7 + n = 15, then n

"if 7 + n then n

ewould not think

"If 3 + 6 = 9, *.then
,,

part is not a result s-of'the

We could think; "If 3 + 6

Complete this statement in

then ..,(64,1=1 ) 3 t-7

t

4. (a) Is it true that "If
. . -

(b) Is it true that "If

6 :3

we reason:

+ 7,= 15" or

8"

3 +. 6 = 10

"if" part..

since the-

= 9, then 3'..+ 7 10."

other ways, If 3 f 6 9,
:tie? I .)

n 4;6 =154, then'n = 15.- 6"7401)

- 6 :=7 10, then n = 10 -+ 6"?9Ig.)

548
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Exercise Set 15

1. geimplete these statements. Use some different ways to

complete each as 'you _can.

(a) If 15-9=n, then

(b) If -413 +n =21, then .

(c) - If 33 =17 +n, then

.6.46'44,6,41.2.,A4m1.0111m13.

11 4- then

(e) If 12+n =19, then ...
(f ) If n -15 = 14, then ...

Or .< so :each of these statements

=]..7, then' n 17

n = 19, th,4n n 21.

then n
:Id) If .

(e) If n + .n = 40,." n:(<.) 40.
,then , 178.

then n ( ) 0.
...If (6 + 8) 4:- n = 19, then n (K) 19.

' If n +

(E5) : .f

41.1 'be true.,

3. EIRAINTWISTER. Remember: x, y, and z represent whole

numbers. Suppose x + y = z.

Are you sure that x < z and y' < z . .v.-to ,gr.,014.d2-0

X = z ( Qth.: -Z. ,Ara., ?.": 0 . )
X < Z.

1

Sh, 2. ,Wit. g ( Z 4.6.444s4..
AN041.) :

X < Z and y < z.(2.6....m.1,4.444.1m)

Give an example for

Give an example. for

Give one example for

Could x> z? (4t)-

549
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EXercise Set 16:

The arrangeMent of numbers in the

square at the right is called a magia

square.

'.,4alitt is the 'sum of the numbers in column

in column C? (1C)

F

B C

8

9 5.: 1

6

in, column B? (Le

What is the sum of,tileliUmbers in row D? :row E?': ?tig

The 1, 5, and .6. are.daid to be on a. diagonal. what is
(LO

their sum? What threeother numerals are on a diagonaIWZ42)

What_istheirsup

(1)4; Are all eight sums the same? The square is,saiii5'to be "magic',

be;ause the sums of all rows, columns, and diagonals are

equal.

Make a new square by adding 19 to each number in.the above

square.' What is the sum of the numbers in:: each row?E7Q)

each
)

each column?- each diagonal?? ? Is the new s uare a ma ie

,square?
23 :

29 2i, vo

21 _24 17
6. ,Is the square on the right a

14-)hamagic square/ W t is the sum

of the ,numbers on each raw,

column, and diagonal? 40)

71 57

50 66 65 63'

6k 62 61 67

'59.69. 56

7. Make a new square by subtracting 19- frogi each number in the

square in exercise 6. Is it a Magic iquare?

63 550
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REVIEW

Objective: ' To help.pupiZsrelpW-the meanings, skills and

proced4res4Or Pr -solving developed inthis'

unit

Teaching procedures:

Three Exereise Sets area includedIU,this
sections Set 17 is .a reviewo4;fikills:with
Brsintwieters to provide a cha4olInge foi,fa0:

Set 18 'consists ofliord problems
and braintWisters. Method; of- tolving.problems

.:which have been discussed earlier should be
used. '

Exercise.Set 19 has as its specificpur-
,,'pose helping pupils choose the essential.informa-

tion from a paragraph and ,uie it to answer a,
.question. Further, in certain exercises the

mathematical sentence is given and the pupil is
red-by.--t

sentence. This is the reverse of hii previous
experience in.which he is asked a'question,and
told to write the mathematical sentence describ-
ing it. To further this objective, pupils may
be asked to Make up problems requiring addition
or subtraction.

All pupils need not solve every exercise Eir
problem. The large number of. exercises and
problems permits the teacher to make assignments
suitable to the ability'of each pupil. At the
same. time, these sets are not completely a
review. There aroany variations of the con- (
tent studied previbusly., The teacher should
have soA:class diScuSsion of the difficult
exercises and methods for attacking them.

Notes on BraintwisterSi 7
1. Ex. 7; page 331 Pupils should try re facing
n by various numbers in li+ n = 200 and
n + n = 582.
2. Ex. 10, page 331. You can find n in the
mathematical sentence n,c,- 376'= 89 because
376 and; 89 are Addends; addition is alwayg
possible ,within the set of whole numbers. Howl
ever, for n +.376 = 89, there is no whole

-."-number for n,.because n = 89 - 376. Subtrac-
tionis not always possible within the set of
whOle numbers.

;'551
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REVIEW
...

Exercise Set 17

1. SubtraCt\. Ir

84

'57
(e1")

Add

67

84
QV)

126 !36
, .

1427
67, '' 239 1148

WO ''17.) '''79)

4

134 257 3732
29 489 c -6356

.g;) t71/4) Qo,i3t)

.,
1674

. 555-

:- 2841

7159
@,"°.)

3. Find n so each mathematical sentence will be true.'

(a) 81 - 146,..:? (c) n g.22611:. 253 (P.) .359 -g..4)284
-.: (b)- n =:. 76 \+ 49 (d) n- 87 .- 123 (f) 283 + n. = 48i

1- 'f-,....-12 . )1:: 210) (;ma. /le)
.

. -Which of these mathematical

(a) 81 +'69 ..: 160 (E)

(b) '124 +.238 = 36201
.

(c) 289 463 = 752(T)

sentences are not. true?

(d) 1276 - 493 = 783 (7).
(e), 263 = 612 - 350 (F)

11.12 = 913 -L 571(fi)

5. Write or < so each mathematical sentence wtll

be true.

) 825 C.=) 568 + 257 (c) 742

(b) . 2E39 +' 482 (7) 761 (d) 538

552
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BRAINTWISTE13.

.T

Viha.t . whole .number

n . so each mathematical sentence

if 'any, can be' used.. for

'Will be true ?

n r 12 -= 26 .1.,:3&)

12 - n =.° 26 blipw)
e. .

26 ,21 '

() 192 + n. ;1,68 CM" (e)

(b)' 19e+ n =-268 &:76) (r)

(c) 312 n = 314 (g)"

td) 312 - n = 310 &-r.7.2...) °(h)

BRAINTWISTER.

la)

-21 - =

:The two numbers you operate_ on are n and n..

operation you :use is addition. The result is 200.

`.14hat number is n? Cfn = / 14)z.. /00)

(b) Follow the directions of exerci.se (a) but repleice 200

with 582. CM. i ./14.. 7kt., .7. q )

BRAINBiISTER. What is wrong with this pribblem? The two

numbers , you operate on are xi asd n. The operation;:you -

.
use is subtraction. The result is 10. What numbe ' n?
C S544 .g.----4A-0 ...,DA--,

,,,(.....r.A........t./.../car.........sid-A,.., 1 /e, 0ds,
o ..4... .042.C4r..+A.,...44.-.4.4:2 0 CT- ''ku -...44. .0 io.....) .C7-' -

. BRAINTWISTER. Two numbers- operated on are n and 376.

The result. '.:Wrt.te two true .Mathematical sentences
..

.376; and 5934. edcb"MithematieAl sentence.. ,
.

n ciifferent. 'number: 6-93 z. '21.7
-4.7.4'..".= 5793 , 7.: .96.9'

1.

'-.4.,..

10. BRAINS1.1.STER. ° TiCk., limbers operated on are n and 376.
-,:.:.

The result. is 89. Can you write.' one or two true
,..

.

mathematiral sentences using za, :376,, wide, 89?
4 ...,T. 4

tn 4%1

. . 4. -
3 -7 6 .44..":_ oF tic, , Ai ,-:: v,..;y7 4 ;' ; )-:.

A"..pv. *3 74 = ef, ,2-,..c. : c....,...."4-4,1P;tai........4 dtto
'

, .

Why3s,

t 7 '

44Ztit.C.4 'daer-442144
11' .



Exercise. Set 18

1. A model plane costs $2.15. Joe had some money and then
.

he earned $1.58. Then he had exactly enough to buy the
t2.

'plade. How much did he have before earning' $1.58?
Cvt4.f /5"k = 1S, pti a IS -ATI=Ai.i. do..< -441 S7

2. The fourth grade class collected '287 more pounds of old

newspapers than the fifth grade class. The fourth grade

class collected 512 pounds. How much did the fifth

grade collect? 0-/2 217 cm--.4.t.) A 2f 7:S72. ,Fee
9/1."46 ae-oe 4.0-114.e 2C

04141141-na44"0.)

721 is the -lirgest 3 digit number that can be written

using each of the digits .7, 2, and 1. What is the
4.27).smallest number that can be so written? What must be

added to the smaller number to get the larger? 0.774A1'172!)
t..

a-x-17/-127-.-/w

Mary went to the store to buy.one loaf of bread and one

dozen eggs: Bread is 290 'a loaf and eggs 650 a dozen.

Using only the above information which of these questions

can,you answer?
4.iporu...g6c.014.)

(a) What is the cost of Mary's purchases? 1/449 a-4-

(b) How much in all did Mary pay for bread?.' C C.)

(c) How much change did She 'bring home') t:...trr147,)
144447648? '64.~

(d) If she gave the clerk a $5 bill, hoiia Much change

did she receive? (tilifAv SOON 01-' -91":")v 24
1406 ci-LfY 4 61.4"1-4 )

554
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a

The East. School had a newspaper and magazine drive. Room

A collect ed 1,546 pounds, Room B Collected 20875

pounds, 'and Room, C collected *-5,324 .pounds. How Many

pounds:of paper'did: these three rooms col/vedt in all?
C /Sig: + 2 I7S 71- 3-3 XY.c...t./.44.4%/Lertrivua.

"6. BRAINTWISTEP,. Use' the numbers 2, .3, 4, -5, 6, 7, 8;
and 10 'to-mai& a magic square. Hint: the sum of each

row, column, and diagonal is 18,

7. BRAINAIISTE. (a) -What number is n if

- (6- n) + 4 (6 + 4 (vv1.-/),

(b1 How maney counting numbers are there

between 194 and 275i (1o)
3

s 9

3

6 2

2
8. BRAINTWISTER. Each mathethatital sentence below is true.

In which n not.a whole number? Qt)
(a) n - n = n L;1,7-0.) .(c) (3 + 2) +' = n b,v=7)

(b) 10 - n = n (d) (3 + 2) + n = 2.C/40". ,aAoeirce
4t.emahk)

BRAINTWISTER. n so each mathematical sentence.is

4.

C

true. .

(a) n is less than 2. CA1J= e 01"xJ- )
4-

is less than 8 and n is more than 6.(../17- 7 )Q0)

(ce n added to 3 is les,s than '5.
n <12 and n > 10. C.Aou = /1)

e n +4 <6 ( AIL= 0 crld..vt. 74)

'U
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2..

.Zcercise Set 19

At Jordon school, the cafeteria
a

served lunch to:
%'

2.95. children on Monday

218 ,children on'Tuesday

198 children on Wedpesday

203 children on Thursday

194 childre; on Friday

Hee the above information to save problems 1-8:

-t
w many children were served ,lunch.during the week?

7)P-iti99+1.01-1-14114=ow..i0017a41141-wae44.444
ato.A.41.44 A A t;.e..4.)

How

wee ?' NO -leo =../$1.) 610 Dad 4.1,0 X.ebttIttiAl ,F144..c4
2.1z",2/4s..,t'l A2.edx.4.44 ol4etLig :46-4-`4LAC

45

3. Pipd the two days. on which the most lunches were serozed.

The total number of lunches for tei'se two days was tow.

many less than 500? (sem Ca v.26.1.41,

more than 1,000 lUiches were served-during the

,4Aira..a. 7 9442.

, The total number'of lunch served the first three days ;

o the week is how many more than the number served the

last two days of the week?.(096-Mli/910

40,44.44.44 ,,esiddecoo

The mathematical lentences in exercises 5

- C 203p740

R,

through'8 answer
(.- +%.

Alit

r
"t questions about e number of lunges 'served?

R
w

%., . ,

5. 1

(198 + .203 ) 194.. 212 203 n7.

V

+ n if 218 tri 198'+ 194
Ou.

) 14 'ILZA*1"1 It"Aladib

4Anos. 6C.,44/ 10 C

.421.4.4a44...4a01.oter14*,A4.4.44/P)
ADtsc.wara?)

4

71
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The prices of some card games are: Old Maid

19,4 Play Your Hunch 174 and.Rummy 2k%.

Which of the mathematical '

sentences in the box can be

used to answer exercises 9

-.through 11?

9. What is)the total cost of

Rummy, Hearts, and Old MaidZcs)

26g, Hearts

100 n.=

(19 24)

(24 19)

n - (19 +,
.

.19p 7 117

(24 3.9).

17 + 19

-26 =n

+ 26 = n

24) = 26

19) = n

- n = 26

10. How much change do you receive from

Play Your HOnCh and Hearts? )

$1.00 if,

-22. How much more will.it cost to buy. .the 2 games Hearts and

,Rummy thin 1 gamelIF Old Maid? Cb") 041)

The mathematical sentences in exercises 12 through 17

answer what questions about the cost of the card games?

_12. 17 4 24.= n
eIrdeff r

13. n = 19 - 17
A.4.4A44 %Kt

4040-44.34-X..4.94.,4-<.P.)

14. 24 - n =17.
CO4NJ.A.,A44./0.4014Ai..064mtte

557

15. diel..,26

) .

16. n 17 + 26

g*-4erAf

17. 17 + n = 24
A. -4=4

ot Radvata4Gui F-62 1044-



ENRICHMENT

Objective:

Vocabulary:

Exploration:.

To'help.pupils review-and extend their understanding

of union.and intersection of sets:. To help them

comprehendthe.meaning-ofan operation on'numbers

The wdrdS circ, bow, wob, star, beta, pick and ".

alpha were invented .for use in'Exercise Set 20;

It is not Intended that they become part of the

vocabulary:

The teacher -shdUld study Exercise Sets 26
apd 21 carefully and decide which of his pupils
can profit froM the study of this enrichment
material.

The teacher may refer to Teachers, Commen-
tarY,:Chapter 3 for backgrouhd and suggestions on
teaching union of _sets, Exercise Set. 21.

Because pupils are familiar with addition
and subtraction they often do not sense the
significance of the statement that.they are
operations. Make- believe operations are intro-
duced in Exercise Set 20 to help them comprehend
what.ls meant by operation.

This set of exercises is written so that
pupils have the opportunity to discover the -

rule. for the make-believe operations. Try to
make a game out of this lesson. The pupils may
be called dilcoverers or inventors. The Pupils'
Book may be used as a basis for the study of
this topio'or the teacher may wish to use the
.following as an introduction before turning to
the book.

111

Today we are going to do some inventing. We will invent

some make-believe operations and some symbols to indicate those

operations. First, name the op ations of mathematics that you

know. (Addition, subtraction) mpitipliCation, and qyision)

Write the symbol-tor each of these on the board.

The.new'm -believe operationI have invented is indicated

by the symbol, . Help me invent a name for it. (Pupils may

think of "boe4or "rectangle." Choose a strange name such as.

"rect. ")

73
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"Rect" is an operation on two numbers. The result of the
'operation,rect is found by this rule, "add 2 to the sum of
the numbers." So 4D 3 = 9 and I CI 5 = 8. Tell.me the
result of 61= 3; -of 2= 3; of 6ED 7, etc." (11, 7, 15)

1

Urge pupils to make up a symbol and a rule
.representedby the symbol.

11

This is another symbol to indicate an operation. (Write
on the board.) Its name ifs'"Ndc.gg It is an operationrOn.4

two numbers. Here are some mathematical sentences using

3 1 = 3. 5 4; 7 x

How many of you can find 2 4?,

Write more statements such as 1 1 =
6 , 2 = .on'the board. Let pupg..ls who have
discovel437the'rule supply answers (The symbol
ti Means, "subtract 1 from the sum of the two
numbers."') After a number of pupils have dis-
covered the rule let one state it in words.

There are other examples, like. those de-.
scribed above, in the pupils' book.

.

If the teacher decides that only a few
pupils should study Exercise Set 20 they may
do so independently.

4 ti 9 = 12
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Fticercise Set 20

Meaning ;Of Op ration
- 1

YoU have bedn studying 2.dglition &Iffieuberantion, two of

,6 the operatfias of 'matIgematics. They, are! operations,- on .two
41, .

numbers. The symbols that ndicate these operations are
and -.. Now We are going to 4a .ice up", some operations They

are "make-belleVe" ,nperationi and are not :foUnd ilimathimaties

books.. They have...been, invented to see if you can discover.i 4
,their meaning.

1. One make-believe -operation maned "circ. The ,syMb.o..1,'

to_ indicate circ is
four.." Circ me

sul-itract 1-.1. -secon

2 0 k = ach of these.

2 c 4 Sis read, t.'TwO circ

th&first number and then

from that sum. Thus

(a) 3 0:-2 n
"i 't"Y)
th) 8.0 1 n

/19).

Anotherl'make-bel

symbol tio indicate

0 =
(ewx7)

Q 4

eration is -named

is e; . 3 ..T It is
!Our." mean lose the smaller riiiinbe

8 T 5 = 5. Find n for each of the

(a) 2
131T 3 = r9 (c) 1}, T =

0, ..tr-.1)

12, T 8= n (d) 9 T 10 = n
.1: )

4'

560
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y

Another operation:

wob is l . 3

some results of

to find the me

; "yob." The symbol to indicate

is -;read 'Three 'wob four." Here are

operation, wobi on two numbers. Try
wc;b. 6.4e44.1.4.4.i4 cAeou.,(1..

(a) 4 1 6 = et' 2 2-..8 (e) 5 1 9 = 9-

(f) 7 I. 7 =.7

-Ja) 5 ift,t,:,...,,74,- i 10-...n (k) 2 1 o = n
y:

'' _::;;',4, z'
(h Y 1 1 9 = n . , 4.". '-,6 1 -8 = n (1) 9 1 2 = n....

. ..,,:.:.
-4. They symbol , - a sign -of. operation. 3 * 4 tells

. ,.,
you to.,ppe? 3 and 4 in- a certain 'Way. It is

read, .itTlittft ar four." Here are some results of the
i..

operation tar, on two numbers. Try to find the meaning

of star: (:-;Sto-A-, add I-6 -64'1---)
-z, - %A

' (a) _f_,JA = 8 (c) 9 (e) 1 * 1 = 3
-;:.''ir.

. kStreA
, , , 2 (p ) 5.* 6 = 12 (d) 3: * 7 = 22 (f) 5 *. 4 = 3.0--4

'.........
Find n each of, the following:

Sg) ,2 * = n

(h) 8 * 7 = n

=14 )

-(i) .3 6 = n

*.9 = n
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5.. :Another Operatioh is calledi "Pick." The symbol for pick

.. is .J Try to find the meaning of from these examples,.
Ce.44/11e4e;6"Pi°4144"

(a) 3 j 5 = 4 (c) 2 4 =. 3 TiFT 7 5 = 6.

(b) q J2 =1 (d) 8 _I 6 = 7 (f) 9 J 7 = 8

6. Another operation is called, "alpha." The symbol for

alpha is..0 . It is an operation on one number. Try to

find the meaning of .0 from thede examplbs.(

(d),C 8 = 16(a) = 6 (13) dC 0 = 0 (d) 4, C 5 =10

What is n in each of the following?

( )4 n' (f) .0 9 =.n 1 = n (h).C. 7 =

7. SUPER BRAINTWISTER. Another-:Cperation is called, "beta."

The symbol to indicate beta is B .

of beta from these examples:C.+

(a)

(b)

Find n for each

3 B 1. =5 (c) 2.BC 8 =

1 B 2 = 9 (d) 7 8.5 =

2 B 3 = n

=7 )
8 B 4 = n

Try to find the meaning

-4a--itt.ukto,2444-

/2,)

) 1 = 52

0

of the following:,

(i) 5 .B

E'l=
(j) 4 B

(f 3 B 3 = '6

6 = n.

2 = n

(k)

(1)

1 B

5 8

0 = n

2/0
5 = n

8. SUPER BRAI12:114TER. For which of the operations in exercises

.1-7 does the/commutative property seem to hold?(-,40.4)

562
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rExercise Set 21

UNION OXSETS

Pretend yvu.have Set A and set B..

Call Set C the intersection of Set A and Set B.

Call Set D the union of Set A and. Set. B.

Copy and fill in this table. (You may need to draw some

pictures.)

Number of..
members in

Set A

Number -of
me&berti in

'Set B

Number of Number of
.members in members in

Set C Set D
(Intersectiori) (Union)

(1) 7 _15

(2)

I

13

(3) 9 Q2)

(4)

(5). 1.1

(6) (g-tiv)

r 2 (04,o-2)

(8) r -5)

563
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Chapter 7

QUES .OF `MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION -

PUlp9SE. OF SHE IIN;T

7-'

To help children under-stand the. techniques of multiplication

and -division (Throughout the 'unit the pi4opess of diVision

incluAkkhoth'.-divisiOn without a.,remainder and division with

a remainder )

: To help c:hildren. understand that they. can multiply- and

divide large. numbers if they know the multiplicatiOn factS..
4 and the properties pf multiplication and division

.4 7

To help Children develop skill in multiplication and

division and in checking the results of these ,processes

( A .high level of skill will not be expected until aftez),

the study of Chapter 3 in Grade_ 5)

To help children improve their probfem solving ability" '

through' the use of mathematical sentences in situations

suggesting multiplication and division

-565
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NIN.Litt,MATICAL BACKGROUND

In this unit we learn..hoW to use the properties of multi

lication and. di:viSion (as studied in .Chapter 4) to develop
techniqu,es' of Multiplying and dividing whole numbers:

. ,

.To do *,this we .Make use of the .commutative and associative.

propertie8 of multiplication, the distributive property, special
.foperties of both 0 and 1, the decimal systemof ,numeration,

and the multiplication facts fOr purposes .of determinit. the
.product of nmmbers larger. than 9 and for. expressing .one number

as a multiple -of another number.:

The process of multiplication. :We have associated the
number a x b with an array of a rows and b columns With
an:array of . 3' rows and 4 columns, we assodiate, the number, '
:3 x 4. Since 3 >c 4 -is' not a standard form :for 'Okpressing a

counting. nUMber, we -can set up a correspondence between the

'elements of the:' set:Ana the elements of standard' sets, matching

this particular set with one:which has the number property 22:
We can then name the number.. of the Set, either as 3 5 4` or
12. In 3 x 4.= 12, we call 12 the product.of 3 anA 4..

We' call 3 and 4 -factors' of '12.
/

To find the product of 7 and 24,f we 'Cali first express
. :

ak as 20 +' 4. We then think of the decimal numeral for

T;x. 24, by using the decimal .numeral for 7 x 20 . or
2) .x 10, and the decimal numeral4hich expresses the.tSame..

number as does (7 x 4). The folloWing suggest different. L.:!--7.7'

thought patterns for finding the number n 'repe$ents

sentence,

7 x n.

S!

p.
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Ye may t'St associates this number,with an array.:as in
Figure 1. '20) = 140 and 7 x 4 = 28.

Or

24

x 7

.140 (7 x 20) or 7 X-2 x10
28 (7 x 4)

mays be '4iritten

,

20
x7

,140 28 = 168

'or

168

24

'7

28 .(7 x 4).

' 140' (7 x 20)

1_68

or, if.pne can remember the- "
0:

then Ile can ,..;rite

..- 24

x 7

168 7 x 4 = 20'4 8

.

4te.n&",and- add'tt to the "1/.1 tens",

7 x-20 = 1140

1

140g + 20 + 8.r=168
.? a

The .form. used is determined by the- level of skill actievid. It

would be expecied that a child lea:rn.ingotto Multip4i.y wou9;dsprogress.

from longer levels to higher levels Ort'sk41,.'



These procedures may be used for finding products. of, pairs

of larger numbers. The thought process and the record of

thoughts, however, become more complecx.'

Suppose 20. x 34 = n. :Thii-number, expredted as a product: ,

.

expression, can be asSbciated with an array of 20 rows`and 34
columns *or with a collection of 20 sets of objects where the-.

number of objects .in each .set is 34., We ,can express 20 as
.(2 x 10) and 34. as.. (30 +

Then, 20 >C34 = 20 -x.(30 ÷' 4) . 20 x (30 + 4)\= (20 x130) +
(20 x To find the decimal numeral: for (20 x 30), we exprees
20 as (2:x 10) ,a:Tid..> 30 as 3 x 10. Then ."20 x 30 =
(2 x 10 x (3 x 101, . By the commutative and associative pro-,

perties, we know :that 2 x 10 x 3 x = 2 x 3 x 10,x 3:0; .We

can think -of 2 x 3,,x 10 x 10 as '(2 x.3):->c :(10:x 10). We laiow

the products associated with the pair. of "single-digit"' numberS,
2 and 3.. Our system of numeration Makes' multiplying-by .100

most convenient.: These: i4eas are used in de-velbping, a scheme

for finding the decimal .numeral which- names the same number

does 20 x 34.
Or suppose given the product expression (12 x 144; we wish

;,to:;..determine. the decimal numeral that names the same-nthfiber. Let

repreaerit an array with which this number Might be

Sxa dated,.
X 10,= 100

(See .Figure 2 below.)

.... .. .. ..... ..........
, 7. . .%.

Figure 2

568



We can.separate it into several smaller arrays, and for each

arrayvwe can readily use a decimal numeral VI express the number

Of .4gments in that set. (See Figure 3) That is,

12 x 14 = (10 +2) x (10 + 4)

= (10 x 10) + (10 x 4) + (2-x 10) +

When symbols alone are used to express our thoughts, the

may be expected to move from a procedure cl9sely resemb

to the brief algorism that many of us.know. For example

the number represents in.the mathematical sentence

12.x 14 = n, we mar write tlr, f9llowing:

14

x 12

8 (2 x 4).

20 (2 x10) .

x

100 (lo x 1o)

168

;;.4-1

Later, 14

x 12

28

140

168

or

...

This resembles Figure 3.

Too, order can vary as
....:.:... .

displayed Wthe right:

At this stage it is not

14

x 12

14

.x 12

etc.

100

4o
20

8

important to establish

a particular order. for

all pupils.

20 100

8 4o

168 168

14 and still 14 and still 14

x 12 . later x 12 later, and x 12
.

140 28 for some 168

28 14

168 , 168

.
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The proaess of division. In developing a ;technique Sbr

dividing one number by another, wemake use of what we i\light call

a "one- sided" distribut'lve property for diyierlog. For example;
to divide 165. by 15, we express 165 as a sum of MIAtiples
of 15, 1.;e: 165-= 6o + 6o + 45. Then

. 0
(60 6o + 45) -1 = (6o +1 +. (6o 4, 15) + (454. 15)

Or, . (4 4 3,) = 11..

Hence, 165 4. 15 =

For pair:s of numbers, where one :is' -not a factor of the other,

Weef:ind the elahest multiple of 117:chais less than the

°other.,In order to 'divide, 137' by 14, it is possible to

express 137 as the .sum of Multiples .o4' 14 and a finale addend

less than 14. 'The use of the diStribUtive property is not'. .

appropriate since all addends are not multiples of 14. So, we-

1Vuse,the following:

137 = 70 + 56 + 11

Then, 137 = E70 4- 14) + (56.+142 x 14:+.11, .or more simply

;ritten, 137%=.(5.4. 4) x 14 + 11

Thus-, when we divide 137 by 14, the quotient is 9 and the

remainder is 11. The largeit multiple of 14 less-than 137 .

(137- 11). or 126.

For Pairs of numbers such As these, where one is not a

factor of the other, the mathe

c b = a or c = a x b., does

sentence of ,the form c (a x

is zero, then the second lake6

matical sentence in the form of

ndt apply. Instead,'we use the

b) r. Of course, we-see if

a-Tom of. the'flrst. Observe

that r < b.

This is the basis for ,clev

whereby we 'subtract multiples

order;to determine the largest

less than the other.

eloping a computational scheme,

of one number from the other in

Multiple of one number that is

84 570
t4.



here are different ways in'which',.the thought processes may

be recorded. Here are, some ways that !ill be used throughout

this unit.

'Or, using, smaller multiples. of h, either of the forms A. or .B,

shown below may be used.

A.>
10

/1)84

_. L0

44

- 40 10

4.

1

0 21

21

1
10

r 10

4) 84
. .

40 .

411

.40

or

-20 (20x4)

1 (1 x 4)

0- 21

21

1'.

20
%

or 4 ). 8)! , ,

.(10 x 4) 80 (20x)!)
f I;

(lo x)1 (.1 x 4 ),__
. 11 0

.e, (1 x )L)

0

571
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In developing a technique for dividing a number c by a
number a, we can Consider the separation of a set of c

410.
eletents (dots, for example) into a rows with the'Same number
of dots in each row. For example, in dividing 132 by 12 we
can make an array of 12' rows, beginning.as indicated.

- Then we.forr7: other columns of dots until the total count is 132.

The tolla1 :21:v y of columns is 11. We know then that

12 x 117= 132,. and Consequently 132 -I- 12 = 11. Likewise, we

colo..dhay.e .7.3.0ie array of 12 columns instead of 12 rows.

4De dcsdrable.to confine the pupils! attention to Just

7i array iii Trh:lich the number of rows is the number given as. .the

kncvIn...factor, in ,this case 12. The finding of the unknown
)'

-accomblishers1;he dividing of 132 y 12.

:iIf we: ;:er#4re(1 to divide 135 by 12 we know there

is no wihole number for n so that 12 x n = 135. (In an array

this Auld be shown by J.2 rows of 11 dots each and 3 dots,

.remaining for a partial twelfth column.) In: this case, we cannot

divide two whole numbers and get a third whole number. Since

-it is not always possible to find a whole number for an unknoWn

factor if the product and the known-factor.are whole numbers,

diVlsion is not always possible win the set of whole numbers.

We cannot write 135 = 12 x n where n represents a whole

number. But expressions such as "135 divided by 12". may be

interpreted in ;relation to the partitioning of a set of 135

objects into the largest possible number of equivalent subsets

572.
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with 12 objects ix. each Illubset with a remaining subset of
fewer than 12. objects. 41'11. S is described by a githematicarl
sentfence of the form' 4,41,1, st

135 = (n _x 12) r
4/ )

in which n and r are whole. numbers and p i=s as large as
possible and r 12. In thi,se'exaznple = 11 and r.= 3:

133 (11 x 12) + 3

Since the operation of Aris-ioil is Ian Operation with two
numbers (dividend and Aivisor°) to yield one number (quotient)
the process of finding the two numbers n and r not the
operation of division: The algorism for recording oriels thoughts
in determining 1.1"? and,' 3 gin the abov% exam- ple may( be the same
as the algorism forpdivItding" 132 01' 12 but there is an
essential difiference in recoVag the final results.

. ,
. A

02) i35 12 7 132
120 10''' 120 10

15 12

2 1 12 1

3 11 11

V.
Some distinction needs to be made in the language used in.

* dividing 132 by 12" and "dividing 135 by 12."
In_ "dividing 13 .by 12" we shall use the followfrig

terrainolog:y-: 132 is the product of the known'factor. 12 and
an unlcriovm factor represented by n. But in "dividing 135 by
12" we shall use the terminology: Findiiig quotient and remain-
der. it is 'true, of'-course, that prior to determining if there
is a whole number for the unknown factor, the pupils ,cannot be .

aware of which of the two situations exists, i.e., whether they
are finding an unknown factor or finding a quotient and remainder.
The larger porteion of the material in division presents the
"produdt and unknown factor" situations first and the "quotients
with remainders" are introduced in ,the last few sections.
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Whenever we qry to think ab

factbr of zero, we he difficu It

Suppose 214. + 0 = Then, 214 = :0

whole number -n we can use since

whole number is again 'zero. What can

given pi'vduct and ,a known

i the other factor. -4

early'.Xhere is fib.

of 6..\ . anti any
.

out -ci ÷. 0? -If 7,1E

ewhat 4ifferent

-other ;factor.. .

0 + 0 = n, then 0 x n = O. Here we hay

situation since any *hole number can serve,

In brief, when one
.

other factor or any w

Usually agree to- avoi.

since we do net meet ph

sentences 'for their dese

,is 0, either. w

tber will do.

R. : on by '0.

situations .w

-
4

tevoine the
-o. .

iftle

..$1.1,91d. ship'

s

.

f 'F1 cl ,
,

tiot, ? .

T- \

...4 c-

,.
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,TEACHING TEE. UNIT

_

REVIEWING MULTIPT;IVITION AND .DIVISION
.

Objective: TO ,help. cli.1.1drerf. liarn techniques of multiplication
ana how these techniques depehd upon the basic
propertttea multiplicatiOn

...Noilengthff aiscus4on Of multiplication

muitttpiecatl_ori-,algorisma.;', Because of its
is i'dquired. Arrays are: to help'devefNlla

continual u:§e 'and, great i4portance, the dis- a.

tributive proterty should be reviewed. '
4C r-

.:*

'Materials: Arrays, ' t. N. .

. . , it..f ., . ,, a. ', S i
Vocabulary: Parti41 products; vertical ,,-- i' *

....

NO
Dcploration: ; '' .

.

Multiplicat>ithoil.'t* a As$thema:tical olleration -oil two numberst-,

hunter.
kt.... .' ' .

to obtain a third' ntunter. Gilif some proaucta, or-cpairs of nult,oers
g.`" ., ; -, tuber ;you know. Do you 'know_ V to firs the pro*.ct.of' ax*. two: numbers41:-,

-'.$ , I

you can think of?4Can you exampldaSof
..̀

numbers nu
x , --. . dedon't mow how to multiply? ,Thebelja74.ght be addh as ., 325 ,kc 78,

.4b. /), .

ft, We know the products .of pgra of humbfr
'' ,.- '-,'',.'.Y

ss than teiti We

,24 x 96, etc.) , A ?* 4.

now want to learn more about f nc g proPcts f pairs 64'-numbers
P -. 'greater than ten. Let us '$e -lay temembering some 8S iiiipie - 1

products. Suppose we think of ty-,= /I- x 10 r4s the _null loei; of , q
. - .

elements in an array of 2+ rows anti' 14- columns.'
,twzit:

-IL)
*-e+RC

111111/1111111111111111
1111111111.111111
1111111111.11E1111111

.111111111111.115r

11.
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,If'we do not know the number n represents, we c find it by
thinking of ways of separating the array. How may we separate
this array into. two arrays?

Have children suggest several possibili-
ties, making certain that they include two 4
by 5 arrays.

Bring out the idea thatit is very easy
to find,the product of two numbers when one
factor is 10 and the other. ia,lede than 10.
We'can think of 4 x 10- as .46 (4 tens),
5 x 10 as 50.. (5 tens), etc. Also, 10 x
40 or -4 tens, etc.

Do you think you know a way to find the product of two num-
bers when one is 10 and the other is greater than 10? (Try
some examples;) -What is the product of 10 and 10? of 11
and' 10? etc.

Use such examples as:,

to x 15 = 10 x (10 + 5
= (lo x lo) x
= loo 5o
= 15o

11 x lo = (10 + 1) x lo
= (10 x 10 (1 x 10)
= 100 10
= 110

lo.x 64 = 10 x.(6o + 4,2
= (10 x 66) 10 x 4)
boo + 4o

= 640-

Lead children to, use 10 as a factor as
Often as possible: Work other problems as a
class activity before Exercise Set 2. Exer-
cises 19 and 20 are given as a "lead-in" to
new material.

.
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-OPERATIONS

;WI
5 ,

Chalf. 7

TECHNIQUES OF MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION ,

We think of addition, subtraction;

multiplication, and division as the four

basic operations of-arithmetic.

We have learned that an operation on

numbers is a way of thinking about two numbers

and getting one number as a result.

When we think about 12 and 3 and get,

15, we are adding. When i.e think about 12

and 3 and get 1, we are subtracting. When

we think about 12 and 3- and get 36, we

are,multiplying. When we think about 12 and

3 and get 4, we are dividing.
6 .4 $:

6;

f t

91

577
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MULTIPLICATION

We express multiiliCation like this:,

1).-< 7427:36.

We read the sentence like this:,1

5 times 4 is equal to 36.

9 times 4 equals 36.,

We know that:

9 is a factor of 36.

4 is a factor of 36.

36, is the product of 9 and .4.

DIVISION

We express division like this:

36 4- 9 = n

36 ='n x 9

or

36 = 9x n.

We read the sentence like this:

36 divided by 9 'is equal to n.

36 is equal to what times 9?

36 'is equal to 9 times what# number?

We ?now., that: .

,

.36 Is the- product of- _9 and -n.

9 is a known factor of 36.

r. is an ,unknown factor of 36.

p
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1

THE DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY OF MUTJTIPLICATION.OVER ADDITION

Methods. of multiplication depend on expressing one

factor as astm and then usingthe distribUtive property

of Multiplication over addition.

TO multiply 48 x 6, you Can think of 48 as

(40 + 8). Then we multiply each numberbyTthe factor 6.

We use the distributive erty.

6 = 6 x (40 + 8) Rename' 48 as (40, + 8).

= (6 x 40)-F (6 x 8) Distribute the 6 over

(40 + 8)

The product of 6. and 40

is 240. The product of

6 and .8 is 48.

. 288 The sum of 240 and 48.

is 288.

240 + 48

THE DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY OF DIVISION OVER ^ADDITION

To divide 75 by 5, we express 75 as

Then we divide both numbers by 5.

.

(50 + 25).

75 = (50 + 25) 5 Rename .75 as (50 + 25):

.(50 4 5) ± (25 ÷ 5) Distribute the 5 over

(50 + 25)..

= 10 +.5 Divide 50 by 5.. Divide

25

15 The sum of 10., and -5

is 15.
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Write he numerals from

staterlentis true, write true.

.,cercise ,Set 1

false. .
1. US'i-ng the set of thole :iumbers, you can multipl.y any Pair- of

numbers' and always get a whole number for their product.

to. 20' on your paper. If a
If 'a statement is false, writ

2. Using the set of whole numbers, you can divide any pair. ob.,:

numbers 'and always get, a who,16 number fon'the unknown ^;

fae.-tor. (1,144.3.

3.. 273. x 846 6x2
.4. 1 =

5.. 69:-t- 3 = 3, 4.69 (I.J41-)

6. 17 17 + 1 )-

_7. 6 x 0= 6 (
8., 1 x 9 9

9. 0,4- 6 = -0 (ZL).
10. 6 x 9 < 7 X 9

11. 58 x 69 > 69x 58 (

12 4.8 T 4 = 4) + (8 4- 4)

Pc) + 4) x 7 =- (20 x' 7) + (4 x.()
2 x (3 x 17) = (3 X :17) x 2

15. 2 x = (2 x 30) + (2 x 40) )

16: (21 x 7) +,7 = (21 7);x 7 4,t.---4)

17. T6) 2 = 48 + (6 -12) Y4,44--(7-)

18. (5 x-3a) + (5 x 6) = 5 x 36
19. (21-7 x 18) + '(47.x 12) = 47- x 30 (-.-19

20. (12 + 3) ÷ (12 4- 3) = 24 3
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Exercise Set 2.

Find a decimal.numeril for

1.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

n in each sentence .

TO x 18 = n
/90)

,17 x 10 = n
(n.. /70)

27 x 10 = n
(n. 270)

10 x 35 = n
(A= 35-c)

10 x 107 = n
(pa /070)

x TO =
(r)./2o)

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

1.0 47 = n
(P)=.4,0).3

f
89 x 10 .7. ni. --;

01= pla )
54 x 10 = n

(ii=5-40)

10 x 98 = n,
(o)=9go)

10 x 125 = n
(0./25w)

314 x 10 = n ,
07:-. 3/40)..
k

120 x 10 = n' .7. ° 412;5 10 = .n
(!)-2. )200) ... (Ai = 41 / 20)

10 x 19 = n 18. 842x 10 = n,
(ii= /70) (n= 94.2a)

9. 30 19...n
lead)

10. 300 x-a0 n-

.(-hz-304?)

BRAINTWISTE:RS:

19. .17 x 0 ="n
I 7 it Ai, = 17. (974/0)

so) ÷ (17X/0
170 +170

420. 12,x 30 = n= 340

72%30= /2x(3 x Jo)

02 x3) x
= /6.xio

12x 3a- /a 21 60 410 fa)

= (Iila)4620 i0)42$10)
. 120 4- /20 4130

=



MULTIPLYING

.

Objective:

BY MULTIPLES OF TEN

To learn how to multiply two

'number is a'.multiple of , 10,

4.0; etc.

Vocabtaary .;Mu..1t±plas

Exploration:

We can Ouse .what we know about 10

numbers when one

that .is, 20, 30;

0
to use

as a fact.br to learn hoiv.,;-

20 as a,' factor.,. How may we think of the fattor 20
order,,,to use what we already know'? (20 = 10 + 10 or 2 x 10)''.

Suppose we .try some examples:

7 x-20 .7 'x (10 :± 10). Rename. 20." as (IO + 16).
= .(7 x 10) (7 x 10) Distribute. 7 over (10 + 10)
= 70 .+170 . Multiply 7 and 10.
=.1Y0 :' Add 70 and 70._

or

7 x,2C-.) = 7 x (2 -x10)

= (7"x 21 10

If we use

14_ x

=

S).

,
te second wa.y we will not have to

Rename :20 +as (2 x 10).

Use the associative property..

Multiply 7 and 2.

Multiply 14 and 10.

9 x 20 = 9 .x:(2 x 10)*

= (9 x 2) x10
=,.18 x 10

180

z`582
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TO use 2Q as a.factor, what do we need. to know? (We need to

know how to use 2 and 10 as factors.) Can you use these

same ideas if .3C240, ... 90 arefactors? (yes, if you

facts for _31 ... 91s.) Letrs these.

8 x 70.= 8,x (7 x .10)

one of

Rendthe 70 as 7 x 10.

know

7 (8 x 7). x 10 Use the associative property.

. 56 x 10 Multiply 8 and ,7.

='560 Multiply 56 and 10.

It,will be very helpful for a pupil-to
be able to write 8 x 70 = 560 without(
having to use all of the steps shown in the
Exploration. Each pupil should .know, how to
use the basic properties to find such
products.

It may be necessary to think about.
solving problems using multiplication before
working the problems in Exercise Set'

a
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MULTIPLYING BY MULTIPLES OFTEN

We have learned how to multiply two numbers when one of the

numbers is 10.
A

Now we,want to learn to multiply two numbers when one of the

numbers is a multiple of 10. Multiples of 10. are 10, 20, 30,
.

40, 50, and so on. Can you name some other multiples of 10?
I

Suppose we find the product of 7 and 20. To multiply

7 and 20,. we can think of 20 as (10 + 10). Then,. .

7 x 20 = 7 x + 10) Rename, 20 as (lo + lo).

(7 x 10) + (7' )'( 10) Distribute overover (10 + 10

= 70 + 70

= 140

Multiply 7. and 10: :

Add 70 and 70.

Too, we.can think of 20 as (2 x 10). Thin,

7 x 2o = 7 x (2 x 19)

= (7x2)-xl
= 14 x 10

= 140

Rename 20 as (2 x 10).

Use the associative property.

multiply. 7 and 2.
/ -

Multiply' 14 and 10..

Is it'easier to find the product Of 7 and 20 by the:

first way or the second way? Let ,Us find the product of:another

Pair of numbers wing the second way. One of -the factOrs is a

..multiple of .10. Gi4vreasons for each step in "the following

example.
8=x 4o = x

(8 x 4) x lo

,.'52 x 10

520.

The product of 8 and 4o is 320.

8 x 4o = 32o.

584 v.
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Exercise. Set 3

,Fin the decimal numeral for each product- ik exercibes 1

through: 12. In exercises 1 through 4, write leach step as

in the example.
#

Example : x 30 = 7(x (3 x 10

5 x 8o(=
= r) 7. 10
..40x,0

= *00 ,

2. 70 x 7 = (7.,.)x7

: :W.
, = (7.7) . ur.

3 50 x 8 .(51,.) ..g

7. 4o x
4 :

4. 6 x 30
7 400. L(3.,.).
::g.,t3),,,°

.. 7147
In exercises 5

o
through 12,- find the. decimal numeral for

each product without writing all the steps. In exercise 5, can

you think that .7 Multiplied by 4 .is 28 ,an)d that 28

multiplied by 10 is 280?
. .

= (7 x 3) x 10

= 210. 9

5. 7 40 (2 Vo) 60 x 9 (6840)

6: 5,x 60 (3oo)

7. 6 x.70 ( 20).

8: 7 x 80 (3-40)

1 3 x 600 (JIOo)

'al: 30 x 8 (.2 40)
.

585
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r

Exercise Set 4

Use mathematical sentences to help Solve each, of. the

following problems. -.EXpreSs each answer in a .complete

1. The beads on an abacus may be arranged so tfiat there are_

beads on each of 4 wires. How ma4y beadi are on this-

sentence.

2° x 4 = n - .Z6:4 Ac,,A %t6abacus? (/oxa)x431
/0A 62i54241

1 -IWAV A A
2. Some rayla will divided into y 40' houses will

20

be

,

bebuilt on each block: How many houses will there be on the

land?
h = 7 x 0 .144 14%

= 744 *I0) -

=(7= .16x tO a 3. 1" 0
3. In one'section of a plane there -we'e 20 rows of seats with

4.

.
H

5 seats:in each row. How many seats were there in this
A z -.2 0 A S- 1.4,si

section of the plane? =/...82 ../;a,"4.6..,A

\
At an assembly the chairs

1

,were 10 chairs in each row.
1

tilr the assembly?

Bob

zit;
= Leo

arranged in 30 rows. There

Hott; any chairs were set up

Azei.A7o .

bought 3 season ticket's, to e basketball gathes: Each

ticket costs $3.20. How much did Bob spend for the:tickets?
--nz 3

O
6. On the family room floor there were ,66o tilei. ,304 Stiles

. were used on the kitchen floor. -How many more tiles were

(used on the: floor of th

A.r. v,
the kitchen? ='44

=

family room than on the floor of

3o

6

1. (_; .:sj
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MULTIPLY4NG F ONE HUNDRED

Objective: ,To learn o multiply two whole numbers when one

is 100 or tiple of 100
.

Exploration:

We have'learnedl* to multiply two numbers when one number

is -. 10. We used thi4kpind how to multiplyl,whole numbers not

greater than 10 by 20i 90. Now we want to 2earn more

about multifp.154,g by 100 and multiples of 40.

ReviewiWith pupils such examples as
2 100, If/x 100, 8.x'1oo,; 100 x 6, etc.:
T en. ask J.A' they-can suggest how td find
the produpt of 4 and 200.

4 x 200
./

=

=

4

8

x'(2 x 100)
X 2 ) x 1 0 0

loo
800

x 100 = 8.x (10 x 10)
8,x 10) x 10
x

= 800

- Can you see a way of multiplying by. 30CY1 400, ...., 900?
.

Perhaps we should use one more example:

''6 x 700 '= 6:x (7 x 100) sRename 700 as (7 x160).

= (6 x 7) x 100 Use the associve proPerty.

4.2_X 100 ;1%1Ultiply 6 ang 7.-

= 4266 ,,:Multiply 42 and 100.
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One example of- the type 70 x 60 may'
pe worthwhile. The multiplication of two .
numbers, each less than- 100, may lead to
multiplidation where -one of the, factors is
,?; number less than ao.
70 x:60 = x lo) x (6'x 10)

=- (-7. X 10) x.6] x 10
= [7 x/10 x x10'
. .17-x,.(6,x 10 ].4x 10

= [(7 x 6) x 10] x.-10
[42 x- 1.0] x 10.
42 i; (10 x 10)'

.

. 42 x 100
4200

1

-As.sociative property
Associative Property
Commutative Property
ssociative Prvgerty

Using 42 = 7 x 6
Associative Property.

,, . 1

rather long development shop t . '

#

be ied out -with the pupils; They will"
recognize' ( and: wirthautt, being- in *.error; ) that

70 x 60.. becomes 42 x 100 and full details
,of why. it is,eorreci is not a majOr issue at .

this stage.. .

c../7 ., .
Children may suggest ihis- wak:

\*:
70 x 6o = (7 )* io) x (6 x io)

7 x 6 x 1.0.x 10
x 6) x .(1Q x 1:p)

7. = ,42 x 100.
4-200

ot.

o =2(7 x 10) x 6o
=7x (10x 6o)
= 7 x 00'
= 7 x (6 x loo)
= (7 x 6 x loo\
. 42 x 1
= 4200,.
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'MULTIPLYIG 7 MULTIPLES OF ONE HUNDRED

fge 'have learned how to multiply two whole numbers when one
of the numbers is 10: We have learne,d how to multiply two

whole numbers when one is a multiple 'of 10. Wlkat are some

multiples of 1?

Look at this example for finding the product of 6 and .a

,rritiltsiV.e of 10 (301. ,

6 X 3.0 = e.-*, x10)
(,6.:x 3) x 10

= 18 x

= 180

We noWT,Want.to learn to multiply two whole numbers when one
.) -.. :. .

''. df'... tlae snumbers is 100. We also' want to. learn how to find the..- - ..

prdiduct of tlio ,numbers when One factor is a multiple of 100.

What are' multiples. Of 100? Is 200 a multiple of 100Pris
..

l '4. ..

300?, is 400? Cali you name ome Other,multiples of 100?Tb. ,10-

_L. sea ipo,w, f,po, yoo, /o40,140.4)

103 '
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Sec if you can 'understand these examples.

Example 1:

Example 2:

r.

6 x 100

18 ).(: 100-

6x (10 x 10) '

(6 x 10) x 10
60 x 10

= 600

= ,18 x (10 x "10 )
(18 x 10) x

=.18o x 10
i800

"Example'3:

Example

, \..-
'Example" 6:

6 x 3oo -2 6 x (3'x loo) .

-= (6 x,3) x 100 ."

= 18 x 100
1800

50 x 30 = x (3 x 10
-..= (5, x 3) x (10 x 10
= 15'x 100
= 1500

x 200 =-16 x (2 x 100)
= .(16 x 2) ..x 100
= 32 x 100
= 320p. . ,

4 ip' do = --47 x (20 x ioo)
= (4. x.20) x 100
= PO x 100,
= 8000

Can yOu name the/product Just by looking- at the two numbe18

to .,be multipliqd? Try theses

How many could you do? ,
Now you can use what you have learned about multiplying.

by IND and 100. and their multiples.

590 -2

.87 x io: (.?-7:5)*

5 x 60 (300),

x 30 (i1 0)

x 100 (400)

,200 "X 3 (4A)
,

12 x 400 (41,61;9)
. ,
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.1

P. Exercise .Set 5

Copy and complete each of the foll-owlng.

1. 7 x 10 = -(70) 11. oao) = 500. x 6

.2. a 5 ic 500 = (2500) . (5Goo) ="7..-x7:$.6.0

3. -(/4100) = 3 x 600 13. !lb& X a = (/.boo)

'4. 100 x (ie2jo .1 7 x 500 = (35-00)

'00.) - 9 x 10

, 6. lAx'7 =(70)

. 500 x_5 = (26-00

600 x ,3 =(igoo)

.
0 = fsz to)

.

J.

15. 800.x 5 = P000y

16. 50 x 60 = (3.0oo)

17.. 60 x 90 = boo

18. 400 x 20 = (,goao)

19 3 x 2000 = G 046)

20. 6 x 3000, 460°)

591.



WF5E ABOUT. MULTIPLYING

Objeaplive:

Wateriols:

VocabularY:

Exploration:

T learn how to multiply two numbers when one is

less than 10 and the other is greater than JO,

but 'less- than .100

4 by 32 array fordeniohstration purposes

Vertical form, partial produ /ts

It is the purpose of.this exploratioft to
suggggest ways. of developing a computational
sc eme for multiplying. First have children
associate a product expression with an appro-
priate array. This ihould provide the.back-
graund helpful in learning a computational
procedure. .. _

We know how to find decimal numerals which name the same

number,' for 4ample as 4 x 20. and 8 x 60: Now we want to

learn how tojfind products of numbers like 4 and 32, 8 and

56, etc. One number will be-lets than'.10.. The other will be

greater than 10 but less than 100.

Suppose we find the product of 4. and 32. We can think

of 4'x32 az..the humber.of eleMentt in an array of how-many

rowsOof how many columns4P) .

4

Separate a 4 bY.32 array into tub arrays--
4.x 30 and 4_x 2. Ask childien to describe
each. Your discussion about the arrays might-
develop -as follows:

Nowlet;us see if we can write what we've just none. We

want to find a way of finding products without using array

4.

each time.

To find.' n in n.= 4'x 32, we first renamed 32 as 30 ; 2.

Why rename 32. as 30 + 2 irittead of, say 16 + 16? :(It is

easier.to find 4 x 30 .and 4 x.2 than x 16.) W :can write

the maheffiatical sentence as n = 4 x(30 + 2). Nextjwe uspd

the distributive, property ofjmultiplication. (n = (4 x +

(4 x Then, we found the products' (4 x 30- and (4 x 2).

(n.= 120 4-8)" We added 120 + 8 to,lfind that n



Whit we have done may be summarized in this way:

4 x.32 7 4 x (30 -.F,2) (Rename 32.)

= (4 x 30) + (4 x 2) (Use-the distributive property.)

= 120 + 8 (Multiply (4 x 30) + (4 x 2).)

=128 (Add 120 +:84

We have been finding products using the multiplication facts
and the dIstributive property. For each step, we: have been writing

a new mathematical sentence. .'Phis way helps us to see why our
answer Is. correct. Writing everything we think leaves us little
to remember.: It will be-much quicker for us to find short cuts,
bUt they will make Us.retember more. One way is to write bur
work like this. We will call this a vertical form.

4

32

x 4

120

8

128

4 x 30)

(4 x 2)

What do/We think in writing this exercise?

Why,dO we write- 120. and: 8? (We think of .4 x 32 =

4,x (30 +.2) = (k x 30). + is this-form a shorter
way: to write multiplication? ",(There are fewer symbols

It*malces. the addition easier.) How is it harder? (We

and remember it. .We-have.to know

x 30 = 120 without writing any steps.)

We.can write it in thiseway.

32

-x 4 or .

30 +2\
x

120 + =128

to write.

have to

.

Sometimes some chilOren find this easier to understand.

The .nUtbers 12b and 8 are called partial products in the.

multiplication.- They must be added to get the final product,

593



Let us try ant4her example.. 5 x 61 =

tie.Can write

61 or ,6o + f:' or 61

3004,+ 5 = 305 ,300 (5 x 6o)

4 5 (5 x 1)
_ _

305.

This shows that 5x 61 .= 300 + 5, ihylsthis true?

5 x 61 = 5 x (60 + 1) = (5 x 60)-- 5 x1):146 renamed
B as

.These are some of the observations
children should make. We rename a factor
like 34 and 61 and use the distributive
property, We regroup the factor into -tens
and,onet, etc.,i,e.g., 32 was renamed

and61 waS' renamed 60 + 1. .

It may be helpful.wto add an'example in
which a different renaming is shown, e.g.

28 , or 25 + 3
x 4 . . x 4

17772 = -112...

The class might be asked. what mathe-
matical sentences. this abbreviates and why
someone might write it (presumably because
he happens.tt remember 'that 4 x 25.= 100).
The main point slioald be adVantage of
renaming 28 as 0-1-.8.. rather,than
,25 + 3. (Our num-ral'system shows.the.
grouping into ten and ones; wit is easy
to learn the .few simple products 4 x '20-,
4 x 30., ..., etc.)

1 0 s
5911



Here is still another problem. 5 x 61. (Try several ways

of finding the product.).
. .

6(1+ 1
. ,

61 or 61 or 61 (Note change
'in ordeii.)

)..S_. --.L..a( 25.1 .. )..5...

300 + 5 = 3o5 3,0 (5- x 6o) 5 (5 ,x +1 ).

..(5 x 1) 222 (5 x 60)

305 305

For what illatheMatical sentences does. this stand?

5.x 61 = 5 x (6o + 1)

= (5 x 6o) +.(5 x 1)

= 300 + 5

=-3P5

This shows that.we can use either way and .be-correCt.

,,Can anyone think of even a shorter way? Do we have. to write

the prodUctS before we write theproduee? What must we

think if we leave thein out?' Look at 61 . First of all,.I-can

<2)

think 5 x 1 = 5: and write the "5" because the other partial

product 5 x 6o will end in. 61 Instead of tbi ng

5 x'60 = 300, I can think-.5 x 6o = 30 tens. -30 tens plus

5 'ones.is written 305, so I write

63.

305

Several additional illustrations of this
thought .process and-isvjustification may be
desirable here. However, don't pushchildren
to use this form at this level..

In Exerdise Set 6 there are some

in this short method.

exercises for,practice
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MORE ABOUT MULTIPLYING-

We now learn to multiply two numbers like these:

4 .and 32

This array helps us to think about 4 x 32.

4

We can make smaller arrays..,

How any rows does each haye#) How many columns, does each
(3o,7.),

have'? We write

4 x 32 = 4 x (30+ 2)

.(4 x 30)'+ 14 x 2)

= 120 + 8

128

We can use one of these' ways too.
7 . °

32 or
30 + 2 or 32

32

x 4 x 4 . x 4 x 4

120 + 8 = 128, 12O.4.---414-.x.3c) 8

x 2) , 126

128' 128

Can you think of another way?

596
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. .EX4rcise' Set 6--
4

Find the decimal nuMgral for'each product in the following

exercises. lisetwo forms as in the example.
C

EXample: 3 x 12 = 3 x (10 + 2) ' ,..., 12

= (3 x 10) +,(3 x 2) 25:1

1. 3 x 32

= 30

= 36

= 3x(304.x)
= a 30) 4. (3 x
= 90 #L
= 94

+ 6

32

to .
96

2. 4 x 23 = 4 (20#3) 23
= 6Axao)i.t.013) x 4

= pa * /2
12

12,

6 x 34 = 4 X (16 *4.1) 34
(4 'c.f.) #(4.4)

x 6

= .21.24 I 10
.20f

4. 4 x 65 = *x (0.-t =) . 65
1,#), 03 4 (v x5) x 4
2.#4, 4. Jo 10

r.. 240 24
240

5. 1 x'82 = # 420+2) 82
xr.9 ,q; x2) x 4

3-.1 o +

3Z2 203
3.29

111
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Dierele Set 6 Contld)

6. 5x87 = 5x(2+7)
=fr!t to) x .

4o.o as ,
= 4 35"

7. x 3 7x(304-40
,--(7x-30) - 1.0x1)

= la 42.1?

87

OO
3-4-.

34
x7
as

= 23P 2 3 P

8. 8x37 = (R W7)
( IT 39 (1 C9
a 4 SO

.2

37
x8

x 36 14x(Set4)_,/ 36
PO 4 (4-x0 X 4

Jr

/.20 4.24
= + 1 2 0

/ 444

3.0. 8x.89 = p7.(7,49) 89

.7.(r%st) + (pt) "x 8
40 4 72 72

fio
712 .712



MULTIPLYING LARGER NUMBERS

Objective: TO extend the ideas used to multiply a number with

a,"two-diglt"'numeral by a number with al"one-df#' t"

. numeral to ways which may be used to,multiplynumbers

with "three-digit"..and "four-dfgW numerals by a.

"one-digit" numeral

First, youimay-wish to review how children
have learned to multiply two 4umbers such as
3 .and 74, that is,

3 x 74 = 3 x (70 + 4
= (3' x 70) + (3 x 4)
= 210 + 12
= 222

or t

x
74

.2175 (3 x "i0)
12 x,4

227

Th9n let them see how they could use
the same procedures for numbers like 3 and
312. Have them suggest how they might
rename 312. Then ask how they might use
the distributive property.

Note that ,a goOd way is 300 -K10 + 2.
because we know products like 3.x 100
and 3 x 10.

3 x 312 = 3 x (300 * 10 + 2)
= (3 x 300) + (3 x'l0) + 13 x 2
= 900
936

+ 30. + 6

Then explore possible ways using the
vertical form.

S

113
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easy for them,. 'At thiS time it. is probably
the best 'farm for all children.

case other pairs of number k, including-
. .

among' them pairs like 301. an .2, 6 and
1211, etc-. 1 .v

Vertical Forms:.
300 + .10 + 2

x
, 900 + 30 + b..936

or 312

oo. 3-)5 360
3o' 3 x 10)

6 x.2
356.

Some children may find . the short" form
312

312

30
900
756

1*

2 x 301 x (300 +
-7-t2 X 300)
= ,600 + 2-

2
'

.1)

6o2

Vertical Forms:

x 2
301
- 2

.67-0 2 x 300)
2 2 X.1) 600

BM.. 2 x 301)- 502

6 x 1211 = 6 x .(i000 + 200 4- 10 + 1) -
= 6 x b000) + (6 x 200) + (6'x lo) +

6 x 1) .

= oao + 1200 + +-6
7266.

Vertical Forms:
1211 or 1211
x 6

EMU (6. x 1000)
.6

----6*
1200 6 x 200) 6o

60 6 x 10) 1200
6 6.x 1 6000

Tar x 1211 7766

114.
600
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MULTIPLYING LARGER NUMBERS

..

We knOw how to find the products Of numbers like. 3 and

46, and. 39, 6 and 45.. What number must n- repre'sent'

in each of:.these sentences if the sentence is a true:Statement?'-

;4 .

3x g;'=_n

6 x.45 n

The prodUCts are 273, 138,: and 270. Now match the products

and the product expressions.

We now Want to find the product of numbers .like 3 and

'312.

We write

3 x 312 = 3 x (300 ?Jo' :I- 2)

= (3 X 300) + (3 x 10) + 3 x 2)

= 900 30 + 6

=936,

115
601

es,
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There are several ways that we,might use the vertical form

for multiplication. Here are some of them.

300 + 10 +.2

x3

900 + 3iD + 6 .= 9i6

312

900 *---(3 300)

30 (3 x 10)

6 (3 x 2)

936 *---(3 x 312),

6

30

J900

936

,

In the last exampAriz how -did we get, 900, 30, ands 6?

You do not need to use all of these ways. Use.the one

that you like' best. You may even like a short form like this.

I

312

936

Can you discover a way to find the product of

21021? *

K

602

and
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riw

Exercise Set 7

FincNIe decimal numeral for each produCt 'in -the following
Nexercises. Show' the partial products.

1. x 311
(1.23)

2: 2-x 434
(24s.)

`3, X 322

( /2u) .

fts

x 300
(/200)

.4,8. 5 x4t01
o )

9. 8 x 711
(sirs')

. 3 X 210 11. k x 3002
(43o) 02, 0040

6. 2 x 303 12. 7 x 5101
(LOG) 7o1)

,.

117
603
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Exercise Set 8
t

Work these:exercises as in the example.. Use the vertical,

form, if you can..

'EXample: 311

40 x5

1,555

1.: 243 6.' 800 464

.x 2 x 6

JIS 4 4goo

2. .210

240

x3
409

8. 3020

ic 3

90[0

4. 202 9. 3002 ''),

x4 x4
9 Or 12,00f /lit 32,949

.' 11. 134 /6. 1010

'
x 2 x 9

219 9090
Ni

12. 612 117. 1023

x x3
3019

13. 723

x3
-27 47

14. 632 19. 8212

x3 x4

4

18. 2332

x3

.4 ?

420

x 2

415

F.

0. ;*502

x3
L

734.

x 2

Pi 4 g

20. 9111

x8
72,ff g



AIHORTER /METHOD OF MULTIPLYING

'OblectiVe: To help children,(who are ready for it develop a
\shorter:Way of multiplying

ou may-wish to delay this lesson. Yet, ;it.seems desirab e to'make a conscious effort to
exprest the p duct of two numbers such as 4d 34 as 1.6 .instead-of first exiressing its the sum of two products 120 and 16ioand

'then expressing this sum as 136. .However,
there is nothing wrong with doing the latter if
children are not ready to try the shorter method.

Again, let us look at a. prOblem like: 4 x 34 = n.;

How can we find the number n''represents?

If children do not suggiiTthe shorter form,
then/tuggest.this as another' possibility. 7.61dmight find these ideas helpful in the develop-
ment. We can write the steps in multiplying34 by 4 in thit way:

34
4

775. 4 x 4)
120 x 30
1-56.

Suppose we see if we can find a shorter method.
34 4 x4 = 16. Think of this as losten and 6 ohes.

x 4 Instead of writing 16, write '6 in the one's' place.
We wi511.rememberthe .1 ten or we can Write 1 above
the 3 -(indicate this).

4 ,34 You also said 4 x 30 = 120. This is7how many tens?x 4 (12) But what haven't we'included yet? (The one ten
, 6' from the -16)- So- 12 tens and '1 ten is '.:13 tens).

t or 130. How do you-Write the numeral for 13 tens
and 6 .ones? (136) What is the product of 4 and
34? (136)

Try several other examples such as 5 x 37,
.3x 26, 6 x 45, etc. When children are not ready,do not insist upon this short cut. It may be that

")/
they 'will not be ready to-use

k
i until later.

Even iftheydo seem ready'ro some examples, use
both the long and short forttpside by side to showclearly what 'is being remeMbered.

11105

.

/...-f
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'A .SHORTEh METHOD OF MULTIPLYI?

In, our last lesson you 'saw hOW to shorten the form at the

left'sa that you could multiply 312 by 3 in the. way shown
N

at the right:

312 312 .

x. 3

6 936

: 3o

9oo

Were you able to tell whit you had to think to use this way?.-

We want to think some mori about these shorter ways.

Suppose we need to find the product of 4 and

already know how to find the prodUct in this way:.

23'

x .4

-:12

'.8o

92

23. :1*

,4

-0.*

Now let us see if we can find a shorter form for doing this
4114,

23 We can think 4 x 3 = 12. Think of 12 as 1
,

/-

x 4 ten and 2 ones. Let us write the 2- in the

2 onels place. We will remember the 1 ten.

23 4 x'20 ='80. 80 is 8 -tens. 8 tens and 1 ten

x 4 are 9 tens. How can me write the numeral for 9

92 1-tens and 2 ones?

What isthe product of * and 23? We can.write

4 x 23 = 92.

606
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#
.

. .

Here are some problems. Can you fill in the blanks?

x3

- 4 g2

82

x6

`a

37 74

5 ,
x '9-

1 g 5 -
,

6.6` .

28

r

a

You may wish to use this short method to do the problems

in Exercise Bet.9, You.mgy wish to try several methods.

Oftmiftw.,

121 607.
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2.

Exercise Set 9:

Ilse you like best to find the, number represented

zA
in e ch of-these.,

.4

4 k 17 =ny

x 23 = ,n

(n.

9 x 62 = n-
(h=SS9)

4: 6 x 8i = n
(0,-. 414) 4.

5. 7 x 87 = n

(n= 4o9)

x '3S3 = n

7., x 52 = n
(p):. ;24 0)

8. x 89.,= n

(n= .24 7)

x 56 = n
(n= 334)

A

10. 8 x 78 = n

4.24)

Copy

digit.

11.

and complete.

)

.

1_5

)1_2

(Note:

12.

Each blank

3 2

x 6

must be replaced by one

13.

x 7
225 228 413

14. 3._9 15. /8 16. i5' 17. l__
x 5 x 4 x 8 x 6

395 _.. ''n. . 360 6...._

/4-nr .24

608-

/a0,1eld/02, , /L.

.



MULTIPLYING NUMBERS LESS THAN 100 BY MULTIPLES OF 10'

ObjectiVe:' To deVelop an understanding of how to find the.

produtt-of numbers like 23 and ,30, 50 and 46,

etc.; that is, where one number is a multiple of 10

and the other is greater than 10 but less than 1'100

Recall -with the children how they found
the prodUct of 23 and 3, that .is,

23

' 164 (3 x . 3 ) + x 20)
Some pupils still may be workinsw.t this level.

23 23

9

or
3 x 2 0 )

6o

Some still may.prefer to use 'this method.

3 x 23 = 3 )020 + 3) .

= (3x 20) + (3 x 3)-
o 9

-.69
, .

' Ask children .to suggest possible:pro- 6'
cedures for finding 30 x 23 from what they
already' know . For example, some may suggest
the idea of renaming' one of the factors. .

. 30 x 23 = 3.0.x (20' 3)
(3o x 2o) +, (3o x 3)

We know how to find these produCts.

30.x 20 --_602- and 3o .x.3.= 90. ,

YOu may need to:provide'extra practice .in
finding products of two.multipleStf 10 like
20 and 30, 40' and 30, etc. Or, some may
.suggest the use of trie vertical form.- The
discussion might gO .:something alke this..

, . .

3p x. 23 .=. n.

Since we: par.1,exPress 23 as 2,0 +

30 x 23 = 30 -) (2o + 3)

,=
p,O.x 20) (30 x 3)
00 90

--690
.

123 609

23.
x0

7.

30 x: 3)
0 x 2030600

Egr) 3 x 23

3



Still another approach is to recall how We
can multiply any number by 10. For example,
23 x 10 means 23 tens for which we write the
numeral 230. So, 23 x 10 = 230.-

?le can think of 30 x 23 as (10 x 3) x 23.
We can first find the product of 3 and 23.
Then we can multiply that product by 10.

3C x 23 = (10 x ) x 23
= 10 x 3x 23)
= 10 x o9
=690

All children may not be ready to use a
shorter form

23
x 30
b90

In the background of their learning experiences
an exploration such as this will help them to
develop a shorter procedure at a later date.

Think through examples such as_ the follow-
ing with your class, using those procedures
from above which seem most appropriate for your
pupils.

34 32 18- 63
x 20 , x140 x-50 x 70

we suggest, for example:

Expressing 34 as (30 4). Then

30 4 or 34
x 20 x 20

FU 20.x. 4)
'6,00 So = 68o

600 20 x 30
bb0 Ox

Encourage children who are ready to find
the product using this form.

34.
x 2087
600-
bb0

some children may want to use even the shorter
form. 34

x 20
bb0

This.Aght be fostered by thinking first
2 x 3. and then .multiplying4that product by
10.

610 124
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MULTIPLYINq;NUEBERS LESS THAN 100 BY MULTIPLES OF 10.

We now want to.learn how to multiply numbers like N29 and

34, 40 and 46, 50 .and 23, 60 and .3.1.

Is one number of each pair a multiple of 10? Name the

,multiples of 10 in these pairs.

Is the other number in each pair less than 100?

Let us learn a way to find the product of 20 . and 34.

Does 20 x 34 name the number of dots in this array? How can

you tell?

7

20

.34

Here is another array just like the one above. Let us

separate it into smaller arrays.

30- 4

20

125 611.
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Does . (20 x 34) describe the first array?

Does (20 x 30) + (20 x describe the second array? (=1...)

. - Clr)
Do the two arrays sholq that 20 x 34 (20 x 30) + (20 x 4)?

Does this help you to find the number of dots in the big

array? ty-)

We can write:

20 x 34 = 20 x (30 + 4)

= _(20 x 30) + (20 x

30 + 4 34

x 2p x 20

600 + 8o = 680 8o (20 x 4)

600 (2o x 3o)

68o (2o x 34)

Can ,you think of other ways of finding the product of

these two numbers?

L.

612

a
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Exeicise Set 10

Find the number n represents for each of these.

1. 30 x 30 = n
(n r. 9,00

2. 20-x 40.=,n
(n= goo)

.

10 x 80 = n
= goo)

30 x 40 = n.
(n. 1200)

5. 20 x 50 = n
(n= /poi")

60 x 90 = n

7. 70 x 70 = n
(h.4900) STS-o)

13. 20 x 4-3 =n
(ri = sic)

14. 30 x 33 = n
(h= 99o)

15'. 10 x 87 = n
870)

50 x 32 =n
(hr- /4,o01

17. 50 x 62 = n

3/ 00)

18 70 83 = n

sil o)

19.. .90 X 65 = n

8. 80 x 4o = n
(N= 320,9)

30.X 90 = n
(n- 2'7414)

20. 80 x 87 = n

49 Lo)

21. 90 x 38 = n

(n 3S42

10 50 x 70 = n 22. 70 x 57 = n
(h= 3soo)

J

11. 20 x So = n 23. 4 -x 93 = n
Cr, ..= /200)

(n= 3990).

12. 70 x 80 = n
(n= shoo)

127 613

(r)=-372,0

24. 60 x 83 = n
. (n= go)



FINDING PRODUCTS OF ANY TWO NUMBERS GREATER.THAN 10

(AND LESS THAN 100)

Objective:. To learn ways of finding products of pairs of

numbers like 23 and 34, 46 and 27, etc.,

where both numbers are less than 100, more.

than IQ, but neither a multiple of 10

Materials: A 14 by 27 . array made'of sturdy material which

can be folded

Other arrays in which both the number of rows and

columns are represented by two-digit numerals

You may use arrays to good.advantage to aid
pupils in understanding the necessary steps in
maltiplying, for example; 14 by .27, You
might use either, or both, of the following
methods. 'Observe that each method depends upon.
the distributive property. In the first
method, (both forms .A and B) .the'distribu-
tive property is used once; in the:second
method, it is used three times.

We want to multiply 14' by 27..

14<

FIRST METHOD

. 27

14 by 27

array:

. 14 x 20' .'280

14 x 7 = 98 -'

280 +.98 ..378

There are 378
dOstS in the
total array.

20 7
serve with the pupilethat the number .of

dots i the array is obtained by multiplying
14 by 27. (There are 1_ rows and 27
columns.) Hence 14 x 27 = numbe, of dots.

o.

614



Then separate the array as indicated. The
number of dots in one part is 14 x.20. The--'
number in the other part is 14 "x 7. Hence,

(A)
45.

14 x 27 = 14 x (20 + 7)

= (14 x 20) + (14 x 7

. 280 + 98

=378

We would .hope that many of the pupils can
multiply 14. by 20 rand. 14 by 7 from
what they have learned in preceding parts. of
this chapter. It is important that.in finding
the partial products, the pupils.recognize
they are using many of the multiplication
techniques they have learned.

'After th _array has been folded, the
work should t recorded on the chalkboard.
The pupils should be introduced to both-of the
following ethods of writing the partial
products.

Form (A)

14 x 27 . 14 x (20 + 7)

. (14 x 2o) + (14 x 7)

280 + 98

= 378

27

x 14

280 x 20)

98 (14 x 7)

378 (14 x 27)

123
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Consider this array for the same example.

27

r.

1

10 x 27 = 270

4 >i 27. = 108

14 x 27 = (10 + 4) x 27

= (10 x 27) + (4 x 27)

-= 270 + 108

= 378'

Again after the array has been folded,
work should .be recorded on the chalkboard.

27

x 14

14 x 27 = (10 + 4) x27

= (10 x 27) + (4 x 27)

= 270 + 108.

= 378

Or changing

270 (10 x 27)

108. (4 x 27)

378 (q427)

er
2

x 14

108..- (4 x 27)

.270 (10 x 27) r\

78 .114'x 27)

There is an advantage to be gained by
'consideration of a second method even if all
the pupils should be able to understand
readily the 'first method.

"
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SECOND METHOD .

14 x 27 =, 14 x (20 +. 7)'.
= (14 x 20) + (14 x 7)

20

3. ...,

.........o.

..
. . .....

The pupils should be hei.ped (if necessary)
to understand that

14 x 20 = (10 + 4) x 20 and

,
14 5% 7 = (10 + 4).x 7.

Then write

.14 x 27 14 x (20 + 7)

x 20) (14 x 7)

= [(16 4:4) x 20] [10 ;i:

[(10 x 20) + (4 x 20)3 +
[ (10 .x 7) + (4 X-7]

. (200 + 80) + (70 + 281

280 + 98.

=378.

The partial prodUcts 200, 80, 70,' and
28 should pow: be related to the number of dots
in the 4 partitions of the array.

27
x 14
=8 4 x 7)

BO . 4 x 20
70 10 x 7 ,

200 10 x 20)

378 (14 x 27)

Several similar examples with which
appropriate arrays and both Methods are used
may be necessary.

.131 617
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FINDING PRODUCTS OF 'NUMBERS' GREATER THAN 10

(ANDIEW THAN 100)

We have learned- to find the product of pairs of ntambers.

We made some choices in the numbers. we selected.

We learned ,to find prbducts *of pairs of numbers like these

3 and 45

.3 x 43 =3 x (40 -F 3)

= (3-x 40) + .(3

= 120 + 15

=135

-45

x

120 (3 x

15 (3 x 5)
135

5 and

5 x 24

8 and 16

8 x 16 = 8.x (10 + 6)

5) 7 (8 x 10) + (8 6)

, = 80 + 48

= 128

16

x8
3.28 (8 x 6) 8.x 10)

24

= 5 x (20 +

= (5 x _20) + (5 x 4), )1_2

= 100 + 20, 120 5 X41 + (5 x 20),
= 120

We can use the same way for all of these examples. We can

use different ways to find the product of numbers like these.

618 13 e,
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'ar

We learned to find products of numbers when one ofthe

numbers was a m4ltiple of 10. What numbers less than 100

are multiples of 10?

Can you. find the product for each of these pairs?

20 and 1.5

#

45

x 20

20

x37

The products are

-them right?

10 and 17

37 and 20

or

17

xio

17

x .20 .

' t

Why Can we change,order?--

900, 170,' and .740. Did you. get

4

Now-we will'learn-dw to find the products of any two

numbers greater than 10. We will Still bake a 'choice. They

will be numbers less than '100.
;

619
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Ann was cutting 'a large cake.

She cut 12 long pieces (rows) of cake.

She cut each long pieCe into 15 pieces.

How many pieces of cake did she have?

4

IS this mathematical sentence a correct one for this problem?

12 x n' Why ?.

Does this picture give us an idea of the ake? Explain.

12

1

1111111

111 11 11111111 I
1111111111 11111111111 11111111III 11/1E1EI 111111II II21

Let usseparate this array into smaller arrays.

What:'produCt expression does each array suggest to you?

Find the array-each of these describe's.

10

15

MII 11111911111 111111 1111
111111 111M 1111111
111111M11111 1111111
1111 1111 11
11111111 11111111
11111 11111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111311111MIC
1111111:1111111111111111111ill
111M11111111 11111101111 111N

-10 x-1.-5 = 150 ..

2 x 15 .= 30
ti

x 15 =
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one.

There are other ways we can separate the -array. .fook at this

. to 5

12 x 15 = 12 x (10 5)

= (12 x 10) (12 x-5

= 120. + 6o

=180.
12

$.. .

IMIIME1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111011
1111111111M1111111I
11111111111111111111111111111
r111111111 11111111111
11111111111111111111
IMI1111111111111111E
11111111111111111111111M111111111II 11NIM1
111111111111111111111MINIM
11111111111111111MI
11111111111 111111111

This vertical form helps us to Sind the product.

.15

x 12

120 (12 x 10)

60 (12 x 5.)

180 (12 ;x a5.);

Let us see still- another way;of teliarating the array.. Now

we ettn write the produCt in vertical form in thiS way. 17P:

15.

2'.x 10)

100., :f10 X 10)

180. (12 x 15)

.j 10

10 5

10 .L0 4-..1C0. :0 06=

2 2Cif' 2x5-10,'

Use the way that you like best, to find the products' in the
. .

.exercises in.Exercise("..Set 11. (The more we can learn to remember,

.the" less we need to write.) .

;4-

135
621
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,., .

Exeisciieet,.11
.

Find the decimal numeral iep:reaenetAg n.

C712 x 23 n '2X.:778..=

.0;1 = ? jP)

x 11.2 = ri :
.

04= 442)
66. = n

2,044)



*
4.-

(OptiOnkr

Sometimes properties of multiPlleatiOnCdn .be used to `make

short cuts in multiplication.

short cuts.

13.

x 78

, 33

See if you can ,explain these

78

short cut: rewrite or rethink 'as x 20

1560

x 29 short cut: write or think as
(30 x 33) - 33 = 967

15. 101 ti 7800

x 78 short cut: use short cut or think' + 78
(boo 7e .1. 79= 7e79

16. 48o

7878

x 370. 4*-e find 37 x 48, ..;plph multiply by 100.
:-(-37x49) x /00 = /776.x !Do ':,

= /77,60°
Tr74o -rind a short cut in these exercises. If you. cantt,

, .

do them In the usual way.

17. 50

x 49

.

1 . 30
x 0

2 69x 86

'f50

21C*0
:Co

.14CP 't

I.

623 ..

'20. 500

x 68o



USING, MULTIPLICATION IN PROBLEM SOLVING

Wective:- To helprbhlidren further their ability to solve

problems througithe use of mathematical sentences

requiring the multiplication 6f. numbers named by

mor than one digit .

The method of problem solving
emphasized in Chapter 3 should be ex-
panded and reinforced by the development

TO summarize, emphasis Is on the
relationship in a problem. To solve
,problems, first identify the question
that is to be answered. Then use the in-
formation-given in the problem to aid in
writing a mathematical sentence which
expresses the relation between the infor-
mation and the question to beanswered.
When the result is determined, use it to
write an answer sentence.

.624.
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USING MULTIPLICATION 111. PROBLEM SOLVING

You have solved problemsbefOre.

Do you remember how you .solved problems?
rta

.

LetUs use this problem to help us remember.
.

'Problem: At the circus, the children.of Madison School

sat in a section of 15 rows. Eighteen children were

seated in each row. How many c7ldren from Madison School

were seated in this section?
dwoo

Bits of Information: There are 15 rows an& there are

18 children in each raw.

,i4flematical Sentence: 15 x 18 = n

Work:

x.15

4o

5o

8o

100

270

:Andwer Sentence: 270 children were seated in this

section.

In solving problems you need to:

Understand'the question that is to be answered.

Find the I:idormation given in the problem that will help you.

Write a mathematical pentence that relates this information to

the question.

,Find the number that is not known.

Write an answer to the problem question.

-625
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Exercise Set 12

1. The children of Madison School went to the circus in 6

buses, FOrty-five children rode in each bus. How many
Sz 6x kS

children rode in the 6 buses?
2704644"....li G .1-44a.

2. There were 424 boys and girls enrolled in Madison School.

If 270 children weht to the circus and the other children

went to the zoo, how many children went to the zoo?
n= *24-27° hsV'e.11.4-

/..4 . -

3., Ond day at the zoo there were ,154 children from Madison

School and 168 childreh from Adams School. How many

children visited the zoo that day'froMthe two schools?
16-.41#"t

.32

A crossword puzzle had 15 squares across and 12 squates

dowh:. How many squares were there in the puzzle?*
n=1.5-x12. _at

4,00/to
There were 360 dots i24 one part of an array and 24 .dots

in the other part. How many dots were there in the whole

array? 540 :#.24 344 010t-i-:. d_rem.a

6. The score of a football game is 35 to 17. How many points,

does one team need to tie the score? t= 367-/77-:
-

.6 .

7. Mrs. Smith buys 14 gallons of milk each Month. How hany

ri= x /2
gallons Apes she buy in a year? Aar

8. Fifteen Gallons ofAce.Cream were bought for the Halloweerk

party. If one gallon 'served 26 -children, how many

children did the 15 gallons serve? /6-x"
= 3tO

a to .

6261 '11.-)
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9.. There were 12 tables in the cafeteria. If 16 children
7

sat at_each table, how many children could be served at one
r= /2x/4

/02 eill,.-,e_:4444
/12

10. 36 boxes of crayons were ordered for a class.. Each box

contained 24 crayons.' How many crayons were there

altogether?
.3042.4t

11. In the parking lot at the ball'park there were 24 rows

with spaces for 35 cars in each row., How many cars may

be parked in
S= x 3S-

this lot?
=

1,0 C0411.461 fretRa
;64. Jot. g

12. It took 191 seconds for the children in Lowe1,1 School to

leave the building during a fire drill in March. In April

the time was 186 'seconds. How much longer did it take

the children to leave the building in March?

13. .vire. Wood made 27 jars of jam. If each jar held 16

ounces, how.many ounces did she make?
S= 27,1/4

432= 4/2 ,
14. There are 53 boys and girls in the morning kindergarten

class and 48 in the afternoon class. How many children

are in the two classes?
= 631-49

w ,t4

15. Each of the 32 children in Miss Park's class made 18

name tags for open house. How many name tags did they

make? r 32 If /2

=

141 627. .



FINDING UNKNOWN FACTORS

Objective: To help children understand the technique of division

of large numbers when the unknown number is a factor

A,

"Quotients and remainders""and "exact
division are often taught together. The children
"divide" 17 -,by 5 and obtain a quotient 3
and a remainder 2. In symbols,

17 = (5 x 3) + 2.

If there is no remainder, the division is "exact".
An equivalent statement, used later in this unit,
is' to say that exact division is the special case
of division with remainder when the remainder is
zeroi

15 =.(5 x 3) + O.

In more complicated cases, it is not known
whether or not a division is exact until the
division is performed.

Quotients and rema ders is of 'the .geatest.-
practical importance, b in thisUnWit'i6--
taught after, anctnotg with exact diy4lop
The reasons for.tr.d:t 8eparatiariare-aslfollows.

The treatMentaf7arithmetic in cna/Aprs 3, 4,
and 6 ia!baSed'On the concept of a mathematical
operation. 'he child operates on the Whole
'numbers 15 and ,5 by multiplication to obtain
75 and by division to obtain 3: In both cases
a _single whole number results from the operation.
Division with remainder is not an:operation on
whole numbers in this sense.' The result, of
diViding 17 by 5 is two whole numbers 3 and
2, not one. (The point Erd.ehei.e is elaborated
in the' mathematical background for division with
remainder.)

The concept of a mathematical operation and
its properties is an essential mathematical idea
that the child should retain. It is one that
will otcurrepeatedly as he learns more mathe-

,matics. It is also the concept which unifies
the teaching.of the basic algorisms of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division.

4.:
628 .



Exploration:

Multiplication is an operation on two numbers to get a third
number.

Write some examples of mathematical sentences
on the chalkboard which imlicate multiplication
,sentences such as 12 x 6 = n, 13 x 16 .-p,
145 x 26 =..q, or others that children suggest.
Now write on the board such sentences as these:
12 =. 3 x n, m x.15 =-165,. 25,x s = 450..

Here are some mathematical sentences. Do these sentences
also indicate multiplication? (Yes) What are the factors in
each of these sentences?- (3 ;and. n, m and 15, .25 and s)
What is the product? (12, 165, 50) .

How do these differ from those sentences we first wrote?
(We know only one factor and the product in the latter. In the
first sentences, we know both-factors but do not know the product.)

That operation is used to find thumknown factor? (Division)
Let us rewrite the last three sentences, using the division

.

symbol.

Write the sentences:

12 4,3 = n, 165 + 15 = m, 450 + 25 = s.

Explore possible., ways of finding the unknown' factor
in these sentences. Suggest the.multiplication
fact 4 x 3 = 12 for the first. Note we cannot use
the facts in this way to find the others.

We want to find a way which we may. use to find m when
M = 165 + 15 and s when s = 450 + 25. We might try to find
M when m =.165 = 15 by making some guesses, and testing our
guesses. Make a guess. Test the sentence to find if m- is 10.
(15 x 10 = 150) Is 10 greater than or less than m? .(10 >M)
Test the sentence to m is 20. (20 x 10 = 200) Is 20
greater than or less than m? (20 < m) What could be your next
gUess? (m is smaller than 20 and larger, than 10.) We could
test to find if m is 15.

The children should continue this discussion
until m and .s are determined. Should they
start with different guesses, follow the discussion
in a similar way.

629



It took us sometime to guess the numbers that m and
represent: It would be better if we had a way which could be
usediwith these numbers and with larger numbers that didn!t:take

so much guessing. .
To learn to 3de numbers like these, let us .begin with

some easy division exercises. Learning to do them will help us

with more difficult division exercises.

You may take a division sentence as
24 14 n. Observe that it indicates we might
have an array with 24 elements. We know that
it has .4 columns (or 4 elements in each
row). ,

Sometimes associate this kind of
-0460/6 24 n, with missing informa-
tiOn'abOut the number of rows. We sometimes
a4sOciateaenterice n = 4 with
MisA.ng-intOrkiation about the number of columns.
You tay w1;0t0..delay this idea until later and .

proceed on*c:wftsentences of the form: -
24 = n = 224 In either-situa-
tion, we find the missing factor-by dividing the
product by the other factor.

Using .square-shaped cards, counters;
ntal,kers, or other similar movable materials,

tie first the arrangement of 24 as 2 tens
4 ones. Then rearrange to form an array

'4 'columns, with the number of rows to be
determine Children should have similar

eiials for the same purpose.

-:

1111111/11

24
..."

24%4:4 n,r /1."..1.. 4 --- 6

6.x4

we can say that 6 x 4 = 24
We can also write

6

630 144



u may wish to have children make -other.
arrangements suggested by each or these
sentences.

2k + 8 n
24 + 6 7 'n

+ 3.. n

Ask how we can .write about this-. Note. the
'array of: 24 elements.

24 + n = 8
24 + n = 6
24 + n = 3

.
.0

A B C

We can think of the first array A
2k + 4 7 (8 + 4). + (8 + 4) +

2 2 +=6
In B,

24 + .(12 + 4) + (12 4. 4)
3 +. 3

6
In C,

24 + 4 (16 + 4) (8
2
4. 4)

4
=6

In D,
24 + 4 (20 + 4) ( + 4)

5 + 1
6

D

as
4: 4)
2

4.
Recall similar work that was done in Chapter'

Note that we can ,think of separating 24
dots into' smaller grdups. Each groupa should be .

arranged so that there are 4 elements in each
row. We can think of expressing the product
using multiples of the knoWn factor as addends.
For example, 8, 12, a6, 20 , are multilips of 4.

- Try other examples using the multiplication
facts and our knowledge of 101s, 1004s, and
multiples of 10's and 100's as factors.
Some examples:

75 5 = (50' + 5) + (25 + 5)
10 + 5

15 *

636 + 6 .(600 6) + (30 + 6) + (6 + 6)
100 + 5 + 1

= 106
(It may' take several days to develop these ideas.

145 631
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FINDING UNKNOWN FACTORS

Try to find the unknown factors in these sentences. Use

multiplication facts to help you.

n x 8 64- (47xf.L41) n x 8 = 640 (go ), 4= (.4'D)_.

n x 7 = 42 (4x7=42) n x 7 = 420 4.(60 7= 424)

2 x n = 1200.0 CZ x " =LI")2 x n = 12 (,2 %c ia)

5 x n = 3000 66- 7400=340°)5 x n = 30 Cs; x = 36)

What multiplication fact did you use 'for each?
t

In what way did finding the unknown factors in A help

you t.o find the factOrz". in B?

How can each of the sentences in A and B be rewritten
A 6

N. -p Arl 340 44 .7 vi
using the division symbol? iii.1 Pio 4, = ,i

4124.7=n ,
42047:m

/2 F.,2-: ii 1100+Ach
20 4.6- ff,n jowl i Ir6I1

63't4 (9
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"

Many problems are solved by' dividing one number by -another'..;.

Here is an example.

Paul has. 52 stamps. -11Ncan.put '4 stamps in onerow in-A
his boo*, How many rows will he need if he puts all 52 '.-staMP.S.:

in his book?.

We want to find the number of rows of stamps.

There are 4 -stamps in each row.

There are 52 stamps .in all.

Is the mathematical sentence for this problem n x 4 = 52,

where' n represents the number of rows? (110-)

Think of an array.

The stamps in hi's book might

be arranged as in the picture at

the right. The way the array is

separated.showethat

52 = 20 + 20 + 12.

We write:

52 4 = (6 + 20.* 12) +4

= (20 + + (20 + 9 + 12 4.,9

= 5 4 5.+ 3

= 13..

There are rows o)1 stamps.

147
633
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.f; *.

stamps in hia.book might

'.also be arranged as in this

e at the right.

The way the array is separated,

shows that 52 = 40 '+ 12.

We write:
.

52 4- k = (140 + 12)

= .(140 4) + (12 4- 4)

10 + 3

10

3

The number. 52 can be renamed so that each addend is a

multiple .of 14. These numbers are multiples of 4:

4, 8, 16, 20,

Can you name some.others?

Try some other ways.of renAV:rig. 52.

634 1
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Eitereite set 13

Find.the.unkftol.ln number in eaC,b0i*.these exereisee

o
11111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111110111111

nx10 =0
n= [

1200 3 = n

co)

x 7 = 35

(t=

q = 64o 8

(; = 2°)

6. 420+ 6 . r

= 7o)

635

8. IT= 7 77Q 4-7



Exercise Set 14

14enaMe:eadh,-product using multiples' of the knotIn factdr as-1.

addends

Example

n =.:214 +2

of (26 4) 4. 2

=. (2'0 4

= It 2-

Example 2:.

= 393 4-

= 12

=, (300 + 90:4 3) + 3

(3oo"-: 3) + (90 ÷ 3) +

30
. .

= 13,1

=340'

32)

5. 48 4.;

6. .42 + 2 k (.A= 2i)

12. 91

13. 112 T

14. '217

7. h . 88 T 4 (1.-722)

8. n = 55 = 5 (#1= I)

(4. go)

1(k= g)
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Exercise- Set.1.5.'

Write mathematicaYsentences to help you solve the following

.problems. Solve them. Write an answer sentence To'r each problem..

. ,
s . ....

1. At the'air show 40 planes f10.1n fbrmation. There were

10 rows. How many planes were in each row? -
,,. .,... .frl-,--

alAp4 7.,..4z. 4 fri......- ....1 A.. i,),,..t ,-.,
,

1.

1-:' 2.. A class of,` 36 children was divided equally into 3

committees'to plan a party. How many children were:on

each committee? 34 2 ".r
1.4SL.

,

3 The grocer put bo carrots in bunches of 5. How many

4

bunches did he make?-
4O, =sue r

1.nreae- 1.4. 1 e...e.24.

How many days are there in 7- weeks?
5-.:9x 7 .

.74-t el-r-1- .4: 7 c---.412-.4 f

Bob received an allowance y Jim's allowance was

.t5x. 'flOir much more money does JimrreceiVe than Bob?
767 *a eL-a- -

50 °is hOw many times as Mitch money as 5)i?
x

.6-0 /9 2 .2044/41? e0
=:. I

._44
7. The 8o men in the

CI.

inmarthg pond were diyided into 8

rows. Iw manymen.Were in eaon row?
j)c-&:::81, /0

, t=io
8. **-A jet plane carried 42 passengers in,one'section and 102

'passengers in another sectionw many passengers were
n = 4.1.4/aL

aboard the jet?
nr_ /414.

151 637 .



A WAY OF DIVIDING TWO NUMBEaS.
.

Objective: To devel6p.a division algorisin uiing.as'background.

the idea that .the product T43ibe expreAsed,a; multIples

of the knownfactor. wt

Materials: Arrays approPrite for following dfscUsqion

In this lesson review with the:children
what they'already know About division. Help.
theOthink of A way in which they"-cin express

;the.$roduct as a sum of multiples. of the known
'a-factor as they Wdrk.

.wish
.1,.,.

You mayw to-use arrays as you discuss
such sentences at 24 4. 4-L.t.:n, for example.
"Di:scu6slon might' develop like this: ,-

Suppose we record what happens as weare..'
making an array with. 4.

materials are being used) in one-row.- .Rene is
another way of recording 'oar thought8.

o I
Suppose w Forme arrange 4 rows 4. .77
We have a' 4 "by '4 array With- ?, 6':'

16, cards. 7.
.

we record that we have made 4 rows. -4
We also write that we haveused 4T7T

16 of the .24 cards. .. -16
(At each step note how we_record

..

this' ::). '
.

-8
We,see that we have 8 cards' left. 0
We make.. 2more-rowsof '"4. 4 ? ...'?.

We write:this.. Also, we writethe Forly11
. number of cards needed to make

2-rows of 4.-
4

..

We haVe.used,,all the cards. We see.
-16

from our record.that`we.have
4i'rows and 2 rows.
"V:1.

4. 71-. 2 .-, 6 ..

0.

Either form :may be used.

In dividing 24. 1iy '4 the pupils should
-rOgnize that this is equivalent to finding .q
the unknown'factor in 4 x n = 24; and they
will lmow that the unknown factor. is .6 from
their knoWledge of. the multiplication facts.
.Hence, the rewriting of 24 as thesUm of
multiples of 4 is:not.necessarf; to finding
the factor 6. But we are preparing the way
for the algorism fdr divisionin which th41_,
-unknown factor is,not immediately evident from
knowledge,-of the multiplication fact8..

638 1
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.16

410

Try other examples, relating the record of
the arrangement of .an array where only the
number of ,rows or the number of columns is
given.

For ex ple, for

we h
.1i la

row

72 n = 7

elements to be placed in 4 roes.
t o find the number of elements in each

or th= number of columns.

7 , . = n, there may be several ways of
ng. Here are a few., using both, forms.

I. ,
4

-40 10 -32 8 -40 10
0

-20 5 -40 10 2 8
0 -

II.
18

18
--5

3
18 5

5
10 10 5'4777 477

40
4 Y7

20.77
-37 72.

-12 -32 20
0 77.

-20 20
0

12
0

Note how 72 has been expressed as a sum.

72 + 4 =
=
=

40 + 20
32 + 4o)
4o + 32)

12)
4

+ 4

+ 4

.We are not interested yet,in a short-
cut form.

.

Q." *.
1-5 3

639
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A WAY OF DIVIDING TWO NUMBERS

We have learned that we can rename the product and divide

to find the =known factor.

n = 225 +

= (180 + 45) + 9

= (18o + 9) + (45 47 9)

.

20 t 5

Here is another way to show division.

Mathematical Sentence:

n = 225 + 9

Form II:

.5.

20

9 7775- 9 )225

(20 x 9) -180 20-18o

45' 45

-45 5-45 (5 x 9)

0. F 25

You may .use either form .shown above.

Now we know

25 x g 225 or 225 + 9 = 25.

64o /5,4
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Eiercise Set 16

Use Form :I or Form II to find the unknown' number in each

sentence.

1. 45 4- 3 =n
(n= is)

2. 764k = n

4.

6.

7.

(r):: /9)

84 3 = n

(I= 2 2)

96 4- 8 = n .

(n. /2)

72 4. 3 = n

(Y)=. 21'4)

e

§9 = n

(r1 =23)

84 4- 7 = n
/2)

8. 60 12 = n

(5)=

96 = 3 = n

(A= 32)

.155
..641

10. 132 6 = n

(n= .2.2)

11. .444 4- 6 = n

(ii= 7+0

12. m = 207: .4- 9. ,

(yii= .2 3)

13.' 325 5 = p

,(p= 46-)



MORE ABOUT DIVIDING TWO NUMBERS
v

Objectives: To learn how to divide when prodUcts are larger,

using multiples of the known factor involving tens

and hundreds

To learn to becoftle:more .skillfulin renaming the

product

Exploration:

You may Ash to deVeIOp.:this lesson by noting
different ways one oftlie:examples has been worked.
Follow the form. your Children are using.

Here are some

714.

different ways we found n in 44 4-

74

6 = n.

4 (4
4

20 10

D 70 6o

(a) 6 )444 (b) 6.7474- (c) 6 7777

300 420 360.

144 .24 84

120 . 24 6o

24 24

24 24

0 0

(a) 6 (b) 6 (c)

300 50. 420 7o. 6o .6o

144 84

120 20 24 4 6o io
24 o :24

24 24 4

G 74 0 714

Is tae missing factor the same in each?

612 1 5 6

(Yes, it is 74.)



How was 444 renamed in (a)? Point out the addends as.yoU

.rename 444. (First we used 444 = 300 + 144. Then we used . .

444 = 300 + 120 + 24.) Then what did you do? .(We divided 300

by 6; 120 by .6, and .24 \.by 6.) What were the results?

(The results were 50, 20, and 4. These were added to get the

unknoWn factor, 74.)

How was 444 renamed in (b)? (444 = 420 + 24.) Then what

(11,4 you. do? (We:divided 420 by 6 and 24. by 6.) What were

the results ?: (The results were 70 and 4. These were added.to
. - ,;

get- .giikri00.n,actor, 74.)

HOW a=0'. 444 ,renamed in (c)? (First, 444 = 360 + 84, then

4441= 366 + 60.:+:,_?4.). Then what did you do? .,.(we divided 360

by :6*..60::; by :ilnd 24 by 6.) Jhat were the results?

(The resultirq..;'651,' 1,11k-,%anift, 4. These were added to get the

7 .

Note that these ways of finding 74 are
all good. However, we will find our work
easier if we can think in the largest multiples
of the known factor in 101s or 100's, etc.

Work some problems together, such as

528 + 8 = n

100 x 8 = 800 and this is greater
than 528.

Find the products of 8 and some
multiples of 10:

10 x 8 = ,80
20 x 8 = 160
50 8= 400
6o x 8 = 480
70 x 8 = 566

66 Which product is best to use if
we select the largest one that is

60 no more than 528? (480)
8728

480
-7E
48
-0

You may wish to try other examples before
children do those in Exercise Set 17 inde-
pendently.

15;
61,3.
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MORE ABOUT DIVIDING TWO" NUMBERS

you have fOUnd 'that :there aie several ways to rename a product

when youf:44.1.iideHei.eare some ways that you may, have used to find

what nuffibeT.times:, is 444. n x 6 = 444. Using division we

write: 444 may use either of these forms.

74

4

10

6o

(b ) 6 przrir

74

4

70

(c). 6 )tt..

36o

84

6o 10

24

24 4

In'lWhiCh-one has 444 been renamed as (300%i--120-+;:24

has 44.4 been renamed aS,(360

has 444 been renamed as: (42,6+

-In. which one

In. which one
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Divide.

(93)
3j273,.

(7/),
2. 4 777

(92)
8 )73b

Exercise- Se:1/17

C.1;:gy
11. 9 )342;:....1-

(g3)
12. 8 )bb4

(90)*
13. 5 756-

6 7375

(74')
6. 7J71

7j3

(6 3)
8. 6 778

10.

(Y4)
4 7177

159
645

(79)
16. 9 MT

(99)
757

(97)
18. 7 )b79

(AO
19. 8

(85)
20. 9 Trol



USINV DIVISION -DI PROI:IrF161 SOLVING

Expl?ration:

"-Before pupils begin work On Exercise'f-,
;1St 18, work with them. in .a class di

sion so that they halieopportunities 'to 4
-read and understand Problems .which are
solved bY dividing two numbers.

You might begin by having the pupils
recall what they knot,: about solving!word
problems". Importa*t Ideas to be discussed
are: 1. Read the '1*dblem carefu1i.
2. Note tHe quetiOn that is .asked. 3.
Look f$9.37 inforniation:related to the -,question
(It. nay be necessary to reread the problem. )
4. Write a mathematiPil sentence which uses ,

this infarmation to' :thiStger the questiOn. *.
5. Study: the mathenatical sentence to 'de-
termine what. operation to. use. 6. ThencomouteT Write an answer sentence which
answers .he- question asked -in, the problem..

After pupils have recalled the *preceding
ideas abut 'problem solving;_4rite this
problem on the :board:

A fourth grade .class, -;which has children, visited a
museum. Six cars werei4sd to tak'e: the:Children there. If the

same number-Cf chiidren:rOde in each car, how many-children

were in each car?.

What question is asked?, (How many children were in each car.)

What information is given? (There are 24 children in the
class: Six cars were used to take the children to the museum.).

What mathematical sentence can you write,whichAises
:..

information to answer the question? (6 x n =.24- or .24 4- 6 .n)
Find the answer to the question. what is your answer sentence?.

(There were 4children in each car.)'

You foUrib17-the number df. children .in each car. 'We can divide

when we want to know how many are in each of several equal sets;

Can you solve this problem?

Write it on the board.

646 1



At the museum the 24 'children were put into groups of 8.

Ho -many groups of children were there?',.:

What question is asked? (How many.grouPs of children were

there?)
What inforMation did you. find to help answer this question?

. e

(There. are 24 children. _The child/2p are put into groups of 8.

What mathematical sentence can you write,which, uses this

Information to anSwer the question? .(8.x n-. :24 or 24 4-

.Find the answer to.thequestion. 'What isyour answesehtenCe'?.:-.

(There werej3.::groups of children.)

You foupdhat there were 3 groupS.otthildren. Each of

the groups *ik;t1)e. same number We can divide.:

when we-want tO:.jcnow how many groupSof'thesame size there .are.

What are'rthe two kinds of probieMs:in whiCh we. can divide?

t.

..1 r - le - equ

nuMberin.each group and We want to know howmaav are in each'

.set. . 2... We can divide if we know how many are'in each set and

we want to know .how Many sets there are.)

In the Preceding problemz,.thechildrep could
use multiplication facts to get, the answer...Now

:Use: the folloWing examples in which children can
use division. algorisma.

...

Now letts try an :example in which-we work with larger .-:

numbers. (

L

Write this problem on the board.P,
10 Rangers4.n a park Ownte.ci }20 deer. They need to' feed

the deer ;during the winter. The fangers decided to put the

creer into 3 groups with an equal number in each group. How

many deer were in each group?

w same wF011o the, procedure .as as done with
the other examples'.

161.

647
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USING DIVISION IN PROBLEM SOLVING

'. There are 108 fruit trees .in an.orch: "There ere

rows of trees with the same number* ,trees-' each, row How,

can you find.the:number Of trees in each .1"6
.

The information in the problem is:.

There; are 108:' trees.

Thereire 9 rows.

.EaOh"row has '.the. same number4of trees.

TheqUestipn we giant to answer is.:

:How. many trees, are there in each row?

enue to show how the bits of
iv. 4

.information in the problem are related., Let n representthe

niamber,.of trees in,each row.

9 x n = 108, n 7'1°8.4- g.

In the mathematical sentence, 1o8 is the product, 9 is
.

the known factor, and n is, the Unknown factor. We can find

Y diliiding 108 by 9. Your arlwer sbould be 12 ssO that

9 x 12:= 1o8.

ws now write an answer sentence:

There are 12 trees inieach row.

In this problem about the trees, there are 108 trees in

the set. The Set of 108 trees is divided into .9. sets with

the' sane number in each group." yol.; found the number of.trees

in each Of the 9 sets. This number was 12. You used

divisiOn to find the number of''trees in each set.'

i
'648
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.

Now let us think of'another.ptobleM. Suppose there are:
. 4

dogs in a large dog'shbw:..= An:Officialtells us that "there are

cocket Spaniels, poodles, collies, Irish setters,

German shepherds. Also, he tells us tiAt in each breed there_ is the

same number of dogs. 'How many dogs.,of.each breed are in the show?
II

boxers, and

l

Dip information in the problem is:

There are 822 dogs\in'the show.

There are 6 breeds of dogs in the show.

Each.breed has the same. number of dogs.

The question.we want to 'answer. is:

How many dogs are there of each breed?.

Let us f - II '0 O
.

number of .each breed of dog. 6 >yl = 822, or n = 822 4.-6.

In the 'mathematical sent ce, 822 is the product, 6 is the

known factot,.and n is the unknown factor. We can find -n by

dividing 822 by We show the division in'either one of. these

ways. 137

7

30

100

6 prz

6 6o

222 222

a

18o 180 3o
42 42

42 42' 7

'o . o 137

Thq answer sentence i There are

in the show.

137 dOgs of each breed

In this problem about dogs, there are 822 dogs in the set.

There are 6 sets with the same number in-each group. ..We found

the numberof Abgs in 'each set by dividing 8220 by 6..

1 8 3 6'49 .
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Exercise Set 18

4.

Write mathematl,tai sentences .to help you solve the

following problems. Solve hem. Write an: answer sentence- f6r
. .

each -problem,

1. The Jackson family is planning a 510 mile trip. If they
a

_have 5 days to travel, about how many miles must they

travel each day? .rx: kl=3-1°' ?`"'."--a
, /OA /01

et- is = Tie> :LS
. .

Seven jets left. the iairport one day.. Each had 128

passengers aboar.,d.'l-it many people- left the airport- by

jet 'that day? 89G .

= 8 9 4

In Cub---Scouts, John made a collection of 114 smala shells.

6He put the same number in each of b boxes. How many did

he put in each box? ..r" 4 !el-- /2----t 2 it "444"° A:-
= .54

4. Fran colected 126 leaves for a Pi'0,16".qt in school.

mounted them On ,9:,.:::-large,posters.. HoW ma* leaves.;

she mount' on each pppter? 00. .

,.;-

= .1

5. There are 189 Boy SabUts in 9 troops. If etch troop

has the same number oof tubers., how many boys,'are it eachr

2 /x /19
troop?

21

6. Peggy's mother baked 186 cookies ro'
the same number in each -of: three boxes.

x 3 = /SG- ALL
back in each box?6t 1174 i 3=n

picnic the I) (1004,..I. *". .

"1104 1Y: 611.e
4 2 e.c:rt4.;- *:.&

. .
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7: Dickand Tom offered to make tickets for the puppet show.

They Made 139 tickets on Tueklay, 125 on Wednesday, and

127 on Thursday. .How many tickets did the boys make
h= /39f /26- / 27

together? I .14= f

-N 3

8. The restaurant hkd 2 dining rooms. One held 220 people,

the other had room for :175. people. Zow many more people

could eat in one' dining room than_in.the other?
= 224 - /7s

h. S-
e.......4.1-42174 ems+

=1. .ate

9 If 27 visitors are taken through a state capitol building

in one group, how many visitors are takeri'.through in 13

= x a 7 /4-i 14.7.4
groups? 36-/

10. If one case of canned sou weighs 24 pounds, how much

will 48 cases weigh?

41f d--4+1
x 41

h ;.

11. A committee' of 7

working on a class

the same number of
s

find? DA, 6mrcic4,.

s = 4s-3-47

45"

pupils collected 455 rocks while

project. If each. pupil collected

rocks, how many rocks did each pupil

12. Therefore 9 boys in our Cub Scout den. The boys

collected 477 toys during their yearly toy drive.

If each boy'collected the same number of toys, how

many toys did' each boy collect?

9sx t= *77

= 6-3

1. 6 651



BECOMING! MORE SKILLFUL IN DIVIDING 111012EaS

1

Objective: TO'provide more practice in division and at the,

same time learn how 'to.divide when praucts are

. larger and the unknown .factor is larger than 100

Exploration:

ii

tie

vYou may choose to break the exploration
of techniques of multiplication and division.
at some convenient poi*. and review +or develop
some geometric ideas. This will give the
Children time to absorb the properties. and ".
techniques 'which have' been developed.

The aim of'this unit is to'help the Oild
learn the divAtiontechniqiie which requires a
renaming of,the.product as a sum and. dividing ,

.seach-addend of the sumto find-the missing
factor.

The children should improve their effi-'
ciency *1 renaming a product .as a sum for
dividing; but at this stage they ahould.not
all be expected to achieve the same level of
skill. Here are examples--..or what can be
expected,.perhaps in order of prefereice.

, . 89
89 89

LI
I8 , 10

lo .. 6o
8o 7o 6o 20

4 )35b 4 356 1035b 47556
32o . 28o - 24o 8o

56 76 4...1T6 776

.2f
4-Fc:

4o 24o
76 56

....
44 4o 36

56
JJ_I

The following is suggested as a guide to
the disclitsion in learning how to divide when
the'products are larger than 100 times the
*known fa or. Show work on the chalkboard.

652 -16



t is the first step in dividing 472 by

.472 a5 a sum so we can divide each addend by the

(We know 4 x 100 .t400. The first addend of the

is 400.) hyodid we choose 400. instead of a

lit(We chose- 400- because, it is the smallest multiple

isizo:more than "472.) The. two addends used in

4Rpand. 72.

j 100.

4? (We 'rename

known facor.f

name for 472

smaller addend?

of 100 that

renaming 472 are

100

only 400 b7

the.t72

4 J777 )472

400 4co

72 72

'Is the division complete? (No, we have divided
4. We have 72 to be divided by 4.) How can

I

renamed as a klm2 ( ;t can be renamed as 40. + 32, 36 -- 36,

28 + h4, etc.) All of these could be psed. -Which of these:hame:
. u

is beSt to use? (40 + 32) Must I rename 72 at all? (No, not

know 72 -I- 4 18.) Divide each by 4. (40 4 ..10.;
8) Show this divnitnion the chalkboard and show the

missivaddendo
1!8

84'

S

a

10

400.

4 177

4; . 400

r
40

"312

or .
tc 0 100

72

10
32

2 8
0 7 0 118'

, Hqw -was -*2 named? (400 + 410+32)-.3(Point ouithese addends

the work on the chealtoartd. -Point f)ut where .400 44,is

written.'./Point out .where!., 40-+ 4 and 32 4 to written.
-.Pointout where. 472 -I- 4 ii"written.)

2

fl

.167,).
653

a .
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Let us solve another example together.
. .

3 767

- -Will the missing.factor be at least 100? (Yes, 3 x 100 =30o.)

Will the misting factor be at least 200? (Yes. 3 x200 7'600.)

Will it be at least '300? (No, 3 x 300 = 9001 300'1.s too

large.) We shall use 600 as one addend in renaming; 867 as a

sum. .-What is the other addend? (26?, since 867 = 600 + 267.)

200

3 37367 3

- 600 200

267 267 1

Which addend is sfaIl to .be divided by 3? (267). Can we rename

267 as a sum of addends so that one addend is a multiple of 10

and also a multiple of 3? What are some numbers that are multiples

of 3? (some'of these are 30, 6o, 90, ...) What is the largest

one of these that is less than 267? (240) We can use 240 as

one of these that is less than ,267?,,..(240) We can use .240 as'

one of the addends in renaming 287'.';fs,.the other addend 27?

(Yes) Can' we divide 27. by 3? (Yes) Have we renamed 867 as

600 + 240 + 27? (Yes)

Now we can show 'the steps in the diAlkion process in either

of these two ways,

Form I 289

9
80.

200
3 7867

600

267.-

246
,27.

86744. 5 = 289

Does this me that 289,x 3 = 867? (Yes) Multiply 289 by 3

and see if the roduct is 867. We can always check our work by

multiplying:



Let us study these examples to decide on a way to begin a
division example.

(a) 5 )1b20 (b) 8 )721Z (c) 4 ) 3124.

Can you tell by studying-these examples how many digits are
in the numeral which names the unknown factor? How many digits.
.will there be in the result of exercise ..(a)? (Three, because
5 x 100 < 1620; but 5.-x 1000 > 1620; so-theunknown factor will
be greater than 100 and less than 1000.)- How many digits will
there be in the reSult.of exercise (b)? (your, because
8 x 1000 < 9820, but 8.x 10,000 > 9280; so the unknown factor
will be greater than 1000 and less than10,000.) How many

digits.wil1 there be in the result of exercise (c)? (Three,

because. 1 x 100 < 3124 and y x 1000 > 3124; so the unknown
factor will be-greater than 100 and less than 1000.)

Knowing how many digits there are in the numeral which. names:

the unknown factor can help ug: in beginning a division exercise.
In (a) you know the unknown factor must be b'etween 100 and 1000.: .

What multiples,of 100 can you multiply by 5° and get a number
. no more than 1620? (foo, 200, 300) We can use this to begin.-

300

5 )1b20

1500

:120-

or

/

Not have the pupils tell how I complete

0 1
Then lead them by similar questiona*td.

determine:the 1ar st multiple of 1000
they can multiP1
no more than 92
multiple of ey can multiply-by. 4
and get a number. no more than 3124 in (c).,

.

divi g 1620 by 5.

8 and get-a number
in (b) and, the largest

655
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BECOMING MORE SKILLFUL IN DIVIDING NUMBERS

The fourth gade class had 1720 inches of string. They

wanted to cut:It into pieces, each -8 nches long. How many

pieces will they have!

Mathematical sentence:, 1720 4. 8= n or n x 8 = 1720

We can work this problem in several ways. Here are three ways.

Form I:-

:;(a.4 215 (b) 215 (c)
5 5 215

6o 10 5

100 100 10

5o 100 200

8 )1720 8 11720 8 )172o

400 800 1600

1320 920 120

Boo Boo 8o

52o 120 4o

48o 8o 4o

4o 4o

4o

o..

(c -) the shortest one of "Ile 3 ways?

0

There ire 2,15 pieces of string4
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Form.Iit

thgehrtett of the three -ways?
,jie7:



Find the missing factor.

. 340 + 4 = n
(n= Qs)

411M314;::,-

-`-
SeV.

5250. + m = T.
.

t 447.5-o)

2. 567 + 9 = n
(PI.= 43)

:+;.'79
(-e 9.20)

1435 + 5 =

-F ..*56 + 8 n
(-rri / 32)

5. 372 + n .

= t2)

504 - =

t = 72
C

474 + m = 6

8 =

60 +2 =n
7414)

.7..

:8:1 420 + 4 = p
..1,1?

18. 3768 +.4 = t
I (10=Yos-) C) (-t7 = 9412) .

.4

49',,. 369 + 3 = n.*
. , (p.).= /23)

43.62 4- 3 k

16. 8960 + -8 -7 s-
-s = 1/2o)

17.. '5761' + 7 = m
(, g23)

2240 + 4 m

($1

19. 9584 + 6 = p
(i° /5-44)

20. 9639 + 9 = s ,= /o7.)
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Exercise Set 20

'Write-mathematical sentences to help, you solve.the following -

problems. Solve them. -Write an 'answer sentence for each problem.
f.

1: If a plane travels 1675 miles in 5 hours, about how far

does it travel in one hour?
= / 6 7674-k

n = 3 3 k 71`` 3,3 6-- .

2. How many dadghnuts'are there in 17 dozen?
r).= /7x

.7 04
,2 /17 o1 a AL

3. For the school carnival the mothers put 600. pieces of

homemade candy into bags: They put 5 ,pieces of candy in

each bag. How many bags did they pack?
co

V4 1 /-To e.4--*a-4::. 1,20

4, 720 ice cream bars were.bought by the Dadts Club to treat

the -childien of Baker School. There were 669 children

present that day. How many extra bars'were there?
n:77'720-449

/ ePa'
)1:- SI

5. A motorcycle traveled 234 miles on 6 gallons of gas:

How far did it travel.on one gallon?
2 34. 3 7 A.-.L. en..4

r- 9

A market put 1744 onions into bunches of -8 -Onions

each. HOW many bunchr were there?
Lk

s =. a /8

A grocer ordered 726 bAtles of soft drinks. They were

delivered in

many cartons

t7= 7.2.L4-4.

t /

cartons that heldpsix bottles each. How

were delivered?

.746 /2/
7.4crr-skt-

:11. 7 3 6§



FINDING-QUOTIENTS AND REMAINDERS

Objective: To help childt4en understand the technique of division

with remainders and the mathematical sentence which

describes this division process a =(bx q) r

or a = (q x'b) r where a is the given product,

b is theknown'factor, q is the unknown factOr,i r

-is the remainder, and r is less than b

The operation of division is defined as
finding an unknown factor n -in a multiplica-
tion: (5 x n = 40, n= 4o 4. 5). A division
like 59 + 5 is impossible within the set of
whole numbers. Nevertheless, in many situa-
tions it is useful to find: a) the largest
number smaller than 39 with ,5 as .a factor
(35), b) .the corresponding -unknown factor.(7)%,
and c) the difference between 39 and -a) (4).
All of this information can he shown in the
sentence 39 = (7 X 5) +.4.

.

As soon as the idea of rational numbers
is developed, there is no need to distinguish
"division" from lifinding quotients and re-

mainders." For 39 + 5 = andthe content

of 39= (7x5) +14 can b'e shown by the

fraction 74 which is another name for

--- At present, we are using just the whole
numbers. Consequently, a difficulty arises
in the developTent of division with remainder.
The'children know that a mathematical opera
tion on whole numbers starts with a pair of
whole numbers and results in a third whole
number, (10 5 = 1,5, Io - 5 = 54
lo x 5 = 50, 10 + 5 = 2). Therefore, it
will, not do to say that the mathematical
sentence, 39 = (7 x 5) + 4 or
35 = (5 x q) r, represents an operation
on the pair of numbers 39 and 5, for it
results in two numbers, 7 and 4, and not
in one. Consequently, it will be advisable
to encourage the expression, "Finding
Quotients and Remainders" for situationsin
which division is not possible in the set of
whole nuthbers. In this manner, the child,
will still associate "finding an unknown
factor" with the division operigion. "Finding
quotients and remainders" wilffbe associated
with' situations as "135 divided by 12"
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which we must find numbers for
in the mathematical sentence

135 = (q 12) 4.r.

and r

In summary; given any.two whole numbers,
fOr'example 96. and-64 if ..there 10-a,WhOle.
number ' n >such-that 6.X: n = we ca: 1/41 96
the-product, 6 the-knOwn faetor,-ancI
the unknown-factor.- The-unkhoWn factor n

. is found by dividing 96 by ,6,:and we write
n = 96'÷ 6.- This isthe operation
division. ;..

,NOW if; for example, we consider, the
number... 96 and'. 6, there is no whole number
n, such that '6 x.n but. the 4s. always
a-whdle number q :and a .whole n o'er r,
(r'< 6', so that .

.98= .(q.x 6) + r

whbre' r < 6. -Finding the numbers- q and:
r is "finding quotient q and remainder

Cleaf17, .q is and .2,, is .2. and

a

Exploration:,

98. =.(16 x:6) +
1

_

.-.',We.have.tho'Ught about many.division'problems, and we know
mani4ituatfonswhidh require division.. Here is one for you to:
solve: "SeventeenTboys want, to have a,relay race with five boys.-

,

on a team. :They line7.up.in rows, five boys in each row.. How.
. .'many teams will there be?"'

'Figure 16

Explain your drawing. '.(biere 3 teams of 5 boys each
with 2 boys left out':ok the race'. How many boys will race?
(15) How many seams

Is your drawing an array?..4No) Why.notAn array must
have the same number of elements in eachrow. There are only 2
dots-in the last row.).



Can you see 4o arrays in your drawing? (I see. one .3 by

5 array. We-could describe the .other part asa 1 by. 2 array.)

What'does each of these arrays representrin the probleM? (The

3 by 5 array represehts the 15 boyS who Will race. The I.

by 2 array representS the 2 boys who will not race,)

-Write a mathematical sentence which shows what we have found:

[17.= (3 x 5) + (2x 01.1 Each number in this sentence is

important. Tell what each number, means In the problem. .(17. is

the number of boys. The bOys can form 3 teams Of .5 eacluoqith

2: bays notA.n the race.) .

What numbers were given in the problem? (17 and

numbers were. missing in the probIem? '(3 and 2)

. We.maysolve problems like: this by drawing a PiCture,

separating it-into arrays. The result may be described by a

mathematidal sentence. The result May be used to answer the

question in the problem.

11

If
may' .be used:. 1

f' another detailed example. is n eeded

.,
:Let us solve this problem together. "22% boys want to p;ay

regulationaseball: How many teams can beOrganizedand'how

many boys will be:substitutes?"

- -Figure 17

Is this an array? (No, it is .two arrays.) Explaini the.

draWing.- (There are 2 teams-Of. 9 players and 4 substitutes.

How many boys make up the 2 teams? (18)'

Expl n the use of each array. (;ThI6.. 2 .by 9 array

the 18 boys who will play.. The, 1 by. 4 array
,

4.-boys-who -Will be substitutes:)
& .

tathematical-sentence which shows,howthe 22 boYi

[22 = (2 x 9) - ..The small.er array will

represen
k

represent,

Wri

are'org

.'alwayi have eflikier,1:row or 1- column. We do not need to.

write 1 x 4.

ti

1 z
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Answer the questionOhn the problem. .(There can be
teams with 4 substitutilit.11'

What' numbers were. giVen-in the problem? (22 `and. 9) :'.'tihat
_ numbers were missing in the Problem? (2 andf.

Consider this problem: If the scliiool. custodian' put 50
chairs into rows of 4 .chairsea.ch, how, many rows he make-?:

Without .drawing,a picture, can you write a mathematical-
sentence which shows no the custodian -.could arrange" the 50 .-..i
chairs into rows of 4 chair's each?. [50 = (12 x 4) + 21.. How
would. the cha.irs be arranged?- (The chairs" -would .be arranged dn

.la rows of.: .2.1- chairs each _with 2,..ettairs Unused.) Write
sentences showing several way to arrange the 50 chairs.

Some

(a)
(b) ,
(c)

possible 'suggestions:
50 = (10 x 5) + 0
50 = (9-.'x 5) + 5 .

50 = (8 x 6) ,+ 2

(d)
(e)
(f)

=

50".
50 =

(7 x 7)
(11 x
(25 x 2)

+ 1
+ 6
+ 0

Each 'of ,these sentences shows three things. What are they?
Mitch sentence shows the number -of :rows that: could be made, the
number of ChairsS in a row, and the number'of chairs unused.

Develop a procedure for'finding q sand r
using the same process .6.'s fon finding the missing
or unknown factor:

0 I.
. .

For IT.
e.

Identify .q and n and .write the mathematical
sentence.

50 = (12 (4) + 2.
Similar illu-strations may be given for ,3 chairsin a row, etc. Note that r. is always less than
the div.isori (Unles§ we know that two niunbersare a fact* of a thiy, it imprater to ts
such sentences as .12 + 5 = n unless we wanf, tonote that there is no solution if n its to
represefit a,. whole number'. )

Use - other. illustrations in this explorationp

.17
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FINDING QUOTIENTS AND RENTAINDERS

one:

We can use the division-process to solve problems like thiS
s

Thei4e are ..306 people at the exhibit, There are:to Joe

tours, How many people should gc.in each tour to'haveabOut the

same. number ofpeople;in each group?

MatheMatic4. sentence:. 3067=

you may use eitherform.

Form I. '76

767-

280

26

,306 (76 x 4) 2_

Each group should have .76 )people. there are 2 people

ta.joinbne.or'two of the:groups.

In a mathematical sentence trice

we say that:

rat

306 = (76 x 4) 2,

3o6 -the:dividend..

76 ,theAluptient.

4. is the divisor.

2 is.the remainder.

. 664,41M

.4
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Exerlise Set 21

Find the numbers r must represent (:)___ma..Iceeach sentence--

true.

1 . 6932 = (q x 9) + r

632 = (2Q_ 9) + 2_
4.2.1 = (q .x 3) + r

4111= /41e),(3)9./-/`

2. 456 = (q x 3) + r 8. 4) + r = 3320
456 = (/.5-2 x 3)

+._a
.(2 34.x 4) fo = 3 3 2 o

3- 1576 = (q x 5) +'r 9. 299 = (q x 7) + r
1576 = (t .5"x 5) + l.. 299= (4 2 X 7) 4-C

1242= (q x 8) + r 10.' 151= (q x + r

1242 = (151.5"x 8) + 2 15- 7 3 7 x si)

5. 943 ='(q x 7) + r 11. 525 = (q 8) + r

(/3 4 x 7) +-6-
52.5" = (4.5",t

6. 1210 = (q x 6) r 12. 373 = (q x 5)+ r

Pio (2oi..x 6) .373 = (74 x-r) f3
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Exeeoise sat 22
iec

-

.Write matIlematIcal sentences to help you solve the following
.

40'

problems. Solve them. Write "an answer sentence for each problem.

_

1. 29 boys want-to organize .teams tf 5 boys fola relay race.

How marry teams can be organized? How many boys'will not race?

2 9 = (1, x 6) ÷ 64-7^-,.../

2.° If the school custodian put 8o chairs'into rows of. 10
z,

chair each, hoW many rows could he make? Would there'be Q

x
chairs not used?

uje, e
. .

go x io>4 o ,dej

3. Longfellow School bought 25 new bounee balls. Each of .6

11'

classrooms are to share the balls equally. Any that are left

will be kept. for next year. How.many balls wiil'ealth room
.s7=7(0') g

get?
2 e = CAA x4)4 JeAfai 7t4ray-

' "Polka for Three" is a dan-ce dOne in groups of 3. How many

groups can be made in a class of children? How many

children' wain not dance? 3 dd.&
3 2 = ("I x 3) . 'r' /0

3 (nox..1)4-2. *U.«. ,24_

5 Mary is asking_ 30, girls-to her party. How many tables

must she have if she serves' .4 ,,at a table? 'How many girls

w411 have to sit on the sofa to eat?
cV )44 n' 7 -44.44,

.e.LY
('7x 4) . 2 '4;4, *"46 ---r-

6: 271 reservations were made for a Ipancheon. How many tables
- .

would have to be set if 4 peopleikere to,be seated at each

table?
2'7/ fx4) Zht0,4 6 7/,AV
2,/ ?zit) +3 tifA 4,1 J /J4 1 3.
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REVIEWING AND EXTENDING

I

Objective-: TO-help children further. their ability to solye/47`

problems through the use of mathematical sentences

The method of problem solving emphasized .

in Chapter 3 and reemphasized in this unit
should be expandedand reinforced"by,the"ex-
ploration which follows.

The children should 1e encouraged to use
good 'judgment as they usethe results obtained
from the use of the division process,to answer
theme- question in Vae problem.

Exploration:

i
Ycdhave already solved some problems which required the

division process., We shall*tUdy others with large numbers and
consider how we can become better at'problem solving.

There are some problems in your book which we shall study.
They are in ExercisetSet 23.

0

1. A'baker is to pack 1250 cupcakes for a school
picnic.. He will put 8in each box. How many
boXes shall he order?

2. Each of 15 - Girl Scouts sold 24 boxes of
cookies., How many boxes were sold?

3,, Six sweets of'cOlored paper areneeded,for
a booklet; How'many booklets can be made from
500 sheets of-colored paper?

J



k. The Parent Teacher AssociatW of a school had

. 324 members last year and 296 members this

,..year. How many more memberships are needed tdow

reach last year's record?.

iead Problem (1). What information is

(TWeare 1250 cupcakes to'be packed 8

.1014t.i'a mathematical sentence.. (1250 = q

aOpp4inder? (We cannot tell.) How do you

serence? [1250 = (q x 8) r] Does the

what.operation to use to find q? .(Yes, we

by 8.)

Write the matlematical sentence :0;i -your paper. Then, divide

given in the problem?

to a box.) Write -

x 8.) Will there be

show this in the

sentence tell you

should divide 1250

to find q. Answer the question asked in the problem.

need 156 boxes to pack all of-the cupcakes except 2

box.for the 2 cupcakes-. He will need 157 boxes.)

The work' of the children may follow
either form.

256
c"

' 90
100

.8 )1.50
80C

400
--55

48
--7

q x 8) r

o
8aY 100
a

koa 5o
o

-48

1250 =. (156 x a) 2

The baker should order 157 boxes.

. The children, should also solve problems,
(2); (3),.and (41 aia. group or:individually,.
the following explorAtion should be made
after the children have completed the first
four exercises of'Exe:/i0ise 23...

668
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Let us write on the chalkboard.,the four mathsmatical
sentences you used in the"problemk so wely study them.

(1) 1250 (gx8) + r e (2) = 15 x 24

(3) 506'.=.(q x.6) + i (4) '1296.+ n = 324'

, I
Each of the sentences you have writtgn is of a different

kind. How did you know what sentencOrto (AnsWers will
vary ..)

Why did you write 1250 = (q x 8) for the relationphip
in problem-(1)? (The baker had packed 1250'dUpcakes in q
boxes with 8 .to a box. .The wasoadded to take clre of an;
extra cupOskes.) e

. . .

Livt q.

Why'did you write m = 15 x 24 SoF t relationship in
It

problem (2)? (There were 65 vgirls who sold 24 boxes each.
Wq- th &zght of a 115 by 24 array.)'

.

ir,
s

s.

41
Why did you writes 50d.= (qox 6) + r in problem (3)?

(The 500 sheets2of pper were Made into(she
of .6

sheets. They r has 'added to take care of any extra shee6 of
paper")

'Why did you write 296 + n = 324 for problem (4)? (The
words. in ,the iiroblem told us that 296 members and some new

bmeMbers Ore tile same as 324.)

, /Oil have solved four problems by finding the answers to the
.question asked in the'Problem. What operation did you use to ..
,sOlve these problems? :(We used, addition' in one, multiplication
iii one, and divisidn in two.) How did you know what operation
to use? (The mathematical senttnoe told us.).

Look at- your 'Work' for the two problems in-hich yOu used
division:

183-
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(1) -: 150 = q x 8) -1-'r

6

56

100 .

8 )1250' or
Boo

45o

400': 400

50
48-,

2::

_1250;1- (8 x 156) + 2

V

The balcer. should
boxes.

-

order 157 . Make t3
.07 ' hopk

extra

.. - .,

The 157 which y u uthei4..as an answer.' in;:..prcb'lem fl)- does.
not' appeal^ in your work. 10y not? (*The. missihg '"ht,e toict,,is.. ,...

156 with a remailader of ''... .....Ife ztOild:that.thetii:Taiild b4.-: t 44.:.:.
cupcakegcjleft over unless7y6 ' -Sziother b6 .0 Youi-neecl to t' ,;. :
use good judgment in answer . cfrld. ivprolems' like, tr.is

'..', r
.? .04 ;,-, ..,,,.

...

Tiie 83 whio..; t. us.ea:.ai..en:ani446i-.:in probleth' .'i's i'il ',
\ the division or .40 ,..

..
. Cad. r-ir .dikliyola. ignore the zeina. rider'

- -
., .- ..g,

.--.. , .: ..... .

(Since it tai' s:,. 6 shee.t6 forfore It400lcle.V, onl
bEOklets.";Coul.d be made. :.' They Rpeeti of

, .. ... .

paper left over were not'snough-for .ahoth booklet:
. . .

You were told by the problem how to -'use the
solving problems it is a good plan to let thewords of
problem guide your work:
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i.

1:1395.

1.

I-
.

A baker is to pack

Exerdise -Set 23

- .'"

1250,. cupcal9p.s for ;a school picnic.
-

put .8 each bOx. How man:L boxes_ will he.order? '12. 6-0 jet S2. r 2.4
/1"?..21:(1 4r6 A SO Z

4-_2. Each of 15 Girl Scout's. Sold 24 .bokes of;coOkies. How -.
,many boxes were sold? - v

..t .
IS . , . .

- :. h.= /6-x a ig
4 '._:. 340 .. -1;12.4.4;c1Aaa,gio -* ,4

4 ;:
4.*: ie.c,L..

Six sheets of dolored paper -a:re- ritecied for a booltJ:et.
many book_lets- can be made% tro.in '5

.,37190 cr A 4)-#.-r- 4 -03**
. es" Do (11 A 1.) °

erV

HON
ca.

sheep of colored paper?
.4"

-44,"The Parent Teacher Association c a sch
.

last year and 296 members this yew, How
s-,

memberships, are needed to reach fast y
2:94 4 P) = 32'4

had '324- M'emlfieriz,"

more t

rd?

aders.

e teere in

'.1:n a schoo;, library there were
1

3 sets
w

,,, !: s'-, 1* 'ere ..35- books in each set.% ,Hovi manz bo
t'_ 23 x 3.5" .24.4 , ... ,,the 23 sets? t , 965- 7....~4.40

-i.

Bill planted 12 rows of tomatOee: TWaie
,:- ft. -....

.. ,-- .,in -each row. How many plants did 811 set out?5 = 1 2 x ).5"

7. The -children Of Miller School are raisinemo
, .television. set which costs $350. : They 4havrollecte

$179. How much-more Money- do they need?

4(
buy a'.
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B. Nandy is making some decorations for a party. She needs

360 white beads, 720 red beads, 180 green beads,. and

45 yellow beads. How many beads does she need altogether?

kJ= 3L9.4%.720:Hpo#,,44-- ).
h /3 / 50,5-

9. If ajet_travels 408 miles an hour, how far will it travel,

in 5 hours?
.

,td -2, 01 Lc"

A7.7 .204D.
(et

10. There- were 385 tickets to 'be put ir; bundles of 8. How

many bundles will there be? Will any tickets be left?

31,6- (49,kg)-1- I

fri= 4.7s.

11, On a reading test,. Mary read 284 .words in 3 minutes.
2

. About how' rna wordsdidshe,read in. one minute?
2 94 r. x 3) 4 r 741 aJ a.
2:4 (944x3) 4- 2

12. A farmer packed 360 boxes of apples for shipp,ing. Each

box weighed 45 pounds. That was the weight of all the

boxes? 1-= 34° "67 1,4
A7-

13. 573 .scouts vho attended the Jamboree slept in tents which

had7.:4 ..beds. How Many tents would '575 scouts need?

5/3

573 1- 3 .4) 4. /
.41

14. 630 dancers attended the Folk Dance. Festival. Into how

many groups of 8 could they be divided for square

dancing?

430-7-(gx&) +r- .12,44 I; ,ec...70-41 44.4
/4_,Liejt 1 7
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Find* the numbers

true.

Exercise Set

04.

q and r must represent to makeeach sentence

1. 994 = (qx8): +r

94 412 1?-x.v) 4. z

2.' 889 = (q x .7) + r

219 = (1 7x 7)--# 0

: 290 = (q x 9) + r

294 *.z- (3). Y.9).4 2

4. 493 = (q x 5) + r

=.(y?x5-) 4:2

389= (q)Z' 4) + r

321 =(97x)*1

, 6. 534 = (q x 5) + r,

As) +

7. 954 = (q x 4 + r

(,z 39 x'4) +.2

c4e588 = (q X 6,1+ r
( 91, + 0

9. 6769 (ci X 9) + r

4749 x9) +I

1o. 3626 = (::ex 4) +
3 424. = (104 ".4) 2,-

A;:.1

6: 673

t;:

9

.7

.1. 290 (q x 9) ±

290 32x 9) -4- 2

12. 5308 = (q x 7) + r

53O9 ( 75" .9 A7)4-2

13. 7449 = (q x 8) + r

74/49 ..7..(3/x8) I

14. 3636 = (q x .+ r

3436 =,(4,5-47(8) +41

15? 2390 = (q x 6) + r
390 = (3 92x0 z

16. 5 = (q x 5) + r

pars- (247x5")

17. 2770..--(q x 3) + r

kkc'23 x3)*

18. 77 = (q xtp9) r

tt 77 = (6-3 ;1) +

19. 6792 = (q x 7) r

4792 =-(97eix")+2

20. 493 = (q x 3) + r

..419,I=(4 &41A3)-/- /,
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.Practice Exercises

4 II.' Write the number that h ,represents

4-9).= /.7

f) 5 x 40 -+ 8 = 208
.

fsx ii0)÷ g . . zogl
g) 7 x 9. - 4 = 35 - [7x0 4 = .351

h) ,35 - 7 + 4 = 7 [(3-5--.X i1= .71
i) 43 + 7 + 5 = 10 413f

, A 54.4; 9 6 = 12
.

[(-4 4" 0'46 :=4Z1

a) n + = 276

b) 693 - n = 445

c) 224 = n x,7:
d) 859 = 384 + n

e) n = 8 x 317

f) 392 + n = 1748

g) 798 n = 344

511 + 7 = n
i) 786 + n = 974

j) 4574+ 1066 5461 = nr

4 II.' Write the number that h ,represents

a) n + = 276

b) 693 - n = 445

c) 224 = n x,7:
d) 859 = 384 + n

e) n = 8 x 317

f) 392 + n = 1748

g) 798 n = 344

511 + 7 = n

i) 786 + n = 974

j) 4574+ 1066 5461 = nr

//Oil )

( -"Pt' )

:74Zg)

45-36)

4356)

(-rt. 7.3 )

674674674

//Oil )

( -"Pt' )

:74Zg)

45-36)

4356)

(-rt. 7.3 )

//Oil )

( -"Pt' )

:74Zg)

45-36)

4356)

(-rt. 7.3 )
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III. Add:
.

25 *98
38 447

46 582
785

,

589
9

899
,8938

32
200

8934
0 32

(/6 0) 697 2a ' 3709'.
3,007) (/0, 7/0) (/2,907)

Subtract: , ,.

7010 8300 - .610 9001
6258 7519 2,53_, 3729

( 75-2 ) (78/) ( zss) (5,274
Multiply:

358 868 69 98

L.I. 8 , 38 .82
(2, 56'6) (6, 9111) (2,622) 7.2.2)

Divide
250) 2ohil) 96 A-5)

9)2 7

In the chart below write .a mathematical sentence then

solve it.

mon,

Number Pair
.

Operation Sentence
. ..

Result ,
25, 4o addition -25 + 40 = a = 65

a) 34, 26 . multiplication _33/x26 :.- ,,i, :40
b) 917, 49 subtraction 9/7_4/9 . geg

c) 972, ..6 . division , 972 4.6 :-,=, , .: /2
d) 845, 766. addition 844sr 7GO :- :4,/
e) 896, 47 1nu3.tiplication

3442, 2461 . subtraction 351`,e-2i/rit, ,/,s, 7 Fri.

g) 828, 9 division iz 7 ?= ,., ,; 92
h)`.. 9, 8289 multiplication vx peg? :-... -,,, ,- 40/
i ) 23334, 6666 A addition .2333 5lye4000-Ini0-,,,,s,: 340.0 0

j) . 768, 8 division 768 4.. ? :.-_,../ ,.....;:i 96

67
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V. By regrouping,

Example: 462 .=

-157 =

find the unknown addend.

400 + 60
100 + 50

.

386' 570 1`. 70. :3701-70

=211 .100.4 ::"761 ° Af' 9

+ 2. = 400 + .50 + 12
+ 7 =. 100 50-+ 7

300 + 0 + 5 = 305

.391 Sac dio 4' 3 =.300.4 ed4/3

'21.6 s4 #S

. , /al Go 4., 7 /7

633 Goo:4 go.,L3 3 d)

Soo 3 5bo4
.r7a

.

VI. Solve the following:

a) 85 X.27 = n f) l26 -n

b). n 5 405 g) 600 n ).568

c) 9'x 847 7623) n) 876 889, n
,

d) 352.4- rn = .900 (,,,,..,s1.5.eg) 1) '726 n

e) 27 + 5 + 8 = n (n..z. 41-0) 9000 - 3402 n = i)

/42, 7a 7.. 7 :2 /77'.

761 77,7 4 Go / 77o ,4 ,
.2774 7 ic .7oo #

.5b0 o

VII. Solve:

a )

b)

c)

n 9 = 97 (, = ) f) 6 x 7008 n

89 + 95 + 96 - n(, ;,,,,.2,570)g) 108 n

(e, gcb) h) 65 +- 514'+ 5110 x =n

44e.;Q41S)

+ '70. + 33 = n42

d) 671 + .9 = n C-,./F756e:5)1).- n + 7 = 96 Pt
e) ,6040 n = ) 422 ÷ 6 n

Solve the following::,

'a ) 393. ÷ 8 = n f )

36 = g

64 +48 :I- 85 =' h)

29 n= 86.- (,,:5-7) i)
8 x 1321 =11 E7,.; /61,

c)

.0
e)

680 + 807 + 739 = n (-.s =4.3-2)

871 .5;2)
=n

45: /50).

.n + 279 =

542 - 496

547 4-9 n

n ÷ 5 = 5030

13 ±Z
.

676
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rt. Solve& .

a) 63'x 80 = n wr,

,;b) -40 + 23, + 16 = :-.. 79).
0

c) n =k9 ;9')
d) 97 + n = 2005 (ftx, 'O'r)

eT 57 + 30 + 91
f) 278-+ 7 = n

g) 19 x 69 = n

h) 357 + 249 :I- 620 +

338 + 5 = n

j) 201 +4= n

...Braintwisters

.= 39

/3//)..
,82=

Here is an imaginary operation called ."'cuf". The syinbol for
cut is M . Tryto find the meaning of
a) 8 A 4 c)1 10 A 5

'1=3) 9 A 3 = 2 A 4 = 4
Wbatola n n each of the °howling?

g) 3/.A T = (n"-:"441-,') 63 "file n ("A.:4) 10 364 6
A 8 ) 3} 56 A28. - 1) 49 A 7 n,-3. 3 5 n

L"Another aimaii;sznary operation 'tier". The symbol for

'ry to firittae meaning of *f. from these examples,

,:p) .10 j 2 = 7,

8 17 =. f) 7 1 1xx,
the folloWing?,a4r

i) 152';;I 151 =

72 f 1 = "n

"A frOm these -examples.

e) 2 A 2 = Q
J

f)* 3:A 1 = 2

!fL4"1

a) .6 4 ,
=

A '12 f'3 . 8

What if$ ri in -"each of

f 22 = h

17 f 5= n ("Av.:A
. .

e) 5 1 = 3



Part A

Review

SET

1. Use ) or <, to make these-

Example: if n 4 2, = r , then n

rue, statements.,

a) If 27 n = 9 then . 3

b . ) If n +4,1.2 = 17, then --,ry 17'

c), If n 15 = 45., tden* n
t

d) rf; 50 n = 50 , thtn n

e) If 128 n.-= 32 , then y n ) 4

f) If nx33= 132 , then 33

o

g). If .n 7 then n. W. 4

h) 'If 11E07 n = 2989 , then n (> ) 1407
, - .

i) If:' 14t = (2 x 71) + hy. their n 1...)12

j) If n - 6357 653 .,.--then i 1:>j 6357

7,.

o

a. Write a *mathematical sentence .to-,.;!undo". the follow

Example: 7 +- = ri , (7 + .2). - 2, = n
a) 31 + 4 n

b) 12 x 6 = n (a24:16 g ) 125. 25.= nC/.:25=2,.5-3.zge)
c ) 15 ÷ 3 = ((/.51,--3)x 3z-.%"").11)7 3 x 3 = n: x )+ :r..".1.4

d) 42'3 + 172 ='.n(6.234-c72--/7,4). 427 4- 7 = n 7.r.~)

e) 72 - 13 = n((7,2-/i),,-/.3..:45) 3592 - n.

3592 -/7474/72'.2-1,Pti)

= n ((-f s)k

.

3. FOr each multiplication fact write two division facts.

EXample: 2 x 6 = 12, 12 6 = 2-,; 12 -if = 6 '.

a) 6 X 7'= 42 (412=G:A f) 8' x 6. =... .1.ii (.::1::.47 :4).
vv.z

. b) 7 it 8 - 56 (.5-47-7 -r:1) .g) -7'.x 4 . 28 .(../f:- ::"/
l-fa::-/:: 7 a/L-41=1

c) 8 x 9 - =, 7 2 ( 72I ; ? ) h) 9 x 5 = 4 5,_ (.9-4i-9:s1. k4is.,:t....4.-:.- 9/
sd) 3'x 8 = 24 i(asz,A: .57), 1). ,. 4 x 8 = 32 -(.32i--si va')

kasz*f :,-.3 u52..: I :4`
a ) , 6 x9 = 54 (f-::'4).. .1) *- '163 (39r7).

_ , ' G3-::7..Fr ,
--- . : 678 . ...
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Write the correct words. or numerals to complete this chart.

Number Pair Result Operation Result Operation

a) .140, 25 ° 65 Addition 15 Subtraction

b) 72, 8' 9 &av2 576 44..izEili:

c) 96, .8 Subtraction , 1 ,aci,:041E:
.

d) 84, 23 1932 . 2"90,Yra0xe0"W /.0: Addition

e) 369, 9 _378 addfdlaW2L Division
.

f_). 80, 12 Addition Subtraction

g) 45; 5 225 47041ae.zi.sr,r, 9 40t.e.^i4-i0,1),

h) 90, 9 :81 Sladaldtawdgaz it, multiplication

5. B U E = {red, blue, white, green, purple}
i

13' h_E- =.( )
S

E = tgreen, Purple)

What operation could you use to rind the number of
.f,244t4;!°) /'

members in Set BY' Name the members of Set B.Ouct
-

6. AUG= (2', k, 5 , '6 , 3, 7-4

A n G = (5 , , 7)

G'= (5 , 6 -; 7} .

I

Could you use, subtraction to find the number of members

in 'Set k? lame the members of Set A. (e, 3. 44. 3: 6, 7.)

7.
.

C = (2 , 4 , 8)

= 1 3 , 5 , , 9)

Name the members of the Set C U0-
S),

What Operati6nreould.yOu use to find the number.of

(ai.d.44)members in C U0 ,?



P.p. 0 4

8. Draw a polygon that is the union of

a ) 2 line segments

b) 3 line segments

c) 4 line segments

.d) 6 line segaients

e) 10. lin# segments

9 How many vertices has each polygon in Problem 8 ?.

(a- Pz.#7u "'Car. c. et ,aim )
,

10. Find the. umber that n -represents in eaeh or these.
ExaMPle a is dorie for, you.

53 + 22 :F n = 89, 53+ 22- 75,,- '89. - 75 = n=
;b) 24 +.30 + n = 79

c) 25 = 87 (.;ft. .
-(1) n +, 9 +. 30 + 27 = 152 (.0z. = r6)..

) 798 + 9 + n = 1504 97)

f) 59 + 497 + n + 7

g) 34 + n + 11 = 68

h) 275 + 596 + =

i) 16 + n + 66 = 96

j,) n + 669 + 352 =

k) 88 + 7 + n = 1 4

= 1069 ('=SDI)
'(""=4.5)

1716 / e.3)
-

(*id '/1)
;

1021 )

L

194
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11. Match each of the Idea's in Column
,

Column II

Column I

Idea

1) Point (L)

2) Line segment

3) Line 1.6) 4

4) Ray .-(x)

Plane (y)

6) Simple Closed

7) (f)

8) Circle (C)

_9) Plane region

5)

Part

with a Model from

Column II .

Model

a) My path when I walk all the

way around trte block and

return to my. starting point 4

b) Astretehed piece. of string

c) The rim of a drinking glass

d) A football field.'
CurVelaJ

t)' The tip of a compass

f) The edges of a Piece of
.

,floor tile ,

g) The surface of.a calm lake

whose .shares cannot be seen

h)' -The light from a distant star

ij A straight(narrow road with

no ends in sight:.

(d)

Write a mathematical sentence (or .two :sentences if necessary

for each problem and solve. Write an'aitswer sentence.

1. The Polk Street bus"maked three round trips every hour. How.

(.04-many,minutesvihould'one round trip take?

2. The school eafeteria,chargeao 25 cents for lunch.' How much

money will a Istudent need-for lunches all, week?

". 44 .1 7
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3. Eddie bought 6 tennis halls for $3.18. How.much did one
+:*_

ball cost? (`-?/e7 4 'rift '14" ar,P's :. 3. / f -1-: ..5-3
"4/44e,Aza.,;,:e1;e53 yoi.,, o,ze...- -Ace")

A dairy cow requires three acres of grazing land.. How much

land is needed fOr 175, dairy cows? 07-1-(3-'1 :t=-5-2:5-
,1":75-ae--1012-1 I/ 42.....-Z c2,1.-e-- ---",...t.c.lec.4 ,

5. Mary ts ,baby sister drinks 8 . ounces of . milk six times a

XHow much milk will the baby drink in one week?-Arfyizz;
e class in Rooml. 5 invited their parents. to a puppet 'show.

There'were only fotty-five chairs, in the room and 72

' _parents came. How many parents had to stand?
,A2/ F .27 ,,,7,rdoelea,i,4.,,

7. One scout troup delivers- 364 hand bills, another troop has

3.7 ,less to deliver: How many hand bflis db both troops.

r 327 .:7-27v.iG.iz-,64 ,04$4-32)deliver9
..:44:t.:1 69/

Group Activities- ,

Multiplication Quiz

Child (leader or quL,master)stands in front of the class

and says;, "I am thinking of two faCtors whose prdduct. is 14.2."

Then he calls on class members.

Child in class group calld on asks, '"Are you thiriking of

6 and 7 ?"
.

leader replies yes or no as the case'may be. A record

is kept on the board of all Combinations. 6? numbers correctly

given for review later.

If the leader passes 'a -wrong combination hei'must9 sit down

and a new leader 3.s.-Chosen....?%
.

C-
9

-682

,



Review

SET II

1. ins the symbols > , < , or

e sentences.

747 (e) -319 x_3'
83 x 7() 73.x 8

c) 5i6÷ ) .32'4X:2

Si) 914 7 326 (>) x

e) 34 X 19 (=) 799- 153

complete these to make
I

f) 343 ÷ 7 () .49 x 6
g) 3148 ( <) 232 ,x 14

h} (7 x8) x 2(= )02 x 4

1) 25'x 25 C>) 30 x 20
(40+4)x4 x 44

2. Tell Whether each of the following is true or

g) 6 + 3 = 3 + 6 '(-/-)
-b) 12 8 / 2 + 2 (F)
c) 36 + 7 < 35 +-8(F-)

d)

e)

16 + 12 + 9 = .52 7 15 fr)

false.

f)
g)

h),

i)

(16-:-2).716+.(2x2fd
7 x--6 < 156 - 112 .(7)
29 - 7'. C.F°. .

)e. > x 1 (T)
3 x a is always > 3 x 2(F) 6- x 5 x 2 /30 30(r)

Tell'whitt operption.is used and find r.

Example: 7 x r = 42 , division , r = 6

46(

8 (i.e4,4.4.:47o)
k L.=7 /

16 (4/4,4difri411-"-))

a) 23 = 14 + r(3,44,r,...42,4t;nivr:?) r 7 23 .=
b)" r = 5 x (i7n:jt.og.44,...4;wA.:14) 24xl r =',
c) 274- 14 = r Caddifion, g) 56 4- r =
"d} 16 + r = 3(Aakezae-rrtilli.:-/E)h) r = 42
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(
4. Write each division sentence:as a multiplication sentence.

Find the Dumber ri represents.

Faample: - 64 2 = n , 2 x 64 n 32
. 4

a) 832 = n

b) ,273 3 = n

c) 568 8 = n

d) 4207 4- 7 = n

e) 355,4- 5'= n.

f) '602 47= n

g). .664 n

h) 111 ; = n.

Complete these to make theni, true sentences using words fro7

this set of words. division-, ;operation, in:tlpliaation,

addends, subtraction, factor,' a-ddi dlict

a) We operate on two factors and--gef a

b) The operation of(ac-44ftv' )undoes subtraCtion

c) We operate, on twO( d4r.rd.4-e) and get a stun

d) The operation of subtraction undoes(

e) T%"find, an .unknorm :addend we use6./....44.14

f) We 1184 ddvision'io find an uninown(

g) Tfie,,operatio n Of{aldizte.airia2 produces a sum.

hi numbers is a way of 'thinking about

: two- .numbers and 'getting one and dnly one numbeg-

.A- product icithe result or the operation of(p.../b./4



. Complete these to mekethemtrue.sentehoes...-Find the product.
.

Example a -.1-5 done for you.

ai
`t))

5 xI4 = 15 x.10) + (5 )0)

x 18 =. (6X((2)) + (6 x 8). r=x?).,
-CI 9 X. 32 = (9. x(*), + (CD x 2) 8g)
d) 7 x' 25' (7 X( 12) ('fx 20) (.*/ 7.57);

5 x.82 (a)x $0) + -15 x(2i) -41/0)
fy 25 x 6 = _6) + (5.x(1))

fir 100 x 21 = 20) + (a26x 1) :(=:-.2,/.0o)

47 32 X x 4) + x.4). Y2,F7)

i) 1000 x 3.= (1000 x(I/Di)+ (112222)x /300:0;.

.1frito each of the following using symbols..

Example:: The\ruizaber inCreaked by -y. , 8 +

a)a The sum of y and 6 (Se.#-6)

,b)" The number y.added to. 6 (6,,r)
c) The number . y increased by six (..r,za.).
d) SIX more than the number y a)
Find the number represented by. each of the above y .F- 7.

Write each addition sentence 'Si a subtraction sentence.,

. -Find what number n represents.

ii)) 44 + 4 = 68 (6F-440:-.241,-26)
b) 36 +n)= 39 (.?9 -4-.7,~
c) 5.4 = 90 (0'0-.0.-_-01. lv36)6)

d) 1024 'n = 256 (.5.-/02:-/).ti h)

. 685

n +. 69.= ''3!4(1.,t-gL.:

452 + n =

348465 +
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9: Match .each word in Column `i with a picture or.a meaning. in
.

,

Column II

Column

1). vertex

2) triangle (X)
3) intersection (C.)

radius (f)
§).- quadrilateral

6) plane regidn Car,,)

'T) circle :.(j) .

8) triangular region a)
9) ray.,

Part B

ColUmn II

a)- the union of a simple.closed

be)-

curve and its interior

d) the study of space and location

e) the set of points that is 4"fie

triangle and 'its interior

f). -

g) the short way to Mine a line

h) the Polygon that is the union

of three line segments

i)

-the mmon endpoint (;" two rays

that are not on the same line

- Write a mathematical .sentence (or two sentences -if necessary ) Poi.'"
. . _

each problem and solve. Write an answer- sentence.

1 ,
1... Coach Lang paid 85 cents each for school so lls. ,. How

much does he pay for two dozen, softballs? (
17.5" A, 25/ r`C

X 1:6":'-Fe .r
e -- zdaio ea .z ,a7,;:',v,..54, jet ,e1,,,P,44,A.aihe).
2. Hoirmany ice cream cups can be b6ught for 90- cents if each

cup costs 6, cent's? (9° i-a --T--t- g'll le /Pa/ :.''' 910 /OW! :".. /.6'-''

/.6. ....e..Ze ,C,41it ea....t. h foryie-Av 9a ef..4)
.

209.



There were
. ,

al sixth grade girls, 32 fifth grade girls

and 30 four.th'grade girls at Lincoln School.. HOW many

girls were in the three grades? (27 1--52":1°3 =-Ift/,.y:-. 90

90 )-

4. For his model plane .collection,..Mark.pays $1.29 for one-.
,..

model, -$%"25 for another .and $1.46 for another. What

is the total cost of tpe mode s? (7-Z, '`-e:Z:5-4-/-54`--C
C 6-.00 )72c2/24g,a-c .57a?

5. ZnPle problem above, Markhad'sa;red- $3.29 and borrowed

the remainder
e
from his father.

-3.29 /7/ ) a4.4.,
ow-much 4id he borrow? -

),

6. Barbara can SwIt 120 yards in.. 5. minutes. How far can

(C9 ..5,) joal°. -,,z; dv 4249 ;..67L.,,a, :she swim in' 20 minutes?.
Px .20 /72./ 01/ (.2.42 1'97)he. /20 .= .71, 01," e20 --..5" 7e" ...e X /.7.0 .....s." pi,. : $zre
ea/aa-a/az....,..a.4",roy4,4.,, e2a,.-,,,,...,-.2),
7. ,A sign in the bakery reads; cookies"- 30 cents a...dolen,

. .. .

donuts - 60 cents a dozen, chocolhte cakes - 80 'cents '.

1.

and
.aCh. How much does cost for, dozen d a/.

(47,,, 3")" Poc.:- At: .2 30 r:C e = Go' Go o =

8. In. the problem above, find the cost of two dozen cookies,
, .

two dozen donuts and a. cake. (2 )( s5z7)'4:22.4' Z;47-)'/- j742 = c C4,:,;.2!0

age: Go .

Individual Projects

Make up some operations and their symbols. -Work atleast

8 problems with each of'your make2believe operatfons. Then

put some examples on the board to see if your class can
0 -

discover their meanings.

. Arithmetic isOnly one kind of mathematics. There are at

least 79 other kinds. Name five or more other kinds of

.mathematics. Make a chart for your clashroom of the kinds.

you can find, .

4,4 fj

687

1
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Review

1 III'

Part. A

1. In the chart ,belOw,,Aell WhiOh property is illustrated by

the number sent@nce 10. the left. ?Write the first letter of
each word: that naives the property, instead of.' writing the

. . -

words. For example write A. p. A for Associative Property'.,

of Addition.
1

_ Number Sentence -- --Property. '

a) 320 x 7 = (306 x'7) + (?0 X 7.)
(D-PM.)

b) 643 x" 29 = 29 643: -.

. (CPfrd
c) 287 4- 7 . (280 i- 7) + (7 --4 7) (D.P.M.).

(1) 381 + (51+6 + 9) --- (381:+ 540+. 9.
(A.p.tAt)

250 ÷-5 =. (200 4 5) + (50 -:- 5) (7)n)

f) 37 + 504 = 37'+ 504 1

\ XivoNe)

g
.

46 x 6 = (40 x 6) + (6 -x 6) (PPM)
(23 X 7 ) x 18 = 23 .x (7 x 18)

(A.PA4) .

2. 11111 in the symbol on

folloWing a true sentence,

Example: 324 + 415 748

_ a) 46 + 18 (IT) 64 f)

b) . 303 + 235 538 g)

c) .456 - 121 ill 337 h)

d) 87'+ 344 JLE1431 i)

e) 538 - 382 ( E.1.156* j)

which makes each of the

534.- 273 Cti 271

56-+ 19 + 53 Cet2 148

941 - 327 624

897 ± 638 1535

1962 .1549 L 313

202
688



Place parentheses'in these sentences to make them true.
Example: 4 x 2 - 1 , x. (2 - 1)
a) 23 + 2 x 5 = 125 1---(.2:7V-2)X.5-=V2-1.1
b) 2 x 3 21 L( /44,2)X 2/

30.- 7+ 3 /20 fr30-43 .e20_7
d) x 2 - 5 = 7 t(6 X2)-5 = 7_7-
e) 5 + 3 x 5 20,- [(6-7`3)x5
f) 6 +. 2 x 3 / 12 g6 4.4)(3 ,t AZ]
g) 16 4-2 x {2 [44-2)X1-
h) 135 -:- 5 + 3 = 30

i) 232 x.6 - 5 = .232 r232 A,(67,5)=- 2321
j) 123 x 3 - 3 = -0 [/,e3 :((3-3)=

4. °Write each of these sentences using numerals and

for "less than" and Ni4reater that*.
a) Three is less. than .five (3<5 )
b) Fifty -eight is greater than thirty (58> 30)
c) Eighteen is leas tha,23 nineteen (/831 /5)-
d) Foul, hundred five is greater than' five .(01,3--)5)
e) Three tens are greater than twenty (30) 20)
f) One thousand twelve is s-less than'-two. thousand (/0/2< 2001,

g) Seventy greater than sixty-two (7a> a
h) Ni hundred ten is less than ten- hundred (9 /0 /000)
i) Three hundred thousand 'is greater than-three thousancle

36/C)C)>,3000)-
- j) Forty-six As greater' than twenty- -

,
twenty -six.

the symbols

203
689
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. . .

5. In the following exercises, use What you know about-

Multiplying by 10.ancl.. 100 "to getthe answers..'., .

Example: 4 x 364 =:1,456 , so 40 x 364'-= 14:560
..

. . - .

a) 80 x- 117 = 9,360 , tt 800 -X 117 .= CqA .600) it4

b) 5 x 766 -- 3,830 , so 50 x 766 = (3i),300) -

c)- 9 X 36 = 324 , so 900 x'P36.= (32,400)
d)

e)

f)

g)

30 x 592 =17,760 , so

8 x 125 = 1;000 , so

3 x 987 = 2,961 , so

12 x 91 = 1,092- , so

1 1 4

300 x 592 177600)
,.,_/ _,' .14
000, x' 125 .

30. x 987 (129,.6/D). -

120 x 91 =00;920)

-

11. 12 13 14 15 16 17.16 .19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

find how many whole numbersUsing the, number liriik!,above

"between these. numbers..

a) 13 and

b) 12 , and

17. (-3.)
13 (O.)

c) 19 and .11 -(7)
d) d) and 25

Cdpy.and complete these sentences.

:a) A ray has (77.4 endpoint(a).'

b) A triangle is "the lunion of(/..Le4) line. segmentls).-

c) ,A line has (:>A.o-.)

d) Spece,:ie theieet of (.ie) .point(a).'

(5)

e)

f)

g)

h)

27 and

21 and

15 and

12 and.

23 (-)
20 (0 )

/ )-

26 (/,3),

endpoint(s).

e) A' line segment has() endpoint (s ) .

f) A radius is a; line segment with (4-pLe..)

on the circle.

g) A quadrilateral is the union of.

680

are

endpointCs).

lirie segments)

204.
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Match each word or symbol in Column I with a picture in

Column II..

' COlUmn I

1) 41 (e)

2.) (C*4: (2)
-3) triangle (a)

GH (a)

5) LBAC (C)

6) triangular. region

7) AF (I)

'8) circle a).

9) quadrilater*1

Part .B

Column II

Write a mathematical sentence (or two sentences if necessary

for each probl and solve. Write ah swer sentence.

1. The Clark family traveled 387 mile 421 9. hours. How many

miles did they average each hour? (..11?7-.1 9 =//z, =

-1.0.4.4)
2. During Public Schools Week, 1,162 people'visited Pine Grove

School, 1,219 visited Sleepy Hollow School, and 1,094

visited 'Inland Valley School. How many people visited the

three schools? (//6,24,/,2/9.4-/O9it.

0,14te-% 3 /344pale-,i6-4 ad )

.3. ,Dan and Gael have stamp collections. DeanIlas 364' stamps.

Heneeds 37 more to have as many stamps as 'Gail. How many

does Gail have? (36.01-3 7 = 10/
,4-4/ )

2 og'
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4. The thirty-four children in Room 7 were making bird pictures.

The bulletin board would hold 4 dozen pictures. 'How many

children would need(to make tw picture ?(4e4/2.-74e,

A jet liner averages 449 miles an hour between Los Angeles.

and St. Louis. The trip takes four hours:- How many air

miles
/,/,/. ,/ /07,7./

1.23- it between the two cities? -`'..**1.-7 :r (4' fl"' -71

=.4 ef:J. /j 7 G2e;ulei&e.ireJ,ae.,Ze.e/21

. How much more do I pay for .two shirts that' cost $2.15 each

than for one shirt that costs $3.29?(2/..P2L--,t
..c.34.0 -3.29 /11, Z.- /O/ 0.1.' .1(2 .46-) "".

-4.o/ ..,771404.4""4
7. The price of potatoes_ is 5 pounds for-, 29 cents. What is

the cost o twenty pounds potatoes?(20,1-2r="9 r=1,

1.
i4r2 -= C frl, -20.-.5) X-25i --'' C e-//6

.adi-er.--0---e--0-a-r--/--
Group Activity f. - /G-)

. ,

Tic, Toe
. .

The objects of .the game are' speed and accuracy in addition.

This is a racing game. Each child draws intrsecting.line

segments as Shown. The sum is announced by the teacher.

The children put single

each row gives the sum.

Example: Sum is 13.

digit addends in squares so that

6 5

4

2

6

2

3

. 3

7

. Individual ProjeCt

Use only polygons-to make an interesting drawing. See how

.many polygons your classmates can identify.

692 2 0 k)



Chapter 8

/RECOGNITION OF COMMON.GEOMETRIC FIGURES

PURPOSE OF UNIT

After a short review of triangles and quadrilaterals,

the pupil is introduced to several ways of comparing line

segments and the idea of congruence. 'Now he has an

opportunity to develop an understanding of isosceles and:

equilateral triangles and to: develop a notionof.i. right

. angle. Angles are compared! with a construtted model of a

1
'right angle to determine i 'they are "larger than,"

"smaller than,a or "thee e as" the model of the "right

angle. The. unit includes a discussion of rectantles ands .,

squares. ,

The work is.planned to develop the child's ability

to recognize certain common geometric figures and to
,

ohs+ their distinguishing characterisiici. The idea
. -

of- a4articular set of points called a Ilimple closed

surface is developed. This is done in a way similar to

-that in which pimple closed curve was developed in the

unit Sets of Points.

The simple closed surfaces studied are the priai,

cube, pyramid, cylinder, cone;.and sphere. Parts of these

surfaces are identified with points, lines, and plane

figures previously' studied.

20?
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MATICAL BACKGROUND .

Congruent, Line Se ,

When -we write 4 , = 2 + 2, we mean that .4 and -2 + 2 ail

two .names for the s number.: .?then we write AB =.'n,.we-mean.

that AB and n a e two nam or the same line segment; that

is, the two segments areethesame of point's. *If AE and t95

have the, hme.leng41, but are not the same set of points, we

cannot say, the;: are equal and we use the word congruent to

..describe the relationship. 1

The Work-on congruent line Segments is needed for.a descrip- 1

tion of isosceles and equilateral triangles in this chapter.: A

triangle with at least two sides congruent to each other is called

an isosceles triangle: A triangle which has three sides congruent

to each other is called an equilateral triangle.

Right Angle.,

A right angle is an angle which has a measure, in degrees,

of 90. .S1nce the pupils have not had this concept, they will be

taught to recognize a right angle through-using models. Many -.

models are available such as theborner of a piece of tablet

paper, the "corner" of a book, etc. Pupils may construct theit

own right angle models by folding a sheet of paper twice as is

shown in the text.

An angle which is not a right angle may be compared with a.
.

Wright ang4. The right angle model c e placed o'er any model .

which suggests an angle so that a situation similar to one of the

two in Figure.I occurs.

Figui'e 1 -.
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Suppobe

eight

we'say LBAC

between :AZ

thlit the ahgle to be compared.is LBAC and LBAD
Ingle. 'In'Case I, AC is between AD and B. and
is smaller than a right angle. In Case II, -A15" is

and AC and we say LBAC a larger than a right'
;angle. ,

Although the words rectangle and rectangular were used

earlier, it is in this that the ;meanings are given precisel

A quadrilateral,-"theangles of which represent right angles; is

called a 'rectangle. EOne sees at once why we speak of a rec--

tangula4 prism (see Figure 7.and the paragraph on prisms) Any

pairfof edges of-the rectangular. prism with a. common endpoint

suggests a right angle and each face is a Tecangle and its

interior
. A-rectangle in which all sides are congruent. to. one

another is called a square. Some of the surfaces of which paper

models will be constructed have faces with edges forming squares.

To determine whether or not objects represent rectangles and

squares, T;le use a right angle model and methods for comparing

segments. -4

Simple Closed Surface-

The points A, B, and C IhiCh are'not on the same line):

in Figure 2 determine a plane.

A

Figure 2 '

In fact, any three pOints not on.the same line
\.

plane, ana there is only-one plane that' passes

three points.

209
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how draw line segments connecting points A,. B,' and C as

Is shown in Figure 3- The union of AB,, BC, and AC is a set ..

..,
B.

-Figure 3

of points in a plane. This set ofipOints is called a triangle.

Triangles were discussed in the chapter on Sets of Pointe. The

union of triangle ABC and its interior. Is called a plane region

and in this case specifically a triangular re

.
Now let us add to "our figure the point

.the plane formed b;; points A,' B, .and C.

'and DC are drawn as shown in Figure 4, to

B

gion:

D. which is not. in

Suppose Bp,, AD, 4

;

,

form new triangles.

Figure 4

ABD, ADC, and BDC. 'Triangle .ABD and .its interior form a

.triangular region (shaded in 'Figure 4), triangle ADC and its

interior also form a triangular region; as does triangle BDC

and its interior. Together with thetriensUlar region, ABC, we

now have four triangular regions, no two of which 11..in the

same plane. The,union' of these triangular regions- is an example

of a simple closed surface. In thiS case, the simple closed

surface is called a pyramid. There are many different kinds of

pyramids. sbe page 699 for the background regatding pyramids.

A simple closed surface divides space into three sets of,

'point : the set of points interior to the .simple closedsurface,

the set of points, of the simple closed surface,'and the set of

p nts-exterior to-the simple closed surface. One must pass

through the simple closed surface to get from an interior point

to an exterior point

210



an a plane, we caIlAd theUnion.of a simple closed curve and
Points in itg-interiore. plane, re on. In a similar' manner, we. .

.

will call'the union or-a simple :Olo ed surface and points in its
,

interior. A solid region. f e

This unit-is cArcerned with the recognition of.seVeral
simple closed surfabi.., Als6,'soMe additional simple closed
curves such as.the square and the rectangle are4n.troduced...
Theme are recognized as the union'of some of the edges of a
simple closed surface.

Prism

The first simple closed surface to be discussed is a prism,
. w oh we will, define as follows. Consider a polygon. Let a line
m not in the plane of the polygon intersect the polygon. Think

Figure 5
.

o all lines such as line p (see Figure 5) which Are parallel
o line m and intersect 'the polygon. The union of these lines

is.the surface shown ink in Figure 6a. The surf ace extends indefi-
.

nitely up and down. Now let the surface be cut'by two parallel
.planes. The two "cuts" are polygons. The portion between the two
parallel planes together with the portion of the planes (you might
call them the top and the bottom, or better, the bases) which are
interior to the "cuts" form.,A simple closed surface. It is ,called
a prism. Observe that a prism, as we are. using the term, is
hollow.



One
Cutting
Plane

Latera
- Edge

Figure 6a Figure' 6b
.

Each of the plane regions:is'called a face of. he prism.
t,

The two face's formed by.the parallel planes are called the bases

and the other faces are called lateral faces. (The word-'!lateral"
,---,_

is not used in the pitlil text.) The intersection. of two 'adjacent'

faces* a prism is aline segment,'called ark edge. The inter-
, .

- section of lateral faces are Called lateral edgds. Here-the use

of-the.wordTedie is Suggested by the meaning* the word as it 'is

commonly.used...:__ ch endpoint of an edge A called a Vertex. The

Plaral'of iiertek is vertices.

If the polygon outlining the base is a triangle, the prism

-4d called a triangular prism.. A prism is called a quadrangular

'...L4rism if the pOlgon:is a quadrilateral,.and.a pentagonal prism

if t14 polygon is a pentagon.- The special quadrangular prism in

which the quadrilateral is .a rectangle is 6alle&a. reCtangular .s.

prism. A special rectangular'prism in which all edges are con-

.

gruent_to each.other:is called-a cube. The only prisms, the Pupkl.s.,

Prism not a
Right Prism

Figure 6c

are expected to identify in th1s chapter are the rectangular prism

(including.the cube) and the triangular prism. See Figure 7.

Triangular
Prism Quadrangular .

Rectangular
. Pristn

Prism Figure 7

/ 2. 698 .2

Cube



All of the prisms in Figure 7 are examples of special type.
of prism called a rightprism in which- the lateral edges are
perpendicular to the base. All prisms in the pupil text are right
prisms and the terminology "right prism" is not introduced. A
.prism which is not a right.prisM is shown in Figure .6c.

Pyramid

In defining e pyramid, we will proceed somewhat as we. did
.f.'or the pri This time think of a point P. not in the plane
of the polysgKand all,liles that intersect' the polygon andpass
through the point P. The point- P is called the vertex The
union of.-these lines, is-a surface such as is shown in FigUre 8a.

NaPPe 1r7
Another

Vertex7

One
-Noppe

Pyramidal 4grface
_Figure 6.

Polygon
4.

Pyramidal' Surface
-Cutting Plane
Figure 8b

This surface consists of two pars separated by the vertex.
Each of these parts is called a nappe ..(Figure 8a). Cut,onenappe
by a plane in such a way that the intersection is a polygon
(Figure 8b). This polygon and its interior is called the base.
The Union of the base, the vertex,- and the portion of the nappe
-6iDeween7 the vertex and the base is a simple closed.surface
called a pyramid (Figure 8c). Observe that a pyramid, as we are,
using the term, is hollow. The triangular regions are. called

' lateral'faces. In the pupilts book, the lateral faces.are just
called faces.

ith

112Vertex

Surface

Base
Pyramid

Figure 8c .

As with the prism, a pyrairds classified as triangular,

quadrangular, pentagOnal,'eec.,daccording to whether the polygon
outlining the base is a triangle, quadrilateral, pentagon, etc..

See Figure 9 on the following page.



4

Triangular
.Pyramid.

(Als?) called a tetrahedron)

Ys

'Figure 9

Square
Pyramid

Cylinder .

A cylinder is defined in a manner similar to the way ante

defined a prism. In tact, in a very general sense, a prism. is

just a spepial case of a cylinder. boes this surprise you? This

time, rather than starting with a polygon, let'us start with any

simple closed curve (it could* a polygon, of course).

We will proceed exactly as we did in defining tilt,

Let a' line .m not in the plant of the simple clOSed curve inter-

sect the curve. Think of all.lines which are parallel toline .m

and intersect the curve. The union of.these iints'is a sUrface,

Now let the surface be cut by two parallel planes.. The inter-

. ,sectionof the surface with:either' of these two:parallel planes

is a simple closed curve. .:.Each of theSe curves, together with

its interior,jis'called a base., "The union of the'two bases and. -
the portion of the surface between the two bases Is a simple

closed surface called a cylinder. Figure 10 shows some examples

of cylinders.
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Figure loa Figure lOb'

-Right
Circular
Cylinder

Circular Cylinder
which is not a
right cylinder

Figure 10c Figure 10d

Figure 10c is a special.type of cylinder in which the simple
-closed curve is a circle and is called a circular cylinder.
As with the prism, we Will consider

-.onlly-sight-cylinderS-where
line m is perpendicullt to the base.

Cone

If, iri the definition-of a pyrkmid, we replace the word
polygon by "simple -closed curve" We obtain a cone. Thus, in a

.very_general sense, a pframid is a special type of conk.
. If the simple closed curve is a circle, we getYk;CirculF

.

,cone. .A cone. has a base, a lateral surface, and a vertex. The

Cone.

Figure lla

lateral surface is rot called a face, sinde.it is not a plane
region. See Figure 11b...

Vertex

lateral
Surface

base

, -

it Circular
Cone

Figure llb

Circular cone-
not a right cone

Figure llt

6
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Sphere

We have defined'a circle as a set of points in a plane such
\

that every point of the set is the same distance from a-Oint in

a plane called the center.. The definition Of a spheie 1.0the

same as the definition of\a circle except that the phrase "in a

plane" is omitted. For example, a sphere of radius 4 ,inches

.- consists of all, points in space 4 inches from :a-fixed point.

The fixed point is called the center of the sphere. The center

isnotfa pointof'the sphemig1;. Any\point in spaceiNhose distance

from the center is less than 4 .inhes is in le:/interior of

this sphere: Any point in space-whose distance from 'Vle center

is more than 4 inches is'in the exterior of thii-.sphere

The surface of-a-globe is an example. of a sphei4e. The -

.eqUator and the lines.of longitude.represene some of the Circles

that compose the sphere. Observe that. a sphere, as we are using

the term, is hollow.

"7
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REArrkg, OF TRIANGLE AND QUADRILATERAL

Objective: To review LInderstandings-of tfie properties` of the ."

triangle and the quadrilateral_ developed in p. previous
unit.'

1...

I t ,

Materials. needed: Chalkboard, chalk, paper, pencil, straightedge,
cpegboard, pegs, crayon, string

vocabulary: Sides, vertex,. triangle,; quadrilateral
- -.....

SuggestedTeachng Procedure:

The teacher may want to use pegs and a peg-
boabd in thissreview section. Pegs can be placed
at selected points of a,pegboard. These points
may represent the vertices.of either triangles or
quadrilaterals. Vertices may be joined by string
or rubber bands. The idea *of sides and vertices
can be easilyleveloped. T Pupils might tHer)peri
their books and quickly workthrough, with the
teacher, ti-e'Thinking.Together. exercises They-
will do the Ori Your Own exercises independently.._._

In connection with the last three paragraphs.
on page 418 of,the pupil text, the following dis-
cussion Might-be helpfta. Draw on the board a
figure similar to the one bellow and say,

Let us examine one of these angles,.say LDAB. The sides. 4D:
and AB are segments and not the entire rays of the angle, ,LDAB
is shown in heavy- lines below.. This shows that the angles of the
polygon AkD are not apart. of the qUadrilateral.

0 C

It may be necessary to show, in a similar
wa,7, that LABC, /BCD, and LCDA are not a
part of the quadri_ateral,:

A discussion to demonstrate 'this. same.idea
was done with a triangle in Sets of Points, so
children might not have any difficulty with
this idea.

o
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5 -
RECOGNITION OF COMMON GEOMETRIC FIGURES

REVIEW-OF-TRIANGLE AND QUADRILATERAL.

)

Thinking Together

What, name is given to a polygon_ which.is the

Union of.thi,paline segments. s

The
,
three-line-segment s-areLealledLthe..sides--

of the triangle.

)

What is the common endpoint of any two sides of

a triangle, called? (4t- ,Pe4A1-)

What-are the endpoints of the line segments of

a triangle called? (...0.44Z.06.-?)

How many sides and vertices does' a triangle

have?(ZIAILL 4..j. 5 ,,ILAt17,40)

What is a Polygon which. is the union of four line

segments 'called? (p....42/4-444.)
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We call the four line segments of the quadrilateral the

sides of the quadrilateral. below is a drawing of a' quadrilateral

with sides 3'8, 715, and K.

O

I8tu.5_recall_that.quadsuggestsfour-;--Inthe figure--

shown above four - angles are formed. They are LpiAB, LABC,

ZHU), and LpriA.' There are some points of these angles'

that are not points of the*adrilateral becauie angles are

made up ofrays,

- :

The vertex of one of the an

quadrilateral.

et

is called a vertex of the

e. vertices of these:fdurAnglesare called the vertices

of:the',quadrilatera
.

21J
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..:Exercise Set 1

Four points are marked'below: Trace these points on a

sheet of paper and /label them' as shown.

Draw 13F,

E -4

FG, GH, HE.

F

G

On the sheet of paper on which you drew the figure for

exercise 1 write answers to-the following questions:-

-a) Do these segMents form a quadrilateral? (2,10....-)
.

b) Name the sides of quadrilateral
4-Ca' EN .4- HE

c) Name a vertex of the quadrilateral. (..,--e--W.mw.
4.4-0.-t. .tee FC.24;10)

d) . Name/ the vertices of this quadrilateral. (E,F, 6, if)

e) Color the interior of the quadrilateral.

(44r "")-414 -4"4''' 200 ,.d EG
Go back to'exercise 1. Trace the 4 points again on a,

sheet of paper and label them as shown.

a) .Draw EGA FH, EH, and FG.

(74)
b) Do these segments form a quadrilateral? Why?

/

2zo
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4. a) Four points are marked below: Trace these points on a

sheet of paper and label them as shown.

)

I

J

11; rif and Kr.

.

On the sheet of paper on which you drew the figure for

exercise k, write answers to the following questions.

a) Is yOur-figure a union'of fouii line'segments?.(4e')

b) Do IR and RE lie on the same

c) Is your figure a quadrilateral-)6) Why or why not?

d)

17f

.1s your figure a polygon? tr-)

e) What is a name for your figure? (--t4m-laa)

&. Mark three points (not all on the same line). on. your
,

paper. Label them P Q, and R. Draw 15Z, ZR, and

RV%

a)
Is your figure a polygon?

b) Is .your figure the union of three line segments? (5..4.)

c )" What is a name. for your figure? .

d) What is a trl.angle? as

)



COMPARING LINE SEGMENTS.

Objective: To deVelop methods of comparing line segments and to

develop theAnotion of congruence. .

Materials: String, compass, straightedge, pegboard, pegs, paper,

pencil,_chalkboard chalk

. Vocabulary:. Congruent

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Amt

f

Review the instructions for using a compas8 as
taught in the lesson on circle's in Chapter 5, Sets
of Points.

In making.comparisons of.line segments, a com-
pass, where it can be used, is probably the best
device. In other cases, a piece Of string may be
the only feasible instrument of.comparison. Super-
imposed tracingds a third method.

These three methods all involve the use of
models-.- As you read the pupil's book you will find
that the use of models in comparing line segments
is carefully described:' A tracing and a piece of
string obviously are models. It is not_qo apprarent
that we are using a model when we use a coMpass,
because only'the endpoints are indicated.

If two models of llne segments can be matched
endpoint for endpoint with each other, we say they

. are congruent or we say' hat one segment is
congruent to- the other.

To begin the discussion, ask-the childrerlp
compare'by eye alone two segments-represented by
objects in the room. They should check this
comparison by making a comparison.using apiece
of string. Ask the children if the comparison
made by using their eyes is as accurate as the
comparison made, by using a piece of string. Next
show the children two different pieces of chalk ,
and ask them how they can accurately compare the
two. s A child might answer that he can either use
a string or place the two pieces of chalk next
.to.each other to make= comparison. It is pos-
sible that a child might suggest the use of a
compass to compare-the two segments represented
by draWings. At this time allow the child time
to experiment and to demonstrate his ideas to
others. 'The teacher'shOuld guide him by .sug-
lOptiont, directions, or demonstration so-thathe
.achieves success in his endeavor.

The Pupil Book-is in sufficient detail to be ,

followed.

222
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COMPARING LINE SEGMENTS

ti a

Thinking Together

1) 'Henry says he thinks the line segment represented by the edge

of his desk is.longer than the line segment represented by the

bottom edge of the door. Bill, thinks differently. They ha.e

only a long piece of string. How can they find out which

segment is longer?,

2) Bill says, "I can take this long, piece of string and bolo&

it at one corner of your desk. 'Then .we.can extend the_string,

along the edge to the other corner. Let us hold this string_

alothat'.it represents the-edge of the desk.'

"Henry, you hold your end of the string at one corner of

the bottom edge of the door. I place the string along the edge

leading to the other corner. Suppose the string does not reach

the other corner. Then the Segment represented by the bottom

edge of the door. is longer than that represented bytthe edge

of your desk. If the string goes beyorid the other corner, then

the edge of the door is shorter than the edge of the desk. If

the string matches exactly the bottom edge of the door from

corner to corner, the line segments represented are congruent.

'Bill.says the line segment represented by the edge which

runs from.the'top to the bottom. of the door 3s longer than

the line segment connecting the corner of his desk to the
.

teacher's desk. How can Bill 4ecide which is longer?

You can always compare line segments which are represented

by objects if you have apiece of string that is long enough;

Another way to compare lin%sments is to use a compass.

0709
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If you had.only a, compass and you wished to. decide which

of the represened line segments below is the longer,''how would

you do it?

Follow the

be used to

a separate

directiond'' and you will 'learn how a compass may

*are the line segments represented above. On

sheet of paper- trace the above figure.

a) n is part df TS. Extend Ur
to the edge of the .'sheet of

paper.

Set the metal tip of the

compass on A and the pencil

tip of the compass on B.

Without changing the setting

of yotir conipass, place the metal tip at C as if you

were going to draw the circle with center at C.

d) Draw Just enough of the circle to intersect CD.

e) Label the intersection T. If* T is between C and

D, t zen 73 is shorter than b15. If D is between

T, then AB is longer than: CD. If the point

of intersection is D, then .0 is congruent to e15

(or AB and CD are congruent segments).
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11.) a) Compare -thesegments with a piece of string.
.

b), Which way of comparing do you think_is better here?

5) Trace the three line segments. Compare their lengths.

Use a compass.

a) Name the shortest line segment. (.5)
b) Name the next shortest. (7113)-

'0) Name the longest.

Look at 705 and U15 below. Which appears to be

longer? Use your compass to compare AB and US.

Which is longer? (71a4.7.1.4,-,

BC

225
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Compare IN and CD.

Which is longer?

(74.7.4

A C B

Exercises 6 and 7 shOws us that sometimes we must

use an instrument to compare segments. We cannot.trustour

eyes alone.

8)/ The line segments represented below are congruent.

a). Show.that they are congruent by using yoUr

compdss.

b) Place a s eet.of. thin paper over Misand

trace it.

Move the tracing so that the dot marked' A

covers point C. Can you make_the dot marked

B cover D? The tracing of Ar matches the .

drawing of 7 exactly, endpoint for endpoint.

Of course, we have not actually moved .

We have moved a drawing of it.:

If elaneone asked you to compare segments, which

method would you use?. (ALA o. Zw-rdipul
*

A.4.411../.41

1:n:2
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ISOSCELES AND EQUILATERAL TRIANGLES

. Objective: To develop an understanding of properties of isosceles
and equilateral triangles,

4 a) An equilateral triangle has three sides
1. congruent to one another.

) An isosceles triangle has atleast.two

aides' congruent to each other.

Materials: Compass, straightedge, string, paper, pencil, chalk
and chalkboard, wire or sticetepresentations of

isosceles and- equilateral triangles, models (paper)
cif prisms and pyramids for display.

07ocabulary: Isosceles, equilateral

Suggesed TeacbiPg Procedure:

Prior to the lesson, the teacher'should con-
struct an equilateral triangle'and an isosceles
triangle out of wire or sticks.

The procedure for constructkig isosceles and
.equilateral. triangle6 on paper with compass and
straightedge is given below.

.

1) Cotstruction of an isosceles triangle.
4). Draw a circle with center at A.

b)

c)

d
e

%law two radii. of the cirble'
(not on. the same line).
.Label the endpoints.of these radii,
whicll are also points, of the

B and C.
Draw

ACB is an'isosceles triangle.
AU and -133 are congruent.

713
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Construction of an equilateral triangle
with a chosen-line segment' AB as one.
side.
a) Draft as circle with center at .A

and radius 12i;

'Without changing the opening of the
compass, draw. a circle with center.

point at. B.
c) Label one of the points where the .,,

two circles intersect, C.

d Draw and W.
e 4^Amic is an eq4lateral triangle..
f fil, .Mr, and TA are congruent.'

The children will find-it interesting to make

a bulletin board display of geometric forms found
in nature. They may bring to eliass,leaves,
shells, irrow.headd;. and pictures 'of insects,
animals, snowflakes, crystals; volbanoes. The

,children shoUld classify and,labeltheSe repre-
sentations ,of geometric forms. .

.
Prior to,EXercise Set 2 you will need-to

show the children how to construct an isoactles
vtriangle and an equilateral.tridngle, using.only
a compass and a straightedge. , .

22 8 0,4t
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ISOSCELES AND EQUILATERAL4pIANGLES

Thinking Together
0

A triangle-which has at least two sides congruent to each
other Is called an isosceles triangle,

4k triangle which has three sides congruent to each other
is called an equilateral triangle:

:.Which of th4 e triangles below is an isosceles
4:

triangle?
(1

Which is equilateral? (.1,41...p..!)

Figure 1.

.

Are there'any isosceles triangle8 suggested by

the edges of the models in your classroom?

.Are thei.e any equilateral triangles, suggested
by' the edges -of the same models? (-1,11.....-adr.71-7.-

Figure 2..
. ,

Name.some"things on which you se isosceles

triangles represented.

5. NaMe some things on which you see equilateral

triangles represented.
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Exercise Set 2

Draw an isosceles triangle using only
C .

a compass, pencil, and a straightedge.

This picture may help you foilow the

directiOni -of your teacher.

AT

why? emeZ ml
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a) Draw an equilatal triangle using only a

compass, pencil, and a straightedge. This

,pibtUreMay help,you .follow the directions

of your teacher.

b congruent to BC and to AC? (Ira-

why?' t4.41#
4141.A.t )

Drawiah.iaosceleS triangle which is not also
.

. an '6.gglateral triangle. Make one of'its
1

sides congruent th 1E.

,
4

.4. Draw an.equilateral-triangle. Make eadh,pf its

sidesaongruent to rf Of exercise 3.

231
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RIGHT ANDES',

Objectiv: : To.,aeyelbp the concept. of a right angle, and then:
.

ta-coipara angles with a constructed model 'of a

right angle.

-.,..Paperlietichalk,.'chalkboard, models
of prisMi'a4CPyriitids-for display

VoCabulatl. Right apgleS
. .

Suggested Teaching Procedural

(Paper 0

The presentation in the Pupil Text is
.usurficient,detail to be followed:-

-- - .,
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RIGHT..ANGT.7S

.Thihi4hgTogether

'We have learnea;that ari...angle is the union of two rayd
. -

which are not on-thel:70aMe.iihe:.: The two, raSrs mist have a common

endpoint. By foldifigjapereare going to represent an angle

which is called a right::.arigle

Fold a sheet of pai5eIt;:is not necessary to have the

edges even. The crease repreSents.e-lihe segMent. '1:Now fold

the paper again so that the edges: of the first crease line up

exactly. The intersection of the two creases is the vertex of

an angle. The creases represent: part the rays:of an angle.

Show these rays. The angle that is representeclis called a

right angle.

Slap !2 Sfep 3

Does this page itself suggest a modeloof a' right angle?
. (.114.;440,:,)

Name some other models of right angles in yoUr 'Classroom.:.'

719
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We shall..use the right angle model to drag a right angle

hating a chosen ray as one of its rays. Letothe ray represented

below be the' chosen ray. Draw a ray like this on a sheet of,

paper.

,
1. a) Label the endpoint of the ray as

b) Place the folded paper model of th'0: right

angle so that the vertex is at A :' and

one of the creases lies along the ray.

Trace along the other crease from the vertex.

2. There are tw 411. possible right angle i which can, be

represented on the paper if tWidstructions above,

are followed. Draw 'both of these.

We shall u e our model to compare angles with a right angle.

Suppose we wilito compare LBAC, represented in Figure, with
.

a right 41.. another sheet of) paper copy .ZBAC. Then draw .

,

the rigtitianigit .-LBAD with Alr one of its rays. Drew it
-4.

that D is on tnesame side of AB' as C. 'Notice that AC
'..61114., -414.

falls betileen, AB and AD. We shallqay, therefore,that

ZBAC is smaller than "ZBAD.- So LBAC ..is smaller than a right

angle. A

*ID

Figute 1

720
234
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.

SuPpose instead of the.pictureof the previous

figurer tre have'. the. picture belOw. Here. AD is

between- AC 'aricrAB... So we say that

C__s- greater than a right angle.

Of course, if C is ori'AD, then L.BAC is

a right angle.

235
721
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Thinking Together

722

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 6

FIGURE 3

4

FIGURE 7

1. In this picture seven angles are represented. Look at

each angle carefully. Without using a right angle model,

name those angles which you think are right angles.
C. Q...,...,. ..'""`ej '1.4~4 3 A; a r..42;4 1(a -)

2. Without using a right angle model, name those angles which

seem to be greater than a right angle. (4,...A.L./Ar.;-.

Without using a right angle model, name.those angles whick.,

seem to be smaller than a right angle. (0....,,./71Ar.;- -44, 534)

4. Now check the figures with a folded paper model of a right
CN

angle to see if your answers are_carrect.

5._ Are your answers in Exercise 4 the sanie as yciur answers

in Exercises 1 - 3? (44.6.~ `-^:11^n-)

1

2 3.6
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6. You see how an angle may.. be compared ilith a right angle if

the angle has been represented'bya drawing.- §Uppose an

object suggests an angle. How would you compare this angle

with a right angle? Find some object in your classroom

which suggests an angle and compare it with your model of

a right angle.

7. Are the angles represented by the edges of your desk right

angles? (e.a..a.a)

8, a) Do. the hands of a clock ever suggest right angles?.

c)

Name a time when they' suggest an angle less than a

right angle. (4i 4.-414-4."-) /3.4-14

)

oilAre.,41

.
.

.

Name a time when they. suggest an angle greater.than a

right angle,. /42.--6:14

9. Sue ,'ants to know if the angle the hands of the clock

suggest when -:the time is 12:10 is larger or smaller

than a right angle. She has a tracing of .a. right angle

on thin paper. How might she use :this tracing to decide

whether or not the. angle is larger or smaller than a

i ght angle?

10. Fame some other objects which suggest right angles.

2 Ti
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RECTAI:GLES AND SQUARES

,Gbjective: -To develop an understanding of properties of

'rectangles and squares. A quadrilateral which has.

fOur-rigAangles is called a rectangle; a rectangle.

which has all its sides congruent to one another'is

called a square.
. .

Materials: Paper, pehcil, chalk, chalkboard, compass, ,string,

straightedge, models (paper)-of_pyramids and prisms

. for.display.

7

Vocabulary: rectangle,sqUare
4.

Suggested Teaching Procedure:
.

The presentation in the'PlapilBoOk:is in
sufficient detail to be followed. -. e

Answer to Braintwister-on Page 435'Of'.Piipil Text.
Draw a square using only the folded-paper

model of aright angle, a compass, and a. pencil.
With a right angle model we.cah represent a

square. A! , (

c)

d)

Choose a point and label it A.
With the right anglemodel made of folded
paper, draw a right angle. with vertex A.
Draw a circle with center at point A and
radius any convenient length. .

Label,- as B and C the two points of .

intersection of. the circle and rays of the
right angle.'

e) Draw. a ri ght angle.with.vertex at B,
haVing ET as a ray, as in the picture:

f) Draw a right angle- with vertex at C,

having a as a ray, as in the picture.
g) The right angles .with vertices. C and B

have rays which intersect in point A and
another point. Label this point D.

h) Compare-the angle Zpre with yout right -

.angle model, It is a xight angle. '

The rectangle with vertices A, B, C, D,
is'a square. Testing with a compass will show
that the-.sides are congruent.

724: 238
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RECTANGI4S AND SQUARES

Thinking Together

4
If each of the four angles of a quadrilateral is, a right

gianglei:we say that the quadrilateral is a rectangle.

1. Can you Sind edges. of your-book which represent
(1110

a rectangle 'r6 Chetk with: your right angle model.

2. Do the edges of this sheet of paper represent a

..rectangle Check with your right angle model.

3. Can you finddOy models in your classroom which
taA

represent a rectangle ? Check. with your right -

angle model.

4; Name some objects'at your home which suggest
° / 4 J 1 a °) o(or.rectangles.. ( -,...0 1 4(!...-ft-,44.11.-..4 47 , 4...A. Zi144,

.
42.....t 4.(:.../..., 4 .4-1 AdC; t 24,0,....4. ;&i..:...-. .:. AL.A ...) :

.

. ,

How could you draw a rectangle using your right

angle model? le4.6.7

239
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Exercise Set 4

I, - a) Is the quadrilateral represented below with vertices
.

A, B, C, and D a rectangle? Use .your .model of

a right angle.

, .
Is XS congruent to En 04)

.(r7).--,-;.:
:

Is AB congrUent to7 -15Cy.

.1P M. congruent to. In (ra

e) Is BC congruent:to -0? (?")

2. Which of these statements is true?

a) A rectangle has two pairs of congrUent sides;

*.b) All four sides of every rectarigle-are congruentr

c) A rectangle has four right inglei.(24;,L)

Make a copy of AD of exercise- ,1. Uzi-kg:7'705 as one"

side, see if you can draw another rectangle whict-lOOks

different from rectangle ABCD of-ixercise a.

40
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-Planking Together
$

A rectangle with all its sides congruent toone another

s called a ev.isz.

1. BeloW is a representation of a, square. Check

the angles with your right angle model and.

the Sides with yoUr compass,
1'

a) Are all -the sides congruent to ea0V)D..

b) Are. all the angles right angles?

2. Name some objects in your classroom which suggest

squares. I

Name some objects in your home WhiehsUggest squares.

Is ''every, sq4ere a rectangle? (y-)
0

b)

BRAINTWISTER

Zs every rectangle a square? (74)

Are:some rectangles also sqp.ares?(ya-)

Draw a square using only the folded paper model,0 a right

angle, 6.,compasS, and a pencil'. (...L..7-C

.24 I
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SURFACES

Objective: Recognition of some common surfaces

Materials:
. -

Paper, pencil, compass, chalk, chalkboard. Geometric

models of a rectangular, square, and triangular prism;

circular cylinder; non - circular cylinder;-'sphere; cone;-

square,.rectangular, and triangular pyramid; square.

Objects that have these 4eometric_shapes, such as

cereal boxes,, cylindrical ice cream cartons, non-circu-

lar cylindrical tooth brush containers, drum,: drinking

glass, funnel, blocks of wood or plastic boxes.in the

'form of a rectangular prism, and plastic, wood, or

/ paper models.
.

Vocabulary: Interior, square prism, rectangular prism, triangular

prism, cylinder, Circularplinderi cone, face; edge,

rectangular pyramid,isquare pyramid, sphere.

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

One way to establish the-background for the
ideas that will be developed in this lesson: Prior
to the lesson (this could mean just before the
children go home the preceding day orjat the end of
the previous day's lesson) take about fifteen
minutes to. show geometric models and the photographs
of a rectangular and triangular prism, cylind01,,
cone, square pyramid, triangrearpyramid, and rec-
tangular pyramid. The children will be able, to name
.some of these geometric forms.

Direct the discussion and supply the correct.-;
naMes.which will appear below the photographs in the
text. Then ask the childremtobring to school the
following day objects that resemble these models
shown. The geometric forms listed in the materials
section should-be suggested to the children. (The
teacher should have a supply of these models.)

As the lesson is presented, each child
should have an object whiCh has the geometri
shape bqing discussed so that he can follow t
discus4on and indicate the various parts of
objects ;as they are explained. The terms eMployed
here will be used in a descriptivp sense and not in
a precise way.

,

Throughout this section,. it must be understood
.that the models cve are using are just representa-
tions of sets of points in space.

728 242



Prism

. .

A discussion of the prism is.given in
the mathematical background section of this
unit.- ,

Perhaps the most difficult thing for
the children .to understand is theta prism

sis just the surface' of the figure':''' is;
a-pristn is "hollow". It is compo%ed of a
finite number of'portiOne of plamts. We will
consider the points that.. are linSide" of the
prism in the unit on Volume in grade six. ....

. A prism can heve any polygonal regionfor base but its other faces: must be
rectangulai. regions. The.twO bases Must, of
course, be.parallel and congruent. The
bases are also faces... If the polygon out-
lining the base is a rectangle, the prism,is
a rectangular prism. If thel)olygon.is a
triangle, the prism is a triangular prism;
if it is a hexagon'it is a hexagonal
prism, etc.

Ldrections for making paper models of a-
square; rectangular, and triangular priSm
are given on the following pages. Every
child should have some:sort of a set of
models for reference. Pupils may want to
bring models from, home rather than ng
paper models. Paper models are not v
sturdy. It is realized that the construction
of paper models istime consuming. ,It may
well bethat the teacher, will want the chil-
dren to do most of this_Work outside of class.
time. 'If the patterns for the models are'
duplicated and then.pasted on heavier paper,
such as construction paper, a stronger model
can be made.

,00.!. -

The' development for the prier:1'as con-
tained in the Pupil- Botk is in sufficient
detail to follow. The use of large modeleloy
the teacher will help develop the under-
standings Of this section.

243
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PRISM - Censtruction-of a square prism: ..

I. Draw a rectangle ABCD as shown.
2. Draw, as shoWn, three other rectangles congruent to-

rectangle ABCD with tabs, as shown.
3. Draw the two squares along I! and DC with tabs, as shown.
4. Cut around the boundary of the figure and fold along the

ddshed line -segments. ; _

Use scotch tape or paste to )291d the..@;od'el together. The
tabs will 'help giVe rigidity 1o. theinodel. You may t., to

trim them ,some if you use scotch tape.
. The bases of this rectangular prism are squares, hence the

name - 'square -prism.
This;:piture has been reduced photographically. The original

II

had ;the ' length of n as li and that of 'BC as 4". This made'a
lv 111 hi!1Z. X 12' X 't .,.......%.1

, square ;prism.

401

p

. Tab

a

.I

C
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PRIM - Constructiori of a rectinglilarjprism: :. ..

1. ''Dtaw a rectang.ABCD as shown.. .',.. -1:. 2. trraloireatanglesREFC, AGETYP.Olit ABMtt and.DCPN;'ta41:as shoWry;,'. .: I,
-, . _ . ,

.-
.3. Be sure ` fit ABCD=4,j1.0;:.'u.AGHP.=.:Epc;

; ABY . tCPN.4. Cut around': -the boundary of the figure and fold. along thedashed line.segments. '.-. .... '....
5. Use scotch 'tape_orpaste to told the "model together. 1 TheX tabs will help strengthen the model.° You may want ,to trim-

them some, -if. you use scotch po.g.-,.*:, T

_ ,..6.:-The bases'Of this rectangular piiPmaj;de rectangular ragporis;7. This picture has been reduced:photographicaily. The-`or ginal.model had the lengths of Pr, DU, t7,:PS, n, and trE as 1",2", 1", 2'.!", and 4",.restectively.-..- ',,-.



PRISM - Construction of a triangular. prism:.
I7-"Itk-aW a rectangle ABCD.as shown.

.2. Draw.two otherrectangles -congruent to: ect4ngie ABCD with
tab, as shown.

.

3.. Drayr,t14o eqUliatex,a1 trianglds with tabs, as shoWn.
1.1.. Cut .4rot.r.md.the::boundary .of the figure. ana.fold.along the

dashed line .segments.
5. Use sOotchtape.or

past to hold the
model together.

6. Thebass of this
Pi)JA:artrian=

gu348.6A6ns,.The 'races are
rectOgular

_ reg3o11.,

. :This-picture-has been re-'
duced photographically.

The original model had
thelength.of AD

and DC as
add,2" respec-'



Pyramid

A aisoussion of the pyramid-is given in
the Mathematical background section of this

-unit.

Many children will already haVe a
general idea of pyramid. The mathematical.

-notion of ,ptran4d will need to be develel-
oped.

-

The pyramid is !:hoilown - we think
only of the fadles and nOtiVie points which
are on its ninsidqt:". A puramid'can have anY',.
polygonal region'foD its base. Its other
faces are always triangular regions. The
pyramid is named by the shape.of its base.
Thus, we have square pyramjds,,rectangular

-'pYihamids;-ti;fangular pyramids; hexagonal
pyramids, -3n ,so on.

Patterns for Making a 'square pyramid
and a rectangular pyramid are given on the
fblaowing pages. A pattern for a special
land of pyramid, a tetrahedron, is also
wren.

0.

V.. -
: 470.

21 7
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0
PYRAMID - Construction of a rectangular
1. Draw' --"dashed" rectangle ABDE as Shown
2. Draw the 'arcs with centers at A. and

Label the intersection shown as C.
.3. Draw AU and dashed,line segment BC to

triangle ABC. Draw tab, as Ahown.
,11. Repeat the process of

step 3 to form.riangIllar
regions and tabs on
M., and EN, as shown741

5. !Cut around the
'bpundary and fold
along thp dashed line
segments.
Fasten with scotch
tape or paste. Thp
tabs will help in-

. , putting the model
together.

6.

pyramid:

B and radius An

form isosceles

7. This picture has
been redUced
photographically.
The original -

model had the
length of MI, EU,IR%
and 10 as 2", 3",
approximately

2;", and approxi--

mately 7n , re-
.speqiyery.

G

. _



CYLINDER
. .

A discussion of the cylindel" is given
in the mathematical background of this, unit.

Some children may already have some
concept of a cylinder. Probably their idea
is of a special kind of cylinder, the circu-
lar cylinder. Cylinders can have bases that
are not circular regions. For example, some
oil tanks for.homes, gasoline tanks for cars,
and toothbrush containers are models of
cylinders but are not models of circular:
cylinders.

Children can find many models of circu-
lar cylinders such as frozen Juice cans,
baby food cans, fruit-and vegetable cans,
and oatmeal boxes. It must be remembered,
however, that-.a cylinder has "both ends
covered." A cylinder'has two bases which
are congruent and parallel,.and a
cylindrical surface.

Patterns for making a cylinder and a
circular cylinder are 'given on'the follow-
ing pages.

The deMonstration inExercise 1 of, .

Thinking Together will help children get a
clearer ideaof a cylinder. An oatmeal
box would be a good model to use. To get
3ust the idea that the curved surface of a

:cylinder is a reotangUlar region when it is
_straightened out and placed in one plane,
cut the wrapper off any cylindrical can.
Be sure to make your cut perpendicular to
the top and bottom edge of the wrapper to
'Obtain the rectangular region.. If the cut
it not perpendicular, the outline of the
resulting figure will be a parallelogram.

A

2 5 0
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CYLINDER - Construction of a
I. Draw rectangle ABCD. 2.
radius as shown. In order to
these Circles can be tangent
to rectangle ABCD.
3. Cut al9und the boundary
OT the figure. Do not.
separate the circles
from the rectangle.
This will make
it easier to
construct the
model.

A
0

circular cyliiider
Draw two congruent circle's with

make the model easier to construct,
4. Fold into the form of

.

a circular cylinder.
Use scotch tape, orpaste
to fasten the model to-

gether. Place BC on
M5 first. 'Fasten

the bases last
Do not fold
the'tab at Mr.

Tab

Lap it oVel4
M5 and paste
or fasten
with tape.,

B

This picture has
been reduced
photographiT
cally,. The
original model
had basesof
radiuS 1" with
the>leniths of
A3 and as
4" and approxi-

mately 4";

respectively.



Cab

CYLINDER ConstruCtion of a cylinder.
1.:. Draw rectangle ABCD and tab, as

shown.
2..Draw the bases with tabs, as shown.
3,plAt around the. boundary of the'
:-.:;'.figure. Do not separate' the bases

from the rectangle.
Fold 37-37 over 0 and fasten:the
tab with scotch tape or paste. Do
not fold this tab.

5. Fasten the bases by folding at the_
dashed line segments and securing
with tape or paste.

6. Our model is a cylinder whichis
not.a circular cylinder.

7. This picture has been reduced .-.

photograpbicallY The original
model had each half circle with
a radius of one-half inch and
with the lengths of 115, 1111,

and AS as 40, 2", 1", and

approximately 4", respectively.

Tab

738
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CONE

discussion of the cone is given-in the
`

mathematical background section of this unit.

Construct a model of a cone as as shown on
the following page. It is,not necessary to use
only a semicircular region for the curved
.surface of the cone. Any part of a circle and
its interior could be used. The.larger the
part used, the shorter will be the resulting
cone: The semicircular region is a handy part
to use and makes a "good" model, so that is the
pattern given.here.

After Exercise 3 in Thinking Together (in
the section on the cone) has been completed,
then disassemble thecone. Remove the circular
part_first, leaving;.an exposed circular edge..
The model now, resembles an ice cream cone with-

-,X61.:he ice cream. Next tut tbe-remaining
-,Sifacealong a line segment from the circular
..adtetti the vertex: Lay this part flat against
ihe chalkboard.- It should look like a piece.of
pie which suggests part of the union of a
circle and its interior. Ask the children irhat
this looks like. Then reconstruct the cone.

A cone may be thought of in another way..
Start with a circle and its interior. Choose a
point directly over the center of the circle
not in the plane containing the circle. This
point will be the vertex' of the cone. -Think.of
V.1 line segments with one %ndpoint, the vertex.:
and the other endpoint.on the circle. The union.
of all these segments and the circle With its
interior is the cone. The ribbons from a May-
pole suggest the segments from the vertex to the
circular edge.

InExercise 4, to emphasize the fact. that
the intersection described-is a triangle, the
teacher should hold the model of a cone at the
tip and at the center of the circle so that
the line segment joining the tip and the.oenter
of the circle is horizontal.. Look at the
shadow produced when a light-is held directly
over the figure. The outline,of the shadow
will represent a-triangle. If the model is
held so that the line segment,is vertical, the
shadow will represent a circle and its in

.

terior. Name objects which suggest cones or
parts of cones.

2-5'3
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Construction of a cone
,lisea*compass to draw a circle with a radius asshown in the
:diagram.. Draw tabs as shown.
CO -around the boundary of this figure. The Circular region
will be the base of the cone.

. a compass to draw a semicircle with a radius as shown in
in the diagram. C is the center of the circle. AB is a

:)diameter. Draw the tab as shown.
:..Cut around this figure.
.:Fasten to TZ with scotch tape or paste so that
falls on Mr..

:- Fasten the base to this model by folding the tabs and using
,scotch tape or paste.



SPHERE

A discussion of. the. sphere ii give in the
mathematical background section of this t.

. The .-mathematical" idea of -a sphere will. be
rather difficult for some children to- graspl
Certainly if we should begin our study o here
by -saying, "A sphere'is the set of all e points
in space that are the same, distance f om a-
-67oser717oint called theenter" some., children
would be quite confused:';;.' yet th-i--sLizel the 'idea. we
want children to have at-the elitd-of this _brief
section on the sphere. i

This lesson might be started by identifying
a hollow rubber ball as a model of a sphere.
mphasize -that the model.. of,the sphere is just
the "covering" of the ball; and does not include
its interior. .. .

..- Exercise I in Thinking Together dbuld be 1.
performed with this rubber ball and a flashlight
ot dome ,.other source of light.. For Exerdises.2
and 3, actually cut the hollow. ball, into two...''.
congruent sections to show that the edges ,:repre-
sent a circle. (Some teachers.tave used a:globe
that can be 'separated into '. two sections to show
this.) Children might Indicate a/vhere they think
the' center. be; the sphere would be. A stick or
_piece of wire could be used to help develop the
:Idea . of sphere. This stick' Could be held so
tliat one end is ;t the center of the sphere and

.

the other end moved about one of the ha.14'.7-
.

spheres to show: that the end'. moved ,about is
always touching' the ."cov6ringg of the ball.
The sketch indiCates how this niighfibe. done.
Exercise 6 should help s

develop this idea, too.
It might prove helpful
to,oase an orange for a .

.Mo'del of :a sphere..
The inside of the

.
.

orange is not part
of the sphere.- By' ,,

..
cutting .the orange;-.
as we suggested for the rubber ball, and then
removing the fruit, the same concepts courd cbe
developed. .

'a .4,
. . t.

A small piece of clay or styrofoam c1.Abe
used to represent a center of a .sphere. gany
toothpicks.. -could be stuck in it at random. The
other ends of the toothpicks would then represent
points of a .sphere. Children could see trgat the
ends of the toothpicks do d.escrill0 a. sphere.

. Exercises 7, 8, and 9 aski the pupil to
verbalize his idea of sa. sphere. Some children
may have difficulty doing this.. 2, .>

...1
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Patterns for the construction of ,models of
a ube and tetrahedron are given to develop the
Id- s"givenin the exercises. Haye several of
the e paiaergOdels or other geometric models-

'

avai able for explorapory use.

Conatuction of a cube.

4 I0
ezr

I-
,

:1 .

1. Draw six squares (.at least 4" x'4") on
heavy paper or tagboard as shown in the
figure above.

-Cut -arourid-theboundary-of-the-figure-
and fold along.the"dotted lines.

3. Use scotch tape or paste to fasten the
"Model together. The tabs will help give
strength to the model.

4 The model of a cube has six faces, eight
vertices, and twelve edges.

(

1 .256-
I
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1 :Draw four equilateral triangles with the
segment_a_leas.t..!

shown in the figure. Refer to Page 714
for construction of :an equilateral tri-
angle.

2. - Cut. around the boundary of the figx rye

and fold along the dotted lines, _

3. Use scotch tape or paste to fas the
model.together. The tabs wi help make
the model more rigid.

The model of a tetrahedron has four faces,
four vertices, and six edges. .

2,
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,SURFACES

We' are. going:to.look at some ObjeCts. The aurfaCeS of
.

these;objects represent" sets Ofloints- . in space; These sets
y,-

have\aames which you will find beloptthe pictures, of the

objette.-

The objects are called models because they represent sets

of points. parts of the'strface of some Of these objecta remind

us of parts of. planes because they are flat.
3;'.

kcloser.look at these flat parts shoWs that one suggests
_ .

a triangular region .(a.:,triangleand its interior). (Another
" .

flat part'of a model suggests the union of a_quadrilateral and

its interior. Still others remind us of.circular'regions

(circles and their interiors).

Not all parts of the surfaces are, flat. For example, the

sphere, the cylinder, and the cone have parts of' surfaces which

are not flat.

745.
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Rectangular Prism
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Rectangu.lar Prisin

Thinking Together

- Let us look closely at this model Qf -a rectangular prism.
Any one of the flat partd of the surface suggests a quadrilateral

.. -and its interior. The dee oft points on the.f,lat part is
. called

a face. The union of all the fabes is called a rectangular
:prist. A rectangular prism consists of the entire Surface of -
2 2the modelbut not the inside of the model.

Look at a face.

Trace with your finger the edge of a.
face. The, edged represent the sided ,
of what figure? (1 /-0444""'" -7474,

Show with your finger the vertices of
the rectangle.

11ark-with'.yoUrPencil three.poirits in
. the interior oftherectangle:

How many faces does the rectangular prism have?(
-
6)

. . . . ,

"die edges of the model...represent .ifine
ty, .90

Thez,Se line sewnente are.;4he

different faces and are.',"called edges of,, the

rectangular prism. .
1. . '
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_Trace an edge with your finger.

b) Show two faces whose intersection is

this edge.

Count th'd flUmber of edges of the

rectangular prism. Howmany are there?02)

The corners of the model represent points. Each such

point is called a vertex of the prism; it is also a vertex of

each of the three quadrilaterals which come together at the

corner. The plural of the word "vertex" is "vertices ", so we

can speak of one vertex and several vertices.

Mark e'Vertex of the rectangular prism

on your model with a pencil.

What three quadrilaterals have this

point as. a vertex?

How many vertices does the rectangular

pkism have? (2)

Nate some other objects which represent-a:

Lit L-410rectangular prism. (440,4,.e-halrn

6. If a wooden block were hollow, would it still

represent a rectangular prism ?( lsd- A.- 42.1 AI7
Ad( A4...4,5 14 &Z.-A:14

p.a.. .

748 2 6
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4

(

Exercise ,Set 2

"4.

44,

, 1. Complete the following sentences,

separate sheet of paper.

I

4

a) A rectangular prism has. .4241. faces.

I

using a '.

b)

Each face represents 'a rectangular

region.

The rectangUlar prism has

edges and _./...U vertices;

I

. a' rectangular r±sm hollow? 17-rAv-

.

262
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Triangular Pristh

Thinking. Together

The model we will study next. represents a triangular prism.,

As in the rectangular prism, the flat parts of the model will

represent plane regions which-are called faces. The triangular
-

prism is the union of the faces. (Notice-that a'triangular

prism, as 'we have defined it, is 'YhoilOwn.)

1. Are all the faceS of the triangular prism the

union .of .rectangular regions? .04°)
. .

2. Indicate a face which. does not'representa

rectansLar region. (6-4:-/ 44 :1-t".°.**2'.'.4'%1'',41-sj'

3. What does this face represeTt?(a14-74 ,=^014.4-444;e)

We call a'face which represents a triangle and

its interior a triangular faee or'd triangular

region. :

4. HoW many triangular faces are there? (

5; How many rectangular faces are there? (744")

. The triangular prism also has line segments which are the

intersections of two faces and are called edges. The endpoints

of the edges are called vertices of the prism.,.They.are

represented by the corners of the model.

6. How many edges doe's a triangular prism have?

7. How many vertices does a triangular prism have?(Au4.).

8. Namesome objects which represent a trtiangular prism.
7u-r_ , /.4./../ex)

264
-751
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Exercise Set 3

1

,

. Look at youll model and write do a separate piece

of paper the words that complete the following .

sentences,

a) A triangular prism has

faces.

A triangular prism has

-triangular

c) A triangular prism has ,

A triangular' rism has

265
75?

edges.

vertices.

. .
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Look at:the

It -is made., up of

sug st parts of

be

Thinking Together

.;model the pyramid pictured on page. 446.

.nit part.% orily2iike ithose f a -prism. These:.
4' 474

planes, and as :tin: the case the prie./14 they

.as

Called ..faces... The illyrimid is:the union of
. these-faCes,

:(Notice that a pyramid, we have definepil4tiis'lh011oe.1 7
.

.

: Faces next tp eaChOther,interseCt in a line '.segttnent, WhiCh has
. .

endpoints called vertices.
I

-itia.h;r eriang-u.lar faces does this

pYramickhave

' '1kpa"there any'qaceilL on this PyraMid.whiCh-

(t1,40
riangular? Trace- this. face wit

ces are there on this.Pyr

ertices are thi

t'

nger on a vertex, chic'

on of three faceS.

ertex which is the-j_
..

ft -

o ur fttces .
k,:lttsk.

fgli.
Hcr.:iany edges does thfrs. py.,;;;;

h Tr e. with your finger flpr..ecig

intersect at a vertex.'

. A

. Name. some objeCts which suggeSta' pyramid,

.(-4;"1
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A

Thinking, Together

-.Let Us-look at the model of the cylinder which you have
, -

brought to class:

1. a) Are all parts of the. surface of the-.

model flat?f;m4:

b) What do the flat parts repreient.i
.1ad.";,2 , 4..: .--- Ca1414. AAA e41114.2"4".;

c) Are the circular regions the same size?$As)

lemove the top and bottom of 4

.boxivLch is :the model-Of a
a

cylinder. Make one strdight-

Cut as shown.iNthe picture.

Spread out the part just cut

so that it lies flat on the

desk. .'

2. a) What geometric) figure is represented? (;;10st)

b) Does this suggest how you might construct

a model of a cylinder?

Put the parts of the box together again

so ,that it is amodel of a cylinder.

3. ,Name some objects which represent cylinders or

parts of.cyainders.
.

6404.4., 1:4"
cos&m.d4dAp..0,410.4.AggiAnU.A444:.;46r)

2.6'9
757
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4. Not all cylinders are like. the oatmeal boxes or the

cans that yoU brought. Your models are examples of a.

special kind of cylinder cailed'a circular cylinder.

f. Circular cylinders. haVe circular 'regions for bases.

Many cylinders do rot have circular regions for bases.-
.

.

'Look at this pictU e' o'

a cylinder. Ita.bases

are not circular

regions.

Take a can which is a

model of'Ta circular
o'

cylindir. Take out

both bases.. Press
A

it down like thisi

Think bf bases that _

are oval regions

being put on the can.

-Now we have. a model of

circular cylinder.

.)

a cylinder which is nSt a

Try to find a model of a cylinder which is.not

a.circular cylinder. Sometimes toothbrushes

come'in this kind of container. Would part'of

the front or the back forkof.a bicycle be an

example of 'a. cylinder?

2-758 I ',I
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Cone .

IhinkingTogether

rle can see from the photographs that the model of acone,
different from that of.a.cylinder.

L.'
.

Describe ways in which the model of the con..

differs from that, of the cylinder.

.

a) .,What geometric figure does tht flat part'

.:suggest? (4 cc.... .+

plaCe the model of.the cone so thatthe..,

flat part is on ,a sheet of.paper, and trace'

around the edg'd. What is represented?

What is'represented,by the tip of a model,ofx

'conea ? TY epoint' represented by the tip is

Called the vertex of the .cote;

Suppose the model of a coneIis
.,cut in half so'that the cut

passes through the vertex. and
divides the - circular region.

into parts of equal size.

ttl?;414)
,What will the cut edge repreient. Thecut edge-is

.,

'11

shown ,as the heavy line segmentt in this drawing.

Name other objects whiCh 'suggest

P

coneS

ar

or parts of cones.'
'1=4""e

Acia-
'-140..-

Is a ,00ne hdllow,?
f;:.4. -.Lek j )

272 761
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Thinking Together

The surface of 'a-ball or a globe is..a model of a sphere.

1. Look at the shadow 'of a' bali on the sidewalk v:heir
the suri ii.directl'y

overhead, or -look at the Shaaoil

made- by a ball with a light;directly ',over- it.

;What $ohs the edge of the- shadow look like?
4

C.0'.4. model of a sphere.into two pieces of equal,

What geometrical figure .'do the edges of each half

of-the sphere repres t?, 4 er"-"*T14)

Place one o s of the sphere-on a flat

surface so that the cut edge is against tie fiat 4,
surface.

What :does

Trade around thJ:'S edge.

the drawing represent'i ed.4-1:r-6)
=

.0

Do you: that :41. the Points the half

sphere are the same distance from the center6f

the circle that is repieseifted, by tfie- edge?.( 21/-4;.)

Does this stggest that there: is a point inside

the sphere that Ye' rraght- call,the center? (-bed)

. .."

.763'



6. Think of a tetherball. When the rope is tightly

stretched, the ball is always the same distance

from the point where the rope is attached.

As the ball moves around

into different positions,

do you think the point

where the rope is

attached to the:. ball

goes through points

on a sphere?- (i;r4)-

.

".:*

7. How would you describe a sphere?

. Would the desciption.of the sphere as "the set

of.alI pointi in space that are the same. distance

from a chosen point called the center" be a good

description? (112.4..)

9. How does this description differ from that of a circle?

.14.&.,..re., -4; We C4.

Is a sphere

'

3.
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-EiGES AND:)AtEs

a
.

iThinkpg Together

,t. ob.'
. ..

,

. ..
Do any .edges of, a triangular prism- form a

..,.
5..-.,.

1'11

,:

-rectangle. Check with your right .angle model..
.. 0 . .

,

2. Do any edges d-f.a pyramid forM a rectang146?

Check with your right angle model.
-.

.

3. How many faces of the rectanitlar Iri8m have

edges wni, form A.reatingle? (4)

4. How many, faces of the triangular prism have.
. -

edges which forma (3.)rectangle?

HoW many faces of.the'pyram10 have edged which

form a rectangle ?. {'°"`-)

Look at- the models ofi rectangular prism; a.

triangular prism,-and.a pyramid. Copy the

following tabiA on a sheet of. paper and" fill

in the blank spaces.

.

0

... . ._

. .

Number
of

Faces

.-.2
, .

Number
of

Vertices

Number%
of .

'Edges

-

Number -of faced
plus number of
vertices minus
number of edges

Rectangular prism
.

/2
.

. .

Triangular prism 64 (, 9 ,

Pyramid '

P
:

7

2 76
65
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.

Add the number of faces and, the number of,

vertices of the rectangular prism. S1,11atract

the number of edges from ,this sum. What is.

your answer? (2)

b) Do the same for the. triangular prism and the

/ 1-
pyramid. What isyoun answer in each case?l2)

Look at other geometric figures made up of

portions of planes, 'Is the number of faces

plus the number of vertices minus the

number of edges the same for these geometric

figures ?

DO you think you will always get the same

answer if.you add the number of faces and

the number of vertices, then subtract the

number of edges of any geometric figure

which is the union of parts of planes?[?43

a

Write a mathematical sentence for your

answer of 6d. e(4....6.,,if,4~1r stt.ah-hii(
F -E =2 ,,44. i= 4,41. 1. r-

766 2 .
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Chapter-9

0
. LINEAR MEASUREMENT 1

PURPOSE OF UNIT

The purpose of the unit is to introduce the
pupil to the concept of length and to the technique
of linear measurement.

Our study of linear measurement may be divided
into four major stages which parallel the historical
development:

. .

1. -IntuitiVe awareness of difference in
Size

2, Choice.of an arbitrary unit, understanding
that.the unit must be of the same nature

thpg to be measured - a line
eriFeent to measure a li e segment

Selecti?n of standard units for purposes
of-communicatiOn

wising a suitable scale for convenience

in measuring

2 7h
767



Long before the

TATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

comes to schoolhe has experience with
the notion of measure. His father is taller than he is; his

sister is younger than he is; he gainpd three pounds since)his

last medical check-up; the new house is bigger than the old
house. By the time the, had come to.ylis unit, towards

the end of the fourth glade, he understands And makes such.

statements as, "My-Dad is si'4, feet two, "The milkman leiVes
three quarts of milk.forAts every dkr," "It. takes me 15

minutes to go to.dOh6ol." He knows that there .are many different
kinds of measures: tlme, weight, liquid, linear;_ and.he applies

the appropriate units.ib It is the purpose of the present Unit

not only to eXpanethechildts 41;.witedge of linear measure, but
also to deeppn,his tntilitive understanding.

4.

.It
IP
is of interest 4note that in the development of the

idea ofFeasurement or the pupil, we are actually following

the historical development of this concept.% The counting of
diArete, separate objects' (like the number of sheep in a herd

wassnot as tec)nique applicable to measuring's. continuous curve
(liiice a side of a wheat field), At first the notion of size
was realized intuitively. Oneboundary was longer than another;
one piec of land was larger than another. Later omen fields
boulder more closely on each other, more refined measures Were
ne ssary. When a unit of measure (e.g. that part of°a rope
tietween two knots) was agreed upon, it was possible to designate

a piece of property as having a length Of "50 units of rope"
and having a width of "30 units of rope." With the increase

innravel and communication, it became obvious that "50 units
of rope" did'not represent the same length to people not

familiar with the unit. The need for a standard unit was

realized. Once a standard unit was accepted, a scale, for

eeater convenience in measuring, was devised.



,
ComPari nd Length'; '

AV . -4

A basic. concept in :measureme diffdrence betWeen
.

comparisons of ti-i4 sizes of collet screte objects, - ,

that can be counted, and:CoMpariions
,,,,..

...7,, 4 zes Or Objects,
---,!..A.j.-- .like line segments; that are "continuous

: -, ; ',rat co141t±rig is
not directly applicab,le. It is meaning t the number

-?%of objects when co g the sizes of co , .0!:: r Ii4rIes,
1 .

.r.or of eggs, or of 'Nin a room, or, of .. .. .=?...:, k's ' .,
4: .,There is a clarity of t in- a s.tat4Th....' ." 417" .417'4" ''' ' such._ .

-as,. i "You have a larger
IZTO.7,-tion

of deed _y. %.. .,..1; !,;

4:7 7. /I counted 148 records: T'1- albtuns,
;.,

..
4.: 'T.in mine:. " 47 -1--,.

But if the sizes .C: t4t...Lc...r re segments .a 'ZiOliapa'r.,.e ,!`,4

i .

..",. .S''.. .
what could we count? ' /1012-"Ithe numberf 6.4', ;polo, 6",,A1:1;.;the ,:.t.--.7_, .. , .,., ..... 4 .4.. : i ,..:;,,.,6 e ts Which constitutrt, theK: 'f.-,:segments,, f'cr there,. Aki!.,TriV
points on .a!ny lihe ".segment., :11.A1* We, can count: in .ellir- iltimVer.

. . .

system. CileaP1:7, then; cO1.3karig Points - is':. not ..i..reif.1411:11i .pro-
cedure for .:comparing the-'ii. es. af. two line. segments.

HitelieVor - we can always -ConCelke 91' con,iparIng .1,zo _line
.4., 4 : ...._segments,: 4:>1-. eacaRiple,;.AB ;-::.D, ' .......;. 4...-.-.., .;i:lc' .

.d 1. .. ,

4T-4?-^,:41.

.:d'.";:- .
-C- . 1) ;

17,

size :by.;ilaiing:o.Pf. AB 'along., 'CBI!:' in, .such a WO.y..;,that

A ar C CoinCidet ,/

A' . .%.

In the example illustrated above, it turns out', en faltls.-,
.... . ;.',.,between C . ant's D. When this happense-Say 'Iiia 'tr,

,shorter than CD or tlyt74.:: is of length than' 4r.
d_ . ...

. .
. . -

.

For .some line segments;': .4B. and MULL might happdn that B
coincides with . D, in.which case weWould.41;ay that ltg iS4DT

$the same length as CD. (Recall that in tkis .Caig ,allii 4a.y - ..

i
.that AB .and CD are congruent. ) Or it mighthappen :that D

N .'.-':

9 769



bety:ieen A and B, iri rrr ch Case wwould say that -117ri .!is long fir than CD. or that is",is of greater length than O15.

as,in the- illustratiOns on page 769; the line segments,
AB and II% call be Conveniently th-lawn ori a sheet of paper, this
comparison eari carried out,. approkiratey, by 'Making a tracing \
of AB and placin:4, it on top of Uhe dra.ving of n: But even
if the :lihe segr.Xnts., AB* 'and CD, were much too..-1vng.cr much
too miCrescpica1.1z short tc.% be 'draWn satisfactqrily t\n.a sheet
of paper at4a11,- would sti.1,1 conceive of AB \Ind

. ,

being sach'tbat^ifiexactly one of:I:the followino. three'. st
13.true

as
eRents is

4;1
..

-:.(1) 'tAB is shorter than:\ CD.
tir

(2) ,4 .1.s: of the flame 4,ength as CD. **, r, .
( r..5 ) : AE 3,,, longer than , CD:

Recall (froth Chafrt.erlfivre) that fiernatheliiatios we thilik 'of
the endpoints 1- antiV49 s/Ltmen.t
exact loca.tions' space though, tr..ese 'endpoints can .1wrepte- ,.
seated only 4pproxirst.ely, by ',chalked v p,c e c t.. etc.
the same way ":fe think th e Seginent.' %AB; as 'haviryng a:

.1

certain exact length, a. s lenr,thCan.be; determiited-
approximatel;y;; 1* teasuriltg a chalk or pencil "drawng rgreSenting.

ifr"
gy *-,AB.*

t .
i.Measurements .

Let us describe- thi prvesS of meAtarement. .. -;step istq,cfloOse alatrie igraent,.. RS, dto 'iervq.-as,;°.
ct and ,agree;e9 ciSider its

asuredl.041y by, the number 1.
length .1 unit

The first
unit. This means t t
length to be described

F,-----"---4. .;
Now we can conceive of- a sline se iient, CD, such-

2 3'lli . ,can be laid off exactly twig along CD, Ott, suggested in the-z ...._.;

picture below. W" 7." . ".

t th69 unit RS

R
UPit Unit

c . - I D

77° 2 SI



We say that CD -has length exactly 2 units, altSlOugh CD can
be represented only approximately by a drawing. In the same way

.we can concei2oip of line segments of.length exactly 3 units, or
exactly 4 units, or exactly any larger number of units, although

such Itne segmentS dan be drawn only approximately. In fact, if

a line segment is very long -- say.a million-inches long*-- we

'wouldn't want 'to try to draw it even approximately;-but'we can

still think. about such a line segment.t

.We can also conceive of a line segment, AB, such that the
unit RS will not "fit into" AB a whole number of'times at all.

In the picture-below we have shown a line segment, AB,

Unit

A
a

B,

such that starting at A the unit .can be laid off 3 times

along, AB without quite reaching B, though if we were to lay
off the unit 4 times we would arrive at apoint P which is
well beyond B. What can we say about the length of AB? Well,

we can surely Say that AB has length. greater than 3 units and
less than 4 units. In this particular ease, we can also

estimate visually that the length of AB is nearer to :3 uniti.
.

than to 4 units, so we can say that to th&nearest unit AB
has length 3 units. This is the best we can do without consid-

ering fractional parts of units, or else shifting to a smaller
unit. .

Let us emphasize one thing about terminology. In a phrase

like "length 3 units" we refer to the number 3- as the
"measure 3." The point here is simply to have a way of referring

to the numbers involved so that we can add them, etc. Remember

that we have learned how to apply-arithmetic operations like
'addition only to numbers. We don't add yards any more than we

add apples. If we have 3 apples and 2 apples, we have' 57--'

apple altogether, becaUse IV

3 4- 2 = 5.

Likewise if we have 3. yards of ribbon and 2: more yards of
ribbon, we have 5 yards of ribbon altogether, again because

3. + 2 = 5.

-77.1
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Standaliebinits- and Systems of Measures

The acceptance of a standard unit for purposes of communica-

tion is soon followed by 'an appreciation of the convenience of
having a variety of standard units. An inch is a-sultable
standard unit for measuring..the edge. of:a.sheet of .paper, abut

hardly satisfactory for finding the length of the-schoolcbrridor.
Whi/e;a.yard is a satisfactory'standai'd for, measuring the school I

corridor, it would not be a sensible unit for.finaing.the..distance

between Chicago and Philadelphia.

The' standard units of linear meagure: inch, foot, yard, and.
mile, WhiCh we treat in this chapter, are units in the British-

American System.o12 MeasureS.. 1n the eighteenth.centuryin.France,

a group or scientists developed the system_of measures which,is
known as, the Metric System.

There are.two.things,to be noted in advance about the -briefr
.discussion of the metric system_which follows. First, only metric
units of length are discussed,here. To be sure,. there are also

metric units of volume,@weight; etc.,.but -there is no need.to

introdUce-them at this point. second, the discUssion-belbw is

intended as background informaIion for the teacher only. It is
neither expected nor desired that thiS material will be taught ir,"1

this form to pupils. The only material on the metric-system in-
tended for pupils ;s nth 4ich Specifically appears in the .

pupil's edition the AgOt.

In the metric system,the sic Unit.of.length is the meter,
which is appr4imately _mches or a little more than 1

y rd. .Thu's-in the Olympi Games,'where the metric System is used,
we have, the 100 meter. dish, which-4. :just little longer than r7
the 100 yard dash.

The principal advantage of the metric- system over' the

British-American-system lies in the fact that the:metric system
has been designed for ease of conversion between the: various

4
Metric *its using the decimal system of numeration. The metric
unit'hich is just one tenth .of a meter is 'called the decimeter.
Thus

*!'

1 decimeter = .1 meters,A/7
10 decimeters = 1 Meter.

f 4
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The metric unit which is just one hundredth of a meter (and

hence one tenth of a decimeterTis called the centimeter. ThUs ..

;!,

I

"A: cefitimeter = .01 meters,

I00.centIMeterd = 1 meter.

The metric unit which is just One.thouaandth.of a meter (and

hence one tenth of a centimeter) is.called'the Thus
J .

.1 millimeter ..'= .001 meters,

1000 millimeters := 1 meter.

To see how dasily_conversions are Made.between these units,

consider ,a length of 3,729 meters. TO convert this to

decimeters we need 81-11"ir multiply by 1O, because' 1O decimetert =
1 meter. Therefore,.since 3.729 x 10 = 37.29, we tee that

. f
3.729 meters =37.29 decimeters.

To convert 3.729 .meters to centimeters, we need only multiply

by 100, because '100 centimeters = 1 meter. Therefore, since
3.729 x 100= 372.9, we see that

3.729 *meters = 372.9 centimeters...

Finally,, to convert 3.729. meters to millimeters, we.need only

multiply by 1000, .because 100Q millimetIrs = 1 meter..

Therefore; since' 3.729 x.1000.7, 3.729, we see that

3.729 meters = 3729 millimeters.

Also since

= 3 + .7 + .02 + .009,

we carf.think of 3.729 meters.as being the sum of

.7 deciffiet.ers, 2 centimeters, and 9 millimeters

out the connectioh betweenthe metric units and the

6; the declmal'systet of numeration.
.

-

We have. alrea-diNoted that in the metric system the meter is

the unit which corresponds approximately to the yard in the

.British-American system. The metric unit which most oloiely

corresponds to the inch is the centimeter. Since 1 meter is,'

3 meters,

. 'This brings

pla6e values

approximately 39.3 "inches, and singe .l centimeter = .01 meter.,

we see that '1 centimeter is approximately 39.3 x .01 inches
or .393 inches. This is nearly .4 inches or. a little less

-

.7
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than half an inch. Below is illustrated for comparison. a scale
of inches and a scale Of centimeters.

Inches

0
4

3 4

Centimeters

3 .4 6

6 7 .' 8 9 10 II 2 13 14 .15

So far we have said nothing about metric units larger than
the meter. The most useful of these is -the kilOmeter,.which is
defined to be 1000 meters. ,The. kilometer is the Metric unit
which most-closely corresponds to the Briis-American mile. It
turns out that one kilometer is a'little more than six tenths of
a mile:

1 kilometer = .6 miles .(approximately).,

'SinCe!themetric system:is the official system of meaSures,
form, ny countrieS,, and is used by scientists allover the world,
pupils shduld become acquainted with this system of measures. ,,At

the fourth grade level, the pupilis.introduced to the centimeter
only.

.

We have treated the inch', foot; yard, and mile as standards
units for lin*earmeasure, in contrast to units Cf arbitrary size_

which maybe used-when communication Is not important. Actually,
the one "standard unit for linear measure is the meter, and the
correct sizes of such other units as the centimeter, inch,-footl,

and yard are, specified with reference to the meter.. Various

methods for-maintaining a model of the standard:meter have been
used by the BUreauOfStandards. For ::zany years the model was a

platinumbar, kept under carefully controlled atmospheric condi-
tions The meter is now defined as having length which is
i,650;763.73 times the wave length of orange light-from krypton.
86.: This standard for the meter is preferred because it can be
reproduced in any good scientific laboratory and:provides a more
precise model than the platinum bar..
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Scales andPrecision

Once a unit.is:aglked upon, the creation of a scale greatly

measurement. kscale.can. be Made With a non-standard

unit or with a standard unit. When we use a standard unit segment

to mark off. a scale onastraightedge, we are making a ruler.- If

We use the, inch aS;the"unit in making a ruler,,we have' a measuring.

device which is designed to give us readings to,the nearest inch.
Because a line segment-is continuous,any-teasurement.of its..

length, made with a ruler, is, at best, approximate. 'Whenb. seg-
ment is to be measured, a scale based. on the unit approprdAte,to

the purpose` of the measurement is. selected. .The),InitisAhe:seg-

ment with-endpoints at,two Consecutive Scale divitions of the
= ruler. The'scale is placed on the segment witAthe.zero-point5.

of.the'scaleOn one endpoint of the segment. The number WhiCh,
.

corresponds to tlae division point. of the scale nearest the othel"
:rr

endpoint of the segment is the measure of the segment. .Thus;

every measurement is made tothe nearest unit. If i'he..inch'is

the unit of measure for our. ruler, then me. have 'a situation

which two line-segments, clearly not the same length, do have *
the same measure, to the nearest inch.

A ;:

The measure, in inches, of AB to the nearest inch is 2; .:We

write this, m = 2. The measure, in inches, of 7 to.the

nearest inch is also 2; m.T5 = 2.

We may make a more precise measurement if w.use

unit segment. It should be clear that If the unit is changeV.

the scale changes. Thus, if me decide to use the c.entiMeter:'44

our unit, the scale appears thus:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IC 11 .

m T13 (in centimeters) 4

CD (in centimeters

775
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Now the measures indicate. that there is a difference, in the

lengths of the two segments.

Sometimes it is more convenient t6, record a length of 31
inches as . .2 feet 7 inches. Whenever a length is recorded

using. inore than. -one unit, it is understood that the likecision of

the measure is indicated by the smallest unit named. A length
of the n'easire is indicated by the smallest unit named. A length
of 4 yd. ) 2 '.,ft. 3 in. is precise to the nearest inch. It
is closer to 14 yd. 2 ft.. 3 in. than it is to either 4 yd.
2 ft. 2 in. or Li yd. 2 ft. a in. A length of 4 yd.
2 ft, is interpreted to mean a length closer_to 4 'yd. 2 f.
than to 4 yd. 1 ft. or 14- yd. 3 ft. : However, if this

segment -were measured to the nearest inch we,would have to indi-
cate this by 4 yd 2 ft. C in. or 11 yd. 2 ft. (to the

nearest inch).. The difference in the precision of these meascre-
ments, is marked. When the measurement is .made to the nearest

.

foot, the interval within which ttia leri:gth may _vary is one foot;

when the measurement is made to the nearest inch, the interval-

within. which the length may vary is one

An application of linear measure is the calculation of the
perimeter o a polygon. As an introductiOn to -perimeter, the

pupil shau be made aware Of the Tact that length is aproperty
of a curve; w ch is unchanged if a representatith of the. Curve
is moved r it befit and' changed in shape. Thus a _wire

represe4Cation,,frayof any curve ,ay be straightened. out to,represent

-,.a line: segment and its length may hen be measured with a ruler.

The presentation in ;this unit Stre ses the concept of perimeter
-:.44

;.cif a polygon. the :length of the polygOn. 'If the lengths. of- ,

., , .

the sideS o4!..a polygon are knoUn, we may find the perimeter'

- ..readily.lby a,ding the -measures of the segMents, provided the:
.\-\.._., . , . , ,- .

-; sane unf iS'uSed.' The plauSibility of this procedttl'e arises '.., . . .

fronithe. definition. Of.Peritheter as a length, and the 'nature...of;.

length as unchanging when the curve is riiV6ped.
i'
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CONCEPT

t5

The unit for measuring must be of the same nature as the: hing'
ts be measured: a line segment as a unit:for measuring iint-:

. 3 .

seg;lents.,an angle as a, unit for measuring angleS, etc. For
conveniente in communication, standard units (foots meter

degree, square foot; square meter, eta.) are used.- 1

fr

The measUreriageometr,ic.object (line segment, angle, ..plane
region, solid regiOn):in.terms of a. un iSwthe tuMber (not. '

necessarily 'a whole number) of times th :unit will'fit into the.-:
.*.objett. .A

'vasurementsyleld-underestimatesand overestimates of measures
''inr.termS-of whole numbers of Units: In thescase of line'tegments:

. and angles they alio:yield apProximations to the nearest whole
number of units.

.t1 .-
;;.

Segments'and",regipn'S can be thoUghtyof as mathematidal Models of
physical objects. 'Physical terms are used_to describe the

.:physicalobjects.and the physicaltermSa're elsoUsedit-discus
Sing mathematical models.-,This iS'atteptableProvided the
correct mathematicalinteroretation.gf the physical'terms is
understood. . .

A cure in space-may:have length.

Somemeasures of a figure may be caldulatedfrom o er measures
of that figure.

Disjoint-segmentS-(several separate pieces) may also:ha3.re the
.property of length.

'7t7



LENGTH

A line segment is a set of points consisting of two different
points A and .13+ and all points between A and B on the
line containing A ana B. Sometimes we say "segment" when it
is clear that.we mean "line segment".

We use a, line segment as. a unit for measuring line se400ts.

We use the word "meter" to name the segment which is accepted as
the standard unit__for linear measurement. We use "inch," "foot,"
and 'yard" to name certain other units which are defined with
relation to the standard unit.

The measure of a line segment in terms of a unit is the number
(not necessarily a whole number) of times the unit will fit into
the line segment. 'The unit segments may have common endpoints
but must not overlap.

In measuring a line segment, a1s the unit becomes smaller, the
interval within which the approximate length may vary, decreases
in size. The precision of a measatlement depends upon the size. of
this interval. The smaller the unit, the smaller the'interVal
andthe more precise the measurement.

The length of a line segment in terms of a unit consists of (1)
the. measure of this segment in terms:of this unit together with
(2) the unit used. Example: The length of:this segment is 5
inches; its measure (in.inches) ip the numbpr. 5.

<1

Many of the, familiar curves in a plane or in space alSo have
length. We can bend a wire to the,shape of the curve-and then
straighten the wire to represent a segment. +,

We can calculate the perimeter of atriangle or other polygon.
If the'measures of the sides of a triangle (where the unit of 1'

measurement is the inch) are 4, 5, and 6, then the perimeter
of the triangle is measured by the 'number + 5.+ 6 or 15.
We say that the perimeter of the triangle is 15 inches.

A figure consisting'of several segments that. do not touch may
have length The measure of. the figure in terms of a given unit
is the sum of the measures.of the separate segments in terms of
that unit.
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TEACHING THE UNIT

Each section of this s divided
into activities of an eltal nature and
EXercibes. In most secti ns,. a 'generaliza-
tion willibe reached wi the completion of.
the activities. Howev r, 1 some cases;
demonstrationsor.ad tion

y
teacher-di-

rected activities be necessary in order'
to reach the 4esi d generalization.

)

The pupil shOuld work independently on
the Exercises. Since the Exercises serve
not merely or maintenance and drill,.bmt
also are-- metimes develOpmental in character,
it is Su ested.that.dldss discussion of.the
.ExercisesfollOw. their completion bythe

.

You may want to have the pupils Study
mething.on the history of measure. There
e several good reference books and com-

mercial charts 0ir&table Par such work.

.10
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COMPARING SIZES

Objective: To deve Op the following understandings

.and skills:

1. The size of a collection of separate

(discrete) objects can be'found by

Counting the objects.

2. The size of a continuous object, such'

as a line segment, can not be found

by counting only.

3. The size's of two collections of discrete,

objects may be compared without counting,

by a "matching" process.

The sizes of,two line segments may be.

compared by layinga copy of.one on

the other.

5. A model of a curve may be "straightened"

without changing its length..

A compass is a useful device for

comparing sizes of segments.

Materials Needed:

Teacher: Collections.of small objects such as

jacks, marble, pencils, erasers, books,

string, chalkboard compass, straightedge

Pupils: String, cpmpass, crayons.

Vocabulary: Line Went,idurve

. . .291
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QUestions AbOut Sizee
This exploration,serves.as an introduction

the comparison-of4sizes.

Comparing Sizes Without Counting

After.thepupps complete the first/four
eXPlOratery exercises on page 461-2 in,-the
'took, activities similar to the one below should
heap givehem more insight. on comparing sizes
without counting. Pupils shourd,draw representa-
tions on their papers and match/Objects by
draWing a line to match one meMberof a.set with
one. member of 'the other. set They should be led-
to:the generalization that one set'is-larger
than the other set if, after matching, .ithen
has unmatched members.

.
. Below' is an; box and a set of.eggs: 'The

line matches one egg with one place in the box.
Represent the box and the eggs on your paper.
match each egg with a pIace,in the box, if
possible.

.

. -

Are there any spaceS without eggs?.
Are there'any eggs without spaces?
Which set.is larger?

Using a Compass toCompare 'Segments
.

The use of the compass to .compare segments
is reviewed in the. Exploration of the section
on Ualn,. a Compass to Measure Line Segments.

2.9
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OMPARING SIZES

Migestions About

Chapter 9

LINEAR MEASUREMENT

Explorati oil

. Howmanyiof the quegtiona you ask and other people ask,
, .

;begin, "Howimuch?" ,"How many?!!. "How far'?'" .

. .

s- --

We say:. "How many pupils are thete in your
a

-)

k "How long 'iv the hall oUtsid0.yolir classroom?"
S.

"How far is it to New York?P

TO answer these questions, we .use numbers.
, -

There are 32 pupils in the. class.

The hall is -32Ci _feet long.

It is 750 miles to New York.

Answers to some .of these questions can be found by counting.

Other answers can not be found just by counting. Why?

e.: )
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Which of these can be found jtstby-counting?

1. -The size of yogr class

3, L., 2)

2. The height of the tallest boy in your class

3. The size of your family

4. The size of your. classroom

5. The length of a boOk shelf

6. The size of a rock collection

7. 'Tie qi2e of the smallest rock in the collection

8. The population of your town

9. How hard the -wind is blowing

10. The size of,,a. bicycle wheel
.1,

Tliink of a rock- collection. . hat can,you tell about ;the

rock collection, by counting? Is there something you cannot

tell about the size of the rock collection by.counting?

9

You can tell the size of a rock collection by counting,'

because each rock is. a separate thing. A rock may be large

or small, but it is one rock.

You cannot tellthe'size of any single rock by Just counting.

It is one rock, but it may be large or small.
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COMpARING SIZES wITBOT CODNTING

Exploration

0 00 0 t
0

:o o 0.

z!s, DD
Qoo 4 p
00004

A

Without counting, howcan:you

tell which'set has more meibers?
rj,

"-

.

1. A scout brings a' bag of candy bars to a den meeting.

Whitt is an easy way' to tell, without counting; whethr-.

theie are more scouts or more candy bars?

2. -In a school storeroom there is a supply'of desks and.

'a supply of-chairs. How can you tell which Supply

is larger?

29
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3.. How can-you tell how-the attendance at. a movie'compar

with the seating capacity.

4.1 -caveat-, 4~4...4. .4.- A.0 )
4A,

4. 'How:can you tell whether-there are more hot dogs or

more buns? .(.3

.
.

You can compare the sizes of single' ohjects whose size

can'-not be found by just counting.

,.,
1 \-

.; .

5, :Here are pictures.of two pieces of rope.

.rd

4

Which.rope do you think is longer, A or B?

If you had the ropes instead of the pictures,

how could you tell which is longer'
, .

4

To compare curves like those in tfle,pictures,'lay a

stilling along each curve. 'Then 'straighten out the strings-.

4What geometric figurep'do the stretched-out strings represent?

( .4'
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6. Suppose you wish to compare 7ir and Z75.

A

To prove to someone that Z5 longer than IS,'-.stretch

a string on Mi. With your fingers, hold the points 'of

the string that fall on A and B. Move the string and

place:it on 75 with one endpoint on C. Is the other

endpoint on D? Since it is betiveen C and D, Mr is

'longer than 1L How isolcomparing segments; to see which

oia the longer, acaething like matching groups of separate

objects to compare-the sizesof the groups without

141. eg`. ea"r `14444) -.`"11'#1, V-,counting?

There are many thing's Which are enough like our idea of

a line segment so that we Qan think of them as line

segments; for example,

a stretched

some pencil

-the edge of

a'pencil.

string,

marks on paper;

a table,'

Name. several other things Which we'lliight 'think of as*O.

line segments:
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.

8. Remember that betWeen any two points-in space there is

just one
-

e segment. If we have.any two objects. which

'we think of as points,we can also think of them as

endpoints of'a line segment. This is what we niean when

we say:

the distance between the two tips of a:compass,

the distance between the earth and a star,,

the distance from home plate to second base,

the height at which an-aiiplane

Name several other ways we think of line segments by

thinking of objects as their endpoints.

9. The way you.go to school is probably not much like a.

line segment. A picture of it might look like this:

We can still talk about the distance you travel in going

to school. 'Your path can be thought of as a curve, but -

not as a line segment. What does distance or length

mean for curves? We ,think of the curve as represented

by a piece of wire or string., Then we imagine

straightening out the wire on string to represent a line

segment.

298
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Exercise Set 1

Use strings to compare the line'aegmeptd4 and otAr curves.

Copy eacai sentence below the figures'and Write "longer" or

"shorter!" in the space.

A

TB is (.41.4) than CD. .

as

r

RS. is 'L.4.4/#7.)

T W

than TW,

Curve A is (.21,-t2

788

than curve B.
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C

Curve C

Curve M is

Curve Z than curve

r
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1ISING A COMPASS TO COMPARE SEGMENTS

AB loger than U52

Exploration

.0

Recall how you have used a compass to compare segments.

Place the points of you'r compass on C and D.

C D

Without changing your coVass place the sharp point on A.

A

Draw a small part of.a circle which intersects

Label the intersection E.

4
B

E is between A and B, so MN is longer than 31%

has the same length as Z5, so AB is longer than .
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2.

3.

Exercise Set 2

Trace the following figures on your paper.

, Use your compass or string to help you compare segments.

Copy and answer the question fort each'exercise.

Color the unmatched part of the longer segment.

Which is longer, WE or m

A

Which is. longer, AB or AC?

Which is longer, TZ or 2P?

302 791
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Measuring a Segment

. You may.wish to use some measuring
instrument other than the pencil or hand-/

spans. Toothpicks, chalkboard erasers, Or

j/

any other set of objects all of the same
length:would do. In addition to the acliil...

ties suggested in the Exploration, give'the
pupils other experiences in measuring obJed
in the classroom using'non-standard unit
segments.. Use as measuring instruments suc
things as these: a piece of string with t o:
knots about ten inches apart; a pupil!a foOt;
a walking.step; the.edge of a- sheet of pa*.
you may wish.toengage in more activities';
similar to the one given in the Exploiatiot n

on Measuring to the Nearest Unit of the
pupil text bera.ram5rfiglaWcise Set 5.
Discuss the r'sults obtained to emphasizei'

.--

(a) The uni of measure for a line segmetit
is,,a7TIFe-TegFER-7 °

(b) The measure is a number (e.g., .the
measUFF-87 CD o may be 7) . : '-

(c)' The length of a segment Includes both
the measure and the unit of measure.
(e.g., 3 inches, 7. feet, etc.)

(d) If,a segment is measured with different
units, the larger unit of measure is.
associated with the smaller measure.
For' example, the measure of the .desk
edge in pencil units will be larger'
than its measure in hand-span units,

-if the hand-span is longer than the
pencil.

(e) The measuringinstrument Must be used
r' with care, so that successive unit _.

segments intersect in their endpoints,
and only in their endpoints (i,e.,
they have one and only one point in
common.

303
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MEASURING SEGMENTS.

Measuring a Segment

ExploratiOn

You know that you cannot tell the size .of a:segment by just

looking at' it and, counting. Yo.0 long it is by
4,comparing it with some other-segmenb:-

How can you tell how long

your desk is? 4.74.044
4.1.-1t)

What geometric figure does

the edge of ydur desk

represent?

1. Take your pencil.

Lay it along, the edge of your desk, with one end on the corner.

Put your finger on the desk at the other end-of the pencil..

Lay the. pencil down agaih from that point.

How many p6riciis long is the edge of your desk?

Give your answer to-the nearest whole number.

2. People often use their hands to tell how long a.segment is.

Spread your right hand so the fingers are as far apart as

possible. Place your right hand with yourthumb.DE the left

corner of your deSk. 'See how many hand-spans long your

desk is.

The segment represented by your pencil or your hand-span.

is called'your unit of measure.

The number of pencil-lengths or hand -spans it took to cover

the edge of your desk is the measure of your desk. A measure of

your desk may be 7.

To name a length, we use both the measure'and the unit of

measure. A length of your desk may be 5 hand-spans.
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4
Exercise Set 3

Copy and complete each of ,the sentences.

1. family drinks 3 .quarts of milk'each day.
.4c

b. The measure is..

c. The amount of milk is .

a. _.The.unit of measure is

2. My dog weighs 18 pounds.

a. The unit of measure is

b. The measure is

c. Its weight is

my desk is 9 chalk-pieces long.

a. Its length is

b. Its measure is (t)

c. The unit of measure is I

In Exercises 4-9 use the words length, measure,.or

unit of measure, so that each sentence will make sense.

It takes 6 chalk-pieces to over the edge aemly desk.

Its (.44,141,-)

my desk is 4 pencils long.

Its (4.1.4)

is 6.

is 4' pencils.

6. My desk is 4' hand-spans long.

The is the hand-span.

7. The (.1{) in hand-spans is 5.

8.s The used is a segment represented

by ont:pencil.

9. The edge.of-my desk has a 64-0/.) of 4
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USINGA'COMPASS TO MEASURE LINE SEGMENTS

. EXploration.

We want toifindthe measure of UV..

We use our compass to help us

.measure a line segment

C

OurAinit of measure is AB.

Here is MI.

We:lay-off the.Unit Ir. on .Z35.
.

We lay off AB on M5 three times.

ye label the intersections E and F.

See the picture below.

We say the measure of U15 is 3.

We write: m 3.

What is the measure of CE?

What-is the measure of CF?

What is the.measure,of ED?

CE =/)
(..E7 =2)
( 1st E D

306
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Exercise Set 4

'Copy each of thersegments'in exercise 1 and 2.

Find the measure of each segment.

2.

Unit

m yip = 2.)

Hi

Unit

m =

.3. Tell the measures of the.segments in the figure.

A

m = (4)

m T3E = (3)

(4)'m BF =

m = (s)
m -d-F. = (3)

m AF = ( 5)

IP-

Is

Write the rigne of any segment Which has the measure given.

Use.. the u t, and figure for Exercise 3.

m AC =2 m RS- = 1

I'D ' Z P.m

OF i. 2 (pf ..Er /M

YE = 1

on CE = 2 An- 57 . I

796 3 7
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4

'MEASURING TO THE NEARESrUNIT

Exploration

We want to find the measure of W.

4

We use "EIS as the u4it of measure.

This picture shows how we can find the measure of ZW,.

using 7 as unit.

I

E1 W

How many times can you lay-off the unit on Zr?

ff = -4. Is m 2ra larger than . 4fr.Why? E
2 ..../ )

in ZF = 5. Is in zW smaller than 54?
A0)
Why?(1.21.1144...

The measure of ZW is between andand 5 uniti\

Since W is nearer to E than F, Ve say

in m LAW = 4, to the nearest unit.

308'
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Exercise Set 5

Trace the figures in each of the-following exercises:

Find the measures of the segments to, the nearest unit.

.1.

rV2.

-Unit

B Urlit

The length of TC. is greater than 2) units trut

less than U) units.

m (2) (to the earest.

3.

-D

The length of -6-5 is greater than .3) units but

less than (4) units.

m 75 .-... (4) (to the nearest unit)

Unit

')

The length of ;is greater than 2) :units but

less than (3) its.

m RS = (3) (to tIle nearest unit)

798 309.
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BRAINWISTER:

.

On ICIf draw a segment whose length is the length of

the curve ABCD.

+M A

.

Now find the measure of curve ABC]. Use VT as unit.

The length of curve ABCD is greaterthan (4L) units

but less than 45) -unitS.-

m,ABCD = (4) (to the nearest unit)

310
799



- USING STANPARD UNITS OF LENGTH

Objective.: To develop the following understandiigs

and skills:

Unite of measure of standard size.came

into u8p,for purpobes of communication.
.

Their size is fixed bylaw.

2. .Many units of measurewhich are now of

`standard siZe developed from non!.

standard units.

3. Two unit segments of standard size

are the inch in the British-American

System, and the centimeter' in the

Metric System.

Materials Needed:

Teacher:

Pupils:

Vocabulary:

I 4.

Chalkboard coMpass, straightedge

' 4
Compass, scissors, straightedge'

inch, centimeter

800
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Children may be interested in the ways
in which the local governEent controls the
measuring instruments used by merchants.
For interesting reading on-the-development,
of measurement,. see

.

.1-10gben,.La3aoelot Thomas, Wonderful
World of Mathematics, 195 (Garden
City) ZEUbleday.. \

Newman, Jams R., ed. World of
Mathematips, 1956 strildr7706T6huster.

Interesting resorts on topics relating
.

to measurement may b made by pupils,lusing
encyclopedias and other reference sources.

ft

Following the section on Using .Standard
Units of Le th'in the pupil's book, an ora
exercise in w ch the pupils supply'the- name
of a standard unit which would make .

sentences sensible would be -in order. The
following sentences are samples of such an
exercise..

4Iihe school nurse says I weigh

My mother buys' 3- 4.4.-
of milk a day.

This was a warm day. The thermometer
read 801

my father'stopped at a filling station.
and bought 10 1kyta,L of gas..

We drove to a, town 86 .away
to see my aunt. It-toOk us 7777...) to

. get there.

In the pupilts.bocks, the compass
marks- do not show on the segments repre-
sented' in EXercises 1-8 in Exercise( Set 6.-

...0"

In this section the pupilsmake and use
an inch and a centimeter scale.

312
801
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V

USING STANDARD UNITS OF LENGTH

'Exploration

Suppose a-team of,boys from your school were going to

play a game of baseball with a-team from another School-. If

the other team brought a baseball so large and -heavy you

could hardly lift it, what would7you say? You would'probably

say, "We will-not play with that baseball.. It is not' the

standird. size and weight.' What does that mean? Can you

find but-the standard size of a -baseball?

you have been. using-units of me4sure'which were not

of "standard" size. -N-514-we shall use standard units, which

are used by a'great many people and which always mean the

same athount. The size of a standard unit is set by law.

your encyclopedia contains information about the-National

Bureau of Standards in Washingtori D. C.

. In which og the following sentences are standard units

used? (3)

1. 'He is as strong as an ox.--

2. ,Put in a pinch of salt.
I

3. We get pint of milk for'Itnch.

4. The- corn is knee high.

5 I- used to.liVe a dayls,journey from here.

You are familiar with many standard units.- Name some

of' these units.

3.0
802
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.4 Primitive.peoble liad'aittle need for-,4stidard units.
,

.

...
.

_

If the7.calieman'liktd the.aize.ofohis , n4.ghboris spear 'he.
.

*could borrow the spear and Copy its length. Or, he.could
,..

thi
,'..

,

onrik, "When he,spear is held with one end the:ground,

althe other en reaC6a,Myshoulder." Then, he could make e-a

'spear-with that .same length. 'is.

Many of the standard units which-we use came from units`

,which were not Standard. These were used by people long ago.

Many of them came froim using parts of the body. .

An inch cant from t1e use of a part of

a .finger as a unit of .length. Can you-
.

find a part of your finger which is

about Ainch-long?

A foot came from the length of a

persopts foot., Is your foot shorter

Or longer than a.foot ruler?.

A yard.was at one time. thought of as'

the distance from the tip of a personis

nose to the tip of his middle finger,

when his arm was hela straight Out--

`from/the shoulder. Is the distance
v. .

from your nose to the tip of your
s

finger' as'long
.

as a yardstick7?:

3'l
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Here is a model of a standard unit.

YoU have often used this unit.,

A

_ Inch

_ It is the inch.

flame some objects.you measure in inches.-

Here is a model of another standard unit.

This unit may be new to .you.

It
. is the Antimeter.,-

e

lived in France,. or In many other.:-Countries,

You:would.use,this unit Segment instead 61-the;inch.

.Scientists.in all countries use this unit;

804
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Exercise Set 6 -

Trace eadh figure in exercises 1-8 on your paper. Use

your compass or string to find the measures of the segments.

Copy and complete the statement for each exercise.

For exercises 1-40 use., 7r15 as the

unit segment. Give your answer to the

nearest inch.,

1.

A

m Cb = (2) , in inches

off = , in inches

31.6\p5

m EF = 00 in inches.

M
ran- = ): , in inches
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For exercises 5-8, use PE- as the

unit segment. R S

Give your answer to the nearest centimeter.

5. 6.

LM = (4)

in centimeters.

7. 8.

m = (c),.
in- centimeters .

er.
il".

-N

0

.m = (5),

in eentimeterpi,

mom = (2) 1

in centimeters.

806 311
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9. Make two copies of NE.

Find the measure of Alf
gn:

in inches.

Then find its measure in

centimeters.

N

inch

centimeter

m AZ (in inches) . (3)

m RE (in centimeters) =

41-
10. Draw DE.

D 4

(D, 3.E

On DE draw a segment whose measure, in inches, is 3.

Label it XL,

Draw PS.
P

draw a Segment whose measure in centimeters

p. 3. bel it N.

m FR (in inches).= 3

mINT (in centimeters)

Is congruent to 2111 N)

318 807



.SCALES OF MEASIII3E

Objective: To develop the following understanding$

and skills:

1. A linear scale is a device f.Or convenience

in measuring segMents.

r-.

2. A linear scale is constructed by

laying off unit segments consecutively

on a ray. Ehdpoints-of consecutive

segments (called scale division points)

are assigned consecutive whole numbers,

with 0 assigned to the endpoint of.

the ray.

3. A compass and linear scale may be used

. to measure a given segment.

4. When a linear scale is used to measure

a segment, the measure is determined. '

by the number assigned to the, scale

division point nearest the endpoint of

the segment..

Materials Needed:

Teacher: Straightedge, chalkboard compass

Pupils: Compass-
_

Vocabulary: Scale, linear scale, r (ray

inch scale, scale diiision.

808 319
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SCALES OF MEASURE

Malang Inch and Centimeter Scales

Exploration

When you are measuring segments, it is,convenieni to have

'a scale.

Follow these directiona to make an inch scale on ray r.

(Sometimes we name a ray by a single.letter as.

Inch

r

-

1. Write zero below the endpoint of r. Then use your compass
-

.

to copy the inch unit segment, beginning at 0. Label the

other endpoint 1.

1

2. Copy the inch unit segment again, beginning at 1. Label

the other endpoint 2..

-0

3. Continue copying the lit4'esegment until yotrhave.copied it

five times. Label the endpoints-op he unit segments.

Write ."Inch" below 0.

Does your draWing now look 'like this one?

r-

0 1 2 3 5

inch

Save your scale.
o40

809
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. e.

4." Trace ray On ray s make.a centimeter scale.

". 6,
Centimeter

What is, the largest number on your centimeter scale? /5.c.,4)
rh

WhAt is di largest number on your inch scale? (6).

Does your centimeter scale look like this one?

0 1 2

centimeter

6 9 710 11 12 13 14

Save your centimeter scale, too.

6. yoU can use your scales to find the measure of a segment

in inches and:$.11 centimeters..

Copy and find the measure of RIG in inches.

IC

Place your compass with the points on K and W..

Without changing your compass, place the sharp point on the

zero-point of the inch Scale and the penal point on the

ray. What point on/the scale is nearest the pencil pointM

What is its number?(3)What is the measure-of RV in inches(?
)

7. Find the measure of ittr in centimeters. Use ypur compass,

and scale.
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Exercise Set- 7

Using your inch scale and your centimeter scale, find the

Measures of these segments.

Find the-measures in inches and in centimeters.

1.

2.

A

C

m AS (in inb-ell

m AB (in centimeters

m Z95 (in inches)

= PA)

(1)

= g)
m b-5 (in centimeters) =. (2)

F

Ta27,(in inches)- = (/)

m EF (in centimeters) = (3)

322 811
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-"In these figures, the endpoints of one:segment are named.

'Find the measure of-the segment, in centimeters.

a

5

m/11! (in centimeters) a. (5)

I

m Mr (in centimeters) 0)
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USING LINEAR SCALES OF MEASURE

-Objective: To develop the following understandings. and

skills:

1. A .straightedge marked. with a .linear scale based

on a unit segment of standard size is a ruler.

2. To measure a segment with a ruler, plade the

ruler along the segment with one scale division

point of the ruler on one endpoint of the
segment.

3. If the 0-point of the scaleis on one endpoint

ne. of the segment, the measure.of the segffent is

the number.of the scale division point nearest

the other endpoint. Ik the 0 -point is not

used,.the measure is. the difference between

the numbers at the endpoints of thesegment.

Note that sometimes we place a ruler in

different ways because the end of the ruler

is worn away.

Materials Needed:

. Teacher: Straightedge, compass

Pupils: Straightedge, compass cardboard ruler

<Vocabulary: Ruler

You may wish to suggest that,.for
careful measurement, it is helpful to use
a compass and ruler, in the same 'way as
the compass-and:linear scale were used in
the previous sec.tion. .,. -

The Inch Scale and the Centimeter Scale

In the previous exploration a scale'
and a compass were used: This explora-.
tion introduces the use Of the scale alone.
Many children. will be-famiiiar with the
inch scale but.they probably have htid
little opportunity to work, with the centi-
meter scales....

324
813
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'THE. INCH SCALE AND THWCENTIMETER SCALE

Exploration

-YoU' have made inch scale and a centimeter scale.,

You have used ItheSe scales to find measures of line segments..

You have found measures of line segments in other ways, too.

Now we will use only the scales of measure.

We find the length of IE.

B

1. We can pale our sca ±e along AB. like this:

2. Here is another way-of placirig our scale.

yaq plethe rqler in this way?,
e t4 4; g...a.4 ...

, 47.4 .2.. )
A B

3 Are there other ways to place the ruler to find the 'r

length of M(444- .J1; A. A ; cd-&.-..a

The length '1>f n is 3 inches.

We write in

We read: The measure of AB is

814
3g
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.4-
When you used the scale to find the measure of AS you used it

as a ruler. 'A ruler Is a straightedge with a scale on it.

4. Which of these drawings shoals the correct way to place a

ruler to measure a segraenc44?:W4)?(.7.4.........t toorisiaftild
A B

1,1
A

5. Find the length of Vf, to tilt nearest inch.

'Place the seal g VD as in the pictUrS'.,

What point on the scale is below C? (0).

Point lies- between who*. two points on the'.scale? (340
Is D closer to 3 or- 4 on the ?kale? (60

.

`What is the length'of: ALto the nearest inch?

;Give two other ,waya'-to use the scale to measure Z15.
/ c .)

326:
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6. Here are pictures or some line segments.

-Find the length of each segment_to the nearest inch.

Then, find therigth of each segment to the.nearest

centimeter.

4

...The abbreviatiOn for "centimeter" is !tem."
v....;:

.

Write your answers for each as has been done in.the first

one.

C

;-11C

'.4.

Length of b15 is in., to the nearest in.--

Length. of CD is 7 cm., to the nearest cm.
:=

F
.4; A

&PT? A.: 2
A

e)

?P-731.

-7. Draw a segment 8 cm., in lrigth.

.-ri
....".4.J

t>

DraW a segment 2..4.1r. in length:

816
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EXercise Set 8:

. .nnd.he length, to the nearest inch

4.

.:FinOhelength of the same pencil in

,

What:1s the ,length of IS, in inches.

7'141 centimeters? 4/!44r-)

-A

of one of your pencilS.
(4.4--4

centimeters.

t is its length

4, inches. 1Dn.g.

. .

What is its length d,ncentimeters?.

5. Draw a segment that has a length of 5 inches.

i. :Draws segment-Whose measure, in inches, is

111.

..::. %
praw,a segment whose measure, in centimeters; is 10.

.
. ,

Draw a segment. that has a:length of '14- centimeters,

CopY.the.sentence and write the words inches cr..

ceni in the blanks so as to makejhe sentence.

A segment which is in length is longer..

than a segment which is. 5 ± length. -

817 ,
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; oz' .

ObJecttve. the following understandings
. .

4.

and skills:

1.-21-the:.3!ritish-Americall System for linear
. .. . .

peasurment, 1 foot is equivalent to .12

inches;: 1 yard is equivalent to 3 feet,

isequivalent to 5280 feet.

2' Pcr convenience, :lengths, may be expressed.

in more:than one unit, e g feet

3 iriphet.,

3. The scale.used for measuring a segment is

shoWn by :the smallest unit named in the

length

4. To find he combined length of .two segments,

onto find how Much longer one segment is

than another, measures whiCh relate-to the
A

same unit of measure may be'added-06i

subtgacted.

Materials Needea:

Teacher: Foot ruler, yardstick

Pupils: Cardboard ruler, foot ruler
p .

YoU'will need to:plan the ai$ivities-..
'..Of this section carefully. Individual
or group work at the chalkboard may..be
effective. YOu may prefer let groups
work together on large pieces of wrapping
paper. Each child. should participate and
actually perform the measurement.

.

3818 329
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OTHER STANDARD: UNITS

ploratiOn

The inch unit and the centimeter unit are too small to be'

_used for measuring long distances.. As you know, iaiger units

are used for this purpose. Three which you know are named the

..:foot (ft.), the:yard (yd.), and the mile

Recall what you know about these unit segments.

1. Draw a segment 1 foot long. Draw a segment 3. yard long.

2. Draw other segments 2 ft., 3 rp., and 4 ft. long.

3. Measure each of the segments in'Ahones. List your;results

like this:

-

Length in feet Length in inches

1

2

3

4

ft.

ft.

ft.

.'(12) inches

inches

inches

inches

(24)

(3k)

(49)

Which of these segments wadone yard in lengthal":-.)

4. Draw a line segment 18 inches long. Name it

Mark a point C on .AB so that .70..0 1 ft'. long.

How lon.g:IS

The,length of AB is J. ft. (4) in..

819
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,

Draw- a- line-segment 29 in. long. Name it IE.

11fid,.a, point C 2 on AB so that AC is 1 ft. long.

Then finda D on M so that, M3 is 1 ft. long.

How' long .is 7.41i? ( 2 # 2 4-4"

How long is DB?. (S-.4:--)

M is ;2. ft. in. long.

6. Draw segments with these lengths in inches.

Then tell the length in feet and inches.

Segment Length in. inches Length in feet and.. inches

EF 15 in. ( / /7` 3 .4:

GH 20 in. (I p.8-4.-..)

Ts 27 in (2. tt-1 '4- - );

ZE 30 in. (2 # i -,:--- )

MP 36 in.
.. (3p- 0..;-- )

+

On m
4IH

mark off AB whose length is :1 foot. Then mark

off BC whose length is 3 inches so that C is not on.

TS'. What is the length, of 17 in feet and inches? .What
4-

is the length of AC in incnes? C 148

8. On k mark off RS whose length, is .2 feet. Then mark

off ST whose length is 7. inches, so that T is not

on Rg. What is the length of NT in feet and inchie7A4)

What is the length of RT in inches?(3/-4')

820331
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9. Draw segments of the lengths given. Then tell the length

in another way.

Segment Length in feet and inches Length in inches

IS . 2 ft. 1 in. (25.4'....)

t'75 (i./ 9.4:..1 21 in.

EF 1 ft. 7 in.' (j/.4:-.)

GH (;,it. g4L:-:) 32 in.

BRAINTWISTERS

.0"

1. .A mile is a distance of '5,280 .feet. About how many

.steps would.you take to walk a mile?

2. If a car is traveling 60 .mileS an hour, how far will

it travel in one minute?

How long does it take you to walk a mile?(Z44

Suppose someone ran a mile in 238 seconds. Row many

minutes and seconds did he take? (.3 ,*-4-4...42-16-4-4.")

4. Suppose the four men in a mile relay event ran their

"quarter" mile in the times of 46 seconds, 47 seconds,

47 seconds, and 45 seconds. Whaewaa the time for the

relay team to runs the

332 821
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)cercise Set 9

1. If segments have these lengths, which is longer?

inches or 1 foot (/

feet or 1 yard (4/71:)

inch or 1 centimeter

foot or 10 centimeters /-44)

ft. 7 in. or 2 ft.

inches or 2 feet

2. Look at each segment and its-measure, then write the unit.

Sement Length

TB 3 C ±A

a) 10

b) 4

c) 1

d) 1

e) 1

f) 28

E

CD 3 (e--)

F 5

3. Complete:

Length in feet and inches -Length in inches

3 ft. 1 in. (3 7
(. 30 in.

5Z 1 ft. 10 in.-7 (22..4)

(3 P ) 44 in.

822 333
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4. Write the name of the unit which-makes the

r

sentefice

reasonable. Use centimeters, inches, feet, yards, or miles.

a) The seat of the teacherts chair is 16 above

the floor.

d)

e)

f)

Helen is in the fourth grade. Her height is

130 (

.The lake is 4 .long.

The height of a tall man is. 2

A crayon is about 10 (6c...1-4,4'..) long.?

It is 2 _from Bobls house to the park.

if segments have these lengths, whidh is longer?

How much longer?

23 inches . fO0't

18 j inoil8' feet
y.
..4

:.4 feet or yard

d) 1 ft. 8 in. or 16 in.

e) 1 yd. 4 in. or 42 in.

.0 1 yd., 2 ft. or 7 ft.

g) 1 mil'e7br 3,495 feet

Which,is
,Longer?

(/).4:--)

, 4/-40

(7 Al'.)

(1"--/e)

6. you know that 1, mile. is 5,280 feet. *How manydr
.is that?' (474° 14-)

7. A Boy Scout can walk a mile in 12 minutes if he .uses

the toy Scout pace. Hbw many miles can he go in one

11011;?

334
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COMBINING LENGTHS

Learning'to Combine Lengths

Exploration

1. The teacher made a resod of the .

heightsof children in his

fourth grade class.

The Children 'knew that he meant Bill's height

Pupil Height..

Bill 4 ft. .8

Betty ''.. 4 ft...2

Jim 5,ft.

Helen :4- ft. 6-

was 4 feet.

and 8- inches. Betty's height was 4 feet and 2 inches.

Jims height was 5 feet and 0 inches. How many feet and

inches is Helen's height? (4 /- L)

We often use more than one unit to tell sizes.

How would you use more than one unit to measure the

door in your,classroom?

22. Now we will learn how to combine lengths.

Sue, Patty, and Janet'Are decorating a room for a

They plan to put orepe paper around the windows.

The girls had strips of paper with these lengths:

Sue . 6 ft. 3 in..

Patty 4 ft. 5 in.

Janet. 3 ft. 2 in.

If they put their strips of paper end to end It

would look like this:

party.

Sue' s
-

Patty'.
..,

Janet's

6 ft. 3 in. 4 ft. 5 in.

1

824335

3 ft. 2 in.
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To find the length of the combined strips, we change all

measures-so that .we-use only one unit, the inch.

How many inches of paper did.Sue'have? f
How many inches of paper did-Patty have?

.

How many inches of paper did Janet have? (3V:-.)

Now-we can add the. measures: 75 + 53 + 38 166.

The length of the paper was 166 inches.

Express this length in feet abd inches. ..(/-3/114-4)

We can show the combined strips by anOther ketch like this:

6 ft. .4 ft. 5in. 3ft 2in.

Now let us think about'the combined strips in a different

order. We Can show our thinking by this sketch;

I I
6 4 3 ft. 352

The answer could be found by.*Ac1ingithe.measures:WhiWto

Yn

",

-

'
with the same unit.

6 ft.

6 +4 +3 =13 Oft.

Usually we write:

3 ft. \

13 ft

=

6 ft. 3 in.

. ft. 5 in.

3eft. 2 in.

13 ft. 10 in.

The girls have 13 ft.

10 in. of crepe paper.
a
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3. Which strip of paper is longer?

Patty's

4 ft; 5:in.

Janet's

3 ft. 2 i .

The length Of Patty's paper,, in inches

The length'of Janet's-paper, in inches

The lengths are in the, same unit.

We subtraCt the measures:., 53 - 38 = n

t

53 in,

38 in.

53

-38

15

'Patty's strip is 15 inches longeir,,than Janet's.

How many feet and inches is thist,? 34's )

We can work the problem another way.

We subtract the measures which' go with the same unit.

4 - 3 = 1 Oft. 5 in. ' 5 - = 3

3 ft. 2 in.

l.ft. 3 in.

The work is usually written like this:

'4 ft. 5 in.

ft. 2 in.

1 ft. 3 in.

The length of Patty's paper is :1 3

than the length of Janet's paper:.

826337

in. more.
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4. Martin, Charles, and John had a

contest to see who could throw

a football the farthest. See

the record of their distances.

Martin

,dhar es

18 yd. 2 ft.

16 yd. 1 ft.

17 yd. 2 ft.

a) how much farther did Martin throw than Charles?6tir.L46'

b) How.nruch farthet did martin throw than John? ritko/4
c) How many feet did Charles thtow the)pall?(A4g).
d)' - How far was the football thrown in three triesfrile#.

6.-;.-7,4Can we add the three measures''.)

We can add only the nieasutes which have the same unit..

18 .2

16.

17 2

51 5

TYie fdotball was thrOwn 51 by

the boys.

5 ft; ft.

51 yd,.

1 Jyd. 2 ft.

52 yd. 2 ft.

51 yd. 5 ft. is the same measure as 52

2 ft.

3.36-
827
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Exercise Set 10

1.. Dick-has two pencils. One pencil is 7 inches long and

one is 6. inches long. When put end to end his two
n

pencils show a segment which measures f) ft. (/) in.

Jane has a piece of ribbon 2 ft. 8 i . in length;

Sara's ribbon is 3' ft. 9. in. long.

a) How much shorter is Jane's ribbOn-than Sara's ?( /At/.4

b) The two ribbons, when put end to end, make a piece
. .

(, ft. .3 in. long.

3. Add these measures. (Write the lengths in the answers in

two ways, as shown in exercise a).

6 yd. 2 ft.

7 yd. 1 ft.

9 yd. 2 ft.

22 yd. 5 ft. = 23 yd. 2 ft.

23 ft. $ in.

35 ft. 2 in.

46 ft.-10 in.

(1041.1:

c) 38 yd. 2,ft.

23 yd. 2 ft.

66 yd. a ft.

(/2 Vt. = X19 1* °fi)

828

11 yd. 2 ft.

37 yd. 1 ft.

9 yd. 2 ft.

24 ft. 2 in.

75 ft. 6 in.

67 ft. 6 in.

(1461`- 14?;.

8 in.

5 in.

3s
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4., -''Slibtract these measures.

a) 5 yd. 2 ft. c) 33 yd..2 ft.

2 yd. 1 ft. 8 yd. 2 ft.

0 .11 i A) (26-1-1. DP)
'37 ft. .11 in. 2.

d) 26_ft. 9 in

18 ft. 8 in. 9 ft. 4:izi.(is, 3-4-
:::Etere are the names and heights (tin inches) of 30 pupils
of one classr6om.

2--

ROWS

COLUISTS7S,

''

-
-John, ..

:,.. 56
k.

Mary

..4,;5 4

Jeannie

53

Royce'

63

T0271 .

,.'.'.52 (

Denise

53

: Paul

61
.

: Jack

63

. Ph YllfS

5

Helen

52 : i

Fran

55

Fred'

59

Maitha
: 54

Walter

::-.4.1

Viola

60 1

Bill

52

Glen
.

Lenore-

61

...

Gary. ..,..-,Ewoyd

56 .... ...7., 65.

Serail:-

52

Greg

52

Valaree

63

. Jake

56
Gerry

/t3

Edna

52

Will

54

James

52

Hill .

65

..Jo

:'-'64
, -

o (13 2) (311.4) (35-3)

.272)

1?)

9)

22)

!,1r7)

( 3.51)

Which- row of pupils has the greatest total heighl

How much is this
(
.greatest total height? (((p9- :;4100A)

b) Which, column of pupils has the greatest total heill4?"---)

How much is this 'greatest total height? (744;" 2/11),;
.

Is -there one pupi)::Wtp 16/Sitting both 'in the row and

IF .the column of greatest tettal heiglOrihoIf )



;the `table of,exer4se:to,ansWer:.the folldwing.

a. Which column of:putilsbas the least total

height? .*.te'it44
. .

ow_much is.the lesst:tOtal: height? (3206. 2.

.

Which .,.roW:of'.pupils has.: the
.

,

How much istbis-totalheight?(27fA^

.

c. Is there one pupil'.who iisitting both in the

,rci:rand in the column of least total height?(T.-).'

Seg
: 7.-



PERIMETER

,*Objective: To devel'opthe following undeztandings and
skills:

1.. A simple clOaed curve may be .measUred by

"straightening" a wire model Of the curve

.ana findingthia:lengthof the modei.

simple closed: curve which.Wthe union of
line segments is ,a polygon.. re

The perimeter of a polygon is the,;:le9gth of
the polygon.,

' The perlinetti,o'f, a pOlygon may be computed Eby
adding. the measures, the,Sicies.t. At the
measures are expressed in terms of the same,
linear units.

Materiel6 4iTeeded:

Teacher: straightedge, scissors
Pupils: Piece of wire 15 inches': lOhg,

another piece .of wire.aboiat 20 inches
long, scissors

Vocabulary: Perimeter

F Ire this section, pupils will Me4sure-.
a 'simple closed .wire- by bending, a wire,tothe shape. of a curve, straightening the"'
wire measuring the wire to find the
,length of the-curye.. Perinieter, is defined"
as the length lbecEiplora-
tions and ExerCites .mhich folTOw:shouid A
lead to generalizations. about compUting

i

a.
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PERIMETER

Lengths Of Simple Closed'. Curves

ExpIoration

1. Take a piece ilfwire, 15 inches long.
. ,

j .

Bend it to make-a strilgie, closed curve, likethis:

S.

7

What is the length of the wire when it is bent in the

shape of this curve? (/.5--4")

2. SEeiqien out the wire, and bend it to form a. different

closed curve.

What is-the length of the new curve? (AC-4---)

What,happens to the length of thewire when you .change

the shape _of the simple - closed curve? (.111 4441N64..:4

832
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3.. Straighten out your wire. *I

Can yoU'Alse it to find the length ofIhe curve drawn below?

A

e

cf

4.. Is the length of the curve below, greater or .less than

15 'inches?, (....L.A..3;a_

4 A'
How much less than 15 inches? (4-g---7,?-4-:-.L)

Did you usecyour:ruler to Measure the length of the

wire that remained arter ycli bent the piece of wire
wk

to; fit the curve above (1440

34;

a
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5. Take another piece of wire whose length you do not know.

Bend it to fit' the curve below.

If there is mire left over, bend it back and out of 'the
< , ,,*.

way.

a

Can you think of some way of using the wire outline to

find the length of the curve? (2t4-:-.1-t-

"666.-

If you straightenwthe wire out, will the length of the

part of the wire that outlined the curve change? (A)
4 'b.

Straighten out-the wire.

Measure .it .with a ruler.

Ttlhit is the length of the curve?...44.1.--4-
Co

345
83k
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Exercise Set 11

Use pieces of wire and a ruler to find the lengths of the curves.

1

2.

Remember that this simple closed curve is called a

polygon because' it is the union of .line segments.

03
835
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3. Take a piece of wire. .Bend it, using the whole piece of

wire; -so that you make an equilateral triangle.

What is the length. of the-triangle? (.11J-4;

Z.Z Pi a";4 t'v4a )

Bend a piece of wire so that, using the whole piece of wire,

you have a polygon with four sides of the.sane length.

Find the length of the polygon,. (Zit 41-1 17.Z
;:t 34 .4" ,4.4 )

5. Use-the same piece of wire as in exercise 4 and make a

different polygon with four sides of the same length.

Without straightening the wire, do you know the length,

of this polygon? (JJA;1414.,41.4......4-4-p,d,"'
4.'"--`g 16.

6. Find amodel of a circle in your. home.

Use a piece of-wire or .a piece of string to help you

find the length of the circle.

Did you need a ruler?

7. Out a model of a triangle with its interioX!from a piece /

of car board.

Can y find.the length of 'the triangle? fr,A...).),

Did you= use a piece of wire? (12,-04-X43)

Could yoU,have found the length of the triangle using

the ruleronly? (

836

34;
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PERIWTEHS OF POLYGONS'

'Exploration

Joan wished to buy some lace edging to trim a scarf.-

The scarf was -40 inches long and 11. finches

How much edging does Joan need?

SThe number sentence which tells us .the measure of the; length of
a

the edging Joan needs to trim all four edges of the scarf is.:

we

4o + 14 + 4o + 14 lo8

The length of the edging that Joan must buy is 108 -inches.

14'

How many yards of edging :does she need?

The Perimeter of therectangle in this example is 108

inches.

YOu have found.the length of many simple closed curves.

When the curve is a polygon whose sides are line segments,

call -the length of the polygon l.ts perimeter.
.

. The perimeter.gives a number and a unit of measure.

348
837
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2. The Jones family decided to dedorate the front of their

home for the 'Christmas season.

Johnny wanted to Put a string of colored.lights'on the house

along the triangle ABC. Mary wanted to put a string of

colored lights around the doorway.

Mr. jonessaid he would btzy lights for the 'door or the roof.

He would.hot'buy lights for both. Also, he would decorate

the one which required the shorter string of lights.

C

Johnny measured the..3 slides of the triangle..

Marymeastlred the .4 sides of the rectangle around the &or..

Each, reported that-the sum of .the measures of the sides.

of the figure he measured was 20.

,Johnny said: "6 6 +. 8 = 20"

Mary said: "3 7 3 20"

What other fact did Ml'. Jones need to know before he could mace

a decision about which Part of the vouse to decorate? (ZZAI-J-V.

Did the Jones-fsMily decorate the door or the roof? (24 ,4,4.:)

34,9
838
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Exercise Set 12

Joe made a cardboard model of a

halkbox. He wished to -tape the

edges of the bottom of the box

with. scotch tape. How much

scotch tape did he need? (aqi-)
(There is no overlap at
the corners.)

Do the edges of the bottoii..make.a rectangle? l' -)

4 in

tl:d you f the sum of the measures of the sided of the -
. rectangli.;. ar did you find the Pet-i*tetof the rectangle?

. The police departMent of a town is-. painting R. thin black
N ,

border 'around 'the edge of the STOP signs. How many

iriches of border. .mudt'13e'painted on- each sign? (20,,:.)

The edge4of t4e1 S sign,;ppreiferA4,;a. polygon.

What-is:thepsilkiimpter..:q thisTOlnan
1e ".col

4.7d'
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Use yoUr ruler to find, to the nearest incN the measure you

need to find the perimeter of each polygon.

a)

.

The perimeter `

of figure ABCD

is

The perimetei.7

of figure ...ABCDEF

is

5.11
The perimeter

#.11,

of the.star

is (ja .
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FINDING PERIMETERS

. Exploration
I .

Here is a plan:'Tbr the floor of a rectangular -robm.

What is the:pmeter of the edge 01'7-the floor?.

x. 12t 3in.

12ft. 3in,"

we.,tlace a piece of wire around the edge of this plan;,
. .

. ..,

then, straighten out the wirei"we 'can piCture the wire ..114ce: this

7

. . .

12ft, 3in. Tft 2 in. 12 ft, 3in.

Imagine that'...0,a cut the -wire into eight,:pieces.

Tie put theln,tugether again, as shown in,this picture:

7ft: 2 in,

12 ft. 7ft. 12 ft. 7 ft. --.e91

in.in.in.in.

Ha'S. the length changed? (71.)

,We add the measures which have the same unit.

12 + 7 + 12 + 7 = 38

3 + 2 + 3 ,+-2 = 10.

The length, or the perimeter, of the rectangle is 38 ft. 10 in.

Remember we adds the measures. We do not add the units. We add

only those measures that were made using the same unit.

841
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Exercise Set 12

1'. Find the periMeter of a:corner piece of land in the shape of

a triangle if the lengths of its sides are 50 feet 4

inches, 80 feet 7 -inches; and 50 feet 4 inches.
(/9/# 3 40 is

2. A yardstick is 1 inch wide
.

Pihdthe perimeter of the,
:.. .

face of the ya#dstick thiit shOys:theLScale. Give YoUr,
.., -

answer inardS:,and:inches. Give your): again iri:_... ..,...,., . ..

feetand inches.. (4 ;.z.:.)

Find the p6rimeter of the polygon pictUi'ed below:

Can your answer be written using.itly one unit?
/

Write yout answer in inches only,. In feet:only.(../44g)

Cah your answer be written using yards only and what

. we have learnedso-far? (Wo)

.353,
842.
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14-

5.

In.France

sides is 2

What- the

tol.fOlieseaCh

- -.1.
, '

diamondis a square, each of whose

s 576 ctn. lotig. Pierre hits a home run.
h. of the shortest path he can take, 'if he

batt o :-11,t.s way back to borne place? '.,zou will

need to know, tfia.t." centimeters equal meter.

Which curve is longer? How rauch.lOnger? / t"

) t' la).

BRAINTWISTERS

I

6 yd

2ft. yd 4 in.

2in.

cr 0.

6. . .A man wants to put a fence all around his land. He knows

that the boundary of, his land can be tho of as a square.
He measures one side and finds that it is between 125 and-
126 feet long. How much fertcing should 1p buy? )'

1,1-x11G.:-..

In:Jimis house a pieCe of glass in a window was broken. His

father measured the frame where the glass went. He found

that it was a rectangle with 14 inch and 24' inch sides, to
the nearest'inch. He bought a new piece of glass 14 inches
wide and 24 inches long. When he went to, put it in the

_frame he found that it was too long to fit .' Can you give .a

possible reason? (24
.1)

.354 81+3



PWPOSE OF UNIT

.Chapter 10 '

CONCEPT OF RATIONAL, NUMBERS

Children can be expected to have.sometoncept
pf rational,,

numbers. ,Undoubtedly, they and many teachers-havetalle&1 1 2 4.
and

numbers, such as 1
77
3

Tr,, , 141-d soon,'fractiOns:
or.fractional numbers. In this chapter and, in the work-that.'follows, we will Call this set of numbers indicated by pairiof whole numbers (where the second of each pair is not zero)
the rational numbers. Really, we will be'toncerned:With only
a subset of the rational

numbers-a set which soMetimes
referred to as the rational numbers' of arithmetic. This kitd
of number is suggested by measurement.

ore specifically, the purpose of this ChapterI.s. to'
continue .with the'development of the concept of rational
numbers in such a way as.:

1. to emphasize the common ,aspects of Situations-H,
involving measurement, noting that partitioning
.unit segments -and regions Into congruent parts
and sets of objects

intaequivalent:aubbett
.provide appropriate

model§.4orftlarionalnumbert..
2., to develop a way of naming rational numbers .

using symbols called fractions and mixed forms-,
(The later consists of a whole number numeral

.

2 1-and d-a fraction. For example, 4.5 and 2. are
mixed forms. 'We haie, in the past, called these
"mixed numbers ". Another numeral, decimal, will
be used in the next grade.)

to.help children'learn that different numerals
may indicate the same rational number.

4. to help children. learn that the set of whO1e
numbers is a subset of the rational,numbers.

.



A Note to Teachers

Terminology used in this chapter and, in the chapters_on----
rational numbers 'that follow in the-SMSG Mathematics, For the
Elementary School will associatehe following ideas .with
these words:

1., rational number - an infinite set of ordertd pairs
of whole numbers where the second member of the
pair is not zero.
Any member of a specific set of ordered pairs may
be used to indicate that -specific ratio al number.

fradtion = a symbol which names 'a rational number.9
E., 5,

fractions I 1
rational number.

2_4,

2pT

are 'fractions.

can write

The set .of

naies the same
i .2. etc.

Each fraction determined by an ordered pair
of numbers. The first number of 1.,t13e7'pair is
called the numerator and is trKe number -of con-
gruent parts with which one is concerned. The
second number of the . pair, called the deitOrninator,
is the 'number *Of_congraent parts into Which a
unit (region, Segrnent.).:AS-:partitioned.

decimal 1- syMbol which:Can, name a ,rational num ber,
the second member of the pair, is', 10 or

POCIet';'of .10, that is 100 or .102
1000,

or 1073; etc. Vie second member, or the .ctenoitii-
nator; can be denoted by p149e. value..: .1.7.t=1..-.

mixed fOrm - a sy#0.1 whiPiS,Z. a c
a numeral for. a' 4, ii316 nt tuber, di,d
no -doubt ItnoW numbed":;

'44 t
Ours e; ilumbe,rs.-Catnrrot.-bP.. --eted

; . . .. ,

.4%
-,846



MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

Introduction

In the. study of,mathematics in the elementary school, a.
0

,childleapps to use several sets of numbers. The first of these

..is the set of'counting numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, . The second

is the set of whole numb'ers; 0;-1, 2, 3, 4, . The child

also may have learned certain properties of whole numbers.

During the primary and Middle grades the idea of "number"

is enlarged, so that by the end of the sixth grade the child

recognizes each of the following as a name for a number:

7, 3.6, 2i, 8, 0, .01.
. 4 1

En traditional language, we might say that when the child has

'completed the first six years of school mathematics he knows

about "the whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and mixed numbers."

This language is primarily numeral language. It obscures the

fact that a single number can have names of many kinds. "Frac-

tions, decimals, and mixed numbers" are kinds of number names

rather than different kinds-of numbers. Whether we make a piece
3

of ribbon 17 in. long, or 1.5 7in. long, or in.. long makes

no difference--our ribbon is the same Whatever our choice of
37'numeral. -.That is, 17, 1.5, are all names for the same

number. This number is.a member of a set of numbers sometimes

called the non-negative numbers or the rational numbers of

arithmetic. For our purposes here, we shall call them the

rational numbers; realizing that they are only a subset of the

set of all rational numbers. It also should be realized that

within' the set of rational numbers is'a set which corresponds-to

the set of whole numbers. For example, 0, 3, 7. are all

rational numbers that are also whOle-umbers. and .2

are rational numbers. that are not whdle numbers.

81±7



First Ideas About Rational Numbers

Children, develop early ideas !about rational numbers by

workineWith regions.re4angular regions, 'circular regions,

triangular regions, etc-.'In Figures A, B, and C, rectangular

/regions have beekused. For any type: of region we must first

identify tilig unit region. In Figures A, B, and C, the unit

region is a ssuare region.

In Figures A -and B we see that:

at (1) The:wait region has been separated into a number

Of congruent-regions,

() Some,of the regions have een ,shaded.
A

(a). Using regions, Let us see how children use regions,to

-

.develop their first ideas of rational numbers. The child learns
1

in.ksimple cases to associate a number like 2
or

27. with a

shaded portion of the figure. (Rational numbers can also be

associated with the telshaded portions.) ' 0

'Usipg two or more congruent regions (Fig C), he can sepa-

doeach Ucto the same number of congruent parts, phade some

of the parts. Again, tte can associate a number with the resulting

shaded region.

Fig.
A

The unit square

is separated into

2 congruent re-
.

gions. 1 is

shaded.

Fig Fig.
C 1114.1111+1+MI

The unit square Each unit square ..,

is separated into is separated into

3 congruent re-. .2 congruent re-_
glons. 2 are . gions. 3 are

shaded. shaded. We have'
37 of a unit square.

At this point, the child is only at the beginning of his

concept of rational numbers. However, let us note what we are
2

doing when we introduce, for example 7. We separate the (unit)-
.

region into 3 congruent parts. .Then we shade 2 of these



parts. Similarly, in 3
.7, we separate each (unit) region into '2

congruent regions, and shade 3 parts. In using regions to
3represent a number like 7, we-must emphasize the fact that

7
we

3are thinking of of a unit region, as in Fig. C.

(b) -15sing the number line. The steps: used with regions can

be carried out. on the number It is easy-to'see that this
-As a very practical thing to do. If we have a ruier marked only

in inches, we cannot-make certain types of useful measurements.
We need to have points.between the unitintervals, and.we would

like to have numbert associated with these points. 4

The way we locate new.points on the ruler parallels the

prOcedure we followed with regions. We mark off each unit seg-

ment into congruent parts. We'. count off these parts. Thus, in
2order to locate the point corresponding to 7, .we must mark off

the unit segment in 3 aorigruent parts. We then count off 2 .

of them. (Fig. D) If we have separated each unit interval in
b 2 cOngtrupnt parts and counted off 3 of them, we have located

the soint which If e would associate with 4. (Fig. E)

p

2 Parts a

is-

3 Ports

ti

Fig. D

2
>

.rt

c I

E

2
: >

Once we have this construction in mind, we,,see that all
14, _8_11such ntmters ,.s can .be associated with

Articular pints or the number lire. To locate -1/1-,7for

exampae, we tar* the unit segtents into 8. congruent \segments.
.

.(Fig. F) ,.
.

i
.,

1,x

II Segments . II .

4.

8 Ports, g. 8 Parts

Fig.- F 4
;-)6"

849a.-



(c) Numerals for pairs of numbers. Suppose'that we con-

sider a pair of counting numbers such as 11 and 8 where .11

is the first number and S. is the .second number. We can make a

symbol, writing the name ofthe first number of the pair above

the line and that of the second below. Thus for the pair,of,
11.numbers, an, 11' and 8, our symbol 'would be -8- If we hac:'thought

of 8 as the first number of the. pair and 11 as the second,

we would have said the pair 13 and al, and the symbol would
8have been TT. For the numbeis. 3 and 4, the symbol would be

For the liumbers Hi and 3, the ymbol would be
With the symbol described in the preceding paragraph, we

can associate a point on the number -line. The second number

tells into how many congruent segments to separate each unit

segment. The first number tells howl-many segments to count off.

We also can associate each of ()L., symbols with a shaded

region as in Fig. A, B, and C. 'The second number tells us into

how many congruent parts we must separate each unit region. The

first number tills us how many of these parts to shade.

For young children, regions are easier to see and to work

with than segmdis. However, the number_line has one strong

advantage. For example, ae associate a number as with

exactly one point on the number line. The number line also gives

an unambiguous picture for numbers like and 1. A region
3

corresponding to 7 is less precisely defined'in that regions

with the same measure need not be identical or even congruent.
3In Fig. G, we can see that each shaded region is 7 of a

3unit square. Recognizing that both shaded regions have 7 sq.

units is indeed one part of the area concept.

Unit square

Figure G

850 360
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When. we.mitch numbers with points on the number line, we.
.

work with segments that begin.at For.thisreason, though the

number line is less intuitive. at early stages, it is well ta.usg

'it-as soon as possible.

.

Meaning of Rational Number
, .

Th'e diagrams Fig. H, (a), (b), (c), show a number line on

Which we have located points corresponding to i., 4, etc.

and a nUmber line on:which we have Iodated points .corresponding

to 1 2 3
.7",' -47, "47, etc. Also shown, is a number line with .i, ;

etc. As we look at these lines, we see that A seems very

)11

natural to think off.-.3. as being associated wi h the g point.

We are really, so to speak, counting off_ 0 .se ents. Simi-

larly, it seems natural to locate -. and # as indicated:

I " a II IS ISiiessifesilssesss
O I 2 3
4 4 4 4 4 4

(b)

(C)

(d)

O 1 2 3 7 7 W II 12arerieirre
Figure H

Now let us put oar .diagrams (a), (b)', (c) together. In

other .s, let us carry ,aut on a single line (d) the process

for 10 ing all the points.

41hen we do this, we see that.
4

and are all
6associO4ed with the same point. the same way, and g

are associated with the same Point.

361
851,



Now we are-ready to explain more precisely what. we mean by

fraction and by rational number. Let us'agree to call the

imbols we have been using fractions. A fraction,.. then; is a .'

symbol associated with .a. pair of numbers. 'The firit number of

*' the pair is called the numerator and the. second number is called

the denominator. So far, we have used only those fractions in

which the numerator of the number pair is a whole number

As

(0, 1, 2, ... ), and the denominator is a counting number .

(1, 2, 3, ...

Each fraction can be used to lobate a point on the number

Brie. To each point located by a fraction there corresponds a

'ratio number. Thus,-a fraction names the rational number.

For example, if `we are told the fraction It, we can locate a

point that corresponds to it on Vae number line. .10 is the

name of the rational.number associated with this poikt. This

.P'cint, however, can also be located-by means of other fractions,
6such as A5:'and 746. Thusy ra and ,a1so are names for the

number named by 1.6 'since they are associated with the

same point. Rational numbers, then, are named by fraCtiOns of

the type have been discussing. To each point-on the number

line that can/be located by afraciion, there corresponds anon-

negative rational number.'

A very unusual child might wonder whether every, point on

:.the number line can be located by a fraction of the kind we have

described., We Must answer "No". There are numbers--r being
. v.

one of them ,and 12- being another--that have no fraction names

of tyre sort-we'haVe described. Introducing such irrational

numbers is defSred Until the seventh and eighth grades.

The Vhdle Numbers As.Rational-Numbers

Our pattern for matching fractions with points on the.nuthber

line can be used with these fractions: -lc 4., etc. .

o I

I r

I

.1 7
3 r.4 6 6

as 3

Fig. I
852 362



On the ntriaber line we see (Fig. I) that we matched ;
-1- With the ,same point. We note that this point is also matched
with the counting *umber Thus, to the same point corresponds

(3.) the .counting number
(2) the reitiona.311 number named by 1

It seents that it w611741 ..14ctriveritence to :Use the symbol 1 as
11: another =lie' for "the rational number named by etc.
s would alloW-, us to Wrii6 1- 2 for example In the same

way, we would think of 5 as Eulother. name ,fOr ,the number 'named
)

10

We need t be a littV careful in our thinking
There' ni5thirtg `illogical a out Using any symbol we like as a
numeral.- A 'problem doss afise, however, when a- single symbol
has two mea.ninge, .becituse then we are in ObvioUs danger. that
.inconsistencies may restlt.. For example, 3.vhen.-wthink of 2,
3, arid, , 6 as '2/lting :riiMnbers we are accustomed to writing
2' x: 3
rainbers,Tain
rational, num

- .

e 11 'event pally define the tiroduct. of two rational
b- in serious, trOuble it. thee oduct of the,-

y IN and 3 were anyth but the ,
...

rational :numb by 6.
1, 2, 3, etc.,- as name for yational.*

into az,. inconsistency ; For 411 =the ,

-that is, forf,indi suris, '-px;;Oducts', :

sizes,, we get name ,for whole" numbers .4)1-i,"

flowe

numbers nev
purposes of
etc., and f
names for 'xi
terms, we c
subget--those

--:
of nurnbeVe, that is .12., 4,-etc. t 1
numbers,1 0, a, atc

'I I:. :.1110E'. It would be overambitiOus to to fOrmulate the idea
of illsomorp-'!hsm Precisely in our ,

.iP-.- : It is suffiCierit fo.
our purposes otO. regait- 0, 1,, 2, e av,as names for rational \.
numbers. It i8 appropriate to noteS,tOwever, in connection with
operations on Vationals, that where the operation's are applied

2. to 'numbers like 1 -f., they .dead to result's already known from. .-

experience with whole :umbers
-,..

umbers. In More so
hat the set of rat

eci 114 k)- - -2- et[: 1,

icated inathernatidal:
iuubers contains a

to the. set
. .



Ident 4ci-ions
0

That4lame The Same. Rational Number

When

for the s

1 3

(a)

f= s can ;'discovered by-abnarete experience. In Fig. J, for

.rexample

gruent r

further
.p

The-Sec.

-parts.

shad

that

-,- 1 t 3 ul 3
e,.. 77 5 ,.E, we are saying. -5 and r Are names .

elit.-

,

physical models. The truth of the sentence

V.P.f'irst sepatated our unit region into two con-
, ,

s-We'have th4n:separated each of thege .parts

-=clphgrukti* egions as shown in,the second drawing--

t.!-4quare.T hue separated into 2 x 3, or 6
? t-It,the first..drawing i4,equivaIent-to

partsin the second. We thus recognize

1 and

Fig.-J
our analysis of regions follows a pattern that' can

of a region.

1 4
ed on the number line. -Let us-consider '7,F and, Er.

1Injp,pating. on the ntnnber line, (Fig. K) we-separate the
.

un *AnDervallitto :2- congruent segments. In locating ., we

sep te-it into 8-:congruent segments. We can do this 13jr

fiz!stseparatin$ into:.2.parts and then separating each of

these 2 begmentsinto 4 segments. This process yields

(2 x 4). congruent egments. Taking' 1 of 2 congruent parts

thus leads,to-the same point as taking 4 of 8 congwent.

parts:_

,
Fig. K

1 1 x 4,
= 2 x 4

854 3'64



In other words, when we multiply the numerator and denomi-,
1nator of r by the:;saM'e'counting number; we can visualize the

result using the number line. We have subdivided our Anter
vals into- a number of congruent parts. .°

After many such experiences, children should be. able to

make a picture to explain this type of relationship. For example:,

region and-number line pictures for are shown in77 4 x 2
Fig. L.

0 -

2
3
T.

-4
8

., Fjg. L
:Th

1Each 7 part (regioibr interval) is-subdivided into ..._.2 -con-

gruent parts; hence = 1.747,
- ,

. (b) Using numerators and denominators. In a discussion

... about two fractions naming the same number, it may abear
startling to emphasize multiplying numerator and denominator
by the same counting. number. We usual-ly think. bout finding....

1the simplest fraction name if we can.. We think, then, H.
But, of course "=" means "names the same number." Seeing
1 4 47= ., we can think, 147 = and this will be particularly easy
if the "names the same number" idea has been emphasized.
adequately.

Another familiar idea also, is contained in what has been
said: We often think about dividing and denominatoi.
by the same counting number. For example, we think:

6 62 3

This is easy to translate into amultiplicative statement,-sinct',.

multiplication and division are inverse operations: 6 2 = 3
means 3 x 2 = 6.

2
4,

365
855



(c) Using factoring. The idea that multiplying the nuMera-

tor anddenOminator of a fraction by a counting number gives a
4

. new fraction that names the same number as the original fraction

is an idea very well suited to the discussion in the unit on

.factoring; ,To find a simpler name for 14, we write:

12 2.x 2 x 3 2 x 2 4

5 x 3

Suppose we are. thinlang about-two fractions. HoW will we

decide whether or not they name the same number? ,There'are two

possibilities.

.Rule (I). It maybe that for such fractions as and. ?1',

one fraction is obtained by .multiplying the numerator and denomi

nator of the other by a counting number. In other_words, it may

be that we can=picture the fractions as- was just done. Since

2
2 x 1

2'
1

-rr and 'belong to the same'set--thus name the
x -'4

T
same number.

- Rule (2). It May be that, we cannot use Rule. 1 directly.

For example, and cannot be compared directly -by Rule 1. .

However, we can use, Ralel to see-that 4 = and' and
2 3rin.thiswv ir, we that' and oname the same number.

Notice ,that in cappar/rig and. we might-have_used

:Rule 1 and 2 in a diff4rent way. yemight have recognized

that: .

2 2 x 3 6
?T7S 3.2

or we might have said:

and 3x2 6

2 2 x 6 12 3 3x -4 12
and

7.= >/776 TT. )777 TT'
2 3

-6In the latter example, we have renamed 7 and .., using frac-
..

tions.with denominator 4 x 6. Of course, we recognize that-

x 6= 6 x 4. Commutative Property)

In our example, we see that 214 is a common denominator

for and though it.is,not the least common denominator.

Nevertheless, one common denominator for two frctions is always

the productff the two denominators.

856 3 66



.(d'A A.special test. Let us now-consider a,special:test,

for two:fra:Ctions that name the same rationalnumber. In our
.2last. :ampie'weused 6.X 4 'as the .common 'denominator for

and r. Thus we had-

2, ',2X 6 3' 3 x 4
TT 4 x,6 and .77 6x 4'

that 2 - 3We could say: 'Zt-is true that,i because the two resulting,

'numerators--2 x6 :arid., a x4--are equal, and the' denominators,

are equal.

In other words,' to:test whether T = 4, it is only:

ecessary--once,ysla have understood the7reasoning-to:teat,..

whether .2 x-6 =*3 x 4. And this last number sentence, is-trUel
.In the. same 9, 24'we can test whether 171=.7-6 by testing'

whether 9.x 40 = x1.5. They do! When'we do thia;,we'are

"thinking:.

)_...t_<.__ICI

.

... 2t -24 x.1.5.
:15.x 40 and

.,, _ 775..40 x.15

This is an example of what is7somettmes called ';cross

product rule." It is'very useful in solving prOl5ortions. (SOme7

times it is.stated: The product of the meansequals: the produCt
,..."'"..

:. . F ii.
The'rule states: TO test whether 'two fractions and

name the.sahe number, we,need only,test whether a x d =.10,x c.

That is,
.)

of the extremes.)

, This rule is timportant for later applicat ns to mathematics

such as similar triangles. In advanced texts=-on algebra, it. is

sometimes used as a way of defin .rational numbers: That is,

an advanced text might say: "A rat rral number -is. a set. of

eymbols 1.11
1 2

7-, B7
3 4W (7, , . ): -TwO.symbol s, t and

belongto the same set ff a x'd = b x

. What..e have done amounts to the same thing-, but -

developed more intuitively. For teaching pi:trposes, the "multiply'

numerator and denominator by the same-countinganum&er" idea

conveyed by Rule 1 cante.visualied more easily than can the

"cross product" rule.

3
I.
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It would certainly not .be our intention to insist that

.. children learn Rules 1 and 2 formally. However, these rules..-

summarize an experience that is appropriate for children. .We

can form a chain of fractions that .name the same number,

1 2 4 8= = = = .

Each fraction is:formed by multiplying the numerat' and

denominatoia of the preceding one.by 2. We can visualize this

as Subdividing repeatedly a segment or a regiori.

Wecan form a second chain beginning with = 3.'=.19Br
.

We can then understand that 1:t is possible to pick out any

numeral from one chain and.equateit with any nuteralrfromth

other, which is just What Rule.2 says..

Meaning of Rational Number - SumMary,.

Let us summarize .how far we hai.c.e:::prOgressed.in our:devel-

opmentof the rational. numbers.

(1).-. We regard, a symbol like-One of the following as

naming a rational. number: ,

:o
T3.3 u' 14 3 -Zr' 1'

(2) We know-how to'aasociateeach such symbol with a.

point on'the,number line.

(3)' We know that the-same rational. number may have many
6 3names thdt are fractions. Thus, an 7d. are fraction names

for the' same nutber..

J4) We know that when we have a rationain u ernamed by

a fraCtion,' we can multiply 'the, numerator 'and-detioMinator of

the fraction by the same counting number .to*:414,4,new

tion name for:thesame rational-number;

(5) We know that in Comparing two rationdlnumbers it is

useful. to use fradtion names t At have the same denominators.

We know, too, that for airy rational numbers, we can aiwayAr

find fraction: naives of this sorer
Thua.far we have'not stressed what is'.often called, in 4

traditional language, "reducing fractions." m '\ duce "'

8 58 6.
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foxpiample, is simply to name it with the -name using the
at possible.numbers for 'the numerator and,, the denomi:nator.

Since 2 is a factor both of 6 and ''"E3, we see that

E 3x2 3
*x.2

We-.have applied our general idea that "nru.ltip ing numerator and
denominator by the same counting nimber". gives a new name for
'the same number. We can call the simplest name for the .

'rational number it names.
.We Would say that we have fo und, In 4,'...the Simplest name

'6for the *rational ,number named . by 7. This is 'more precise than
6saying we have" "reduced" Az,- since we have not made the rational

6number named by g any smaller.- We have, use another pair of
n'umbers to rename' it.

(6) We know, also, that. 2 and name the same number.
We' thus regard the set of whole numbers _as a subset of the set
ot.-tiational. numbers. Any number in this subset Us a fractiori
na.me with denominator- 1. 1, -T.-, etc. belong -to this
subset

1
2. is s.name for a rational number which is 'a whole .

number. 2. 3s not a fraction name ,for this number, but the
numberlbaS fraction names G. 2 etc:

:. At this point;, it `-seems reasonable to use "number" for
rational numbers where- the !meaning ' .s clear. We may ask for
'the' number' of. triCiled or measure: of a stfak,` or the. number of
hours in a school day. ?

co ,-
.(7). We care agree to speak of the number to avoid the

wordinesS of "number ^-Thus, le might say that the
number :4 is greater than thOni.unbez: (a.sq,we:can verify
easilyrerithe number, line). Tt.is would( be 'preizerable :to saying-
that "the fractioh is gr-41ffiter*than the? traction' 2.- ' " bec uselkt 2we do I not mean that one. ame is greater than aritither.

e$(8) We should not say that . 3 j.s.athe den ouranator of the
2 'rsnumber 7, because the sanie ; .numepr has other 4S t(like E)

with different denoininatQrs. 3.'" is rather,: ttie denominator ofethe fraction 4.
4.%

# .'"

36J
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(9) .We have seen that the idea of ratienal.,.number4s

relevant both to regions and line segments..: We. wff: ,see soon

how it relates to .certain problem. involving

Now. We 'might introduCe some decimals The .numeral, .1,

for example, is another name, for 117 ,- However, we can explain
a numeral, Tike 1.7 , more easily when we have,developed the
idea of adding rational numbers. .



MATERIALS

r4
It is important that exteniLve use- be made of maters in

developing understanding.of the rational numbers. Some

materials which have been found usefulare suggested on the .

next few pages.

materials.

These may be supplemented by-other available

Teachers will find copies of these car

square cardboard for teacher models and sm

child useful throughout the chapter. Cblore

used to. indicate shaded areas on teacher models

parts might be useCY by children to desio.ate,a specific number
_ parts of a region

410 ,

150!,:ch

ate may be

Colored paper/.

II

37 861
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,4,
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1.

Models of circular regions can be cppied on dardboard,

'construction paper, oz., undecorated paper pla es.
--;

a

1
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Of' 0 0
0 0 0.,
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

o olo
o 010 o
O 000
o o o

O 010 0,
O 00_0

I0.0,0 0

oloio

0 1

4
01-0 1 0*

0 0 10 0

Set A

a

° 1010 0 0
I0 0 0

I 101010

ol o 0.
O 1 0 1 0

70±0+.7

0010

o loio
ofolc7
4040
0 1 0 10

Set B

0
0,

O 0 0
O 0".;0

0-0-0
0 0 0

0 o 0
0_ 0 0_

0 0 0

0 0 0 01
0 0 0 .0

o o,,lo
oio lo

[c
± -1-

) o o I o Io
0 d0 0 1.0 0

Set C

These arrays may be used to develop the concept of

4*, etc., of a set"' of objects. Colored acetate may be
5

used with them. to Indicate 5, ., etc., of a set of objects.
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0. Teadi-Ang the Unit

IDEA% OP,qiATIpNAL 'NUMBERS.
.

..

, Ob6pOive;...'7O; provide eXperiendes that suggest ration

numbers witholit using any fraction symbols
. .__ - . _ _ . . .

for the ..numbers; by , . .

N: .-.
. . '

a partitioning regions and?.ine liegments into.

. congruqht parts and :sets )f ojepts into

: equivaDW subsets.; and

b0 naming tha,;,numberL. of congruent parts intd4-:-

which. a unitf.reg,dia or 'Segment 'has bevil
4 pa itioned 7.agid the 'number of par.ts

. .
, -.

4 4,6
- .4L:' 4,1$4, , : ::. -..; -. ' ''... '-.

...

...,.
mAert'als - 44110 suggestions for rtia'teriais t4;!-1;:P.-uP" Y...:47 ,

-.0,,t. in thi unit. 't --,-...,4 -..
: !---,1:-... '...

fs

k s

ex the number'
ti

C, 4
11, these$irs.t exper-/n6eS,. whlycjilaay be :.r,evieW.,

wt 6k will be limited tO:theiseqApuatio ns

which tithe n=b4r artt:idelitkied doesjnort

coriirueritrt.;2,ino-

Izillilhaas been 'partitioned i.e ., n
.

. ,-.,te .

Teacfairig, stvggestion§:. Ak

Alt
s

Ai-the rational numbers .

.(chit en ve probably them fraCt;onSi)
is not new :to f dirth grade, we would
like Ito first concern ourselves with ideas .

rather tharPs olyyv In these -first 'experiences
an effort has bee/to-Made to 'develo he . is ea that
we (11 spect,Wy a unit (r on _tent, set)

partl.ti or separat e unit into con-
gruent ors e valent , (3) .name the number-
of parts ith which we, gige ct.ncernes3.-. We have
deliberately refrained Nom Ming tne- notation-

3 cirtp.4 1
.8., ete.. an use the words one-

e

r

fourth, one-halfi etc .-

v?!"'
4;i" 867



Getting ready for this lesson. Prepare. a set
of materials 33-71176:EFhITUEE may have several
Mddels of rectangular regions, and circular
regions. An, example of such a sheet, that
might be prepared and'duplicated, is shown
below. you may select your own models. Each
child can cut out his own, models and place them
in an envelope until ready for use. (Maybe-a
homeWork assignment) Or, you may have such
materials already available for each child.

These do not represent-actual size. Make each
a convFriieriF size that can be used easily by
children,

Felt pieces on'flannej, board may be*used by
. teacher in working with class.

e..

868 it' 37



class have each child put the
par s oge oria7 desk (see illUstration
below). Also give him' a colored card or sheet
of paper. This is only for contrast so that
he scan place the region to be discussed upon
the mat for. identification.

I I

Colored Sheet

First identify the regions and note into how
many parts each has been partitioned. Then
ask each child to place on the mat a region
which has been separated into three con-
gruent parts. Ask him to identify 1 of
these parts, 2 of them, 3 of them, etc.
Do similar activitiesfor other regions.

Then use line segments and sets of objects,
as

A 13-

9
.

00.
00

(NOTE: Th e do hotIcepresentactual size
to be usely.) L:11 A

.
fl

Then, use paper discs where part of the con-
gruent regions of each unit. are one color and
the others another color, or materials on the
flannel board. If nothing else, .make
drawihgs on the chalkboard and shade some of.

regions,'as shown on the folloWing page.
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o.

at.

Then,-. make a chart As the following to record
the information.,' Note-that you use a pair of
nu±nbers in each instance.

Figure Number of Congruent
Parts in Unit

Number of.
Parts Shaded

A .3 1

B 2 .1

C 8 3

D 5
E 4. . a.

F 4 3

For the last experience, have children find
regions (rectangular and circular) separated
into 4 congruent parts. Ask if anyone can
suggest other ways of sepaegting them into .4
congruent regions. You might have some 'models
available for-those who wish to try this on
their own and report their findings to the.
class.- Some of their findings. might be

A

0

Now-use the material ii pupil text, and
Exercise Set 1. .

.3rd
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P515. . Chapter 10

CONCEPT OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

rDEA OF RATIONAL NUMBERS'

Exploration

Look at each of the figures on this page.

.For each figure, choose a pair of numbers at 'the right yhich can

be-used to-talk about the number of parts.that are shaded and the

number of congruent parts into which each unit region, unit

segment, or set has been separated:

C

1

H

Were you able to find a pair of numlbersifor each? Did you find

these -- A-d; B-e;. C-a; D-d;--E-f; F-g; 0-c; H -h; and

Pairs of Numbers

a.

b..

1 and

3: and

k.

4

C. 3 and 5

d. 1. and 2

e. 5- and 8

f. 1 and 3

g. 2. and 3

h. 2 and 2

i. 6.. and 8

j. 2 and 5

/
,

as

871,

-



P516

bcerci,se Set 1

Copy the table and completeit,-.Using the figures A,

C, D, E, and

%

.

Figure' Parts
Shaded

.

Congruent
Parts in
'' Unit

A E .

7 ,1
.

D , 6 AO
E - 5-

.

0-.41..--e------fo
D

a
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I

2. Write onyOur, paper the lettervfrom A.,7.to G.

After each, write Yes if ;the figure has been

partitioned into'congruent.egiohs.. Write No: if

the,figvre°has not been.p titioned intoirongruent

regions.'



P516

3. What pair of numbers can_ be used to talk about the shaded

region in each figure? Remember.we will let*.the first
,

number of the pair told; how many parts are shaded. We.

will let the second'nurither 'of the pair tell intp ilow many

congruent' parts the unit region has been partitioned.

B

0

(34-bt9'

(.7

2

(3..,.( 4

Fr

..
0

Did you find any fig-u.res that had not beenpart*ti-oped: 111 v
a

c;IA14
'congruent reglons. Which ones were they? lf.- (; W)



A NEW KIND OF NUMBER

Objective: To learn to'use a fraction as a symbol for

naming the rational number; and

To, help children see that the numerals used

in a fraction symbol are associated With the

numbers that .1

(1) identify the number of congruent parts'

into which a unit region has been

partitioned, and

(2) the number of parts with which one is

concerned.

Teaching Suggestions:

Recall whole number representations, One
can rF8717-1EF77P=EFes in Ach we had:
collections of discrete objects and how these
sets of objects suggested to us t4 whole
-number.

Review ideas i the last lesson Then
recall the eRFOrencerrn117,776761 rilesson
by asking what number is suggested'by models

sin the Exploration. You-may also use some of
the models in exercises.

Then ask if these are different ideas
than models which suggest whole numbers.

Rational numbers. Note that these are a
new kind of nuEFFTFrid that we call them
rational numbers.

Names for ration 1 numbers are fractions.
Tell E76717ie use the pa TOTanb7Fs from the
previous lesson to write the name of'a
rational number. Note that we call these
names, fractions.

Then you may wish to use the materials
the pupil text as well as previous activities
in which you go one step farther to name the
number suggested by the shaded region, the
region not shaded, etc.

Now use materials in pupil text fr
A New Kind of Number.

3 rx 875
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b

A NEW KIND OF.NUMBER

Exploration

When a region.is.partitioned into congruent parts and some

of these parts are shaded,. we use a new kind. of number to

desCribe what we see. These new numbei,s are called rational

numbers. 77, and 'a are rational numbers: Theyare'read,,1 1 3.

one-half," "one-fourth, d"hree-eighths."

Each of these figures

at the right suggests the

same rational number: The

rational number is one-'

fourth. The symbol, 4,

which names the rational

number one-fourth 18 called a fraction. Fractions are written

using two numerals. -The two nwerals are separated by a

horizontal bar.

f a
For example:

:1

The'numerals are ,1 and 4.

The numeral aho've the bar tells'

.the number of congruent'parts

of equivalent subsets described.

The number is called ,the,

erator.

Thy numeral below the bar te41s .

the number of congruent parts

z into which the set of objects,

un_t_region,or unit segment has

been partitioned. The number

is called the denominator.

876 `-3:66
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What rational number is suggested by each of 'these figures belo0

B
lQJ (.4)

What rational number does each of these'figures suggest?

A

(2-)3

a

SigUre A suggests the'rational number, read three-fourths.

Figure B suggests the rational number, 3, ,read two-thirds.

2Figure C suggests the rational number, 74, read two halves.
k.

Figure D also suggests the rationaiNUMber,
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Exercise Set 2

Fd each figure, write a. fraction which name's the rational

)

er suggested by the shaded region.

2._ Write as fractions: 0

a) one-half

b) one-third

c) one-tenth

C
(...4-)

0 0 0 0 0,.,
0 0 0 0 0

d) one-eighth It

e) One-sixth

f) one-fourth

3S
878

1
G.
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Copy. the unit square in Figure H at least six times.

(Make more copies if-you want them.) In how many ways

can you separat) the unit square to show:

1 . 1

H

4: Copy and shade the part which is described by the fraction

below each figure.

0
9-±+-

I I I

11

C

383

879

00
00

000
000

E

3
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Copy and complete this chart.

ction Numbdr of ConCongruent-
Parts in Unit

NuMber oeipf'

Parts Counted

.

..

/

.

.

1
7 _

.

1
.

P

10

1

.
,

' ..,1

.

7
1

.

.

1

, .
.

I

6. On your paper, make 6 copies of the unit region shdwn

below. Make the unit regions tbe same size. Then show

a picture that suggests each of the rational numbers named

in exercise, 5. 4"44...P."4 1..."Cign"

0

3
880

p
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ercise Set 3

Use these . fig4ras to complete the .chart, below-

A has
.

been done foe

.
Figure

.
.1

t- .

Number of' Congruent

Parts 'ip. Figure
..

I . .
,g

,
Number of ,

Shaded Parts 0

.
.

I ' '-=
fiat onal
Num er
Sug ested by
Shaded part

A
.

,

3 3 -
, 7'

B
-

.
0

r , 4 .

a--
.3

C
,. -

.

. .

D
.

' i
e a

zs.- $ 6-
9

, 4
)

. ic.

391

881
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V. Using figures Al B, C, D, *E, and F of exercise 1, .

write the name of the rational number suggested by the
,

unshaded part of each figure.

/A -* E=

13-
4

C

:Use these figures to -cQmplete the sentences below.

Fig. A

0 , I

X M N 0 Y
Set C= r1,214,618,10,12,141L'

Fig. B --),
Fig. C

a) Figure A has been. Separated' into

congrueit regions. / region has been

°shaded. The shaded regig.is beRt described

by the rational number named by the fraction

b) 'Points M, N, and 0 separate* XY into

congruent segments. m

c) Set C has 2 members. , member.

names an odd number. This member is
at.

of all the members of Set C.

A

8 9 2
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StUdy your answers.to exercises 1, 2, and 3.

Copy and then write "above" or "below" in each blank.

if,41a) The numeral ,e.A4x4---- the bar names the number of
,

congruent parts into which the unit has been

, separated.

The numeral 41.4,11-4- the bar names the number of

congruent parts which are described.

.- Ann watbhed '3 television programs. Each was of an

hour song:

a) How long did Ann watch television?

b) How much longer would she need to watch. TV to make

her' total time- 1 hour? .(4', La-)

6. A figure like the one pictured below was made by laying

toothpicks, each the same size, end-to-end. What

fracU6nal part of the perimeter is the "roof"

393
883

Iy
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RATIONAL NUMBERS GREATER THAN ONE

Objectiye: To .associate rational numbers witholooints on

the number line and to extend these numbers

beyond those suggested by the unit segments

and congruent parts of the unit segment; and

To learn to identify the rational numbers

suggested by diagrams when,more than one unit

region is used.

Materials: Prepare for each, child a dittoed sheet of

.number lines. One should be marked in unit

segments. One, line'eath then for units,

1 1
/r units, E. units, 5 uniIL ts,

1F units, 15 unitsl_and -7 units.' (This, is

for the-purpose 6f helping children name the

number associated with the points,which will

partition,tlie unit segment into the given

congruent parts as indicat d.

Teaching'Suggestiohs:

Recal4 with the children that we haye
learned,to recognize what rational numbers,

are suggested by unit parts of regions, line
segments and unit sets of 'objects.

_Recall that. we have known hew to as-
sociate points' on the number line with the

wHole numbers. Then draw a line'on the
chalkboard and perhaps locate, a point with

which 3 can.be associated. Let the class
sugtest the numbers for the other points.

3

884
394



A

Then with.sets of number lines suggested in.
Materials, -first haye them associate rational
EUEM7-7ith the point's `in the line marked In
unit segments, then with the line in half-unit
Segments, etc., as

?
5 i4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

.Count,liw 41s Weginning from ., by 2-

fourths 1;eginning with one-fourth, etc. Count
not only forward but backward.

Then ask them to find one and one-half
unit, on the numberline (expect them to select.
the one-half unit line to be used:) Ask what
fraction names the number: Do many other simi-
lar activities, that is,

8
find the rational number

named by the fraction ., using the one-eighth
unit number line, etc.

Then tsing eithwmaterials On the flannel
board or drawing on the chalkboard, ask them to
name the rational number associated with each,
as

unit region

(Note. If it w9uld seem convenient and also'
. 11-617u1 to"name a rational number using the
mmixea form at this time, do'a.,'Note with your
pupils that we can name a nuriler as in two
ways -- either using the fraction or naming. the
number'Of unit segtents,and the parts of unit

1segments, as 1. and 7. Also, you may wish to
show how we can write 1 and in a shorter
way, that is, 17. We are not interested in

changing from fractions to mixed forms or vice
versa, using only symbols. All of this should
be done using the number line, or Other models
as rectangular and circular regions. Youmay
want to use some o(material6 that come later
in this chapter here. They are included in the
section, "A New Kind of Name.",

3L15
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RATIOkAL,NUMBEkeOREATER THAN ONE

Exploration'

In the*.picture below, the line .segment AB, is

long.

1 unit

L

C I

1

FE

G H

I

Kip

1. (a) On the number line'the unit segment is separable

into g congruent segments..
, ,

(b) Use afraction:.-,Each small segment is

the unit segment.

(c) The measure of WE is 1. yrtie,measure- y WE is
9 .

also . (Use a fraction.).

(d)- Is the measure of line segment .AB?(!)

(e). Is
73'

the measure of line segMent CD010'4')2

Is the messure of line segment

(g) Is ithemeasure of line:segment OH? (le-)

(h)' Is g the measurf of line segment',L1?..c1r)-
,.,k.

(i) Is
11 the measure of line segment KL? (1)04)

. ,

88596
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2. Each unit, segment of the number line.belowhas been

-separated into k3 congruent segments. AR is the same

length as the unit segment.

A R

o 2 3

Uee this numbe4r line to answer the questions.
,

(a) What fraction names-the measure of Ag.?

(b) Whatifraction names the measure of :31? In. 1M

(1) (4) (1)
Bill has a photograph, album. Each page is'qeparated iito 14

congruent-1,arts. On each page he can place 4 pictures.

Page I Page2

eIf Bill'pastes 5. pictures in his album, he will cover
,4 1 '7 of one page and. of another page. What rational

number describes the number of ,pages covered? CoAca").444)

Fractions like ;, ;/tell

that the measure of.a segment Or a region is less than 1.

Fractions like 4, -1k, tell us that the

measure 'of a segment' or region is exactly 1.

3 4 5Fractions 'like ?r,
11

tell'uethat

the measure of a segmeht-br region is greater than, 1,

39i
887
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Exercise 4

1. Copy the unit segments below. The dots separate each unit

segment into smaller, congruent segments. Label each dot

correctly.

.4 4 4 (4)
0

5 . 5 (I)

(I)

t L*

Each 'of the figures below represents ;;,unit regiOn or unit .

-Bement.

2. Study these diagrams.

next page.t

/
' A

A

/

Then answer the questions on the

8883 98,
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.

How many thirds are there in `'"A? (3)

H6w many thirds are there in B? (3) i

HoW many thirds are shown in A and B together? (d)

What rational traction is suggested.by the shaded

region of A and B together? (1)

What rational number is suggested by the unshaded

region of A and B together? (I)

What rational number is suggested by the shaded region

in C7
)

in .D? in E?Cy) -

What rational number is suggested by he:unshaded

region in C? in .D..
0.

in E?(''. )

What rational number best describes the shaded regions

in C, D, and E0 altogether? (if)

What rational number best describe's the unshaded

regions in 0, t and 'E altogether,? ()

c) What rational number is suggested by the ahaaed region

/1111
of F and 0 together? lg.)

What rational number is suggested by the unshaded

region of F and 0, together? (10

In Figure H, what rational number is the measure of

(i49)- tay :In -of Er?
(

3 9

889
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3. For each figure, write the'fraction that names the rational

number suggested by the shaded part.

I unit I unit

I unit

FIG. A (y)

I unit

I unit

t

1. Using thede

A
0

0
2

/

FIG. b ()

number.lines,

I unit I unit

I unit I unit runit

FIG. E (It)
complete the sentences' below.

I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 . 8
2 2 2 . 2. 2 2 2

I 2 3 \ 4

2 2 3 3 II 2 2

a) 1 one and 1 half = or

b) $

c) 3 ones and

d) 2 ones and

1 half =

half =

7

2

e) = 1 errut- and .1 .4
f) 2 =

g) ;-=

"` 8904 00

Ii
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Copy the line iegment shown below on your° paper,

A
vis

(?) (E)- (F)

a unit segment.

. Mark a point-' D

Mark a point E

& point F

so - that

so that

so that

AS

AZ

Ate"

is

is

is

A

17 unit long.'

-A-3. units lbrig.

units long.,
o

a)

b)

c)rk

Copy the line segment below. Notice. each unit segment has

been separated into 3 .congruent segments.

X (V) (u) Y (W)

4'Using a certain unit, the measure of 77. is, 3,
Mark new points U, V, and W so that

4-

a) 3ZU is 1 .unit long.

2
b) W is

5$
unit long.

c) MY. is units long.

7. Mark is 4 feet tall. What number gives his height in

yards? ( ob%e A/AI °III' 2'1'1

8. Ellen watched 5 teleision programs. Ointany hours

did she watch TV if each program was:

a) of an hour long? (iniA- L-1%),

b) of an hour long? ( *my) )
.

891 4 01



DIFFERENT NAMES FOR THE SAME RATIONAL NUMBER

Obtive: 'To help children see that 'the. same rational
.

number has many names; and .

.444 7

To .hel p children learn/a way to' recognize the

simplest name.

Materials: A fraction Chart., and/or circular regionS7

1
its, 1 1showing the unit, wls, 75-1.s,. 51s,

e,
11 l 1

Z1'ess, vs,. 175.s, res
Several number lines,

1one for the "family of 171s es, es, rea;."

one for the "family of. Lis ms's;" and
I

3: '

l

, '.

one for the "family of 4As, Is, and lYs."

Teaching Suggestions:

Using the fraction chart, have children
find those par of. regions which show the same

'.part 1, 2 4 6of the uni: For example, 7

and 157 all show the same part of the unit

region..
Explore others, as 5 etc...

Note with them thatthese'show the same part.

We express thip idea by .saying = = etc.

We can give a'pet of fractions'which would do
the same thing. 'Write the fractions andthen
include others which might be members of'the
set, although you do .not have mcd els for them:

Now usethe-numbei lines. However, in-.
stead of writing the fractions below for each
line, write each set of fractions, letting
them be Osociated with the points of the same.

. line, that is,.as indicated above.

.4:
, 1 1

2 3 1. etc. k.4.1 a , te s ,

2 '} a
rg's)

892 402



Obserye thgt the same pointjias
several fractions below it. We may write
these as sets of fractions as s_

1 2 4 6
Tp ..Er, etc.

Again, yOu Mhrwish to ask if anyone could
give another fraction that would be a
member\df the set. If there is hesitation,
you might Suggest that one number of the
pair is 20 and write 20 below the bar.
Ask them what -would go aboye. Or you could
give a first number of the pair and ask
that they give the other.

, -

You also might ask if anyone h an
idea of how they 'could keep on finding
other fractions. , 4

Continue with the others where you
note that there are several names for the
same humber.

Make a special observatidn of thbse
which are names for the, whole numbers."

Raise the-question: If we have
several names, how do we choose the one,
that we should use? Note-that the one
where pair of numbers is least is often
called the basic. fraction. That.is,

1 would be our choice from the set

{1 2 4-
7' Tr' IP 1

Now use materials in the pupil text.

,

893

1,
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DIFFERENT NAMES FOR tRE'SAME NUMBER,

Exploration

1. The pictures of unit regions below suggest some ways of

N

thinking of one-half.

/ /A
B

i/47.,_2.____
.....,./..,
...,.....,_
,..,...,. ii.2/r/ir

D

F

In A, what fraction names the-meabure of the shaded region? 4)

In B, what fraction names the measure of the shaded region? (.1)

In C, what fraction names-the measure of the shaded regiOn1:

In. D,.' what fraction names the measure of the shaded'region4

.In E, what fraction names the measure. the shaded region? No

In F, what fraction names the measure of the shaded region?
c\ 10

1.
11;6/ 1; and 57 are all ways of naming the

rational number 1

Cwe'can-write: = =

What are some other fractions that name this same number?

1
We say that 7 is the simplest name, or simp fort, or

this rational 'number. Can you tell why?(/

8944 04
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0.

0
3

0 1'6' 6

0 1' 2 3
12 12' 12 12

a
6

4
12

A

2
3 3

3 4 5 6 I. /-

6 .6 6

5 6 7. 8 9 10 1.1 12
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

2. Make true statements by writlng a fraction in each blank.

Use the number line above to help you.

a.

b.

C.

d.

s=
a

e. 1 = 3

iz

2
/

4 = /2

Q
2

0,
5.

0 1

I,
5

2 3

2
5

4

1-

2'

5

3
5

6 7

4
5

8 9

2
2

5

10

To To TO To To ra TO V) TO lb To

A

Use the number line above to help you write the miss&g

numerator or denominator.

1 'n
a. 7 = (n=5-):.!

2 1
. b. z = (n _s)

c.
4 n

5

d. 1= =
10 e m2/0

-5- $.4r

)
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.

4. Using one number line, we can show many different names

for a rational number.

0

Q

'O
2

Q A 2 a
8 8 8 8

_

2
2

2.

4 4 4

4 5' 6 7 8 9
8 8 8 8 8 8.

We see that some fractions are names for the Same rational numbe]

What other fractions are names for the rational number 9(1 1A t)f11)
,

What other fraction is a name for the rational.number ? (1)

. What other fraction is a name for the rational number. V? (4)

Can you findotber fractions that name the aMe rational number

/.L /2
on this line ? C2; ,

One rational number may be named by many fractions.

.The rational, number 7r may be nameqbY:
7

The rational number may be named by:

The rational number
2

The rational number

Tr' ,

2 4 6 8
tgr, E4 17p ..!r r
2 4 67 8may b d by: (5, T7-00 , 270, )

may be named by: (4-0-,4, 46 41u,Tr) ...)

Can ypu think of:other fractions wh ch would name each of these

1..t ). At.numbers above? 2, As- I "
Many fractions can.be used to name the same.WMble nu7bers:.

For example, 1 may be indicated,by

and so on.

Can you name threeoth-Dr fractions that belong to this set?ff,
896 4,06
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Exercise Set 5

COpy each of these 'figures..

1.

2.

3

5..

0

1 1

1

.1. 1

I

1 1

I I 1

2
Color. 7 of tiis figure.

2
is another name for' 2

Color.
6.
o

of this figure.\me.

Is another name for .

411_

Color
2 of this figure.

2
73. is another name for .

Color 2 of this fizure.

2
is another naive for

r

/

Color
4

of this figure.
.

4
73. is another name for ±* .
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Using this chart, write as many names as you can -fo'r

412,

1 (2... 44 £
'14) 6, V, /o,

4
75

f)

tl

Write at least three other fractions which name each of

the following rational numbers. If you can write more than
6

three, do so.

c)

d)

898 408

5 (Le /s 20
, "Z" ,

1A-)
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:V- .

8, The.diagrams'below suggest three othex names for
i _ _S- .±.I

are they? 4 ?, /A/

A

1

I foot

Ia

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
inches12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12' 12 12 12.

What

'Draw 5 boxes like the onesbelow. Separate each box

to show.the mathematical sentence, written below. The

first one is done for you.

2
2 4

8 4

4_I
8 2

899 4 q
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10. Complete:

Yt

8 4,
f

g) "
2"I' 1r = 4

J.)
6

4
J)t -Tr

900 410
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tte.unit square ahOwn on the preceding page'has been

separatjilinto 100, congruent square regions.

IA

Each small square region is what part of the unit
/ _L )

square region? ("ay

b) Eich small square region is what part of 1 .roWior

1 column of square regions?(To)

c) Each row,or each column of square regions is. what

part or the unit square region? (o)

4 ?4°

7 7-6

TO

O

.IHow many small Auare r gions should you color if y--//
. W

are to color of the. unit square region? (47)

Oa
8 100 Y

)

1 U°) 7 f7 0 .)
? and 10

?

(10°)
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Puzzle. In how many different ways can you cover the unit

square using the fractional pieces shown? Each

piece maybe used more than once. You may wish

to trace, cutout, and make several copies of each

model region before you work your puzzle.

Unit.

Square

8

4

ti

412
902
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Here,are )ew solutions to the puzzle on page

more did you discover?

1 j 1 1 1

. 4 I 4 4 1 4

I 1 I 1

4 4 4 8 8

\\
1 \
4 /

, \\,/ 4
Nu

-8

Ia
8//

`\\
//
i\\

I

8 8 .

413-
903

gow many

1 1

8 818 8

II
1

1

1

8 818



ORDER/NO =RATIONAL NUMBERS

Objective: To help Children learn that if they know one
1 .

rational number they cannot name the next one;

To'order a given set of rational numbers from

least to greatest and from greatest to least;

and

To express a "less than" and "greater than"

relationship between two rational numbers.

Materials: Those which have been used in previous

lessons.

- Teaching Suggestions:

Background for this lesapn should have
grown out of the preceding, lessons. Chil-.
dren.already are' probably aware-that

1. 1
> etc Using the number line.or Con-

gruent parts of a given region, ask some
queptions which would lead them to order a
given set of'rational numbers from least to'-
greatest.

For example,given the set the

ordered set would be 4, 4. Ask them

to give the next whole number after 5;

after 123, etc.

FollOw this by asking.them to give the
1

next rational number after 7. Should'they
,

gimp
2
75, then ask them if, say is

1 27between 7 and . The series of questions

you ask here should focus on the'idea that
'given-one rational number, the:next
rational number cannot be. given.

.414

904
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ORDERING THE RATIONAL NUMBERS

Exploration.

,0 I 2 3
4 4 -4 4

5 6 ' 7 8
4 4 4 4

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Look at the number line,

1 ,71°')Is 7 to the right of . Is

Is to the right of Is
. )

(r.)
Is to the right of 7 . Is

1 ititiIs 0 to ,the left of .

9)
Is

7
2 4 9,")to thed 7eft of . Is

to the left of u . Is
6 9Y).

1It is easy to see that 7,

least to greatest.

6
4-, and are ordered fiom

Are 2r, and -, ordered from the least to greatest? +-)

.It would be easier to decide. if we used other fractions.for

these numbers.

Using othernames fbr these same numbers, we can write them as.

4 ;10 and 16
17'

Now we see the numbers are named in order from least to greatest.

Ai you move to the right along a number line, the rational numbers

become greater. As you move to the left, they become less.

415-
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Exercise Set 6

1. Use this chart and the symbols > and < to complete the

sentences below.

.

1

2

1

v

T
, .

I

i
1
16:

i.j_
16'16

1

16

1

16

i

16

.1
16

i

16

1

16

1

16

I

16

1-

16

1

16

1

16 1e.

1

16

1
a) 7

1 r 1
b) ..8

a

155

f <

2. Write. the correct answer. The fraction chart above may be

used,: if needed.

a) Which number is less: -Er or -Er ?
17 16 (9

Which is farther to the left on thS number line416

b Whitt' nutber is less: 431 ors 3-4 ?

Which is farther to the left on the number line? (P.

Which number is less: -Er or 44? (17)
17

Which is fa;ther.to the left on the number line? (Igs)

Which number is less: 34 or (*115)

141
is farther to the left c:In the number.line? GT)

416
906
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3. Arrange members ofeach set in order from least to greatest.

Make diagrams if you need them.

A 4, 4} 2.4)
.1,'.2.,a;

B 4, 21 / (;1, 12' -4, 49

Associate a rational number with boints a, b, e,.

and g. in the diagram below.

0

111-1-
2

a b c d e.f
8 4 8

a =

b = 141-

e =

d = p f =

g =

List in order the.nuMbers used in counting by two-thirds

2 .
id

h L,- t
from 5 o ,t (3a _T, ;i", 3, 3

Le2

6. List in order the numbers used'in counting by three-halves

from 3 4 I. I r Jr)to 9. --,a1 Ar as'2

7. Write two other names for each of the following numbers'.

124 (+,

b) (L. L )
+4 ,

4 ??
907

o)
10 (2E

.)
ag)

d) 3 ("§



8. Copy and complete. by writing the symbol > or < in

each box,

a) <

b)

c) f)
1

F

Rearrange these numbers in order from lease o greatest.

3tr'

.1

a) Tr ,

1 1 1 1 1

2 5 1 1 / 1 1 =
LE)

10. Arrange in order the numbers in each set below. begin

with the

A.= 1;

C =

greatest.

4., ir)

r, f

11. Arrange these numbers from least to greatest.

1 1 1 1 1 1

r' 7' "T'
S.

908 418
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Exercise Set

Supplementary Exercises

0 2
.

310.._

0 1 2 3 5 6
2 2 2 2 2 2 2

0 1 2. 3 .4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 -41' 4

0 I 2 .3.4 5 6. 7 8 9 10 11 12 13.14 15 16 17 18 19 2021 222324
8.8 8 8 $'8 8 8 8 8' 8 8 8 8 8- 8 8 8 8 8 8.8 8 8 8

s

'1. Copy and write > < , or =, in each blank to

make A true sentence. The number line above will help

you.

b) a = 2

3
6

419

909
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2. Which fraction of each pair below will be fdrther to the

right on, the number line?

a)
75-
19

or f679

11 (39b) or

c) 1T-1,

d)
10

or (1,-)

e)
14
-s- or Ci9

0").f)

11
or 14

g) or

% 1
***'( -k)11)

or

3. Rearrange each set. Put members in order from least to

greatest.

A = {., ,

B = {4,

11

1 1

}

4. Copy and fill in each blank with the symbol

a)

b) 2 >

c) = 1

d)
54

e)

r)

g)

h)

1

2

1

'< 2

Tr.

-

->

<

< , or

,

'Look at exercise 4. Which fraction in each pair labels a

point farther to. the right on the number line?
4"

2

c A.."

-F.

e. 2
I*. a )

910 420



A NEW KIND. OF NAME

Objective: To Stow that the-Mixed form is convenient. to use

when the rational number legreaterthan 1.

'Materials: The numberline and congruent regions.

Teaching Suggestions:

Go back to review the lessor-On which we
considered rational numbers greater than one,
noting how we used a fraction to name a
rational number greater than 1.

Or

Then make some statements like,these:

'Tom rode his bicycle miles.

10Mary's mother used -- pies for her guests at dinner.

I would like someone to get a piece of string fotine

which is 7 yards long.

Get children's reactions to such%state-
-mints. Ask what might be a more convenient
way to make these statements. That is, if

. 4
, /5

10
-, and 3- could be. expressed as a

number of whole units and parts of units'.

iiere Children

Tom rode his bicycle IL miles.
4.

Mary's mother used 1.6 pies-for her

dinner guests.

I would like someone to geta piece, of
string for me which is 13 yards 101g.

'Men ask: If we know. the fraction for a
rational number:how can'we express it *ling
whole units and parts of units?
1 41, 1E, etc., are what we call mixed forms.3Then' ask, "If Tom. rode his bibycle miles,,

did' he 'ride as far as. one mile? More :than one
Mlle? -As far as two miles?" etc. "ra a p.iede

of string 7 yards long.tae,l,ong as,one,yard?

Longer than. one yard? As. long as two yard?7
'etc. 6 This will help children recognize the
relationship betweenrational numbers named by
fractions and wholelhumbers

911
4 21
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A NEW KIND OF NAME

4,

These .piettires help us. think ,_about the numbers,

Unit

1FP

B.

Unit

and

A 4VA A
Unit

Unit

11 and and

11
= :1 one and . 1half = one and 1 one

or, and 3., fourths

= 1 1 =. 2 ones and'

3 fourths

or,

pi other., waY: of .riamin is 1
17

... e.

:AtOther way of naming
11

.,We,'oall 1.7' and mixed forms.

91:2 2 2'. ,
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Rational numbers named by fractions like and

tell us that the Measure of.a region, 'segment,' orl'set is lead'

than 1.

f
'2 .4',RatiOnal numbers named by fractions like '7,

8

tell us that the measure of a region segment, or set is

equalto 1.

and

Rational' numbers named bey fractions 4 and

tell us that the measureof a region,.. segment, or Bet is isreater

than 1.

.

., 1...

4 'Other. names for

since2this is true , ,
1 217, and 15.

may be renamed

1;., and areare read, "one and three-fourths,"

"one. and one- half," and "one and-tWo thirde. Fractions

written in this way are said tcx'be In mixed,form.



Exercise Set 8

Copy and finfgh the number line below. 11.)eii-UA.C:.,

complete tile,Mathematicalentincee so that each will be

a true sentence.

0 2 3

2 I . (I) (I) (4) (;) (1,5
3 -3 3 3 3 3 ,

4 .3

73-
4
3-

is and
,

= z

, ones and

d)

2 6 235 = T and T
44

2'

Arrange the numbers in each of the.0110wing seta in order.
.-:

from least to' greatest. Use diagrams,,if you need them.

A 0,

4,, ;77, 2, ;.., 31B,
10'

3 , 2; 14 -I. fiii

Peter has block0-;t0::Walk to school.. Each block is
1

re.

mile long. How many miles does he have'to walk to school?

dri- I ,..W141)/0. /

424
914 .

,.
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A pound of butter is usually .divided into four bars of the =
.

same size. Vicky found 7 bars of butter in her

refrigerator. How many pounds of butter were in the

refrigerator? (i,7*

Can Y-Ou do.these without anyhelpI' Try some of them.

'.Write the mixed f9rm for each of these numbers,.

a) = /'

b)

c) .g = Is

,d)

e)

greater? Write the name of the greater number in

each pair. You.-may use a numberline to help you decide., ,

or (...c)

or
(.2io

12 7 (.12)or 3u . 3

6 or
21 ILI)
T ( 3

7. Copy and complete.

a)
, 2 7
-L5

1 7
b) 25.=

c)

e)
8

or 11 (1) ,
.13 7

f)' or or . (3 f)

g) '4 or it_ (4 i)

h) 4 or i3r, (4)

UseAdiagras'if you need thetn..

d) 1 7
) 3r r

e) =

f)

A

BetWeen what tarp whole numbers on the number line would the,
$ '

following fractions.be?

a)

915125
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Exercise "Set 9

2

:3

0

0

'1

"7
3

7

0 '2

0 1

0 2 6 ?.

.".s!

0 1

0 1 2 3
r

2i31.

4

2

6.

2

...

781

2
S.

10 11 12

?tic!. 43.t

1. Use3be: number lines above. Copy the following mathematical.

sentences. Write the symbol > in each blank to

make the sentence trite::-

b)

d)

< 411

> 8 <

916
426
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2. starttng at zerp,fistin order the numbers used in

Counting iy 6he'-half to 14.

6c,.counting by tWo-thirds to

counting bythree-eighths to
1

C 2 3 AI2, 7, a,

P I, p, F

( Write 2 othe:r names for each of the following.

1
2! . /

. a) = Z.., ,

/0

4. Math. each rational number in Column 1 with a fraction

that names the same number from Column 2. .

Column 1 Column 2

a) (h) f) #

b) g).

c) 2 (

d) (1) i)

e) 1 (.4.) J)
2.

427

917



USING RATIONAL NUMBERS
Ak

OlDjgctives: To recall that sets of objects and

eqUivalent subsets have been used

rational numbers; and

To:Nam how we can use a rational

express a relationship between the

members in a set and the number of

in a subset.

their

to suggest

number to

number of

members

Materials: Collections o;objects that can be arranged

into sets and subsets.

Teaching suggestions:, ,

Use some sets of objects. Designate a
particular subset within a set. Ask what
rational number this suggests.

For example,

3
9

0
1

. 7
4 1u or r

0 '0

Q2 0

11)

0 0

0 0

4 1
or

Then tell how we can use the rational number
to ,speak about the, number of members of the
set and the number. of members in a subset.
Again illustrate:

We can say:

3 objects are ,. of 9 objects.

1
13 (or .) of 8 objects.

71! (or ;JO of. 12 objects, etc.

4 objects are

4 objects are

Use the materials in the pupil text.

428
918.
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USING RATIONAL NUMBERS

Exp]$hiation,

Below are pictures of sets of 12 objects.

Set A

Flt B

Dotted lines sepakate the picture

of Set A into 2 Subsets.

How many objects are there in 1

subset?(4)

How_ many objects are there in 2

subsets? (0)

Is of 12 objects equal to

6 objects? or-)

Is ; of 22. objects equal to

12 Objects? (')

Set B has been separlited into k.

subsets.

How many objects are in each'..

subset? ( 3)

7r.

2
7r

,7r

Is

of

of

of

of

17

12

12

12

12

of

.-

.

/2..

12
2= 7r

423

919

of 12? (tr)
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1.0=111.11 mimmo - --- --

1 UM"

Set C

110 .0.11=1. 4.110 =14 NIMM MI=

[1] El El E-------+-------
El ,I1_1

Set E

Dotted lines separate Set C. into

subsets.

What' is of 12? (4L)

What is ; of 12?-(9)

What is of 12? (12)

Set D has'been separated into

4 sub6ets.

2 = E of 12.

= .11 of 12.

6 = E of 12.

8 = S or 12.

10 = of 12,

12 =E of 12.

Each subset in E shows

/2 of 12.

14z of 12 =

of 12. = 4

of 12

8
Tg of 12 =

9
T7 of 12

430
920
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1. A, B, C,

your paper. Separate each one into four equal regions.

2..

Exercise Set 10.

B.

4

d D age upit square regions. . Copy thein on

a) Color 4k of A "red.

b) Color' .1-, of B blue.

b) i

,
oColor 3 of C green.

d) Color -fr :Of D.:,green,

4
e) 7r is another name for i)

f) Write the fraction that

A

best desCribes _the uncolored
4. C.

regions of each unit square region above.(4." j. A

1

Points B and C separate the unit line segment AD.;
1

into 3 congruent segments. pi ?

c) m 0 . (-1.Y
. 6

...

a) m 1E = (f )

15) m AC = 1,3). d) i . (/)

431
921

fi
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6cercise Set 11

. Look at, the picture of a set of objects below.

0 0

o

o 0 0

It has been partitioned into 4 subsets.

The same number of objects is in each subset.

What is 7 of 16? (4)

What is. of 161 (9)

What is

What is

3 of 16? ( / 2)

of 16? (IL)

2. _Here is another'picture of a set of objects. It has.been

partitioned into five subsets. The same number of objects

IS" ii1:.each subset.

4 .

-'Ghat is
1
,-.? of: 20? Pi),
D

What :is 7,2 of 20? (9)

,

1... of 20? .t12)...7 What'is 3

4
What is of 20? (V i

i1

5 ... ,What is
5

of .20? (2i,
. '

4 0#. .. t,.. .

fit :f.%

0

0

0

0

1 I

1 0 1 0 0
I 1 51

0 0.. 0
1

1

'1 0. 1 0 0
1 1

1 0 1 G 0

0 (

1 0

1 0

1 0

.1 922 432
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Complete the following. Use sets of objects if you need them.

a) 1
5

of 6 is A___ e) of
2

6 ,is' (49

b) ;-, of 4 is (_ f) of 8 is (4)

c) of 8
/71

Z of 9 is (0
1

10 (4f,d) 7 of 10 h) 7.- of
1 2

4. Jane bOught six doughnuts. She ate -33L. of them. How many

doxighnuts did Jane eat? How many doughnuts did Jane have

( A a r ,4-.34-zt

1
Bill had twenty marbles. He lost .7. of them. How many

marble did Bill lose? How any did

. Alice had 36 jacks: She traded of them to Mary.

How many jacks did Alice trade? How many jacks did Alice

. have left?. V-r-41 7

On tlie way from the store, Bob draped a dozen eggs.. He

looked.411211Le the carton. He found i7 of the eggs broken.

How many eggs are there in .a dozecg How many. eggs were

broken? How many eggs were not broken? (--14"--44* 17 Ant-

BRAINTWISTER

John gave Bill sixteen jelly beans. This was 2 of the

number John had. How many did.John have at the beginning?

433
923
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Exercise Set 12

1. There were 20 problems on. an arithmetic test. John worked,

1
all but of them. How many problems did John finish? Us)

2. 5-, of a, string of Christmas tree lights had burned out.

How many lights had to be replaced?

.3. At a sale; books. that had been 50 were .selling for

of the regular price. What was the sale price? (Z6-4)

.4, A box which had contained. 24 candy .bars was two-thirds

full. How .mjny candy bars were in the box? (t)

5. .A footbdll genie is played in 4 quarters. It takes 1 hour

of actual playing time to play a game. How many minutes of

actual playing time are .gone at the end of the third quarter?
.

'

6. There were 6 boys and 3 girls on a softball team. What

part 'of the team was boys? (16: ai" 3 )

The year is separated into four 4asons of equal length.
A.

(------:---.../

What part of the year is each season? (4.)
..JL

. 3/4

8. Mary has a collection of 15 dolls.
2
,,- of them represent

children from other countries. How many of the dolls

represent children/from other countries ,/a)
O

9. Jim was making a model of a plane. He needed a single piece

of wood i of a foot long.. He had a piece of wood 8/

inches long. Could he use this piece. Why? (a "%**-016-1 7
et eloo. 04'

434
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Practice Exercises

r`

A

1. Place parentheses correctly to make each of the followi:ng

a true statement. Example ,a, is shown.

°a)

b)

c)

d)'

e)

f)

g)

h)

1)

J)

(6 + 4) x 3 - 30

(8 3) .+ 5 < 64

(6 + 3) 24

2 x (5 + 4) 18

4 x (16 + 4) >68

9 +.. (6;=:';'3) 11

8x +" 3) yd.43

(6 43) x 4 . 8

(18 6) + 2

(14 t-7) + 7 > 1

2. Mixed Addition.and Subtraction

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

1)

4)

327 + 54 = 381

457 + 218 = 675

384+ 291 = 675

384 - 156 = 228

995 - 768 . 227

87b - 418,.. 452

2384 - 1963 421

1066 - 883..183

984 + 168.. 1152

700 - 362 r-338 t)

435

925

x 8) .- 2 > 30

(25 4. 5) +,8 13

19 + (8 ÷ 2) > 14

45+ (5 + i);< 13
(27 + 3) = 5

28_ (7 x 3) < 63

(46 + 8) 9 = 6

28+ (21 4- 7) /; 7

17 (4,x 3) < 39

(49 7) + 6 = 13

1478 + 2388 = 3866

'400 + 583 + 324 = 1307

1637 - 537,= 1100

709 - 368 = 341

37 +.31 + 36 104

801 - 513 = 288

745 - 508 = 237

678 + g54 = 932

?900 .- 1256 = 1644

598 + 303 + 81 9/32



4.

Write the 'inunber n

a) 29+ 56+ 37 = n

b) 700 - 347 = n

c) 43 x 6 = n

d) 587 - n = 369
e) 77+ 94 +n= 237

1) n x = 3708

413.4:.n4 79 =234

h) n= 127 x5
i) 746' n = 413

j) .624 + n= 1141

g)

represents.'

='122 k). n = 737 x 8 ';;n = 5896
= 353 1), n+ 304+ 488= 1640,..it .= 848

n = 258 4767 = n x 7
= 218 n) 719 - n = 285

681

= 434

n = 66 o) 8.789.+ n = = .3708

n = 618 p) 707 x 6.=f.r? n = 4242

n = 107 q ) 8789 = 5081. n = 3708

.4894-.403 +950= n n = 1842

x 9 = 7857 rL = 873

n ;517 t), n - 658 = 758 = 1415,

,n .635

=. 343

Addition, ''_Subtraction, MultipliCatioh.; And: DivisiOn::.
a) .1414 - 671 = k) 278 + 32' + 49 3

b). 2157 + 879 = 3036 1) 378 6 . 63
c) 148 ÷ 4 = 37 m) 439 x 5 =.2195

. -

d) 367 x 6 = 2202 ri)- 679 - 327 = 352
e) 459 9 = 51 o) .136 ÷ 4 = 34

810 + 652 + 934 = 2396

333 x 7 = 2331

h) 280 -;- 7 = 40 r) 652 -,584 = 68
i) 396 x 7 = 2272 444 ÷ 6 = 74

j) 1209 - 688.. 521 t) 876 x 4 = 3504

f )- 309 +487+ 648..:.=, 1444 p)

g) 475 - 367 = 108 q)
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5'. Write the munber n represents.

a): i of 12 .1 h
,

.. " .
n

.
t

.1, -1.
7 '''11!'

.

#

' 2 ,

g) of 9' ...
-

3h) 7 of 8 - n
--1) 2 of lo - n

6

6

n = 4

4,

,13...of 16 n .n 2*

of 294!i*: . n = 4, 45 of 15 n n = 12

of 18= n n= 3 1) 16 n n 6

Find. the -unknown addend by, regrouping.

Example;

462 60 + 2 . 400 + 50 + 12
151 = 100 5o +.7 . 100 + 50 +

300 +.00 4

638
3

a

d 890
?AZ.

453

g) 493
-316
.177

h) 0761
=2,5z

504.

437
927

1
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.

MatiplicatiOn and:Division

5 '3945

7254;:-.5 - 145

864 x:.6 -
-4o8 ÷, 4

904 ,x 7 - 6328'

824 4 206

496 x 6 - 2976

654 -218
730tx 9 7 6516.

.10 378 + 3 126

257 x 4 I028

2484.4. ,311

3i9 x 8.- 2552

3.3.0

r)

509 x 7 - 5663
,

789 T 3 . 263.

156 x 9 . 1404

217 +.7 -
,

697 x
.

2091

. Write the numeral'fOr each` blank that makei a true sentence.
I '

.etlowrk..,

(

b) x 9)' r. 34.

(,8 x 8) -

.(ig.x 6) - 65 7 /
e) (6 x 8 ) 7 39.71,9

f) x 6) 4 36

g.) (6 14

h) (54 z 49

5) x 9 en421.

_j) (8 20) -

k) x .7,44

'1). (6, X - .15 21

.m). 7 X 8) + 4
n) . (8 xl) -12 28,

) (7' )(*9)+,12
ja

P) (5 k 1) 21

(6 X9) 8-, 48
) ?( 6). + .13 5.5

s) (6 'x 6) - 7,729'

(7lX,9)
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Part

Review

° SET I

Using the'.Symbol >, .:or K

true sentence;

27 foot < 12 inches f)

P

inches > .32% yard',"

1
c) 1 pint 7. quart

hour

1°

e) Is- yard

30 minutes

2 feet:,

2. Arrange in order of size

a)

./

d)

f)

2 1 6 4
' 7

1
, , 71 ,

177 ,

3 3 3 3

1 3 2 47 , , ,

1 ft., 6 in.,

8
7
.17
3

1

ft

make each of the following
, .

12 inches '> -k yard

quait <,, 2 pints

15 minutes = houis.

4 feet < 34 yards

9 inches,.
1
`yard

from smallest to largest. ,

1

7 f

g) 45 min.,
17 hr., 60 min., hr

.

h) 1 ton, r0 b
1
lb., 1 oz.

i) 3. Pt., 1 qt., 1 cup, 1 gal.,

j) in., in., in., -36-- 'in.

1

(4

(-tr ft, 6 in.., 4it., 1 ft)

1
hr, 7 hr., 45 min,

60 min.)
1

(1 oz., .. 1 lb.; 1 tcn)

2 4 6 8

'
1 1 1,

2 1 3 .4'

2

(1 cup, 1 pt., I qt.; 1 ga3.):

in., in.,
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. N = (The named points .A, B

1,4hat,is the greatest number of line segiftnts that can have
* .

endpoints in Set N ? (One)

Name the segment(s); (AS)

, .

4: ./4 = .The named points C, D, E) ot.

41 'EP'

What is the.74reatest number of line segMenhat can have:
....., . . ,

\ .
,

endp4nts in' Set M ? (Three) .4

Name the seirenqh). (515, n!,' ET)

A . (The named poltnts GF, H,

'Wha,tis the greatest number of liqe.stgmentsthat carnave

endpointSiil Set R ?

Name tile segment(s). (GF, GH, GI, HI, HF, FI)

Y

I

flO

6. Draw two line segments to make

"three

..,

:three quadklaterals and five new

triangles out of L,XYZ X
. W .2

(D TVK, ,,, TSY, .n.VSY, ZS XYW , 4. ZYW,=1 iTVZ,C=XTSW, C.:114SW)

7,, Draw .tWo line segments to make B

two new triangles and three

quadrilaterals out of'PABC:

(LIDBF,BGH,C1 DFCA, Q AGHC,C=IDGHF)

4 < & means 4 Is less than 5 and

Write these sentences,the shbrter way.

32 <'34 Ind 34 < 40 (32 < 34 < 40) (Answers wil],
.

2 -3 vary)
1 &and-47< 4 >1:'

.'

(7< '47 < *4)

c) 112 < 115 and 115 < 117 (112 < .11 117)

d) ir < 4 and 4<i 4<4<,;;)

5 less than 8.

440
930 -1

O
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Find the number that n represents in the following.

a) 14 < n < 16 (n =15) d) < n < (n = g or i)

b < h < 4 = e) 9 < n < 322 (n = Or 9i)

c) 786 < n < 788-(n = 787) 0 < n < 1 (n, = qr 1)

(Answers will vary),,, .

10. What is it?

a)/ A.model that has 3 rectangular regions and

triangular regions for faces. (triangular prism)

b) ,A model that has four triangular regions for faces.
(pyramid),

c) A model that has six rectangular regions for faces.
(rectangular prism)

d) A model that has one rectangular region and.two circular

regions for faces.. . (cylinder)

e) A model whose edges form right angles only.
(rectangular prism)

f) A model that hasca.circularIegion and a half circular

region for faces. (cone)

11. These statements are comparing the length of line segments.

Complete these to make them true statements.

Examples a and b are done for you.

a) 4,ft. is'. 2 .times as long as 2 ft.

.1

b) 2 ft. is 7 as long as 4 ft.

. c) 9 in. is 3 times as long as .3 in..

1

d) 3 in. is 7 as long as 9

e)' 12 yd is 2 tiMea, as loT. as 6 yd..
el

f. 6 yd. is 7 as long as 12 yd.

1

g. 15 min. is 7 as long as 45 min..

h.- 45 min. is '3 times as long as 15 min..-

r. 4.41
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12. Match the Standard Unit of Measure from Column I with the

Item you would use it .to measure from Column

Column I Column II

a) cup J. Length of your pencil

b) feet , f Bottle of milk

c) seconds i Distance between cities

d) hours g Length of a football field

e) days c Timing a running race

f) quart h Time at recess

g) yards e Time until a birthday

h) minutes d Time for sleeping

i) miles b Height of a tree

J) inches a Sugar for a recipe

13. Write 4 different fraction names for each of the points

labeled on this number line.

0 A B C D 1

(A 176' 72 ; 13 Ty IZP ; C ., 7r, s,
1 2 3 4

-2 4 68 )D ) (Answers will vary)

14. Find the perimeter of the following:

a) A polygon with sides whose measures are 16, 28, and

32 in inches4Perinieter 76 in

b) An equilateral triangle with the measure of one of its

sides 14 in feet.(Perimeter 42 ft.)

c) A polygon with 6 congruent sideS, the.measure of one

side is 35 in centimeters. (pehmetei. 210 centimeters)

d) 'A square, one side of which has. 'llemeasure of'7 in meters.
(Perimeter 28 meters)

e) A polygon with 2 sides whose measures have the sum

of 8 yards and 3 side whose measures have the sum

1 2 4 8 1 2 3 4

of. 15 in yarde.(Perimeter: 23 yids)

932.
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Part B

Write a mathematical sentence (or twosentences if necessary)

for each problem and solve. Write an answer sentence.

,1/4

1. The Davis family uses 8 eggs for breakfast. What part of.

a dozen eggs is left? (12 - 8 = t, t . 4, 4 + 4 n,
1

n = 372 or 7 . They have Tof a dozen eggsleft.T
f

2. Eddie earns- 75 cents on Mon ay, 50 cents onWednesday,

and 75 eents.on Friday mowing lawns. Hew much will he earn

in six weeks ?` (75 + 50 +'7,5) x 6 = n or 75 *.5q+ 75 = c
c = 200 , 200 x 6 = n n .=.1200 Eddie 'will ea4"'n',412.0(?)

3. The. school bus runs 7 mi 0'h on a gallonofgasoline. Each

week the bus goes an averag \s,f 882 miles. How much gasoline

will the bus use in four,week (882 + 7).x '= n, or
882 +7 = g, g = 126 x 4 = n, 504 The bi.t will use 504
gallons of gasoline.)

4. Wendy called the feed store to rder feed for.a month for

her horse. She bought 5 bales of,"haatj].7.-5a bale and

100 lb. of pets at $5.30. How much will this month's feed

bill be? (5 x 175) + 530
0
= n or 5 x 175 = h, h + 530 = n

n = 1405. This month's feed bill will be $14.05

5. Tom hit a softball 135 ft. Randy hit the ball 25 ft.

farther than Tom. How far did Randy hit the ball? (135+ 25 = n
n = 160 Randy,hit the ball..1.60 feet.

6. It is 347 air miles from San Francisco to Los.Angeles, -1240

air miles on to Dallas, 443 air miles from Dallas to New

Orleans, then 669 air miles on to Miami. How many air miles

is it, by this route, from San Francisco to Miami?
-(347 + 1240 + 443 + 669 = n, n = 2699. It is 2699 air miles
from San Francisco to Miami.

-4 4 r`
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7. , The nurse found Janice to be 4 ft. 4 in tall, Linda

ft. 11 in. tall, and Maria 4 ft'. 9 in tall. How much

taller than Janice is Linda? (4 11 in - 4 ft. '4 in.= n
n in. Linda is 7 inches taller than Janice.)

8. In the standing board-jump Pat's best jump was 5 ft ;1 3 in.

while Roy Is best imp was 6 ft. 2 in. soy's jump was how

much better than Pat's? (6 ft. 2 in. - 5 ft. 3 in n
n 11 in. Roy's Jump -was 11 inches better than Pat Is.)

9. For his birthday Tom received a new baseball bat tilt is

24 inches long. The bat's length is'what part of a yard?
2. 2

n n The bat is yard lang.).

10. Joe delivers 56 papers each day. How many papers does he

deliver in 28 days? .(56 x 28 = t, t=568 Joe
delivers 1,568 papers in 28 days.)

11. Susan buys 2 .dozen cookies for 30 cents A dozen

.
. ,,.".

cake for 80 cents. How much does she pay the clerk?
(30 x 2 = a or 30 30 = a a = 60 60 4. 80 . c c = 1461 .

Susan pays the clerk $1.40.)

Braintwisters

1. You have ,a 30, inch board that you have to cut in 5

pieces, each 6 inches long. It takes five minutea..,to

make each cut. How many minutes will it take you to cut

the five pieces? (4 x 5 = 20)

2. An inchworm was -a tree 5 ft high. He climbed

three inches, every day and slipped back two inches every,

night: How many ..days' will it take-Eirn to reach the top?
(5 x 12) - 2 = n n = 58 58 days)

4.

93 4
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